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Abstract 
This project explores the complexity of Melbourne’s inner and outer suburban spaces as 
portrayed within contemporary fiction set in Melbourne. The study is comprised of a textual 
analysis of the works of several key Melbourne writers whose writings over the past decade 
have featured their city’s inner and outer suburbs as significant sites in the exploration of the 
relationship between identity and place. They play an important part in my contention in this 
thesis that Melbourne, as a city of suburbs, is a paradigm worthy of writerly and critical 
attention. The fictional texts are Christos Tsiolkas’s The Slap (2008), Sonya Hartnett’s 
Butterfly (2009), Steven Carroll’s novel The Time We Have Taken (2007) from The Glenroy 
Series (2001-2011) and Wayne Macauley’s novel Blueprints for a Barbed-Wire Canoe 
(2004).    
 
The research question identifies the focus in this thesis on suburban Melbourne:  
What do contemporary fictional representations of Melbourne’s inner and outer suburban 
spaces reveal about the practices of everyday life when examined within a spatial justice 
(Soja 2010) and Thirdspace framework (Soja 1996) 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Research question:  
What do contemporary fictional representations of Melbourne’s inner and outer suburban 
spaces reveal about the practices of everyday life when examined within a spatial justice 
(Soja 2010) and Thirdspace framework? (Soja 1996). 
 
The Shifting City:  Representations of Melbourne in Contemporary Narratives 
Melbourne’s white history since the days of settlement suggests that it has always been a 
conglomerate of urban and suburban spaces organised variously as Melbourne grew around 
wealth, class, industry, work and ethnic groupings following successive waves of migration.  
Michel de Certeau’s idea of the concept city is applied to my study of Melbourne as it fits 
well with my perception of the planned city of Melbourne as also consisting of a hidden or 
‘real’ city. The sentiment of de Certeau’s idea of the city is expressed by author Jenny 
Sinclair in her book When we think about Melbourne: The imagination of a city (2010): 
In one square of a blue-edged Melways map is enough human experience 
and history for a lifetime’s or world’s worth of study and understanding: 
the trees and bush that once grew from the land, the animals that lived 
there, the thousands of years of indigenous occupation … Add in the years 
of Melbourne’s expansion, the cutting down of the trees, the paving of the 
roads and the little lives lived in each house, even for the mere 150 or so 
years the suburbs have been spreading out; multiply that by the possible 
ways of looking at those people - … there is too much in even that small 
block of land for any one person to process (Sinclair 2010, p. 26). 
Melbourne’s status as the one-time capital of Australia and its development as a site of 
cultural and artistic activity consolidated when, in 2009, it was declared UNESCO’s second 
literary city, which promoted an exclusive and unified image of the city. Such a construction 
tends to invalidate other spaces of diversity and the everyday lives lived in suburban spaces 
away from the city precincts. While this is a significant boost to the city in terms of its 
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literary status, especially on a world stage, there is also the risk of setting up a particular 
boundary. The UNESCO Literary City tag potentially, could exclude the suburbs that 
surround the city of Melbourne as it doesn’t take into account the suburbs that surround it. 
Also, there is a rich literary heritage of writing about Melbourne suburbs from myriad voices 
through poetry, prose and plays. However given the scope of the topic, novels which are 
situated with the suburbs, are the main focus of this study. Earlier fictional perspectives on 
Melbourne life were mostly from a white male perspective and include Frank Hardy’s 1950 
political novel Power Without Glory set in the fictional suburb of Carringbush (identified as 
Abbotsford and Richmond), Martin Boyd’s novel Cardboard Crown (1952) with its focus on 
an aristocratic family of Melbourne in his Langton tetralogy and George Johnson’s suburban 
novel My Brother Jack (1964) a post Gallipoli story which is part of the David Meredith 
trilogy.  Patrick White’s novel, The Solid Mandela (1966) set in the fictional suburb of 
Sarsparilla is a novel focussed on the interior life of twin unmarried brothers and their 
everyday lives as they age together.  Later, in the seventies, Helen Garner’s novel Monkey 
Grip (1977) challenged traditional ideals about domestic Melbourne life. Narrated through 
the eyes of single mother Nora, it is a marked departure from traditional suburban life as 
Nora is infatuated with a heroin addict and lives in a series of share houses. Garner’s novella, 
The Children’s Bach (1984) is also set in suburban Melbourne, focussing in compressed and 
elliptical form on the intertwining lives of four middle-class characters, chief of whom is 
Athena who longs for something beyond the suffocating constraints and demands of domestic 
life.  
Christos Tsiolkas’s novel Loaded (1995) was one of the first Melbourne texts to highlight the 
richness of suburban diversity, mapping the cultural significance of numerous suburbs with 
its specific focus on the varied Greek-Australian experiences of living in contemporary 
Melbourne. From a female first-generation point of view, Anna Maria Dell’oso born in 
Australia of Italian parents wrote about suburban living in Melbourne in her novels; Cats, 
Cradles and Chamomile Tea (1989) and Songs of the Suitcase (1998). More recently, there 
has been a spate of texts that have followed, focussing on the ‘practices of everyday life’ (de 
Certeau 1988) within suburban spaces, insisting on the validity of these experiences as 
worthy of literary representation. These include: Philip Salom’s novel Waiting (2016) about 
creatives living in the margins, A. S. Patric’s novel Black Rock White City (2015) which deals 
with the aftermath of war on two Serbian refugees living in the coastal suburb of Black Rock, 
Tony Birch’s novel Ghost River (2015) which tells the story of boyhood in suburbs along the 
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Yarra River, Emily Bitto’s bohemian and artistic suburbs in her novel The Strays (2015) and 
Sophie Laguna’s second novel about a dysfunctional childhood, The Eye of the Sheep (2014).  
This thesis engages critically with four texts which were published between 2004 and 2009 
which depict life in suburban Melbourne during the 1970s, the 1980s, the 1990s and early 
2000s. The thesis argues they enact what Edward Soja calls, ‘spatial justice’ (Soja 2010), and 
what I am calling (after Soja), ‘spatial textual justice’, by bringing into sharper focus the 
complexity of the suburban space and the lives of those who live there. In examining these 
texts, I also argue that I am enacting a critical spatial justice in bringing together a group of 
texts dealing with Melbourne suburbs. Central to the argument in this thesis is that fictional 
representations of Melbourne’s suburbs form another way of validating, knowing and 
understanding the city and its inhabitants. In the thesis I draw on the spatial theories of Soja 
and Michel de Certeau, to facilitate the emergence and meanings of the ‘hidden’ or 
‘unofficial’ city of Melbourne, the city of suburbs. While de Certeau has usually been applied 
to literary studies of everyday life and Soja’s Thirdspace to a reading of literature, this time I 
am taking their theories further by applying them to a study of literary representations of 
suburban Melbourne. Their work will be complimented by several key Australian theorists 
and English feminist geographer Doreen Massey. Feminist Geographer Louise Johnson’s 
work on suburban Melbourne is applied to a reading of women in the suburban environment, 
particularly from an historical perspective as in Hartnett’s novel Butterfly. Australian colonial 
historian, Graeme Davison’s theories on the development and history of Melbourne’s suburbs 
provide context around the ideals upon which early Melbourne suburbs were designed and 
their European influences. Paul Carter’s theories on space and place assist with a more 
holistic and rounded reading of suburban spaces incorporating the landscape beyond the 
house block.  
The research project is part of an ongoing set of literary traditions and critical understandings 
of Melbourne. Writing about Melbourne’s inner city and urban areas from a local perspective 
dates back to the colonial times when Marcus Clarke and his contemporaries attempted to 
establish a bohemian literary tradition in Melbourne (McCann 2004).  Other literary 
traditions this thesis builds on include contemporary ones such as the anti-suburban tradition 
explored by Nathanael O’Reilly (2012); diasporic writing from a suburban perspective of 
“everyday life” by Rita Wilson who has contributed a significant body of work in relation to 
women’s Italian-Australian writing (2008); Sneja Gunew’s creative and critical work on 
writings about the multicultural experience in Australian life (1994) and the Vietnamese-
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Australian literary tradition about which Michael Jacklin has written significantly (2012), 
along with his other critical works on Spanish-Australian (2010), Indigenous-Australian 
(2008) and other migrant writing.  
The fictional texts discussed in this thesis are: Blueprints for a Barbed-Wire Canoe by Wayne 
Macaulay (2004, 2012) Butterfly by Sonya Hartnett (2009), The Slap by Christos Tsiolkas 
(2008) and The Time We Have Taken by Steven Carroll (2007, 2008). This group of novels 
provides a rich source of contemporary material for examining the complexity and diversity 
of the suburbs from a representational perspective and in this they evoke something of the 
‘real’ city with its history of suburban development. The novels were chosen because of their 
suburban locations, historical periods, and their focus on the complexities of family life. 
Given the reputations of the authors of these texts, there was a surprising lack of existing 
critical writing about these specific novels and nothing of critical note that engaged with them 
as a group that were ‘representative’ of the decades from 1970 to the 2000’s. Also important 
to the research topic was the ways in which each of these novels engaged with the original 
founding ideals of suburban Melbourne in its promotion of a lifestyle that evolved around the 
family home, a nuclear family, a separate dwelling, heteronormative parents, at least one 
working parent and an Anglo-Australian way of life. Two of the novels are not specifically 
named as being situated in Melbourne; Butterfly and Blueprints for a Barbed Wire Canoe.  
The reason for their inclusion is that Hartnett stated in an interview (2010) how the suburb of 
Box Hill is an important place from childhood and one which she draws on in her novels. 
Hartnett is also an author who, like another Melbourne writer, Gerald Murnane, is known for 
never having lived anywhere else but Melbourne and in Murnane’s case, country Victoria, 
where he now resides in Goroke (2015). Blueprints for a Barbed-Wire Canoe is technically 
an outer urban village development but it is described as an affordable place for those chasing 
the suburban dream. Isolated from Melbourne, Macauley’s novel provides a case study of the 
operationalisation and outcomes of the founding suburban ideals and values of the 19th 
century. In this outer suburban complex vulnerable people are being sold ‘the dream’. One 
which was designed within a patriarchal framework, without any consideration given to 
Indigenous Australians, women, the aged and other minority groups within Melbourne 
society.  
The texts under analysis are written by one woman and three men. All were born in Australia; 
Christos Tsiolkas identifies as a Greek-Australian as his parents migrated from Greece. These 
four novels are told mostly from an Anglo-Australian point of view. The main point of 
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choosing these particular novels is because they engage with suburban life in myriad ways 
and areas of Melbourne along different stages of its settler history. The group does not 
include the indigenous suburban experiences of, for example, Indigenous Melbourne writer 
Tony Birch, the displacement of traditional culture, or the impact of colonisation on the 
traditional owners; the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation. The novels do not discuss the 
male and female experiences of post-colonial immigrants from the perspective of an Anglo-
Asian like that of Nellie Zhang the artist in The Lost Dog, by Michelle De Kretser (2007). It 
is to the above texts this thesis turns in the ongoing literary tradition of writing the suburban 
places of Melbourne. The novels are all written from a post-colonial settler perspective and 
yet do not all acknowledge their suburban environment as having contributed towards the 
indigenous “pain of un-belonging” (Sheila Collingwood-Whittock 2007), displacement, 
degradation and clearing of the landscape, all in the name of a suburban home. In TTWHT 
there is a clear reference to how the indigenous population was impacted by colonisation 
through the eyes of an artist while, in The Slap the indigenous character of Bilal discusses 
ongoing dispossession and racism towards himself and his people from the wider community. 
BPFABWC raises ethical questions around dispossession, land clearing practices, housing 
settlements, a lack of amenities and government policies and although told from a white 
perspective, there are parallels to the way the indigenous population was treated. Briefly this 
is addressed in the literature review and the early historical overview of Melbourne.  
At a policy level, Melbourne suburbs were designed around a key set of values supporting the 
overall ideal that the suburb provided a safe, planned space for its inhabitants. However, such 
a homogenous projection is challenged through the fictional representation of the ephemeral 
actions and experiences of individuals within the smaller spaces of the suburbs and the even 
smaller spaces of the home (de Certeau 1988, p. xxi). Edward Soja, writing in 
Postmetropolis, suggests that the urban imaginary is the sum of ‘our mental or cognitive 
mappings of urban reality’ (Soja 1996)  processes which are clearly undertaken in fictional 
constructions of place, to reveal other aspects of the ways in which we live as ‘ordinary 
practitioners’ (de Certeau 2008, p. 150) of places and spaces.  
This introductory chapter performs several functions. It provides context around why I 
believe fictional representations of suburban Melbourne were seen as important enough to 
warrant this study. It provides an overview of how suburbs have been historically represented 
in both critical and literary fiction and introduces those critical works from which this thesis 
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draws. It defines terms such as ‘suburb’ in the Australian context and explains why the 
development of the suburbs was so popular in Melbourne. 
Suburbia, when it has been represented in Australian literature and literary discussion, is 
often revealed as a reviled site, in negative opposition to the city and ‘the bush’. It has been 
claimed to have no place of importance in the formation and sustaining of our national 
identity or psyche. Recent critical analysis has pointed out the leanness of such a perspective. 
In his 2012 book Exploring Suburbia: The Suburbs in the Contemporary Australian Novel, 
O’Reilly suggested that:  
Australia’s most important national narratives, such as the stories of Ned 
Kelly, Burke and Wills and Gallipoli, take place in the bush, the outback 
and overseas. However, Australia has been one of the most suburban 
societies on earth, rather than a predominantly rural society, since the mid-
nineteenth-century… (O’Reilly 2012, p. xi) 
O’Reilly’s project was to reveal the value of those novels that engage with suburbia, whether 
they portray negative or positive views of these spaces. This thesis augments his work in 
examining the ways in which suburbia in contemporary Melbourne textual representation is 
not a monolithic space in which nothing much happens, but rather a multiplicity of diverse 
spaces in which the dynamics of everyday life imbue those spaces with meaning. In the 
fiction of Hartnett, Tsiolkas, Carroll and Macauley, we find something of the ‘fragments of 
trajectories and alterations of spaces’ (de Certeau 1988, p. 93) underpinning the mapped and 
official city of Melbourne. Their stories provide an insight into the social practices informing 
contemporary heterotopic spaces of suburbia, the changing dynamics Sophie Cunningham 
writes of: 
The cityscape has become embroidered over the years with impressions of 
these larger public dramas, [the Hoddle Street shootings in 1987 for 
example – the street named after Robert Hoddle, Melbourne’s first 
surveyor-general] moments that nestle alongside more private and fleeting 
experiences. Songs are written, films are made. The layers build until to 
write about the place where you grew up feels practically like an 
archaeological dig. Melbourne is a city that, for me, provokes emotions as 
complicated as any 45-year-old marriage (2011, p. 4). 
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Therefore, the study will situate the reading of the author’s fiction within a heteropological 
framework which acknowledges there are different ways to read a city, different ‘cognitive 
mappings’ that emerge in representation. 
Mapping the suburban city 
The texts that this thesis analyses constitute a significant representation of the suburban 
terrain of the city, however they are not meant to be a conclusive representation of 
‘Melbourne life’. Such a task would be practically impossible with new publications 
appearing each week, for as Edward Soja wrote in Postmetropolis: ‘There is too much that 
lies beneath the surface, unknown and perhaps unknowable, for a complete story to be told’ 
(Soja 2000, p. 12). The texts have been chosen because each work provides a unique 
perspective on the everyday lives and intricate social and personal relationships across 
suburban Melbourne. At this point it is important to establish what is meant by “suburban 
Melbourne” and where boundaries defining the inner suburbs and outer suburbs for example, 
begin and end. 
The terms suburbia, suburban and suburb according to O’Reilly (2012), often carry negative 
connotations.  There is suggests O’Reilly: “much variation from suburb to suburb with 
regards to factors including population, geographical size, age, distance from the CBD, 
population density, property size and value, and ethnic and demographic composition”. 
(O’Reilly, xviii) The novels analysed in this thesis are set within different suburban 
boundaries of the city, providing a broad marker in terms of location. Melbourne the city is 
continuously growing and expanding and as it does so to, do the boundaries of the inner, 
middle, outer and urban suburban fringes. In 2012 urbanist writer, Alan Davies described the 
inner city ring as being “a 5 kilometre radius of the City Hall” (Davies 2012).  
In this analysis, the boundary classifications are: inner city suburbs including the CBD and 
the suburb of Melbourne itself (within 10 kilometres from the CBD), the middle Melbourne 
suburbs (10-20 kilometres from the CBD); and the outer suburbs (more than 20 kilometres 
from the CBD) (REIV, 2016).  I also use the six definitions of place based upon the ABS’s 
classifications (Harper and Wright, 2015) of place. They are: 1. inner city, 2. suburban, 3. 
outer urban, 4. regional cities, 5. rural and 6. remote. Specifically the classification of outer 
urban is useful to a reading of Wayne Macauley’s book, Blueprints For a Barbed-Wire 
Canoe (2012). This representation of the lives of people in the city is con-extensive with, but 
also contests the cultural branding of the city as an elite urban-only space. With their focus on 
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themes of identity, belonging and connection to place, specifically the suburban spaces of 
Melbourne, the narratives provide a democratic and inclusive image of Melbourne’s suburban 
spaces. Landmarks will remain fairly consistent over time and we can usually find the history 
of a suburb in a city’s archives. However, the folklore, the many stories of Melbourne’s 
suburbs are continually being added to, changed and reshaped and are not always linear; nor 
are they always indicative of what is being ‘sold’ or ‘promoted’ as Melbourne at any one 
particular time. At the public level, the city as a whole is branded, shaped and packaged 
through a paring back process in what becomes a homogenisation of the collective city. This 
is the ‘optical artefact’ de Certeau writes of (2008, p. 150), the planned and readable city 
(2008, p. 151) with its ‘ways of operating’ (1988, p.93). And this is understandably so, for 
that is the function and purpose of branding at the executive, cultural or political level. 
The writers of fictional representations of Melbourne perform a different function from the 
city writers of advertising, branding and cultural discourses that provide a shorthand image of 
the city. For the fictional writer is a type of voyeur who spies on the city in intimate ways, 
thereby revealing its layers, its multiplicities and its suburban lives. Soja’s concept of spatial 
justice is useful here in describing the specific type of cognitive mapping of place performed 
in representation. Soja comments that spatial justice occurs when a text is read within a more 
rounded heteropological framework. This involves looking at literature through the spatiality 
of social life alongside historical data and social perspectives rather than privileging one over 
the other. This project applies what Soja describes as ‘an ontological triad’ (2010, p. 629) 
which brings together the historical, the geographical and the human (social) elements rather 
than just focusing on ‘hegemonic social historicism’ (2010, p. 629).  
The Melbourne authors considered in this thesis are arguably enacting a form of spatial 
justice in their representations of the suburbs by bringing together the social, spatial and also 
the historical, revealing their complexity. According to Aidan Davison, around 70% of 
Australians reside in suburban environments (Davison 2005 p. 4). Davison suggests that 
‘From the standpoint of physical geography such an observation offers a straightforward 
statement of fact, although suburban form is increasingly difficult to define as today’s cities 
mingle past and present suburban experiments in complex ways’ (2005, p. 21). Elaborating 
further, Davison details the ever growing complexity around the meaning of ‘suburb’ and its 
limited ability to convey the diversity of Australian suburban landscapes: 
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The noun ‘suburb’ is used in ever-looser fashion to denote a growing 
variety of landscapes, often although not always predominated by 
detached housing, that lie beyond urban centres but that are nonetheless 
integral to the functioning of the urban whole. On top of this, the adjective 
‘suburban’ introduces further complexity as it shifts attention to the 
diverse, historically layered and ambivalent cultural geographies embodied 
in suburban environments (Davison 2004, p. 5). 
The literary imaginary of the contemporary authors analysed in this thesis reflects this 
layered and ambivalent complexity in their writings about different suburban and urban 
spaces and in writing from the perspective of marginalised or ‘other’ characters not always 
commonly seen as representative of the Melbourne suburban experience: Indian, Italian, 
Greek, Asian and Aboriginal suburban dwellers. Christos Tsiolkas writes about suburban 
Australian life primarily from the perspectives of second generation Greek-Australian 
characters. In his novels Loaded (1995) and Barracuda (2013) the central protagonists are 
gay men, whereas in The Slap (2010) Hector, the main character, is heterosexual and is 
married to a woman from an English/Indian background with whom he has two children–a 
girl and a boy. Hector’s suburban ‘tribe’ is a close knit, dynamic community which is 
comprised of his ageing Greek parents, Greek-Australian cousin Harry and a circle of friends 
from Indigenous Australia, the Baltic States, South-East Asia and Europe. Life in this 
suburban milieu is fraught with everyday family squabbles, questions around loyalty, fidelity 
and friendship. Tsiolkas also offers a refreshing perspective on how Anglo-Australians are 
considered from a ‘new’ Australian or Indigenous Australian perspective. At the other end of 
the spectrum in terms of themes such as new immigrants and close-knit family values, sits 
Wayne Macauley’s novel Blueprints for a Barbed-Wire Canoe (2004), which is set on the 
outermost urban fringe1 some fifty kilometres north of the city centre of Melbourne. This 
novel depicts how Melbourne’s residents are constantly moving outwards to attain home 
ownership making it even more difficult to define the outer boundaries of suburban 
Melbourne. The suburban dream has soured irrevocably in this space where residents who 
tend to live alone are seeking a place of their own and a community to belong to. The 
government funded estate lures buyers who would otherwise be unable to afford a home 
closer to the city, by the promise of a new life, cheap petrol and a sense of community. When 
                                                             
1 I draw on Deloitte’s (2016) classification: “Outer urban – the interface between metropolitan areas and non-
metropolitan areas, sometimes known as the ‘urban fringe’” (p. 13).   
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the government abandons its plans for a super highway connecting ‘Ur’ to Melbourne, the 
suburban dream and everything it has come to represent, is challenged. Gradually the 
physicality of the estate begins to fall apart: a tip is opened up next door; essential services 
are non-existent, so a terrible smell permeates the whole village; and the residents are 
terrorised nightly by vandals and rev-heads ‘driving their cars in screeching circles around 
one of the empty courts’ (Macauley 2012, p. 42). Despite this, the individual characters –
Michael, Bram, Jodi, Nanna, Vito and a handful of others – create a close-knit community 
with its own ‘synekism’ (Soja 2003, p. 273), thereby emulating de Certeau’s ‘ordinary 
practitioners of the city’ who manage to exist beyond the planned and regulated city with its 
permitted meaning (1988, p. 93). The group of texts chosen for this thesis by Sonya Hartnett, 
Steven Carroll, Christos Tsiolkas and Wayne Macauley, is not just focused on spaces but also 
on the experience of suburbia; living, remembering and making ‘real’ suburbia beyond the 
stereotypes of old, which have often been satirised at the expense of their inhabitants. 
What emerges from a reading of the selected texts listed above is that there is not just one 
fixed story of place, but a multiplicity of stories reflecting different perspectives that are 
influenced by locale, gender, sexuality or age or other variables. In Imagining Cities (1997), 
David Chaney writes: ‘It is too easy to assume that there is a straightforward and 
unambiguous sense to the idea of a local, suburban culture’ (p. 141). The fictionalised 
mappings of Melbourne examined in this thesis provide the reader with some sense of the 
heterogeneous rather than the homogenised city, the ways in which it is constantly 
disassembled and reassembled–the shifting city. In Butterfly (2009), the suburb is now being 
recast as a place which does not satisfy women’s needs.  The reader senses a shift in attitudes 
towards child rearing and the suburban home as a traditionally nurturing female-only space. 
In this novel, the suburb is cast as a site of ‘dark fluidity’, where the female characters engage 
in ‘non-normative’ female behaviour. In The Time We Have Taken (2007), historical claims 
to place are challenged through an artist’s re-visioning of history, which re-instates 
Indigenous Australians in the historical suburban landscape. Carroll’s novel also disrupts the 
idea of adhering to the separate spheres and roles assigned to men and women in the suburbs. 
The night time actions of Rita and Mrs Webster depict two female characters who choose to 
stay and create meaning for themselves, while their respective husbands find a way out, either 
through alcoholism or suicide.   
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Why writers of fiction? 
In an Overland (2010) article titled ‘Sometimes it takes a writer’, Marion Rankine writes 
about how in fictional writing, perceptions of place are challenged beyond usual expectations 
of glossy tourism brochures, settlement deeds, maps and property development portfolios. An 
‘evocation of place’ (p. 38), Rankine suggests, is more than a written record of monuments to 
the past or ongoing suburban developments; it is all of these, and it is also the individual 
perceptions of the authors who have re-created for their readers their relationship to a specific 
place: 
Australia needs original writers of place. By place I refer to all the 
elements – social, environmental, historical, and political – that collide to 
situate us in this specific location in this specific point in time.  Often 
these elements are invisible to us. Sometimes it takes an outsider to spot 
them. Sometimes it takes a writer. (Rankine 2010, p. 37)  
Supporting this argument further, Rankine points to the ongoing historical legacy provided by 
fictional writers which, she argues, enhances a country’s cultural capital by offering a bank of 
alternative perspectives: ‘Original writing … confronts our expectations head-on. It describes 
the world [or place] in ways we have never heard it described before, and thus transforms our 
understanding’ (Rankine 2010, p. 36) 
This research project examines contemporary writers who provide a sense of place and whose 
work countermands other types of ‘truth’ claims to it. The analysis of the Melbourne writers 
identified in this thesis contributes to a comprehensive and imaginative place-making. By 
writing their Melbourne suburbs from their perspectives, the reader gains a greater 
understanding of the plurality of place and perspective. The significance of complexity and 
depth around place-making is reiterated by Edward Soja who wrote: ‘One must be able to 
‘read’ place and space and the built environment as simultaneously spatial, social and 
historical’ (200: 153).  
In the same year that Marion Rankine (2010) was writing about the importance of writers of 
place, Melbourne writer Jenny Sinclair was composing her own personal tribute to 
Melbourne in her book When we think about Melbourne: The imagination of a city (2010).  
In the chapter titled ‘Radical Cartography: Mapping for the People’ (p. 46), Sinclair wrote 
about how all people can and do engage in some form of radical cartography. A bespoke 
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mental remapping of the places where the inhabitants of Melbourne conduct their everyday 
lives, ‘Radical cartography works partly by making the hidden visible’ (Sinclair 2010, p. 49). 
Places of personal significance assume prominence, as, for example, when we mentally 
highlight the route we take to our local shopping area; the bumpy, potholed street where close 
friends live; the ghost gum under which we park our car at the Saturday morning markets; or 
that laneway we cut through where a mother murdered her rebellious daughter one winter. 
When we do this, we are altering historical and official maps to suit our lives and 
imaginaries. 
In Melbourne, radical cartographers have long published alternative versions of their 
Melbourne including in 1980, a ‘Melbourne After Dark Map’ (Sinclair 2010, pp 52-53), in 
1996 a gay and lesbian tourist map (p. 49), and more recently, the electronic Google map of 
‘op shops’ in Melbourne (p. 49). Perhaps one of the earliest forms of radical mapping was 
conducted by Melbourne cartographer Robert Smyth in 1878. According to the State Library 
search results, the notes with the Victorian map read: ‘The names of the Petty Nation are 
printed in Large Letters, and the names of the Tribes in Italics.’ (State Library Victoria) 
It can be argued that writers who depict Melbourne in their fiction are also performing a 
radical cartography for readers each time they map their version of the city and its suburbs 
through writing about it. Jenny Sinclair taps into a common human trait when she writes: ‘So, 
as well as defining our world by what it contains now, we hold it up against what it isn’t yet, 
and what it once was’ (2010, p. 47). Writers too, hold up mappings of their worlds and often 
it is our world as well. More often it is not. The fiction writer of Melbourne’s inner and outer 
suburbs taps into the maps of the traditional owners, the Kulin nation, of surveyor Robert 
Hoddle, explorer Mathew Flinders and of the gay and lesbian communities. From there, they 
invite us to experience new ways of seeing the suburbs through their stories of hidden lives, 
conversations and back yard barbeques, ordinary events of life usually considered 
inconsequential to the greater population. The writers’ versions are captured briefly before 
the next story rolls along in its place with another Melbourne tale. In this way, Melbourne’s 
boundaries may stretch and pull into different shapes, but it is still a ‘Melbourne’ of a 
particular moment in time.  
Jenny Sinclair further suggests how mapping, whether it be through the eyes of a radical 
cartographer or writer, serves another meaningful purpose: ‘The power to draw our own maps 
of the world is a weapon against alienation, and a record of how we use the world, not how 
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it’s meant to be’ (2010, p. 48). While a solitary act, the fictional writing of Melbourne 
suburbs by authors such as Christos Tsiolkas, Steven Carroll, Sonya Hartnett and Wayne 
Macauley is also public affirmation of how the writer sees his/her fellow citizens living in a 
place at a particular moment in time. Like the photographer who snaps a portrait to capture a 
specific moment, look and day, we are directed to a particular viewpoint in the photograph 
directed by the subject’s position and gaze, which are choreographed and authored by the 
photographer. We can tell a lot about the photographer’s subject by reading their dress, their 
expression, their hands, eyes, stance, company and the background that has been used to set 
the scene. We compare the image to what we know from historical content and official 
documents and of course our own experience of place. The composition may affirm what we 
know, or it might prompt us to ask questions, shift our allegiances or expand our tolerance.   
The authors of contemporary Melbourne fiction also create an image for us to observe as we 
are directed to a new way of seeing a subject via voice, dialogue, a story arc and the 
characters who inhabit a place. We may think we know that place through its maps, official 
documents or as in the case of Melbourne, through advertising, tourism promotional material 
or its inclusion into prestigious communities such as the UNESCO Literary Cities network. 
However, writers of fiction have in their power the capacity to play with maps and known 
facts and put a different spin on what we think we already know. The authors invite us to read 
the cities in different ways, for, as people evolve, so, to do cities, ideas and the ideologies 
which shape them.  
De Certeau also recognises the complexity associated with various ways of recording and 
writing place, or ‘the panorama-city’, which he also describes as a ‘theoretical (that is, visual) 
simulacrum’ (2008, p. 150).  De Certeau asks, ‘Is the immense texturology spread out before 
one’s eyes anything more than a representation, an optical artefact?’ (de Certeau 2008, p. 
150). Sinclair suggests the answer to part of the dilemma is using real places as setting and 
that sometimes writing about a known city provides a fresh perspective by making ‘it strange’ 
(2010, p. 149). Sinclair also echoes the sentiments of de Certeau when she muses on writing 
about the known city: ‘you thought you knew the world, but look what’s here under the 
surface, down the back alley, behind the closed door’ (p. 149). Of Christos Tsiolkas, she 
suggests that the language and conversations of the characters give his novel The Slap its 
‘dramatic tension’ more than the slap of four-year-old Hugo: ‘Tsiolkas’s shifting perspective 
is perfect for an immigrant city and the city as it appears in fiction is just as diverse as his 
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characters. Reading books set in Melbourne can be like taking a tour through the city’s 
villages’ (Sinclair 2010, p. 142).  
De Certeau’s ordinary practitioners of the city who are living ‘down below’ also produce 
multiple stories through their personal journeys of the city experienced through their walking 
journeys each day: ‘They walk – an elementary form of this experience of the city; they are 
walkers, Wandersmanner, whose bodies follow the thicks and thins of an urban ‘text’ they 
write without being able to read it’ (2008, p. 150). They too, are performing their own form 
of ‘radical cartography’ and while their mapping of place is no less significant than the 
writers of Melbourne’s suburbs, their daily journeys are ephemeral, while the written text 
about place bears witness to a specific period in time and becomes part of a greater spatial 
awareness of place. This kind of close forensic analysis of a character’s actions, thoughts and 
conversations in everyday life has not been done before in relation to this specific group of 
novels whose stories are located in Melbourne’s inner, middle,outer and semi-rural suburbs. 
Thus this thesis makes a unique contribution to knowledge about literary representations of 
suburban Melbourne. Nor have these texts been viewed through the lens of Michel de 
Certeau’s theories on the practices of everyday life or of Edward Soja’s spatial justice and 
Thirdspace theories within an Australian, specifically suburban Melbourne context. The 
research builds upon an existing body of critical work as it examines what is being said about 
the inhabitants who reside in the suburbs, their relationships with each other and with their 
city. While there has been available work on literary representations of everyday suburban 
life in Melbourne most recently in the work of Kathryn Burns (2007), Nathanael O’Reilly 
(2010), Brigid Rooney (2013) and Xavier Pons (2014), none have specifically approached 
Melbourne’s suburbs from a spatial justice perspective. 
 
Chapter Structure 
Chapter One provides an introduction to the overall project. Chapter Two introduces the 
literature review. This positions the research within the existing field around representations 
of Melbourne suburbs in fiction. It identifies a gap in critical literature about books which use 
suburban Melbourne as their setting. Chapter Three introduces the theoretical framework and 
methodological framework which will be applied to each textual reading, because each novel 
reveals something different about suburban Melbourne. De Certeau’s poetics of everyday life 
will be applied to a reading of the TTWHT. Butterfly is read through the lens of de Certeau’s 
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theory on the tactics of consumption and the two logics of action – tactics and strategies 
(1988, xxvii) incorporating Virginia Woolf’s idea of psychological fluidity in literature, and 
drawing on ‘dark places of psychology’ (Woolf as cited in Sánchez-Viscaíno, María Jesús 
López. et al. 2007, p. 163). The Slap is read with an overlay of super diversity (Sharifian and 
Musgrave 2013) which shows how ‘migrant communities in super diverse situations also 
exhibit high levels of diversity within themselves’ (p. 364). BPFABWC is read with Edward 
Soja’s theory of synekism (Soja 2003, p. 274) which relates to the ongoing growth and 
development of a suburb such as the sense of community or lack of, which arises from people 
dwelling together. The thesis can be read as a series of standalone chapters, but if the chapters 
are read together under the overarching rubric of de Certeau’s concept of city and Edward 
Soja’s spatial justice, what can be revealed is the complexity of Melbourne’s inner and outer 
suburbs.  
In Seeking Spatial Justice (2010), Soja argues that ‘urban life is nested within many different 
geographical contexts above and below the administrative space of the city itself’ (p. 32). 
Soja’s concern is to examine the ways in which within this nesting of contexts within urban 
spaces, social (in) justices are enacted and how they impact on individuals, their everyday 
lives and their perceptions of self and others in the social field. In his earlier work on spatial 
analysis, Soja (2002) anticipates Marion Rankine’s comments on the ‘evocation of place’ 
(2010) and also refines the importance of ‘place-making or locality-making’ in relation to 
understanding human spatiality. Soja defines place-making as: ‘the development of cultural 
and individual personal attachments to place, social commitments to locality, getting into its 
symbolic and material qualities’ (Soja as cited in Blake 2002, p. 153).  Place-making, asserts 
Soja in the same interview, has also often been viewed mistakenly as a ‘soft cultural activity’ 
(p. 153) when really it is comprised of ‘complicated social and political’ processes (p. 153). 
He continues with the assertion that these processes, which are often invisible to an outsider, 
can be ‘highly competitive and filled with conflict as well as cooperation’ (p. 153). 
Furthermore, Soja claims they are packed with ‘questions of representation, identity, gender, 
[and] unequal social power’ (153). If this is the case then, the cultural geographer mining 
representations of place in literature, has the potential to yield numerous alternative 
perspectives within a local context thereby enriching our understanding of the people who 
have lived there and their numerous social systems.  
Soja’s comments are similar to de Certeau’s assertions about a second level of meaning that 
lies beneath, or more correctly, is conjunctive with the official systematic organisation of 
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urban spaces. De Certeau also refers to this as la perruque, which is the ability to insert a 
secondary level of meaning into the rules of the first (1988 p. 30). The new rules are not 
necessarily going to be from an altruistic perspective, but rather are representative of small 
‘victories of the weak over the strong’ (de Certeau 1988 p. xix). Soja’s and de Certeau’s 
concepts resonate with the novels chosen for discussion in this thesis, which operates as a 
representational site of social/spatial justice: it is a literary space in which those nested 
contexts Soja writes of are brought into being and revealed–and in this way the text performs 
a type of spatial justice. In this respect the suburban spaces of Melbourne with their culturally 
diverse populations and their everyday lives in the first part of this millennium, are 
considered worthy of examination. 
Soja’s spatial theories will assist in answering questions arising in each novel and form sub-
questions related to the larger research question. These include, but are not limited to, the 
following: How do the representations of the characters and contexts within the novels 
engage with Australian national myths of identity and belonging which often tend to 
denigrate the Melbourne suburban space every day? What do the narratives have to say about 
gendered experiences of place and space?  Do they challenge or support traditional family 
formations? Are they mapping or imagining shifts and changes? What does a reading of 
Melbourne suburbs through the lens of Michel de Certeau’s concept of the regulated and 
planned city (de Certeau 2011, p. 105) reveal about the ‘unofficial’ or ‘hidden city’ in 
suburban life?  What can the feminist and cultural geography approaches of writers such as 
Doreen Massey and Louise Johnson offer a reading of fictional Melbourne suburbs in 




Chapter Four is a critical analysis of The Time We Have Taken by Steve Carroll (2007). This 
novel is one of five which make up ‘The Glenroy Series’ and offers a way of beginning the 
cycle of suburban analysis through its reference to 1970s outer Melbourne suburbia. Carroll’s 
suburb is a ‘frontier’ suburb situated at the juncture between farming community and post-
war suburbs (Carroll 2007).  
Carroll’s novel is an account of how those who live there are out of step with how they 
imagined they might live, but it also promotes the idea that the suburb is, after all, a white 
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construction, imposed on a land already in the custodianship of Indigenous Australians. The 
novel provides the material for a spatial justice perspective via the impending centenary 
celebrations for the founding of the suburb through a mural commissioned by the town’s 
councillors to commemorate this event. The chapter draws on de Certeau’s ideas about the 
poetics of everyday life, where poetics is understood ‘both as an inquiry into the forms that 
the everyday takes and as an inventive activity within language and life’ (Highmore 2002, p. 
154). The suburb’s inhabitants harbour and/or often conduct secret lives while performing 
dominant familial and societal expectations in 1960s-70s Melbourne. Carroll’s novel reveals 
how individuals manage to be creative in performing daily suburban routines within their 
scripted suburban lifestyles.  
 
Chapter Five 
Chapter Five focuses on Sonya Hartnett’s novel Butterfly (2009) which is set in the 1980s in 
a middle Melbourne suburb. In this story, suburbia houses female elders who, having 
experienced a dysfunctional family crisis, emotionally, but often unwittingly, abuse the 
children within their inner circle. This text reflects the theme of the lost child in Australian art 
and fiction identified by Peter Pierce (1999), a theme that is located frequently within the 
suburban settings of Melbourne. Butterfly is indicative of the way suburbia has been 
identified as a place with no particular heart or specific character; it represents a generic 
suburban space that is nihilistic and damaging to both sexes, perhaps when suburbia was at its 
peak in terms of progress. Larger and more functional housing arrived in new estates 
promoting gadgets, transport and the white middle class Australian dream. While not all 
experiences of suburbia in Anglo-Australia were negative, in this novel progress comes at a 
cost:  there is a detached sense of attachment to place and a dark fluidity bubbling beneath the 
surface. I would argue that Butterfly could not be located in Brisbane, Sydney, Darwin or 
Hobart, for the housing and streetscape are embedded in a Melbourne psyche that is also 
evident in Carroll’s models of housing. In Butterfly there is also a strong engagement with 
early colonial settlement myths which promoted the role of women as the angel in the home 
and with this in mind the novel depicts contested female spaces and the impact of patriarchal 
ideology on family life. Butterfly is analysed as a suburban space of dark fluidity drawing on 
Virginia Woolf's work around ‘dark places of psychology’ (Woolf as cited in Sánchez-
Viscaíno, María Jesús López, 2007). 
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Chapter Six 
Chapter Six is an examination of Christos Tsiolkas’s novel The Slap which was published in 
2008, and offers a window into the super diversity (Vertovec as cited in Sharifian and 
Musgrave 2013) of middle class suburban life in the early 2000s. Christos Tsiolkas’s fiction 
provides ‘alternative’ perspectives of urban living from a ‘multicultural’ point of view. 
Stretching across several generations of varying European/Australian and Asian/Australian 
nationalities who live in the inner city and outer suburbs, his novel, The Slap (2008) also 
depicts a modern Indigenous character living the Australian dream in the suburbs–or perhaps 
more accurately, actively focussed on pursuing it with his wife. Central to Tsiolkas’s story is 
the slapping of a child at a barbeque attended by, amongst others, several generations of one 
family and their friends. This group includes people of Aboriginal, Jewish, Persian, 
Lebanese, Indian and Greek Australian backgrounds. The closer one moves to the city in The 
Slap, the more aware one is of dysfunctional breakdowns in families and friendships. It is in 
Doncaster, which is part of the middle belt of Melbourne’s eastern suburbs, where we find art 
in its most organic form: the vegetable garden of Ari’s father. 
 
Chapter Seven 
Chapter Seven analyses Blueprints for a Barbed-Wire Canoe (2004) by Wayne McCauley. 
The novel is set in the early part of the 21st century and is about a failed satellite suburban 
development beyond the outskirts of Melbourne. In this novel, the development of the suburb 
has come full circle as the promise of utopia in the form of an outlying estate turns into an 
abandoned settlement when a promised northern freeway is never built. Isolation in the 
suburbs now impacts both the male and female inhabitants in this novel in ways traditionally 
projected onto female characters. Analysed with Soja’s theory of synekism (Soja 2010), the 
narrative reveals how the inhabitants still hope and long for a community-based suburb like 
the one depicted in TTWHT. This is after the administrators of the concept city (de Certeau) 
have abandoned the suburb of Ur to build a new northern satellite suburb. With a lack of 
basic amenities, government support and the promised freeway, the inhabitants manage to 
create a place of meaning and social fabric which is closer to the founding ideals of the late 
1800s; something that is not always displayed in other narratives of inner suburban 
Melbourne.      
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Who, what and where is Melbourne?  
The geographical space of Melbourne is comprised of the central business district and both 
inner and outer suburbs spreading out from the original grid of the city laid out by Robert 
Hoddle in 1837. Melbourne is located at the top of Port Phillip Bay (Appendix 2) and the city 
is situated on the Yarra River. However, Melbourne is not exclusively a river port or 
cosmopolitan city. Each suburb is a space in which the past, the future and the present are 
deeply embedded and are continuously engaged in a disassembling and reassembling of 
identity. Recent contemporary fiction brings into relief the variant configurations of 
Melbourne.  
The parameters of the topic are works of fictional realism that situate their story within 
Melbourne. All of the texts explicitly do this except for Sonia Hartnett’s Butterfly (2009) 
which, it will be argued, recreates a picture of outer suburban Melbourne in the 1970s. Other 
prerequisites are that the texts be published from 2004; that they are also texts which feature 
the changing demographics of the city and its inner and outer suburbs; and texts which focus 
on everyday ‘occurrences’. 
Suburban spaces are far bigger and more ambivalent than they are portrayed in media, 
advertising, tourism discourse and even critical anthologies of Australian literature. For 
example, Carlton is associated with food and Italian culture and yet one can also find 
Vietnamese, Lebanese, French and a range of other international cultures there. Outer 
suburban areas such as Broadmeadows (formerly a municipality) and industrial outer suburb 
of Melbourne,  is also another suburb constantly shifting in its makeup. In his book The 
Bogan Delusion (2011), David Nichols depicts Broadmeadows as a suburb of many different 
and culturally strong communities.  
However, there needs to be–for practical reasons–a common marker, a type which is evident 
across suburbs–something to hold onto for comparison and cataloguing. The base from which 
this discussion of fictional representations of suburban Melbourne originates is a composite 
of several meanings: there is the physical mapping put forward by the cartographers; the 
history of the Kulin nation, the first people of Melbourne; Hoddle’s Grid (1837) a cultural 
geography definition (Johnson 2006 and Davies 2010); Melbourne City Council’s definition; 
the mythology of the suburban dream; and future planners and their definitions (Melbourne 
2030:2002).  
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The guiding concept is the argument that suburban Melbourne is a far more ambivalent and 
complex place when considered within a Thirdspace framework. It is important to 
contextualise Australian suburbia in light of its historical past, current influences and how the 
writer’s imagination constructs stories for the reading public from both the real and imagined. 
Definition of terms: 
Because this thesis will be dealing with the spatial entities that are both planned and 
imaginary, it is useful to provide some definitions.  De Certeau’s (1988) definitions of ‘space’ 
and ‘place’ will be applied throughout this document:  
A place (lieu) is the order (of whatever kind) in accord with which 
elements are distributed in relationships of coexistence.  ... the law of the 
proper rules in the place:  the elements taken into consideration are beside 
one another, each situated in its own “proper” and distinct location, a 
location it defines. (de Certeau 1988, p. 117).   
If we look to Melbourne ‘proper’ as it is defined by the cartographer, we can map the city’s 
physical landmarks such as Federation Square, the MCG and Flemington Racecourse. These 
places of interest then become ‘spaces of practice’ (de Certeau 1988 ) through the: 
… ensemble of movements deployed within it [them]. Space occurs as the 
effect produced by the operations that orient, situate it [them], temporalize 
it [them], and make it [them] function in a polyvalent unity of conflictual 
programs or contractual proximities (de Certeau 1988, p. 117).   
This concept provides a meaning capable of recognising and acknowledging the endless 
possibilities, configurations and conflicts–to name a few–in the use of space. What is relevant 
to a textual analysis of Melbourne-based fiction is how de Certeau recognises the fluidity 
involved in the spatialising of a place. His example is the spoken word and how once it is 
released by the speaker, it is transformed in multiple ways as:  
it is caught in the ambiguity of an actualization, transformed into a term 
dependent upon many different conventions, situated as the act of a 
present (or of a time), and modified by the transformations caused by 
successive contexts (de Certeau 1988, p. 117).   
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Definitions of urban/suburb/an: 
The definition of suburb to be employed within this thesis comes from several sources, but its 
foundation is from The Macquarie Dictionary which defines suburbs in Australia as: “ a 
district, usually residential and to some degree remote from the business or administrative 
centre of a city or large town and enjoying its own facilities, as schools, shopping centres, 
train stations, etc.”  
Aidan Davison wrote in 2005:  
The noun 'suburb' is used in ever-looser fashion to denote a growing 
variety of landscapes, often although not always predominated by 
detached housing, that lie beyond urban centres but that are nonetheless 
integral to the functioning of the urban whole. On top of this, the adjective 
'suburban' introduces further complexity as it shifts attention to the 
diverse, historically layered and ambivalent cultural geographies embodied 
in suburban environments. Plural and evaluative in its meanings, 
'suburban' defies easy definition and takes discourse beyond narrow 
constructions of objectivity. It confuses an easy separation of social cause 
and effect, or of structure and agency (5).  
Cultural geographers provide an even more complex picture.  Louise Johnson, for example, 
acknowledges the slipperiness of the term ‘Australian suburb’ (as have Alan Davies and 
Tourism Victoria above) but suggests that without a fixed identity, at some point measuring 
change is difficult.  According to Johnson, the Australian suburb has a postcode (as do cities) 
and was designed around several basic principles, revealing:  “low–density, freestanding 
houses accommodating families with children in a sub-urban location, built on a spatialised 
and class-based sexual division of labour and localised identity” (2006, p. 201).  Even though 
Johnson’s research (2006) suggests that the Australian suburb has undergone a ‘revolution’ 
due to profound sociological, political, financial and geographical changes over the past 
twenty years, there are five international principles identified by Harris and Larkin (1999 as 
cited in Johnson 2011) which still apply to suburbs and I will be using these five principles 
throughout the thesis: 
1. Peripheral location in relation to a dominant centre; 
2. Partially or wholly residential character; 
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3. Low densities, often associated with decentralised patterns of settlement and 
relatively high levels of owner-occupation; 
4. A distinctive culture or way of life; and 
5. Separate community identities, often embodied in local governments. 
 
Both Alan Davies (2010) and Louise Johnson (2006) have acknowledged variations in 
definitions of the terms ‘inner city’, ‘inner suburbs’ and ‘outer suburbs’ when discussing 
Melbourne.  Johnson suggests: 
The designation of ‘inner’, ‘middle’, ‘outer’ and now ‘fringe’ is a 
moveable feast, shifting as the city expands and as senses of space, time, 
amenity and desirability alter” (2006, p. 261).   
For example, Johnson highlights how nineteenth century inner city suburbs were within 
walking distance of the city centre, then by the early twentieth-century ‘tramways and 
railways’ connected ‘middle suburbs’ and how ‘with the mass ownership of private cars from 
the 1950s’ (2006, p. 261) people moved to what we now know as outer suburbia.   
The Hoddle Grid 
It is important to know the evolution of a city, and Melbourne began with a plan brought 
down from New South Wales in 1837.  Melbourne’s inner city space and the layout of its 
streets were designed by Robert Hoddle, who was sent from Sydney by Governor Gipps. The 
Hoddle Grid, which laid down the beginnings of the city, consists of:  
(west to east: Spencer, King, William, Queen, Elizabeth, Swanston, 
Russell, Exhibition and Spring; south to north:  Flinders, Collins, Bourke, 
Lonsdale, La Trobe), were where the embryonic city lived its public life, a 
life crowned by Parliament House at the top of Collins Street, on Spring 
Street. (Cunningham 2011, p. 197).  See map, Appendix 2. 
I will refer to inner suburbs as generally those suburbs existing within a 5 km radius of the 
city –this is approximately three inner city Melbourne municipalities and an area of 79 km2.  
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Thirdspace 
Edward Soja’s theory of Thirdspace looks at the ‘social production of human spatiality’ 
(2000, p. 11). When applied to the Melbourne suburbs, Thirdspace incorporates the ‘fully 
lived space, a simultaneously real-and-imagined, actual-and-virtual, locus of structured 
individual and collective experience and agency’ (p. 11). 
Spatial Justice 
Soja’s ideas on an ontological triad (Soja 2010, p. 629), privileging historical, spatial and 
social perspectives (or the trialectics of space) and his Thirdspace theory–with its 
acknowledged foundations in Lefebvre, builds on from this to provide an elaborate outline of 
what he suggests is ‘a critical special theory of justice’ (2010, p. 632). The spatiality of 
human life takes precedence over other geohistory (history and geography) perspectives.  
Super diversity 
Super diversity is drawn from the work of anthropologist Steven Vertovec (2007) who 
suggests that: ‘migrants in many large cities today exhibit diversity along multiple 
dimensions’ (in Sharifian and Musgrave 2013, p. 364). Sharifian and Musgrave also suggest 
that ‘migrant communities in super diverse situations also exhibit high levels of diversity 
within themselves’ (2013, p. 364).  
Synekism 
Synekism (Synokesm) is like a living organism of all human activity and interaction in urban 
life from the creative to the political.  Soja describes synekism as a ‘dynamic process of 
urban formation, or the formation of what can be described as an agglomeration, a node, a 
cluster of human activity that defines the city’ (Soja as cited in Blake 2002, p. 146). 
Dark Fluidity 
Dark fluidity is derived from a concept where Virginia Woolf viewed the mind as a three-
dimensional space divided into two basic levels, ‘the upper’ and ‘the under’ (Woolf in 
Sánchez-Viscaíno, María Jesús López. 2007, p. 163), the surface on top and the room behind 
it. Woolf was interested in exposing the ‘under’ and the concept of dark psychological 
fluidity in literature drawing on ‘dark places of psychology’. In Butterfly, this refers to the 
characters’ hidden dreams desires and discontents.  
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Chapter 2 Literature and Contextual Overview 
Introduction 
What do contemporary fictional representations of Melbourne’s inner and outer suburban 
spaces reveal about the practices of everyday life when examined within a spatial justice 
(Soja 2010) and Thirdspace framework? (Soja 1996) Melbourne as a city has been much 
written about, in the critical and creative modes. This literature review looks at some of the 
key texts that have explored Melbourne and also critical works about suburban Melbourne 
depicted in contemporary literature. It briefly examines Melbourne as a ‘real’ place with a 
real history and a city that has often been discursively constructed in somewhat exclusive and 
homogenised ways. This is in order to argue that literary representations of the city open up a 
more valid democratised space for representing the lives of those who live there. Marion 
Rankine suggests that writers of fiction provide us with the unexpected or hidden perspective 
of place:  
Original writing … confronts our expectations head-on. It describes the 
world [or place] in ways we have never heard it described before, and thus 
transforms our understanding (Rankine 2010, p. 36).   
This literature review also establishes the research parameters and introduces key theories to 
be used throughout the analysis including the work of feminist geographers; Louise Johnson 
and Doreen Massey, urban geographer and spatial theorist; Edward Soja and philosopher 
Michel De Certeau. The literature review will inform the research project and demonstrate 
where there is a gap in the field of critical writing about suburbia generally and Melbourne 
city and its suburban and urban spaces.There have been some valuable and insightful texts 
written about Melbourne, but as this thesis identifies, there is still room for further studies 
particularly in relation to contemporary suburban Melbourne literature and the four texts 
chosen for discussion. This is important because as Nathanael O’Reilly discussed in his book 
on Australian suburbs in fiction (2012): “suburbia is a central concern of Australia’s leading 
novelists” (xxxix).  
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Melbourne, City of Literature bid, 2008 
My research into Melbourne and the writers who feature that city centrally in their writings, 
began as Melbourne was putting in place the physical and strategic plans it had proposed in 
its 2008 written submission to have Melbourne recognised as a City of Literature and a 
member of UNESCO’S Creative Cities Network. The submission to UNESCO was written 
by Urszula Dawkins, Steve Grimwade, Stuart Koop and Dr Greg Kratzmann and was edited 
by Hilary Ericksen and Sally Moss. In the submission, the impressive heritage of Melbourne 
in terms of its association with the arts and in particular the writing and publishing industry 
was heavily promoted. The submission included a history of literature in the state with 17 
chapters and 134 pages devoted to this subject.  In the introduction there is a section titled 
‘Melbourne’s literary pedigree’ (2008, p. vi) outlining the support available to writers in ‘the 
urban cultural environment that hosts an endless round of literary events’ (2008, p. vii). In the 
submission, Melbourne suburbs are described mostly in association with famous artistic or 
literary landmarks such as the Heide Museum of Modern Art in Bulleen, and the Dromkeen 
Homestead at Riddells Creek, which is devoted to children’s literature (Arts Victoria, 2008, 
p. 71). Suburban arts centres are listed as performance arts venues–but not in relation to 
writing (p. 24). In Chapter 7, ‘Urban Environment: A Literary Mapping’, there is intense 
artistic scrutiny given to Melbourne in terms of history, the arts, creative economy, library 
networks, creative writing workshops, festivals and events. Yet the ‘in between spaces’, 
which  I suggest contribute towards the makeup of the outer suburbs, tend to be collectively 
amalgamated in this document as, ‘Melbourne and the state of Victoria’, ‘Melbourne–the 
city’, ‘The suburban municipalities’ and ‘Beyond Melbourne’ (p. 24). To introduce the 
complexity of Melbourne's inner and outer suburbs in contemporary fiction, it is important to 
understand their early beginnings. The suburbs developed at different stages, with various 
reasons for settlement. Some housed foundries, some the wealthy and elite (such as 
politicians and merchants), and others the poor working class. 
Melbourne: city of suburbs–historical context 
This project into the “shifting city” of Melbourne began with my researching the 
development of early Melbourne suburban history in terms of its physical location and also as 
a space represented in Australian literature. Graeme Davison’s book, The Rise and Fall of 
Marvellous Melbourne (1978), Janet McCalman’s Struggletown, (1984) and Pablo 
Armellino’s work, Ob-scene Spaces in Australian Narrative: An Account of the Socio-
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topographic Construction of Space in Australian Literature (2009) are key texts which 
assisted me in gaining an overview of the ways that Melbourne’s suburbs developed and has 
historically been represented for public consumption in both fiction and non-fiction.  The 
pattern for moving out in search of a particular lifestyle was established early on.  It is 
important to understand how the unique relationship which Melbourne have with its suburbs 
was present in both the fabric of the city and the psyche of its inhabitants from the early days 
of settlement. Therefore, to garner just how interchangeable the social fabrics of Melbourne’s 
suburbs are, to absorb how the pattern of diversity was established upon settlement, thereby 
enabling it to become embedded within social and structural frameworks, a visit to the past is 
necessary. The following section provides historical context around the development of the 
suburbs and why they maintain a significant trope in Australian literature, and more 
specifically, Melbourne literature. 
In 1888 Alexander Sutherland declared Melbourne to be ‘the metropolis of the southern 
hemisphere’ (Davison 1978, p. 97). There were several reasons for Melbourne’s rapid urban 
expansion in the 1880s: the gold rush was waning and according to Davison there were only 
11,000 people left on the goldfields in the 1880s as people were leaving to go to the more 
industrialised area of Melbourne for job opportunities. Also, there were many immigrants 
from the United Kingdom who headed for Melbourne’s numerous boarding houses via the 
‘immigration Depot at the west end of Collins street’ (Davison 1978, p. 7). Melbourne soon 
became a port and financial hub for the growing local industry and also many of the other 
colonies’ exports as well. For example, Queensland’s sugar plantations and cattle industry 
were financed from Melbourne (Davison 1978). 
The gold rush had uniquely precipitated the development of an established urban city before 
Melbourne became a manufacturing city, therefore ‘manufacturing never dominated 
Melbourne as it did the cities of industrial Britain’ (Davison 1978, p. 6). Urban development 
was rapid and well-marked by local newspapers such as the Melbourne Argus, which 
identified five periods of development from the ‘primitive village’ of 1835 up to the ‘budding 
metropolis’ of 1880 (Davison 1978, p. 6). The Age, meanwhile, listed Melbourne’s ‘six 
industrial exhibitions’ from 1854 to 1880 as ‘indices’ of Melbourne’s growth (Davison 1984, 
p. 8). But as early as 1893, the inner suburbs were being described as ‘Our Suburbs’ in the 
YMCA Journal (as cited in Davison 1984, p. 10).  Already Melbourne was claiming quite 
loudly that it was a liveable suburban city as well as an industrial one.  
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Another reason for the outward suburban expansion was because the first generation children 
of the gold rushers were, as newlyweds, not afraid to move into the outer suburbs (Davison 
1978). Young working-class families took the opportunity to purchase their own homes in 
outer suburbs such as Brunswick (McConville 1985, p. 103). Even some of the Chinese 
population chose the suburbs over Chinatown (McConville 1985, p. 59). The new frontier’s 
men and women were assisted by the ‘Octopus’ (Davis 1978, p. 7) Railway Act of 1883, 
which saw the spread of train lines move out and away from the city centre. In one suburb, a 
man might play football; in another, work in a foundry; and then at night go home to his 
family in yet another suburb. David Dunstan suggests that although Melbourne in the 1880s 
was ‘a great metropolis’ (1985, p. 148), the physical layout and social fabric of the city meant 
that ‘many of its citizens still thought of themselves as inhabitants of independent suburban 
villages’ (Dunstan 1985, p. 149). This pattern created a way of using the city that has become 
entrenched in modern city life in both ‘real’ time and within literature.  In 1854 the ‘new gold 
rush communities’ (Dunstan, 149), the embryos of Melbourne’s village style suburbs, sprang 
up so quickly they were allowed to operate under a form of self-government until the 
following year when: 
Suburban areas adjacent to the city proper were allowed to either break 
away from the corporation or to form themselves into new municipalities. 
In this way Emerald Hill (South Melbourne), Hotham (North Melbourne), 
East Collingwood, Fitz Roy [sic], Williamstown, Sandridge (Port 
Melbourne) and St Kilda, among others, all sprang into existence as small 
independent municipalities around the larger, older, unit. This new 
administrative structure reflected the geography of settlement with these 
districts distinct from each other, and the city proper, with boundaries 
marked by wide thoroughfares, parklands, swamps and low-lying land and 
watercourses (Dunstan 1985, p. 149).   
Melbourne’s unique economic development and settlement history influenced the way the 
city and suburbs unfolded. Sport was, from the early days another important factor in the 
development of the suburb, especially when each village started to become organised around 
a football team and thus community. Perhaps this explains why Melbourne suburbs have such 
an interesting relationship with the city centre rather than just being seen as places of 
affordable housing. People were also mindful of the problems associated with industrial 
England–which had a lasting and valid impact upon their ideas about inner city living. Health 
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would have been a strong motivator for those European-born residents and their children to 
move away from the developing inner city suburban industry. Those seeking a better standard 
of living looked to the suburbs beyond the inner city streets and less desirable suburbs such as 
Richmond.  
In Struggletown (1984), Janet McCalman documents the practises of everyday life in the 
fledgling suburb and the rise and fall of one of Melbourne’s oldest inner city suburbs–
Richmond–from idyllic urban to inner-city slum. Richmond was first settled by ‘pioneering 
gentry like the Hentys and the Dockers’ (McCalman 1984, p. 9) who were, according to the 
author, attracted to the place because of its hill, its close proximity to the city, and the Yarra 
River. By the 1860s, the suburb had developed a thriving local industrial scene comprised of 
‘bootmaking, furniture making, an organ builder, a maizina plant, a brewery and 
significantly, a wool-washing plant and a tannery’ (McCalman 1984, p. 9). McCalman paints 
a picture of ‘perfect’ suburbia, where ‘local dairymen grazed their cows and draught horses 
on the lush river flats and Richmond children chased rabbits in its unkempt corners’ (1984, p. 
13). There were also ‘Chinese market gardens’, and ‘band recitals’ in Barkly Gardens on 
weekends, along with ‘delightful swimming spots and picnic retreats’ (p. 13).  Richmond 
represented the ideal inner suburb in which to build a home and raise children and provide an 
urban idyll for the working man.These accounts of non-fictional suburban representations 
reveal how immigrants from places such as Manchester in England and the overcrowded gold 
fields of Ballarat, Chinese immigrants, ticket of leavers and poor Irish refugees would have 
welcomed Melbourne as an urban utopia. However, the 1890s depression eroded any such 
notions and heralded the beginning of Richmond’s decline as a desirable and liveable suburb 
by the elite as it drove ‘many of the better-off into more salubrious suburbs east and south-
east’ (McCalman 1984, p. 13). In 1904 the residents were driven literally from their homes by 
a suburb which had become ‘on the nose’ (p. 14) due to poor sewerage. The trend of 
aspirational Melbournians who would move outwards seeking a suburban home on a quarter 
acre block, with a garden and fresh air was established early on in Melbourne. 
Reading about the everyday practices of ‘Marvellous’ Melbourne (Davison 1978) however, 
reveals that the city was not so marvellous even when it was first founded in the 1830s. 
Likewise, in his foreword to Radical Melbourne: A Secret History (2001, p. 10), Stuart 
McIntyre tells how the city was initially ‘established as an illegal frontier trading post’. The 
city was built upon the blood of Indigenous Australians who were killed during the settlement 
of the colony and later buried at the site of Flagstaff Gardens and The Victoria Market 
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(McIntyre 2001, p. 11). There would also have been some veterans who took a stand at the 
Eureka Stockade on December 3rd, 1854 who moved to Melbourne. There were also the 
poverty stricken inhabitants of Little Lons [sic], Little Bourke Street brothels and the Chinese 
opium dens in the lanes off Little Bourke Street (McConville, 1985 p. 62) and the larrikins 
who began by lairing on street corners in the early 1880s and gradually progressed to 
criminal activities in gangs such as the ‘Flying Angels’ of South Melbourne (McConville, 
1985 p. 75). For ten years the gangs attacked police, fought each other, stole from and 
tormented shopkeepers (p. 75). But as the suburbs began to take shape, crime rates were 
lowered: ‘Increased urbanisation meant reduced rates of arrest and conviction’ (McConville, 
1985 p. 71). The suburbs may have been developed around a particular set of ideals 
pertaining to aesthetic values, but the health benefits for Melbourne’s inhabitants in terms of 
better sanitation and escaping inner-city crime, were also important inducements for buying 
their own suburban home on a quarter acre block.  
This idea of the suburban retreat was in focus as early as 1916 when prostitutes known to the 
police rented town houses for the purpose of prostitution and then retreated ‘to their homes in 
the suburbs’ at night (McConville, 1985, p. 82). The eradication of back lane slums, the 
introduction of the bicycle, tram and later car facilitated the move outward. Suburbia then 
offered an affordable blend of town and country life and was, according to Davison, ‘the 
soul’s defence against the metropolis, the social mechanism by which personal values, 
expunged from the work-a-day world, established their own domain’ (Davison, 1978, 137). 
Here we see the beginning of the split between the work and personal life, the male and 
female spheres and the establishment of the garden movement discussed below.  
Ecological perspectives 
Building upon the garden movement of colonisation, contemporary accounts of ‘green’ 
studies provide a modern ecological perspective on Melbourne’s inner and outer suburban 
spaces. A study by Byrne, Gleeson, Howes and Steele (n.d.) on climate change reveals a shift 
in perceptions of the suburbs which occurred during the Howard government era. Beginning 
with the premise that Australia was in fact urbanised earlier than the idea held in the public 
imagination, the writers’ counter images popularly portrayed in the writings of Henry 
Lawson, Banjo Paterson and other Australian writers of the early colonial era: 
[As a] sprawling rural nation, Australia is, and has long been, one of the 
world’s most urbanized societies. Suburbanization occurred early – from 
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the late 19th century – and set the pattern for urban development and – for 
most people – everyday life from that point onwards (Byrne, Gleeson, 
Howes and Steele (n.d.). 
In the late 1800s the suburbs were also settled around social justice issues which mirrored 
modern day ‘green’ ideas.  Everyone had the potential to own a home with a garden and have 
resources available for a ‘good life’ (Hugh Stretton and Patrick Troy as cited in Byrne et al. 
nd). This ideal good life as Davison suggests, evolved from a number of influences including 
“romanticism [which] emphasised the aesthetic and spiritual importance of the ‘garden’ as a 
sanctuary in which ‘people might seek refuge from the artificiality and noise of the city 
amidst the quiet and beauty of nature’” (G. Davison 1997, 12 cited in A. Davison 2005). 
However, in Wayne Macauley’s novel Blueprints for a Barbed-Wire Canoe, one of the texts 
analysed for this dissertation, the modern suburban sprawl is allowed to be created seemingly 
unchecked. The Outer Suburban Village Development Complex of Ur devolves into a 
suburban labyrinth of unkempt roads, concrete roads and deserted streets nestled beside a 
rubbish tip without its promised highway connecting Ur to the city of Melbourne.  Promoted 
by unscrupulous developers, the suburb of Ur exists beyond the panoptical view of the city 
and a governing authority of any kind. Ultimately the failed and abandoned development 
brings negative consequences for the environment, wildlife and those who had risked 
everything to move out there in pursuit of their suburban dream. Macauley’s novel reflects 
the viewpoint of current ecological thinking: 
In recent decades, green critique has tended to cast suburbia in 
increasingly dystopian terms – a sprawling landscape of waste and natural 
destruction – tending to undermine and to some extent confuse progressive 
politics. Suburbanites largely ignored the increasingly shrill declamations 
of environmentalism and, in the past decade, a powerful new politics of 
‘aspirational suburbia’ was encouraged and drawn upon by a conservative 
national government seeking to subordinate ecological concerns to the 
imperative of economic growth. For the Howard national government 
(1996–2007), the suburban constituency was assumed to value material 
welfare and personal improvement over ecological and shared social 
concerns (Byrne, Gleeson, Howes and Steele nd). 
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This shift away from the suburban housing model mirrored a change in perceptions of high 
rise and dense inner city living. Lauren Costello suggests that the growth of high-rise housing 
in Melbourne is in stark contrast to the popular ‘low density suburban dwelling’ favoured 
historically by city planners (2005). The short stories of Aboriginal Melbourne writer Tony 
Birch often feature fictional representations of characters that live in and around the housing 
commission high rise dwellings built over the old inner city suburban streetscapes of his 
childhood. Once more, high rise housing, which was once ‘seen as a solution to housing the 
impoverished and arresting the spread of slum conditions’ (Costello 2005), is seen as the 
saviour of inner city revitalization and a solution to forecasts of a booming population growth 
by town planners. New developments are touted as luxurious models of contemporary living 
with many situated in the inner suburbs of Southbank and Dockside. This contrast in 
suburban/urban values is most strongly reflected within Christos Tsiolkias’ novel, The Slap. 
Affordability of home ownership creates a division between the aspirational class, 
represented by the second generation of Greek immigrants living in the inner Melbourne 
suburb of Northcote, the middle suburb of Doncaster and the bayside suburb of Brighton. In 
this novel, it is the Anglo-Australians who are struggling to buy a home in the inner suburbs 
and must look further to the outer suburban areas such as Dandenong or bayside 
Williamstown. This shift suggests that although the desire for a suburban home of one’s own 
in a neighbourhood with a sense of community is still a strong motivating factor for buying a 
suburban house, there is a broader demographic of people now seeking to purchase their own 
home. This demographic that Tsiolkas depicts, came about largely due to post-war 
immigration policies and the more affluent sons and daughters of those immigrants. 
The more recent push toward smaller house lots, bigger white goods, electrical appliances 
and houses at the expense of the suburban garden is not only reflected within ecological 
modernization planning and contemporary Melbourne fiction, but also within critical 
analyses of the Melbourne 2030 plan (2005). Bob Birrell et al. from the Centre for Population 
and Urban Research at Monash University are highly critical of the Melbourne City 
Council’s failure to acknowledge the unique spatial and social relationship Melbournians 
have with their suburbs:   
For many Melbourne residents, this low-density, low-rise suburban 
lifestyle represents the essence of the city and its famous ’liveability’. The 
prevailing streetscape with the predominance of low slung bungalows, 
dense tree and shrub canopy and resultant green ambience, along with 
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open space for recreation, gives the city its sense of place and identity 
(2005).   
Birrell and his co-authors suggest the compact city movement comprised of ‘new-urban’ and 
‘smart growth’ approaches borrowed from the United Kingdom and United States, show little 
respect for ‘conventional suburban communities’ (2005). This document also provides an 
extensive overview of past planning proposals and protests by urban dwellers in the form of 
the ‘Save Our Suburbs’ movement (2005).  The movement suggests that there has been 
overall, a positive relationship with the Melbourne suburb and an ongoing historical 
attachment to a suburban lifestyle. However, there is, as Macauley suggests in BPFABWC, 
unscrupulous developers willing to exploit this longstanding dream by offering cheap and 
affordable housing in far flung estates with little or no opportunities for employment or 
accessible public transport.  
Within the early Australian context, environmental spatial causality was seen as the ‘big 
story’ in much of the development of Australia. The bush trope which has occupied so many 
of Australia’s settlement and even contemporary stories has largely tended to ignore the 
significance of urban/suburban spatial causality.  In 2008, Nathanael O’Reilly observed how: 
Australia’s most important national narratives take place in the bush, the 
outback, and overseas. The dominant representations of Australia, both 
within the nation and abroad, focus on the outback, the bush and the cities. 
However, Australia is one of the most suburban societies in the world, and 
has been since the mid-nineteenth-century. Nevertheless, Australian 
novels are rarely set in suburbia (2012, xi).   
Historically, urban spatial causality and its role in the development of Australian suburban 
life have not been given a great deal of positive attention within literary criticism. When it is 
considered, it is often from what Nathanael O’Reilly (2012) and Kathryn Burns (2005) have 
identified as: ‘the anti-suburban tradition contained [often displayed] within the Australian 
novel’ (O’Reilly 2012 xvii). This tradition, writes O’Reilly, is quite disparaging towards the 
suburbs, which, he suggests are depicted as:  
… boring, backward, repressive, conformist, materialistic, sexist, racist, 
anti-intellectual, ugly and predictable, and thus the suburbs must be 
rejected by means of physical escape. (O’Reilly 2012)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
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In his article ‘Australian Suburban Imaginaries of Nature: Towards a prospective history’ 
(2005), Aidan Davison provides a critique of the development of Australian suburbs from an 
ecological perspective, but his argument has important findings for a study of Melbourne 
from a spatial justice perspective, incorporating what he believes are a number of foundation 
myths. He also provides a rationale for why Australian suburbs have not only been unfairly 
disparaged and dismissed by critics across a number of disciplines, but are unique and quite 
distinct in a number of ways from the English or American suburb. He identifies reasons as to 
why suburbs have come to occupy liminal and marginalised positions within contemporary 
popular discourses and the Australian psyche, providing another perspective on the 
ambiguous relationship many Australians have with the suburbs and in particular why this 
was established early on as an Anglo-Australian trope in literature.  
From his perspective of ‘imagining nature within Australian suburban history’, (2005, 10) 
Davison observes that Melbourne’s 1880s suburban boom came out of a period where 
‘private dreams of Edenic harmony’ were developed ‘as a counterweight to dreams of 
technological dominion over raw nature in the creation of Australian modernity’ (2005, p. 1). 
However, over time, this perception was replaced by a growing disenchantment with the 
suburbs for a number of reasons, including the presence of technology in the suburbs and 
perhaps most profoundly, the re-imagining of a ‘refuge in nature through the figure of 
wilderness’ (2005, p. 1). This was despite the fact Australia was the second most urbanised 
society in the world (2005, p. 8). Davison suggests that Australian cities were 
‘simultaneously the products of and the producers of intense ambivalence, contradiction and 
paradox’ (2005, p. 8) towards their suburban environment but were at the same time 
democratic in their ethos. Davison explains how Australia’s reimagining of itself was 
achieved through the popular cultural pursuits of ‘singing, writing and drawing of itself into 
existence through the rustic, and patriarchal, figures of the bushman, the drover, the 
prospector and the farmer’ (Devlin-Glass 1994 as cited in Davison 2005, p. 7). And yet, all 
the while most Australians lived either an urban or coastal experience (Davison 2005 p. 7).   
Davison is also careful to point out how this is an Anglo-centric ‘imagining of a distinctly 
Australian nature’ (2005, p. 8) and warns there are a number of important factors to note 
about this ‘imagining’. Paramount is its Anglo-centric perspective, which was instrumental in 
defining and shaping the ‘continent and its islands’ and its role in bringing the colonies 
together for federation in 1901 (Davison 2005, p. 8). This imagining was not the sole domain 
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of writers and musicians; widely documented are the Heidelberg School painters’ roles in 
immortalising this paradox on canvas: 
Heidelberg in the 1880s was a popular setting for Melbourne’s middle-
class, picnickers and painters alike, who fashioned their imagination of 
Australian identity with its requisite backdrop of Australian nature, out of 
brief bush escapes from hectic sub/urban lives (Davison 2005, p. 9).   
Othering Suburbia 
In terms of the ambiguous relationship Melburnians have experienced to the shifting city and 
its inner and outer suburbs, Pablo Armellino provides an historical overview on the origins of 
the ‘othering’ phenomenon as it developed in Australia from a colonial socio-topographic 
form of surveillance to an embedded ongoing literary trope. The most useful and compelling 
aspect of Armellino’s work in relation to this research project, is his fresh approach to 
reading Australian fiction as a resource of changing attitudes and perspectives towards 
Australian spaces in the city, suburban, social and domestic spheres. For example, he 
suggests that Marcus Clarke’s For the Term of His Natural Life ‘is an excellent instrument of 
analysis for the understanding of the socio-topographic organisation of penal Australia’ 
(2009, p. 33). According to Armellino:  
What would initially seem to be a novel engaged in contesting the convict 
system, at a second glance actually appears to emphasise class division 
and reinforce the socio-topographic distinction between mother country 
and colony (2009, p. 32). 
From the great floating prison hulks anchored on the Thames, many prisoners were 
transported to Australia, which after a time developed its own system of “‘purification’ 
similar to that used by its mother country” (Armellino 2009, p. 27). Sydney was a new 
society and the ‘convicts, both the Other and the Subconscious of the young antipodean 
society, were displaced to the margins’ (Armellino 2009, p. 27). How the new colony 
continued and introduced this theme of ‘Otherness’ was to designate specific sites as spaces 
of punishment and incarceration: 
The othering of the still unknown continent and its inhabitants was caused 
by Europe’s need to dispose of its unacceptable urges and confine them to 
a remote and secure region. (Armellino 2009, p. 25) 
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Armellino’s study (2009) is interesting and relevant to a study of recent Melbourne fiction 
because it demonstrates how preconceived spatial ideas about the continent of Australia 
became embedded within the organising principles of the structure of the founding colony. 
His work also demonstrates the changing spatial configuration of Australia and the attitudes 
and prejudices supporting them. The content spans pre-colonisation, the outback, the city and 
back to the outback–but far from being too generalised, Armellino breaks down these 
categories into themes which are then examined within fiction. For example, in The City: The 
Crumbling Bulwark, one of several novels discussed, Steam Pigs (1997) by Melissa 
Lucashenko, he states, [it] ‘draws attention to racial discrimination as induced by the spatial 
configuration of suburbia’ (2009, p. 19). The city in this section is unpacked to reveal 
multiple spatial configurations inhabited by white gangs, disenfranchised noongars (Western 
Australian Aborigines) and numerous subcultures. Historian Bill Ashcroft repeats this 
sentiment in the telling of a Henry Lawson anecdote where young Henry received a 
geography textbook published by the British Education Board for use in Ireland, yet applied 
in Australia: ‘Displacement was not simply an effect. Displacement was caused by an 
education system and a cultural hegemony that suggested that real life occurred elsewhere’ 
(2010, p. 5). Earlier literary traditions as O’Reilly (2012) suggests often supported the above 
sentiment. Christos Tsiolkas, Steven Carroll, Sonya Hartnett and Wayne Macauley are part of 
a contemporary shift to situate their vastly different suburban stories in Melbourne with its 
old and new suburbs serving as backdrops. There is a certain amount of cultural capital 
expected of the readers as they navigate the protagonists’ accounts of everyday life in these 
suburbs. For example there is an underlying prejudice towards the locals in BPFABWC from 
the government officials who sporadically visit ur.  
Successive Melbourne government policies have also contributed towards cultural 
displacement and a form of suburban prejudice towards the importance of traditional 
practices of everyday life. The Melbourne Story is a permanent exhibition at the Museum of 
Melbourne which features icons and stories of Melbourne’s settlement. A book on the 
exhibition offers the same stories in print, accompanied by photographs. Some of these 
stories reveal a form of ‘othering’ and prejudice which occurred in the inner city suburbs of 
Melbourne. Between the 1960s and mid-1970s, The Housing Commission of Victoria 
demolished whole suburban neighbourhoods: ‘Run-down neighbourhoods in suburbs such as 
Fitzroy, Carlton and South Melbourne were demolished and replaced by 45 high-rise towers’ 
(Tout-Smith (ed) 2010, p. 87). These concrete monoliths which dominated the skyline were 
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never popular with local residents or other Melbournians. These ‘suburbs in the sky’ (Tout-
Smith (ed) 2010, p. 87) became associated with low socio-economic problems, were ugly and 
highly criticised. One can see the same resistance growing now as city planners (see the 
Melbourne 2030 planning document of 2005) are planning to recreate a similar style of 
housing near rail stations for the future. As dense inner city apartments are ubiquitous to 
Parisians, Italians and other Europeans, so the suburban block or small style home is to 
Australians. Many of these stories available through the permanent museum exhibition 
resonate with Tony Birch, who spent his childhood growing up in the suburb of Fitzroy in 
houses and later Housing Commission units. In an interview, he explains how this area feeds 
into his writing and represents a sense of home and belonging for him:  
Firstly, as I spent my teenage years on a Housing Commission estate I 
knew it as ‘home’, not as a place on the margins of society. It was a good 
place to live. It was vibrant and contained a sense of community that held 
me securely. While I accept the label of an ‘underclass’ and have 
witnessed the sense of marginalisation it defines, the characters I have 
created in this book are men who I want to place at the heart of what it 
means to engage with the human condition; men who through their actions 
and gestures demand that we look at them and consider their human value 
rather than look away from them and ignore them because they are 
‘different’ (Tony Birch interview with Jo Birch: 2009). 
Birch raises an interesting point of difference between a sense of suburban place stemming 
from his indigenous heritage and the Anglo-centric ideals propping up the suburban house.  
For him, a place is the locus of his sense of wellbeing and belonging; and all the characters 
who reside there are significant to this sense of home. This sense of community built upon 
people and characters is more recently evident in Macauley’s novel BPFABWC where the 
structure of the suburban house is less important than the contributing differences of the 
inhabitants. Macauley’s work fits with an idea of a more culturally diverse place 
incorporating cultural difference.  Marla Guppy has written about cultural identities in ‘Post 
suburbia’ in relation to Western Sydney in “Cultural identities in post - suburbia” (2005) and 
describes how during the 1980s and 1990s the suburbs contested their relationship to the city 
centre as ‘the ubiquitous other’ (2010). They did this by engaging in cultural projects aimed 
‘at providing residents with the opportunity to recontextualise or re-enact the suburban 
landscape’ (Guppy 2010). Hence, the ‘notion that suburbia might be culturally dense, socially 
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satisfying and even amusing emerged’ (Guppy 2010). It also helped to consolidate the new 
‘diversities’ (2010) which were emerging from the newly arrived immigrants and refugees 
from Villawood Detention Centre. Felton, Collis and Graham (2010) question whether the 
Australian suburb was ever truly domestic (p. 60). They also question Richard Florida’s 
‘creative cities’ (p. 62); suggest distance is a negative barrier to getting to the creative place 
of the city (p. 61); and claim the contribution of the creative industries to the suburbs 
parallels the creative industries' role in ‘adding to place identity in inner cities’ (p. 61). They 
also highlight the value of ‘face to face interaction’ (p. 61) and interpersonal networks (p. 64) 
which are especially high where artisans live. Their research also suggests that the suburbs 
for some are desirable places to live, particularly in terms of affordability, observed 
familiarity and the networking potential of strip shopping. Doreen Massey (1994) has written 
on how the suburban ‘high’ street is a creative space laced with layers of history and 
numerous cultural spaces; a Kentucky Fried Chicken take-away shop might sit alongside an 
Indian restaurant, for example.   
It is not only in fiction and history that the perpetuation of the anti-suburban cringe has 
occurred. In 1960, Australian architect Robin Boyd criticised Australian cities for their 
overuse of ‘featurism’ in his famous work, The Australian Ugliness (1960). Featurism, 
argued Boyd at the time, was ‘not simply a decorative technique;’ (Boyd 2010, p. 19) but a 
process which ‘starts in concepts and extends upwards through the parts to the numerous 
trimmings. It may be defined as the subordination of the essential whole and the accentuation 
of selected separate features’ (Boyd 2010, p. 19).This same description could be applied to 
how Australian suburbs are often a victim of a type of literary ‘featurism’. In 2012 Nathanael 
O’Reilly wrote after quoting a similar line of argument from Gilbert (O’Reilly xxvii):   
… since the vast majority of Australians live in the suburbs, the anti-suburban 
tradition is in effect an anti-Australian tradition, a manifestation of the cultural cringe 
and an expression of dissatisfaction with the nation as a whole.  Since Australian 
intellectuals have been made to feel inferior by their former colonial masters, they 
resort to an attack on members of their own society whom they see as inferior, 
namely the lower-middle and working classes. In cases where intellectuals are 
themselves suburbanites, their attacks on suburbia are an expression of self-loathing 
(O’Reilly 2012: xxvii). 
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The novels and in particular those short stories that this thesis engages with, do not all enfold 
comfortably into the anti-suburban tradition. There is an alternative shift in thinking towards 
the suburbs which is particularly evident within many of the writings of first and second 
generation migrants. Short story collections such as Fault Lines by Pierz Newton-John (2012) 
and A. S. Patric’s The Rattler and Other Stories (2010) contribute towards a diaspora of 
realist Australian writing in which the characters can often found to be celebrating life in 
suburban spaces. According to O’Reilly ‘Literary novels dealing with suburbia make up a 
small portion of Australian literature’ (2012, xii). O’Reilly also suggests that the deeply 
entrenched anti-suburban sentiment within the Australian novel ‘stems from a Western 
worldview that equates suburban life with anti-intellectualism and a post-colonial obsession 
with national self-image’. (2012, p. xxvii) 
O’Reilly’s research covers an eclectic catalogue of fourteen Australian novels published 
between 1961 and 2007 with the narratives set across a period of fifty years, ranging from 
Patrick White’s Riders in the Chariot (1961) to Steven Carroll’s Glenroy series, which 
includes The Time We Have Taken (2007), one of the novels examined for this thesis. Based 
upon his own research data, O’Reilly demonstrates how there is a dearth of literary criticism 
about his chosen novels and on the treatment of suburbia in Australian novels in general:  
‘although it is rare for critics to write about Australian fiction set in suburbia, it is even rarer 
for critics to address the manner in which authors explore suburbia’ (O’Reilly 2012, p. 
xxxvi). Furthermore, O’Reilly identifies how Australian novelists are gradually moving 
beyond the anti-suburban tradition and instead viewing suburbia as a ‘site in which to address 
many of the central social issues in Australian culture’ (xxxviii). While a detailed timeline 
study of the Australian suburb has been researched by O’Reilly in his book, it focuses on 
suburban life across a number of states. O’Reilly’s book examined novels which were set in a 
variety of suburbs, demonstrated a range of writers from various ethnicities, backgrounds, 
ages and both well-known and obscure authors and he also concerned his research with 
opening out the stigma of the anti-suburban tradition amongst Australian writing.  Even then 
he acknowledged there were more: “There are a number of novels that I could not include in 
this project due to space limitations that other scholars may choose to examine or re-examine 
after reading my work”  (O’Reilly 2012: xxxix).  
In this research I focus on four Melbourne novels which are situated in different suburbs but 
unlike O’Reilly, their backgrounds are quite homogenous.  This is not a deliberate choice, 
because the novel, time and place were the central focus. While I realise that this does appear 
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to be a narrow choice, the novels represent and follow on from a long tradition of (mostly) 
white male writers concerned with sharing something about family life within Melbourne 
suburbs. The authors, of whom three are male and one, female, provide a fresh perspective in 
territory previously visited by other authors.  Ken Gelder, writing in response to a review of 
After the Celebration in Overland (2009), suggests that there is a particular protectiveness 
and tribalism in the Australian literature community restricting genuine literary criticism. His 
comment refers to a body of reviewing professionals whom he sees as often discounting any 
engagement with new themes, genres or ideas, as ‘authoritarian’. As a result, Gelder sees this 
as limiting ‘the range and depth of debate’ (Gelder 2009) about Australian literature. Gelder 
also suggests there is something of an ‘elite and anti-elite divide’ (2009) within the world of 
Australian literature. This is also true of policy makers who at the authoritative level of city 
planning, often fail to acknowledge the affectionate, complex and historical association 
Melbournians have with their suburban and urban spaces. 
A comprehensive critical approach to literary attitudes towards suburban Melbourne was 
conducted by David Nichols and Mia Schoen in 2008 in their article, ‘The Uncultured Herd 
and Us’ (2008). In it, they provide a chronological overview of the way Melbourne suburbia 
was analysed by various critics in the literary journal Meanjin over a thirty-year period. 
Beginning with a quote by David Walker, they offer numerous observations and 
interpretations of how the suburbs in Melbourne have been maligned and undermined over 
the past century. By taking a literary ‘stroll’ (2008), the authors found that ‘the more the 
attitudes to suburbia change within Australian society, the more they stay the same’ (2008: 
29). Providing a summary of attitudes to suburbia from the 1960s to the 1990s, the essay is 
heavy with disparaging remarks such as Louis Esson’s offering that in suburbia ‘all is 
repression, stagnation, a moral morgue’ (Esson as cited in Nichols and Schoen 2008 p. 30). 
The suburbs are defended, perhaps most gallantly by Craig McGregor who was: “defending 
suburbia as part of a pop culture palette: from ‘love, work, family, sport’ up to ‘birth, fucks 
and death’” (McGregor as cited in Nichols and Schoen 2008, p. 31). This is in agreement 
with the authors themselves, who in the same piece, earlier professed a love of residing in 
outer-suburbia. Their analysis found that by 1990 the suburbs were out of favour with some 
writers such as Robin Gerster, who lamented their empty ideals in a piece titled 
‘Gerrymander’. He reached his conclusion after “conducting an overview of ‘The place of 
suburbia in Australian fiction’” (1990 as cited in Nichols and Schoen 2008, p. 32). 
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Much of the anti-suburban literature lies in past preoccupations with the quest to establish a 
valid national identity (Walker as cited in Nichols and Schoen 2008). In its modern form, this 
negative trope, suggests Nichols and Schoen, sees the Australian suburb positioned as a kind 
of ‘other’: 
The denigration of suburbia is just another brand of Otherism, nowhere 
near as bad as racism or sexism (after all, suburbanites can still ‘pass’) but 
as pervasive.  To say this denigration exists is nothing new.  
But why does it still need to be said?  (Nichols and Schoen 2008: 35) 
Even though the above authors acknowledge that texts such as Carroll’s Glenroy series show 
the Melbourne suburbs in a more positive light, their conversation stops at 2008. More 
recently, there has been enough fictional literature featuring Melbourne’s suburbs in all their 
complexity to suggest a major shift in attitudes toward the Melbourne suburbs within fiction. 
The authors suggest that: ‘Perhaps suburbia’s greatest misfortune was that it was given a 
name’ (2008: 32) and I agree. This statement and their belief that suburbia is neither city nor 
bush and should not be disparaged for it but rather celebrated as an important site of 
Australian culture, is what I am aiming to show through my research into the fictional 
representations of Melbourne’s suburbs. Suburbia is a sum of many parts, all different. In 
Australian literary criticism there has been a lack of discourse on the in-between stories and 
conversations fictionalised by writers and which move beyond the binaries of male/female 
and city/bush, backward/cosmopolitan, urban/suburban. This literature review demonstrates 
how there is a lack of positive criticism that reveals the diversity of opinions within 
contemporary suburban Melbourne fiction.  
Perhaps another reason that there has been so little written critically about Melbourne’s inner 
and outer suburbs, is because the city was tagged early on as part of the Melbourne-Sydney 
rivalry. Prior to that, Per Henningsgaard (2007) suggests one of the earliest definers of 
Australian literature was the conflation of ‘culture with the geography of the country’ (p. 14). 
The ‘birth’ of Australia was seen to be forged out of the tension between two opposite spatial 
sites–the city and/or the bush. This is a theme which was taken up, encouraged and revisited 
in the literary works of A.B. Banjo Paterson and Henry Lawson. It is almost as if Melbourne 
missed an important step in its literary evolution.  
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Former economist, entrepreneur and sustainable urban development writer Jeb Brugmann 
(2010) recently wrote that we are on the cusp of an urban revolution and that it is the most 
progressive cities ‘who have developed their own ‘practices of urbanism from the pavement 
up’’ (p. 1) by recognising that global cities are inhabited by ‘real people and communities’ 
(Lai 2010, p. 997). Echoing Brugmann’s concerns for maintaining and listening to the needs 
of specific urban communities is Kevin Glynn’s urban study in New Zealand (2010) which 
discusses how urban communities are contesting mediascapes which ‘naturalize particular 
social imaginaries, relations and place-identities” (Glynn 2010, p. 6). Glynn examines the 
‘spatial dynamics of contestation in the ongoing production of textures of urban place in the 
postcolonial context of Christchurch, New Zealand’ (2010, p.6). He also discusses the ways 
that emergent communities use mediascapes like YouTube to ‘reverse the urban gaze, 
reframe themselves and the city, and re-imagine place-making landscapes and identities’ 
(2010, p. 6). This mirrors what I am attempting to do by examining the textual reframing of 
inner and outer suburbia within the contemporary texts as counter discourses to the 
hegemonic tendencies in the branding of the city of Melbourne, to the outdated tropes 
regarding the suburbs by previous writers and to the critics and observers who often view the 
city as one homogenous space.   
Unpacking the homogenous suburb in literature 
The writings of local Melbourne authors contest the concept of a homogenous city in that 
they capture the ‘urban text’ being lived by ‘ordinary practitioners’ (de Certeau 2008: 150). 
Bridge and Watson (2000, p. 8) warn of the tension between the collective imagination of a 
city put forward by authorities and individual investors which suggest homogenous notions of 
community and how the city can ‘work to exclude others’ (2008, p. 150). Nowhere is this 
clearer in recent times than in Joh Bjelke-Petersen’s Queensland, which promoted family 
friendly values at the expense of its gay and indigenous population. The labelling of 
Melbourne as the ‘literary city’ is often–as writer/editor Sophie Cunningham has noted 
(2010)–at odds with many Melbourne literary representations. The city of Melbourne, 
promoted in policy documentation such as the Municipal Strategic Statement 2010 (13 April 
2010) (MSS), Melbourne 2030 planning document (2005) and the Melbourne City of 
Literature submission (Arts Victoria 2008), is the image of a multicultural metropolis. Recent 
fiction, especially that which is situated in ‘the northern suburbs’ and places as far out as 
Keilor Downs in the north-west in Wayne Macauley’s short story collection Other Stories 
(2010), contest these singular narratives of the city. The 2016 Miles Franklin Literary Award 
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winner Black Rock White City, by A.S. Patric, portrays another aspect of contemporary life in 
suburban Melbourne. Situated in the south-east coastal suburb of Black Rock, the main 
protagonists in Patric’s work are Jovan a traumatised Serbian and his wife Suzana who 
struggle with the aftermath of seeing their children die in a refugee camp. University 
professionals in their former lives, Jovan now works as a hospital orderly and Suzana, as a 
house cleaner. This novel contributes to the rich multi-layered representations of the city and 
in particular, Melbourne suburban life through the eyes of suburban locals who do not fit the 
stereotypical “happy” nuclear suburban family often depicted in housing advertising. This 
couple reminds us that there are also traumatised refugees living in suburban spaces. The 
splintering, remodelling and continual refurbishing of Australian suburban spaces in both 
private and public realms is discussed daily on a number of blogs focussed on suburban life. 
Two such observers are Linda Carroli, who is a researcher and blogger from Aspley, 
Brisbane and former blogger, now Crikey writer, Alan Davies who writes about Melbourne. 
One consistent thread throughout these blogs is that there is no singular definitive model of 
suburbia or suburban life. In one article, Davies draws upon the work of Jane Jacobs (2012) 
and suggests that urban policy which promoted an ideal of the self-contained town-like 
suburban neighbourhood was akin to fantasy:  
I’ve long been dubious about this romantic notion. To me it harks back to 
a rural provincialism that’s the antithesis of what cities are really all about. 
...The point of cities is to provide wide choice and access to diverse 
opportunities.  Unlike small towns, cities offer extraordinary variety and 
high levels of specialisation in products, services and skills because they 
draw on a huge pool of people. (Davies 2012) 
Carroli challenges the idea of suburban homogenisation existing en masse in her blog 
‘placeblog’ where she writes on, among other themes, the ‘whitening’ effect of suburbs and 
the existence of the ‘ethnoburb’. The ethnoburb is a term that was coined in a 2009 book by 
Wei Li to: ‘describe entire cities dominated by a non-white ethnic group. They are suburban 
in look, but urban in political, culinary and educational values, attracting immigrants with 
advanced degrees and ready business skills’. (2014)   
The reality of life in the city and its surrounding suburbs does not always correspond with the 
image of self-contained urban villages/suburbs city planners as some writers would have us 
believe. This is particularly true of Wayne Macauley’s novel Blueprints for A Barbed-Wire 
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Canoe (2012). Nor is homogenisation of the suburb being presented in this way in recent 
works of Melbourne fiction. This literature review seeks to gauge how much has been written 
on the diversity of the Australian suburb within fiction across a wide range of texts published 
online and in traditional modes of publishing. Some of the anthologies reviewed here still 
tend to focus on genre rather than place in their assessment of Australian literature. Often it is 
the journal article or book review which offers a more critical analysis of specific Melbourne 
fiction viewed through the lens of a suburban sense of place. Alternatively, commissioned 
works about Melbourne literature such as reports or proposals can offer another way of 
viewing a city through its fiction. For example, Melbourne’s bid to become part of the 
UNESCO Literary Cities Network offers an introductory overview of Melbourne writing, 
culture and authors, particularly from a contemporary perspective.    
Critical engagement with suburbia 
This section will offer an overview of critical works available about Australian fiction with a 
particular focus on critical writings about contemporary Australian suburbs, Melbourne inner 
city and outer suburbs. It aims to identify any gaps in the field of critical works about the 
group of fictional texts chosen for this study and also critical works about the ways the 
authors arrange the lives of their characters within particular suburban spaces. Critical works 
about suburbia as a concept will also be gathered under this section; that is, works which 
question and contemplate what Australian suburbia is, what it represents and if there have 
been significant periods of difference in the way suburban spaces are analysed and described 
within both fiction and nonfiction texts.    
The writers and their work under consideration in this thesis have been identified in a number 
of different journals of literary criticism and often located within gothic, apocalyptic and 
diasporic genealogies, but little has been done by way of collating their writing under the 
rubric of suburban literary representations of Melbourne. In 1998 the Australian suburbs re-
imagined in literature were the focus of a special issue of Australian Literary Studies which 
brought together a collection of essays titled: Writing the Everyday: Australian Literature 
and the Limits of Suburbia. In this collection the authors engage with “suburbia” and the 
“suburban” in numerous ways.  McCann introduced the collection in his editorial with the 
heading “Introduction: Subtopia, or the Problem of Suburbia” (McCann, 1998: vii) and 
declared in his opening chapter: “Suburbia has been a neuralgic point in debates about 
Australian culture and Australian identity since the end of the nineteenth century” (vii). 
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Furthermore, he suggests that what emerges from this collection of post-war writing was a 
feeling of anxiety: “anxieties about the suburbs are not just anxieties about the everyday 
experience of life in Australian cities … they are also anxieties about the ‘everyday’ itself as 
an experiential category referring to the mundane cycle of work, consumerism and 
domesticity in which most of us are, in varying degrees, implicated.” (vii)  
The writers amplify and dissect an everyday habit or routine often considered to be part of the 
mundane landscape and validate suburban literature as worthy of intense reading for future 
researchers such as Nathanael O’Reilly and Brisbane academic Belinda Burns. Burns later 
researched alternative femininities within the suburban space including Peggy Frew’s novel 
‘House of Sticks’ (2011) in her doctoral research titled: ‘Made in suburbia: intra-suburban 
narratives in contemporary Australian women’s fiction’ (2015).  In the suburban edition of 
Australian Literary Studies, the writers explore an eclectic range of topics; Joan Kirkby 
examines themes such as the abject, working class and immigrant in suburbia, while Garry 
Kinnane discusses the anti-suburban tradition beginning with Barry Humphries’ 1950s 
character, Sandy Stone.  Grunge is examined by Karen Brooks in McGahan’s Praise (1992) 
and two other novels. Evil in the suburban space is critiqued by Jennifer Maiden through her 
own work, that of Patrick White and in poetry. What these essays reveal is that there is more 
to the suburban space than the homogenising ‘ugliness’ discussed two decades earlier by 
Robyn Boyd (1964).  
Ken Gelder and Paul Salzman’s book After the Celebration: Australian Fiction 1989-2007 
(2009) was written some twenty years after their solid and still relevant work, The New 
Diversity: Australian Fiction 1970-1988 (1989). This edition seeks to ‘catalogue’ Australian 
writers according to genres, themes, authors and literary and popular fiction. While the first 
book sought to catalogue Australian fiction under regionalism, the later book collates the 
literature in a bookshop titles format. The authors make no claim to be producing the 
definitive literary criticism text on Australian writing, but seek to ‘account for all of the 
genres of fiction we identify across this period’ (2009, p. ix), that is, from 1989-2007. Gelder 
and Salzman suggest that: ‘The last half-century has seen Australian literature emerge from 
constraints of various kinds, … Alongside more literary writing, genre fiction, including 
crime, fantasy and romance, has flourished’ (2009, p. 31). They also mention these genres as 
being ‘popular’ (2009, p. ix), but move on to suggest they have attempted to account for all 
genres identified from 1989-2007 and their range of genre fiction cited is relevant to a 
reading of contemporary Australian fiction. Gelder and Salzman suggest that there is no 
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longer the preoccupation with nationalism which dominated Australian fiction for so many 
years. What is new and worthy of attention is literature focusing on intergenerational and 
inter-suburban social living. Stories such as The Slap (2008), feature the children of migrants, 
the rise of the first born immigrant within the middle class and how new religious customs 
(for example those of Islam) are being established within our suburban culture.   
Suburban Australian culture is given some attention in Catriona Elder’s book Being 
Australian: Narratives of a National Identity (2007). Here, the suburb is broken down into 
categories such as in the chapter on ‘Backyards and barracking:  The everyday in Australia’. 
Under subheadings such as ‘Desiring suburbs’, ‘The Suburbs’, ‘Suburban alienation’, 
‘Suburban beaches’ and ‘The Backyard’, Elder offers a history of suburban development both 
physically and how it is manifested within the psyche of Australians and in the arts. Her 
chapter is a brief yet concise overview of many relevant and topical themes, which include 
the Australian family, ‘ideals of Australian-ness’ (Elder 2007, p. 299), attitudes towards 
suburbs, who has been excluded, and who is feeling alienated.  Christos Tsiolkas is one 
Melbourne writer who covers many of these themes: 
There is frequently nothing for teenagers to do in the suburbs. As Christos 
Tsiolkas (1995) puts it in his novel Loaded, the suburbs are places where 
the young are ‘meant to buy a house, grow a garden, shop, watch TV and 
be buried’. (Elder 2007, p. 303)   
Steven Carroll’s set of five books (soon to be six) known as the ‘Glenroy’ series, features 
themes of suburban settlement, family and home. In particular, The Art of the Engine Driver 
(2001) is described as ‘a suburban apocalypse novel’ (Elder 2007, p. 47) with violence and 
alienation woven throughout the stories of the characters’ lives. Christos Tsiolkas’s work is 
discussed in relation to diasporic novels, along with the migrant stories woven throughout 
Carroll’s trilogy. Although this is one link between the two novels, it does not take into 
account they are both Melbourne-based novels. This is a gap that this thesis will address in 
offering a new look at urban writing and in particular Melbourne-based writing which reflects 
the new demographics of inner city and outer suburban lives. In her 2005 unpublished 
doctoral thesis, Kathryn E. Burns researched a number of childhood memoirs from the 
perspectives of the now-adult mind. The work analysed a number of novels in three 
Australian states. In the chapter titled ‘Lost in The City: Place and Placelessness in Modern 
Melbourne’, Burns touches on Nathanaeal O’Reilly’s later project when she writes: 
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It has become a literary tradition to deride the suburbs as cultural 
wastelands of materialistic conformity: the artistic mind is believed to be 
stifled and starved by the suburb’s mundane preoccupations. (2006, p. 
165)  
However, Burns discovers that for migrant writers and Anglo-Australian writers alike there is 
a strong sense of ‘lonely alienation’ (2006, p. 165). Burns’ thesis provides a comprehensive 
inventory of novels situating themselves within the Melbourne sub/urban landscape. It is 
interesting however, that she finds while the memories of many Melbourne adults ‘seem 
dominated by competing images of overwhelming monotony and a heightened sense of 
divisions’ (p. 202). The child migrant experience detailed in her thesis begins to mirror the 
experiences of migrant adults in later novels by other authors such as Christos Tsiolkas in his 
novel, The Slap. (2008) 
Steve Grimwade’s text, Literary Melbourne (2009), is an anthology which does not claim to 
be an exhaustive list of writers, contemporary or otherwise, but aims to provide an overview 
of Melbourne writing over 170 years. Its scope is far larger than this research project; it 
ranges from nineteenth-century writer Marcus Clarke to current authors. However, it does 
open the way for contemporary dialogue on Melbourne writers to continue. Gone is the 
suburban cringe Nichols and Schoen talk of (2008) but instead, Grimwade issues an 
invitation to continue with conversations ‘about Melbourne literature rather than end them’ 
(Case 2009). Celebrating Melbourne writers, Grimwade touches on the essence of Merlin 
Coverley’s Psychogeography (2006) in an interview when he says: 
Writers are the window into our cultural life, and those writers who seem 
to capture a particular moment, a particular way of understanding can 
change the way we think about ourselves; they can make us more aware of 
frailties or strengths just by recording life (and the life of the imagination) 
in the way that they have. (Case 2009) 
Coverley’s Psychogeography affirms his belief in the power of literature to read a city’s 
literary space: 
I think it taps into some, as I state in the book, kind of literary space. 
History shows that through literature there is a particular way of 
responding to the city and its environs. Many ways really, but there is one 
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common theme:  that if you scratch beneath the surface you can find 
something else:  the different layers, the mapping, the essence of any city 
are in its oddities, its peculiarities, the particularities of places, a sense that 
all this is being continually erased … but everywhere … . (Merlin 
Coverley 2006) 
This research project will add to the critical body of work on Australian fiction dealing with 
the complexities and layers Coverley writes of. In recent anthologies of Australian literature, 
globalism and how Australian literature is received internationally are discussed. Looking at 
fiction from a more city-based perspective is yet to be given a lot of space, particularly within 
a contemporary context. Contemporary Melbourne also features strongly in dramatic 
productions as Kerryn Goldsworthy suggests when she writes: ‘since 2000 it has been the 
playwrights who have engaged most directly with the immediate concerns of Australian 
public and political life’ (2009, p. 39). And to a certain extent this is true. Melburnalia No. 2 
(2009) was the second production by the White Whale Theatre Company in 2009; the first 
was in 2007. This production consisted of five, twenty minute pieces ‘about a specific slice of 
life in a Melbourne suburb’ (Melburnalia, n.d) the brief being that each writer was to write 
about a suburb which personally resonated with them. The theme linking each work was 
Melbourne’s tramways. In 2007 it was ‘laneways’ and other themes incorporated by the 
writers included ‘home’, ‘history’ and ‘time’ (Melbournalia, n.d.). According to White 
Whale’s website, the: ‘plays reveal the secret lives of five suburbs; unpack the cultural layers 
of the city; and illuminate stories which both confirm and confront our social and 
geographical stereotypes’ (Melburnalia, n.d.) Suburbs represented include St. Kilda, Preston, 
Mentone, Caulfield and Maribyrnong. Writers include a local Yorta Yorta woman and a 
Vietnamese-Australian writing on topics as diverse as heroin addiction, first love, refugees, 
criminals, immigrants and misfits (Melburnalia n.d.). However, the playwrights are all under 
twenty-seven so they are writing from a certain generational perspective. The growing 
visibility of the middle class Indigenous Australian has also not been adequately addressed in 
literary fiction, but there is an interesting portrayal in Christos Tsiolkas’s novel The Slap 
(2008) and more recently in his novel Barracuda (2013).  The 2010 spring edition of Meanjin 
published The best of new writing in Australia with a focus on Melbourne. This edition has a 
collection of essays on topics as diverse as strange weekend family outings to the morgue and 
the impact of E-books on the Australian publishing industry, which relate to a critical 
engagement with suburbia.  
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Contesting myths of nationhood 
Peter Pierce was the editor of The Cambridge History of Australian Literature (2009). The 
last chapter, written by Philip Mead and titled ‘Nation, literature, location’ (549-567), is 
perhaps the closest to my research topic of a spatial justice analysis of Australian fiction. It 
begins with “Until recently ‘Australian literature’ has had an imagined entity that belonged 
predominantly to the discourse of national culture and its institutions” (p. 549). This chapter 
provides a chronological account of how Australian literary studies have moved away from 
such a narrow focus via ‘different spatial turns’ (p. 551). Mead sees two different directions 
that post-national contemporary literary studies have taken: ‘towards transcultural 
comparisons and contexts and towards re-readings of the local’ (p. 551). Providing an 
overview of the expansion of literary studies through critical regionalism, he moves through 
the states, territories, regions down to ‘The city as region’ (p. 565). But it is the last paragraph 
which demonstrates the endless potential for new ways of reimagining and belonging through 
fiction and which also provides a vision and challenge for future researchers to attend to this 
subject matter:  
As the literary imagination in Australia continuously evolves in response 
to what country can mean, and to its own traditions of spatial 
representations, literary history and critical reading also need to reorient 
their theories and understandings of location. (p. 547) 
Mead’s chapter refines the city as region to accommodate the inner urban “heterogeneous 
creative communities” (p. 565) which often have ‘contradictory relations to Australian social 
and economic history’ (p. 566). For example, he cites Aboriginal writers such as Tony Birch 
and Samuel Wagan Watson, but there is no mention of specific texts representing a 
Melbourne suburb or suburbs.  
In 2015, Nicholas Birns published Contemporary Australian Literature: A World Not Yet 
Dead. In his work, Birns looks at Australian literature through an economic philosophy prism 
of neo-liberalism. There is a minor reference to Steven Carroll’s work such as his use of cars 
and trains as vehicles for ‘hidden identities’ (p. 181) and ‘a time now past’ (p. 181) and he 
analyses scenes from an architectural perspective which he suggests ‘reveals fissures in the 
corporate urban space’ (p. 162). Birns also suggests that there is something artificial about the 
suburb being ‘abject in relation to the metropolis’ (p. 162). There is also a reference to The 
Slap as disrupting harmonious relations in ethnic communities and a comment on how well-
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adjusted children are today. Overall, it does not approach a study of suburban spaces in the 
same forensic manner a critical spatial justice reading offers. (p. 161) 
Historical Melbourne in contemporary writing  
The nearest non-fictional work to this research project on Melbourne viewing it as a city 
operating at two different levels is Melbourne: A City of Words by Melbourne academic John 
McLaren (2013). His study looks at how Melbourne is comprised of two cities; there is the 
city of place and the spaces within and then there is the city of words. A City of Words is 
constructed through its writers and their stories in fiction and non-fiction; with each 
informing the other. McLaren, who lived in Carlton for most of his life, observed various 
ways Melbourne, the city, has been written about from historical perspectives on the 
expansion of suburbs, its laneways, people and cultural pursuits. His book offers a view of 
the city through various genres such as journalism, poetry, fiction and diaries.  McLaren’s 
book resembles Sophie Cunningham’s work; Melbourne (2011). Both the authors compose a 
literary mosaic of the city of their birth which enhances and broadens a reader’s 
understanding of the many historical layers contributing to the city’s makeup. What they also 
reveal is a city committed to telling and retelling its past and imagining its future, through 
multiple literary mediums and a seemingly endless supply of characters and events to 
recount. Cunningham’s work is a love letter to the city of her birth and where she has resided 
all her life.  Cunningham’s book also tells the story of Melbourne’s suburbs and city as she 
draws on novels such as: Helen Garner’s first novel, Monkey Grip (1977), the poetry of 
Bruce Dawe (2006), the sports writing of Martin Flanagan (1994) and the music of Archie 
Roach and many other artists and writers.  Cunningham’s book is a mosaic of Melbourne 
through the eyes of a modern female writer, editor and urban flaneur. While this is not a 
critical work on suburban writing, the lasting appeal of the Melbourne suburb for many of its 
artists is apparent as the author discusses their creative relationship to the city. Radical 
Melbourne: a Secret History (2001) and Radical Melbourne II: the Enemy Within (2011) 
written by Jeff and Rebecca Sparrow, both feature stories about radical Melbourne people 
and places ranging from politicians, criminals, activists and peaceful protestors and lobbyists. 
There is also now a tourist walk available through the ‘radical’ historical parts of Melbourne 
which suggests a city whose historical past is very much embedded within the city’s literary 
fabric.  
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Beast of Suburbia published in 1994 is a collection of essays more aligned with this research 
on various representations of Australian suburbs, but with a focus on a particular idea of the 
suburb from the post-war period. The heart of its premise is to explore various discourses 
about suburbia and how they assist in its formulation. Tony Birch writes about the indigenous 
suburban experience for example. Suburban Sydney and Alice Springs are topics of 
discussion. Like Cunningham’s work this book draws upon a number of creative industries, 
not exclusively literature. Beasts of Suburbia discusses suburbia as though the Australian 
suburb has one incarnation, when in reality there are many types of Australian suburb. In 
particular, the Melbourne suburb is a place which is constantly evolving and changing due to 
a mix of cultural, historical, political and economic factors. Feminist geographer Louise 
Johnson’s book Suburban Dreaming: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Australian Cities 
(1994) provides a historical overview of the development of the suburb and then turns her 
attention to the lived experience. This research project also considers the historical 
development and the lived experience of the inhabitants of suburbia with a more focussed 
gaze through the lens of contemporary literature.  While Johnson’s book is more of a cultural 
studies framework, it was timely in how it acknowledged the migrant and gendered 
experience of suburban living. This was a departure from viewing suburbia through the lens 
of the founding patriarchal framework outlined by Graeme Davison (1978:138).  
Sydney academic Brigid Rooney has researched suburban representations within Australian 
literature and published on Steve Carroll’s Glenroy series (2013, 2016). Rooney draws on 
photographs and maps of Glenroy in her discussion of how Carroll has reinvented Glenroy in 
his fiction.   Her ongoing research into suburban fiction also focusses on the literary suburban 
representations of Patrick White, Melissa Lukashenko, David Malouf and others and supports 
O’Reilly’s thesis and that of this research project that the suburbs are worthwhile places to 
critically re-visit in literature.  
Literature Review: Conclusion 
This literature review reveals that there has been some extremely valuable research done on 
the city and suburbs of Melbourne. Literary discourses of the city (which tend to be 
heterogeneous) unsettle and dialogue with the representations of the city put forward by 
public policy, planning, media and tourism discourses (which tend toward a narrowness, 
elitism and homogeneity). This literature review reveals a gap in the field of literary 
criticism; a lack of consideration of the suburban fiction of a particular group of Melbourne 
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writers. Collectively their works have not been examined under the literary microscope 
through the lens of a diaspora of suburban writers writing their individual patch and 
perspective of Melbourne’s literary quilt. There is still room for further studies. My approach 
is original as I draw on past research but take this research into a new direction. While the 
individual authors in my study have been variously analysed in a number of different 
contexts, collectively the works of Tsiolkas, Carroll, Hartnett and Macauley, have not, until 
this thesis been examined as contributing to a ‘literature of suburbia’, specifically a literature 
of suburban Melbourne. This thesis remedies this and also positions the fictional works about 
Melbourne within a spatial justice/Thirdspace framework in line with the thinking of Soja, 
conjoining these with theories of cultural geography and the spatial theories of Michel de 
Certeau. Any theoretical framework must accommodate multiple theories to accommodate 
multiple voices, viewpoints and cultures. It is to these interconnected theories that the 
dissertation turns in the chapter that follows. 
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Chapter 3 Theoretical Frameworks 
 This theoretical framework will draw on key concepts from literary and cultural theory 
around spatiality, place and identity to produce a geophysical and geopsychological 
framework. The key theorists are Edward Soja and Michel de Certeau. Just as Soja advocates 
there are multiple ways of reading and visualising cities and urban areas, there are multiple 
ways of reading a text:  
Making theoretical and practical sense of lived spaces requires a 
multiplicity of approaches to knowledge formation, a kind of nomadic 
practice that builds few permanent structures or inviolable ‘schools’ of 
knowing.  (Soja 1999, p. 2) 
The chapters will also apply adjunctively, the work of several Australian theorists. In chapter 
four, TTWHT Paul Carter’s work is applied to seeing the suburb as a palimpsest along with 
Soja’s theory of synekism. Chapter five, Butterfly engages with Louise Johnson’s work on 
feminism within the Australian suburban context, while chapter six, The Slap, is read with a 
theoretical framework on superdiversity within Melbourne’s suburbs by sociologists, Farzad 
Sharifian and Simon Musgrave (2013). Chapter seven, BPFABWC also engages with Paul 
Carter.   
Central to all the theories used is the notion that space is not a fixed entity, rather determined 
and shifted by complex relations of power, identity and representation which in turn are 
underwritten by factors such as class, socio-economics, gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity and 
so forth.  Australian geographer Louise Johnson sees this constant shifting around lived 
spaces within Melbourne’s suburbs resulting in “a moveable feast” as senses of space, time, 
amenity and desirability alter (2006, p. 261). Melbourne’s suburbs are constantly changing 
and being renovated, expanded and rejuvenated through waves of gentrification, immigration 
and modernisation. They also are evocative of what Paul Carter’s work on the Mallee region 
of Victoria has unveiled: “the regions [or suburbs] are creative assemblages that exercise care 
at a distance; they are poetic cobwebs” (Carter 2010 p, 5).  
In working with their theories, and applying them to texts, my intention is to examine how 
public and planned images of the city co-exist and dialogue with the imagined/imaginary city 
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in the fiction of a number of contemporary Melbourne writers. In addition, I contend that it is 
the often neglected and spurned suburban spaces which are of most interest to the writers in 
their validation of the fictional city. 
This methodological approach involves a close reading and detailed textual analysis of the 
selected literary texts informed by spatial and urban theories identified alongside a reading of 
recent ‘official’ texts such as the UNESCO Literary City submission of 2008, historical 
documents, non-fiction historical material and also involves compiling a literature review of 
critical works on the chosen texts. Soja’s concept of ‘a critical spacial theory of justice’ 
(2010, p. 632) is chosen because he advocates for a restructuring of the urban imaginary 
which involves a shift of focus away from ‘environmental spatial causality’ towards ‘urban 
spatial causality’ (Soja in Blake 2002, p. 144). More specifically, Soja calls for ‘an 
appropriate ontology for urban studies’ (Soja 2010, p. 629). This thesis applies what Soja 
describes as ‘an ontological triad’ in bringing together this group of texts to be studied 
through a lens which merges history, geography and the human element via fiction, drawing 
on real locations. Melbourne, which has enjoyed a high profile as a city of culture and 
sophistication, provides a case study and the opportunity to conduct a spatial justice analysis 
of its suburbs as they have been presented in recent fiction.   
Soja–social justice and Thirdspace 
What is important to a spatial justice/Thirdspace investigation of Melbourne fiction is Soja’s 
original concepts of Thirdspace infused with the work of Foucault and Lefebvre’s urban 
problematic (Soja 2000, p. 10). His ‘trialectics of cityspace’ brings together ‘Firstspace’ 
(perceived space), ‘Secondspace’ (conceived space) and Thirdspace (lived space). Thirdspace 
provides the foundations of Soja’s spatial justice theory. Thirdspace as critical engagement 
draws on a number of contemporary and historical perspectives and both public and private 
discourse while incorporating spatial theories. Thirdspace allows for any number of 
interactions between the players at any one time, demonstrating the symbiotic relationship 
operating between the various elements of the literary city and allowing for a more fluid 
relationship between the various ‘logics of action’ (de Certeau 1988, p. xx) rather than having 
a ‘top’ down approach dominating. Each player therefore has a role to play in the ‘concept 
city’, which resembles Massey’s ‘power geometry’ (1994, p. 149). Thirdspace reveals a city 
of many spaces, where some players or inhabitants have more power than others at different 
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times. This research is interested in the composition of those spaces within local fiction and 
what they reveal about suburban Melbourne.   
Thirdspace offers a democratic and inclusive way of envisioning the city of Melbourne as it 
incorporates both the imaginary and planned texts. From a Firstspace perspective, the 
‘cityspace is physically and empirically perceived as form and process, as measurable and 
mappable configurations and practices of urban life’ (Soja 2000, p. 11). The government 
website for the City of Melbourne offers a very clear and distinct mapping of the city and 
outer suburban areas in this way. Their website provides maps of the CBD, the suburbs, 
precincts and parks. There is data available on Melbourne’s population, on suburbs, and the 
transport system. So it is possible to construct a flat geographical map or diagram of the city 
without ever visiting it or speaking to any of its inhabitants. Secondspace relates to ‘imagined 
realities’ which can impact upon our daily experiences of living in the city (Soja 2000, p. 11). 
One example of this, according to Soja, is our personal mental map–what we ‘carry’ with us 
to experience a city. Melbourne writer Jenny Sinclair’s book When We Think About 
Melbourne (2010) is a mental mapping of her city drawn from the prism of her thoughts and 
the mappable grid of the city. Sinclair takes the reader on an entertaining ride through the 
streets of her particular patch of Melbourne, telling stories about houses and individuals, and 
recalling memories that are both hers and the memories of others. Her concept of Melbourne 
is a bricolage of maps, suburbs, cultural makers and markers such as the music of Paul Kelly 
or the inner spaces of Helen Garner’s Monkey Grip (1977). Christos Tsiolkas’s first novel 
Loaded (1995) provided an even more alternative ‘imagined reality’ map of 1990s Melbourne 
through the voice of a first-generation Melbourne-born gay man of Greek heritage. The main 
protagonist, Ari, talked about ‘wogs’ and ‘skips’ and Melbourne from the four points of the 
compass. A neat overarching summary by Soja puts it this way: ‘Secondspace perspectives 
tend to be more subjective and concerned with ‘thoughts about space’ (2000, p. 11). 
Soja believed any study focusing on either the material or imaginative aspects of space or 
working with a combination of just these two and not delving into other areas such as cultural 
studies (1999), lacks richness. This richness could be enhanced by incorporating cultural 
studies, for example, to encompass ‘contemporary interpretations of geographically uneven 
development and as a means of expanding class analysis’ (Soja 1999, p. 65). To do so, argues 
Soja, would open up broader questions about ‘gender, race, ethnicity, sexuality, locality and 
everyday life’ (Soja 1999, p. 65). Limiting a view of cityspace to just two ‘modes of spatial 
thinking and epistemology, the spatial specificity of urbanism tends to be reduced to fixed 
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forms’ (Soja 2000, 11). This handicaps a researcher; for although they are conducting a 
reading of the imaginative and the material, their spatial research captures a moment in time, 
but fails to convey the dynamics and rough and tumble happenstance of everyday politics, 
human relations and power plays. Cityspace or, as in this case, a literary suburban place, may 
be: 
Seen as something to be explained, reduced to an outcome or product of 
essentially social action and intention. Only rarely is it recognized as a 
dynamic process of (social) spatial construction, as a source of explanation 
in itself (Soja 2000, p. 11). 
A reading of a city within the framework of the Thirdspace provides a more fluid and 
dynamically charged account: one full of conflict, change and human dynamics; an account 
without limits. Thirdspace is described by Soja as a ‘fully lived space, a simultaneously real-
and-imagined, actual-and-virtual, locus of structured individual and collective experience and 
agency’ (2000, p. 11). He contends that this kind of space (and ways of looking at it 
“encompasses both the ‘perceived space’ of material practices and the ‘conceived space’ of 
symbolic representations and epistemology, not as a simple either-or dichotomy but rather as 
a radically open ‘both-and also’ expansion” (1999, p. 2). 
Contemporary fictional Melbourne literature studied from a critical spatial perspective, 
rather than privileging the historical and/or geographical elements only, can provide an 
overarching and more rounded contextual picture of what is occurring within the community 
and suburban environment.  Now this does not mean dispensing with historical data, nor 
personal accounts of particular spaces and places; in fact, they become more important than 
ever for setting up a contextual overview, which then creates interest in an audience to move 
beyond the familiar and into unknown territory–and ultimately a deeper spatial awareness and 
engagement with those who reside there.   
Edward Soja argues that there are great opportunities for thinking about the spatiality of 
human life foremost (albeit temporarily) over other geohistory (history and geography) 
perspectives. According to Soja, spatial justice theory, which is driven by ‘a critical spatial 
perspective’, produces many ‘payoffs’ (Soja 2010, p. 630). By prioritising space first, it is 
possible to ‘open up enriching and often unexpected possibilities for both theoretical and 
practical political innovation’ Soja 2010, (p. 630). This fits well with the research into the 
suburbs because historically there has been a tendency within Australian literature to focus on 
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the influence of suburban causality and on the development of Australia’s domestic 
environment with a bias towards the built landscape. For example, in the 1950s, Robin 
Boyd’s critique of Australian suburban architecture was not limited to architecture alone. 
From a number of perspectives, The Australian Ugliness (1960) was also a conversation 
about suburban, cultural pursuits (or lack of) and thoughts about those who might live there.   
Since joining the UNESCO Literary Cities Network in 2010, the Melbourne writing industry 
has made significant moves towards building a greater reading and writing community. In 
doing so, it may be argued that as a UNESCO Literary City Melbourne has been performing 
a ‘restructuring of the urban imaginary’ (Soja 2000, p. 324) and a form of new spatial 
awareness via Soja’s ontological triad privileging historical, spatial and social perspectives. 
The Wheeler Centre, which is the flagship of Melbourne’s literary city, privileges Melbourne 
writers but not at the exclusion of national and international writers, thinkers and academics. 
It draws heavily on the history of Melbourne in its programming, themes and content. The 
social aspect of writing: sharing ideas, book clubs, bringing new writers and the public 
together, for example, is an important function in maintaining a UNESCO Literary City 
standing. Spatial justice within this ontological triad is privileged within the core artefact of 
the literary city via the book, and in particular via books which focus heavily on the urban 
and suburban spatiality of their characters. Fiction itself, consciously or not, draws on all 
aspects of Edward Soja’s ontological triad.    
Bringing together these ideas around an ontological triad (Soja 2010, p. 629) privileging 
historical, spatial and social perspectives (or the trialectics of space) and his Thirdspace 
theory-with its acknowledged foundations in Lefebvre, Soja’s work in Seeking Spatial Justice 
provides a rich and elaborate outline of what he suggests is ‘a critical spatial theory of justice’ 
(2010 p. 632). In an interview in the Journal of Social Archaeology (2002), Soja explains 
how this way of looking at space also builds upon Foucault’s heterotopology–moving beyond 
the traditional ‘bi-modal’ way of analysing space, one which incorporates ‘history’, 
‘experience’, the ‘unseen and incomprehensible as well as the tangible and everyday’ (Blake 
2002, p. 141).  In short, space is privileged over time.    
So then, what does this perspective offer a study of contemporary Melbourne fiction from a 
critical spatial analysis? If, as Soja argues (2010), historical narratives and images were a 
significant influence in altering foundation stories and perpetuating and sustaining suburban 
myths from an environmental spatial causality over an urban spatial causality, then 
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contemporary narratives potentially have the ability to reverse this spatial turn. This is 
especially relevant to a more contemporary look at Melbourne fiction beyond the ambiguous 
and contentious image created and then perpetuated through the work of male Anglo-
Australian artists and writers from the late 1880s. Casting the critical spatial lens over 
contemporary urban/suburban literature written by men and women, Asian, Greek, Italian, 
Indian, African and Aboriginal Australians, first and second generation Australians and more, 
would provide a restructuring of the suburban imaginary and it would also facilitate a more 
rounded heteropological way of viewing the city. For Soja, one of the main challenges of 
spatial justice is how to put theory into practice, thereby “advancing and connecting the 
political agendas of many different ‘socio-spatial’ movements” (p. 631). To a large extent, 
narratives such as the ones I am analysing in this thesis, perform this kind of socio-spatial 
movement, advancing the foundational move of a spatial justice politic. 
The traditional boundaries of suburban roles in suburban spaces, documented from a 
particular viewpoint that privileges social and historical ‘forces’ (Woessner  2010, p. 602), 
are subtly dismantled in contemporary fiction. Socially and historically scripted roles of men 
and women are being contested in fictional Melbourne suburban spaces in different ways. 
Within a Thirdspace or trialectic framework, we see how the suburban home in Melbourne 
has been portrayed historically and socially alongside more recent ‘spatial’ accounts provided 
in fiction. By performing a more ‘specific’ spatial analysis in this way, we achieve a 
rebalancing of the ontological triad and address what has been described by Soja as ‘a 
fundamental bias in knowledge formation’ (Woessner 2010, p. 602). In terms of the suburban 
experience, fiction provides a more ‘realistic’ vision of the messiness of everyday life.  How 
do the lived experiences of Rita’s family in 1970 in Glenroy, compare to those of Hector and 
his extended family in Northcote in the early 2000’s? Fiction has the ability, to open out the 
complexity of suburbia, suburban and urban spaces. While it also has the potential to be 
labelled as make-believe, suburban fiction which self-consciously anchors its story to a 
particular Melbourne locale, time and place, does so strategically. The writer must then 
converse with unwritten gender rules of the day, expectations around parenting, social 
conventions and even physical structures which influence the politics of family roles.  
Studied in this socio-spatial way with an emphasis on critical spatiality, fictional literature 
contributes towards an important part of the new theoretical and political thinking put 
forward by Soja. In fact, it enables a focus right down into the more intimate spaces of 
domesticity such as in The Slap (Tsiolkas 2008) and TTWHT (Carroll 2007). The potential for 
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new research from a critical spatial perspective is not confined and limited to the domestic 
space, as even the body and specific body parts can be sites for critical spatial analysis. This 
is especially evident in some of the female characters in the novels being researched. Sections 
of Sonya Hartnett’s Butterfly (2009) will be analysed in this way as will the positioning of the 
dead baby in BPFABWC.  
In 2010 Soja suggested that ‘the generative power of cities or urban spatial causality, rarely 
addressed in the social science literature, is being re-discovered today as a primary source of 
societal development, technological innovation, and cultural creativity’ (Edward Soja, p. 1). 
It is this cultural creativity that I am interested in, especially the writer’s visions of the city 
and suburbs. In particular, Soja’s geohistory offers ‘a radically different way of looking at 
history and geography together, treating them as mutually formative and co-equal in their 
interpretive power’ (Soja 1989 quoted in Soja 2010). The creative writer’s imagination can be 
seen to be one product of this ‘generative power of cities or ‘urban spatial causality’ (Soja 
2010b, p. 363). This approach to spatiality or ‘critical thirding-as-othering’ (1999, p. 2) 
facilitates an opportunity to address a well-rounded study of suburban Melbournes as it is and 
as it has been represented in public policy, historical data and local fiction.  Critical spatial 
justice calls for a restructuring of the urban imaginary, which involves a shift of focus away 
from ‘environmental spatial causality’ towards ‘urban spatial causality’ (Soja cited in Blake 
2002 p. 144). More specifically, Soja calls for ‘an appropriate ontology for urban studies’ 
(Soja 2010, p. 629).  Soja explains how a bias toward environmental causality has been 
applied historically in studies of human development, most often at the expense of human 
social activity:  
The physical or natural environment has been used as an explanatory 
factor in human history, but it is dealt with as an external influence on 
society, constraining but not determining from the extrinsically social 
processes behind the making of history (Soja in Blake 2002, p. 144). 
In this way, human agency has been largely absent from ‘the making of history’. Everyday 
life consisting of the social and private actions conducted within urban spaces has not always 
been considered as an important factor in the study of human development. Many of these 
actions are so private and unremarkable that they are only revealed through the framework of 
theories focused on forensic urban and domestic detail, such as de Certeau’s hidden city 
concept and the way “urban life increasingly permits the re-emergence of the element that the 
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urbanistic project excluded” (de Certeau 1988, p. 95) or Doreen Massey’s feminist geography 
perspective, privileging domestic spaces (1994). This is where contemporary fictional 
narratives about people living in the inner and outer suburbs of Melbourne, which are 
informed and enhanced by historical and topographical data, have the ability to reveal an 
alternative story or reality to the narratives promoted in geohistorical accounts.  
Soja – Synekism  
Soja also draws upon the historical concept of synekism or synoecism2 to foreground the 
development of urban spaces from a ‘rich critical spatial perspective’ (Soja in Blake 2002, p. 
144). If we closely examine the concept of synekism, we discover the tools for conducting an 
urban spatial causal autopsy on the past. The term ‘synekism’ has evolved from its primary 
use in archaeology3and was adopted by Soja to explain the concept behind urban spatiality 
because of its ability to provide a ‘rich critical spatial perspective’ (Soja cited in Blake 2002, 
p. 144). Soja describes synekism as a ‘dynamic process of urban formation, or the formation 
of what can be described as an agglomeration, a node, a cluster of human activity that defines 
the city’ (Soja cited in Blake 2002, p. 146).   
Synekism is like a living organism of all human activity and interaction in urban life, from 
the creative to the political, and according to Soja, attracted people to city life thereby leading 
to some ‘special advantages arising out of urban life, a kind of persisting stimulus or spark 
for innovativeness or creativity that comes from the social production of cityspace’ (Soja 
cited in Blake 2002, p. 147). Central to synekism is human activity, interaction and 
socialisation. In her book Melbourne, (2011) Sophie Cunningham’s description of railway 
and road development over Melbourne’s Merri Creek aligns with a process of synekism 
incorporating multiple layers of environmental and urban spatial causes. She tells the story of 
how the first developers filled and covered the creek’s systems and pathways which were 
housed on the traditional lands of the Wurrundjeri-william people and later saved by Friends 
of Merri Creek:  
                                                             
2 In a 2010 interview with Emma Blake, Soja explained how the term was first used by anthropologist Charles 
Maisels, who was the first to move from looking at the development of cities from “environmental influences” 
to describing a ‘kind of urban spatial dynamic’ (p. 146) using the term synoecism “as a kind of dynamic 
explanation of city formation” (Soja in blake 2002, p. 146). 
 
3 Although Soja traces the use of the term back to Aristotle whose discussions use the term ‘synkoikismos’ (Soja 
cited in Blake 2002, p. 147). 
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If you open a Melway street directory from the late sixties it's the creek 
lines that are overlaid with broken lines, signifying the possibility of 
development, and nowadays almost all Melbourne's freeways trace the 
path of a creek run underground. There are now major freeways from the 
CBD out to Gippsland (what used to be called the South Eastern and is 
now the Monash), from Collingwood to Ringwood and beyond (the 
Eastern). The Tullamarine Freeway now takes you well past the airport, 
while the Calder goes all the way to Bendigo and the Hume sends you to 
Albury-Wodonga. CityLink joins the Monash and takes you across the 
West Gate to Geelong, the Metropolitan Road joins up the Hume, the 
Monash and the Eastern and … well, you get the picture. (Cunningham  
2011, pp. 227-228).  
De Certeau and the ‘Concept City’ 
Edward Soja’s spatial justice framework and conceptualisation of the Thirdspace, which are 
enhanced by the theories of Michel de Certeau, facilitate a way of imagining a complex 
Melbourne suburban environment. De Certeau provides us with a finer brush to seek out the 
‘unofficial’ or ‘hidden’ city which is often absorbed by the machinations of homogeneity in 
its many guises. In recent times there has been considerable interest in space, place and 
identity issuing out of cultural geography and writings about the city. Michel de Certeau’s 
theories on the city provide some key ideas about identity and spatiality. In particular, Michel 
de Certeau’s chapter “Walking in the City” (1988 pp. 91-111) distinguishes between the 
imagined city and the planned city. De Certeau argues that the individual’s responses to the 
city in walking through it, creates a fictional text: ‘A migrational, or metaphorical, city [that] 
slips into the clear text of the planned and readable city’ (p. 151). It is a view of the city 
which escapes the ‘imaginary totalizations produced by the eye’ (p. 151). There is 
strangeness within the everyday, suggests de Certeau, that does not surface or is not visible to 
the city planners who create, with an overview of the city in mind, a future city rather than a 
city being lived at the moment. Writing about the everyday in the Sherlock Holmes stories by 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, cultural theorist Ben Highmore suggests how in literature: ‘The 
everyday is also the home of the bizarre and mysterious. The “commonplaces of existence” 
are filled with strange occurrences’. (Highmore 2002, p. 3)  
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This strangeness forms the basis of stories writers recreate for us. Melbourne writer Andrea 
McNamara writes of this strangeness as a form of football osmosis, in an article titled 
‘Speaking a Second Language’ (2008). The author informs us of a family history intertwined 
with Melbourne’s Collingwood AFL football club: 
I was the eldest of four girls; we went to Catholic schools.  We were like a 
whole lot of other families, nice and ordinary.  But when we went to the 
footy at Victoria Park, we entered another world.  Usually our group was 
some variation on Grandad, Grandma, Mum, a sister and my uncle, 
Johnny, and we parked the Holden at Campo’s place – he was a mate of 
Johnny’s who lived a few blocks from the ground. After the game, we’d 
often have to sit in our car while Grandad and Johnny had a few beers with 
Campo.  This was the other side of Melbourne; it was like seeing the city’s 
underbelly-before the word was a TV series.  It was semi-industrial, 
cramped, inner city, grubby, gritty and it reeked of football (McNamara 
2008 p. 3). 
It conjures another time in Melbourne when Sunday trading in hotels was illegal and women 
used to mind the children in cars while the men had a few beers after the game. It also reflects 
the tribal and family culture surrounding football teams; all were still Collingwood supporters 
even though they had moved on to the ‘other side’.  ‘[N]ice and ordinary’ suburbia was a 
world away from the ‘semi-industrial, cramped, inner city, grubby, gritty’ reeking of football. 
(3).    
De Certeau’s idea of the concept city fits well with my perception of the planned city of 
Melbourne as the city is written in documents for future planning. ‘Sustainable living’ is a 
catch cry for many different interests, as is ‘the literary city’, ‘heritage city’ and ‘tourism 
city’: 
That is the way in which the concept-city functions; a place of 
transformations and appropriations, the object of various kinds of 
interference but also a subject that is constantly enriched by new attributes, 
it is simultaneously the machinery and the hero of modernity (de Certeau 
2008, p. 152).  
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At the upper level of the city there is a constant shifting and reassessing of ‘socio-economic 
and political strategies’ (p. 152). This is the public city, the modern face of economic 
prosperity/poverty and the branding imposed by local government. Below public rhetoric we 
find the ‘real’ or ’natural’ city which is able to exist without the interference of the language 
and discourse imposed by city planners. Language may attempt a certain way of organizing 
the city, but, as de Certeau suggests, in reality it merely succeeds in creating a mythical city, 
one that is destined to be preserved within ‘political legends’ (p. 152). 
The city as it exists in public discourse tends to impose a panoptical all-seeing administrator 
exercising a particular brand of urbanisation. Simultaneously occurring outside of these urban 
language boundaries, de Certeau suggests that ‘urban life increasingly permits the re-
emergence of the element that the urbanistic project excluded’ (p. 152). It is this hidden 
element within the suburban and urban spaces represented within literary representations of 
Melbourne that this thesis addresses and how these representations make spaces within the 
more ‘official’ sites. This idea of the hidden element being able to flourish of its own accord 
beyond the panoptical city is especially evident in Wayne Macauley’s novel BPFABWC 
(2004) set beyond the outer suburbs of Melbourne and in Steven Carroll’s Glenroy series. In 
Carroll’s novel TTWHT (2007), sometimes the characters take on a dreamlike quality, 
moving through their suburban space at an unremarkable pace where time and accountability 
are subtly removed from their actions.   
The tactics of consumption 
Also useful to the analysis of contemporary fictional texts about Melbourne will be de 
Certeau’s theories on the tactics of consumption and what he sees as the two logics of action–
tactics and strategies (de Certeau 1988, xix).  The difference between the two is this: 
A tactic insinuates itself into the other’s place, fragmentarily, without 
taking it over in its entirety without being able to keep it at a distance 
(xix). … Whereas ‘a strategy [is] the calculus of force-relationships which 
becomes possible when a subject of will and power (a proprietor, an 
enterprise, a city, a scientific institution), can be isolated from an 
environment’ (de Certeau 1988 p. xix). 
Applying these two logics of action will assist in analysing Melbourne as it is imagined and 
planned for in public documents and as it is imagined by its creative writers and produced in 
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books. I believe the two logics of action provide the key to understanding the difference in 
operation between the two ‘Melbournes’ ––the ‘real' city as it has been discursively 
constructed in cultural, political, tourist and economic terms with its geographical focus on 
the city centre, and the Melbourne that is the city of suburbs and everyday lives, brought to 
light through fictional representation. Perhaps crucially as well, de Certeau’s theory accepts 
that both logics of action operate in tension with each other and both can be accommodated 
within the one model. Christos Tsiolkas’s novel The Slap provides several political characters 
who challenge perceptions about sexuality, marriage, parenting and persistent Australian 
stereotypes. An ongoing problem within Australian fiction is how to present Aboriginal 
characters without resorting to simplistic or token stereotypes of the ‘good’ or ‘bad’ 
Aborigine. See Phillip Gwynne’s Deadly Unna (1998) for an example of this reversal of 
cultural stereotypes. The Aboriginal character Bilal in The Slap (2008) is an ambitious yet 
morally courageous young family man who has converted to Islam and buys a house in the 
transitional and trendy suburb of Williamstown. He is not afraid to impart his own religious 
and personal prejudices when deciding who is suitable to have in his and his own family’s 
life. The real slap in the face in this novel is when Bilal assertively exerts this right toward his 
wife’s needy and close friend who oversteps the mark in several ways. Wrongly assuming he 
would desire her, there is an implication of assumed loose morals as she reveals hidden 
prejudices founded on historical stereotypes.  
This idea assists with questions about why it is important to consider the suburbs on an 
individual basis as they emerge in text and not as a collective. The suburbs, both inner and 
outer, are as diverse as the characters that inhabit them. De Certeau’s theories reflect the 
attributes of Massey’s concept of space (1994), which is composed of numerous social 
relations. Contemporary social relations are not restricted by historical and outdated ideals 
pertaining to the city and its suburbs. 
Doreen Massey–gendered spaces and places 
This theoretical base will be complemented by the gender-based spatial theories of Doreen 
Massey and feeds into the idea promoted by Soja who advocates approaching space as a 
political project and a “fully lived space, a simultaneously real-and-imagined, actual-and-
virtual, locus of structured individual and collective experience and agency” (Soja 2000, 11).   
This type of thinking offers a very fluid way of addressing space because it shifts and adapts 
with time, space and each individual situation.   
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Within the texts under consideration suburban and urban spaces are portrayed as variously 
dystopian, gothic, apocalyptic, or specifically gendered spaces. The theories of Doreen 
Massey provide a way of conceptualizing these different genres/spaces within the texts. In 
her work, she articulates why it was important to change historical concepts of place. This 
idea is particularly relevant to Sonya Hartnett’s novel Butterfly (2009). She claims that a 
more inclusive concept was warranted, a concept bolder than one which defined place as 
having a fixed and static identity–an identity often embedded in nostalgia (Massey 1994, p. 
126). As the concept of space and place were linked with male nostalgia, Massey asks how 
women, children, immigrants, Indigenous people and the marginalized accommodated in 
suburban places? A place is composed of the past, but also the present, the local and the 
global. Central to Massey’s theory is the belief that a place can be understood as a series of 
multiple social relations that are constantly changing, moving and interconnecting with each 
other (Massey 1994, p. 7). While a place will remain a constant fixture on a map, for 
example, it can be temporarily or superficially changed as a result of public policy. Massey 
suggests, however, spaces are only truly altered via the social relations conducted within. 
These relations operate beyond traditional or planned concepts to reveal de Certeau’s 
‘strangeness’ or the city below. 
Paul Carter and ‘Ground Truthing’ 
Edward Soja’s spatial justice theory reflects Paul Carter’s ideas in Ground Truthing (2010) in 
that he believes if we are to understand a space wholly we must take into account a quantity 
of quite specific local information apart from, and including, the linear history of a place as it 
is recorded in oral history and other documentation: 
To consider creatively and bring out the palimpsestic nature of the region, 
I have imagined the stories as crisscrossing tracks. Instead of telling them 
one after another, I have broken them into pieces ….  The object of 
looking at the same matter from different points of view is to suspend a 
preoccupation with hurrying to the vanishing point of a single, unifying 
argument. Creative regions are polyhedral and the trick in narrating them 
is to return to various passages between the connecting points, looking not 
only at the tracks of those who went before, but at your own impressions 
which now form a part of the landscape. (Carter 2010, p. 4) 
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This type of narrating discussed by Carter is possible if we view contemporary texts as 
providing different points of view by crisscrossing tracks, looking down perhaps instead of 
through old laneways and reviewing a suburb or region from a different point of view. It 
could be something as simple as a different age or gender point of view. In this way, there is 
no ‘right’ or absolute truth, but merely regions of difference which are continually shifting 
across the narrative landscape in much the same way we accept a continual change in the 
topographical mapping of cities and suburbs. Nowhere is this more evident than in the 
mapping of urban sprawl or regional urbanisation.   
Paul Carter’s theories of Ground Truthing (2010) provide the impetus for a more holistic 
theoretical model for analysing Melbourne’s inner and outer suburban regions in the texts 
under consideration.  For example, Wayne Macauley’s novel Blueprints for a Barbed-Wire 
Canoe (2012) is about a failed suburban settlement on the outskirts of Melbourne situated on 
40 acres. The satellite suburb has been abandoned by the developers and this story is about 
both the physical decline of the suburb and the psychological impact on the inhabitants of ur. 
Told through the voice of Bram, the story allows us to see how the land is cleared and 
ravaged by both bulldozers and nature (in the form of a flooded creek). It is this creek which 
ultimately takes the life of a pregnant young woman. The lost hopes and dreams of the 
inhabitants, who saw this suburb as an opportunity to own their part of the Australian 
suburban dream, become united in a way they had not expected. The suburb comes to 
resemble a frontier town with each of the inhabitants forging a new role for themselves. 
Ultimately, however the shocking death of the pregnant woman ends the Australian dream in 
the suburban environment. The environment in this novel is seen from a number of 
perspectives and not just as a linear suburban development. This is where the palimpsestic 
nature of Carter’s ideas will be useful to a reading of the novel. In Carroll’s novel The Time 
We Have Taken, we have an even more rounded view of the region, as the history of 
Aboriginal Victoria is taken into account in the settlement of the suburb.   
Carter’s work on the Mallee region of Victoria ‘lifts’ such a theoretical framework one step 
further from the physical, psychological and authorial imagination. Carter’s creative region 
concept aims to ‘bring out the palimpsestic nature of the region’ by ‘looking at the same 
matter from different points of view’ (Carter 2010, p. 4). In his case study, Carter listens to 
contemporary and historical accounts of how the land has been travelled, worked and viewed 
by local inhabitants. He takes into account Aboriginal myths, the individual stories of 
traditional custodians and the physical mapping of the land as cartographers see it. He 
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becomes absorbed and fascinated by this former inland sea but gives equal weight to modern 
texts which have been written or painted. In addition, there is his own perspective and what I 
found refreshing is his ability to look above and include the sky. While I acknowledge that 
the Mallee is far from suburban Melbourne, ‘ground truthing’ provides a sophisticated model 
of reading the ’local and the global’ (Carter 2010, p. 18).  For, as Carter reasons, if we view 
the Mallee through the eyes of a geologist, for example, ‘we would have to learn the language 
of the State Department’ (Said cited in Carter 2010, p. 16). In such an approach, he writes, 
‘Nowhere is there provision for standing still or listening; for storytelling or recollecting; for 
a Keatsian Gelassenheit that allows the sand to drift over one’s toes or the water to drift by’ 
(p. 16). 
Additionally, the work of Australian geographer Louise Johnson is applied to the analysis of 
Butterfly. Johnson’s work on women historically associated with the suburban home and 
child rearing, is useful because the 1980s were underpinned by the impact of the 1970’s 
feminist movement.  Women were entering university and the workforce in greater numbers, 
aided by free education, consumer culture and the pill. The suburban house designed around a 
nuclear family becomes a prison for some as in the case of Plum and Maureen. Perceptions 
around the role of the suburban home are in flux in Hartnett’s novel and Johnson’s work on 
car-dependent suburbs beyond the inner suburban ring speak to many of the issues for women 
depicted in Butterfly. The theoretical work on migrants within an Australian setting are 
examined in The Slap with the assistance of the work of Melbourne sociologists Sharifian and 
Musgrave. The essence of their work which is applied to a reading of Tsiolkas’ novel is that 
while Melbourne has a long history of being ‘richly multilingual’ (2013, p. 361), ‘migrant 
communities in super diverse situations also exhibit high levels of diversity within 
themselves’ (2013, p. 364).  
 
Conclusion 
This approach to critical spatial justice or ‘critical thirding-as-othering’ (Soja 1996, 5) 
provides a framework to perform a well-rounded study of Melbourne as it is and has been 
represented in public policy, historical data and local fiction. Soja suggests an understanding 
of Thirdspace is comparable to a biography, for there is no fixed, right or wrong story. In this 
way, perhaps we can never really understand lived space but merely respect its ongoing 
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dynamics and see the individual parts at play–for each time we focus on the concept at work 
a new story has emerged.   
A critical spatial perspective applied within a theoretical framework offers the literary 
researcher concerned with the spatiality of social life an opportunity to focus on specific sites 
of interest rather than take a broad historical brush to the material at hand or overlay a pre-set 
geographical grid. Soja would argue that both these perspectives are written and designed 
from a different set of value systems which immediately exclude and ignore potential data 
due to inherent biases. That does not mean we remove them from our spatial analysis; nor do 
we subordinate them ‘to more social and historical modes of analysis’ (Soja 2010, p. 630); 
instead, suggests Soja, we ‘supplement their usefulness through a critical spatialisation of 
justice as a concept, a rethinking in which the spatiality of justice is not only a descriptive 
material dimension but also a generative, explanatory, and causal force in and of itself’ (Soja 
2010, p. 630). De Certeau recognises the importance of this in his work on the correlation 
between spatiality and identity in the meanings of everyday life. Within a spatial justice 
framework, there is the scope to apply all three perspectives and in an Australian spatial 
justice context. The potential to scope this out even further to incorporate a more rounded and 
tailored approach is available through the theoretical spatial work of Paul Carter, Louise 
Johnson, and Doreen Massey. Fiction can offer a momentary glimpse of the lived space via 
the ‘conceived space of the imagination’ ( Soja 2010, p. 11), perhaps the closest one can be to 
fully knowing a particular lived space at a particular moment in time. Literature, in particular 
fiction, has the capacity to bring together those three modes: perceived, conceived, and lived 
spaces, and in doing so, provide us with a better tool for analysis.
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Chapter 4 The Time We Have Taken 
After establishing why the four specific texts outlined above were chosen for this analysis of  
fictional representations of the inner and outer suburbs of Melbourne, the first novel to be 
discussed is The Time We Have Taken by Steve Carroll (2007, 1st edn). Although it was not 
written during the 1970s, it provides a way in to the complexity of the suburb which on face 
value represents all the aspects of the foundational ideals during Melbourne’s second longest 
suburban boom from 1947-1971 (A. Davison, 2005).  TTWHT is one of five books (and a 
sixth is in press) which make up The Glenroy Novels and is a fictional construction of a 
Melbourne outer suburb in 1970, a ‘frontier’ suburb situated at the juncture between a 
farming community and post war suburbs (S. Carroll 2007, Radio National Book Show). In 
2008 The Time We Have Taken won the Miles Franklin Award. This chapter argues that 
Carroll’s writing ‘poeticises’ outer suburban life through his focus on the everyday life of the 
lives of the individuals who live there and what these reveal about their secret desires and 
yearnings. Centenary Suburb exists on the outskirts of Melbourne and is about to celebrate its 
100th year of existence. Carroll reveals a suburb whose survival has been dependent upon the 
railway as a mode of transport and a place of employment. It is also a portrait of a traditional 
1970s Melbourne suburb on the cusp of immense social change; one where the women had 
previously stayed at home and kept house while the men worked in local manufacturing or on 
the railway.   
The focus of this analysis is on the ways individual characters operate in everyday culture, 
applying Michel de Certeau’s concept of ‘poetics’ (2002, p. 156) within Soja’s overarching 
spatial justice framework. Doreen Massey's spatial theories also inform this critical spatial 
analysis which views the suburb from a multi-dimensional aspect, while Paul Carter’s ideas 
around a palimsestic landscape are also applied. These theories facilitate an insight into how 
the local inhabitants of Centenary Suburb view themselves and where they live within the 
broader context of Melbourne. They also provide for a deeper analysis of the more immediate 
context of the inhabitants of the local community, street, social networks and their 
relationship to their suburban home. This analysis is prefaced with a literature review 
detailing the critical works of Brigid Rooney and Xavier Pons. Their work discusses Carroll’s 
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use of literary devices (Pons 2011) and how the suburb is viewed in terms of ‘literary 
topography’ (Rooney 2013). Drawing on Rooney’s assertion that ‘literary suburbia remains 
seriously under-analysed’ (Rooney 2013, p. 2) this chapter of the thesis seeks to provide a 
fresh perspective about an outer 1970s Melbourne suburb by analysing the ‘poetics’ of 
suburbia. By honing in on the minutiae of the lives of Carroll’s outer suburban characters, we 
see how they find particular meaning and discover new revelations in their everyday 
existence.   
The novel digs below the outer spatial and social structures of suburban life to reveal ‘secret 
lives’ of the individuals who live there. In the process, it dismantles the concept of ‘the 
suburb’ as a fixed space (Massey 1994, p. 264) and one that is experienced the same way by 
all individuals. In his work on suburbia in the Australian novel (2012), Nathanael O'Reilly 
observes how Steven Carroll's work performs a dismantling of outdated myths through the 
work of the artist Mulligan. Commissioned to paint a mural of the 100-year European history 
of Centenary Suburb, Mulligan noticed at the commencement of his work that numerous 
groups and community organisations appeared from everywhere wanting to be on the wall:  
The number and variety of events, celebrations and organizations reveals 
the diversity and complexity of the suburban community, as well as the 
pride that the residents take in their suburb and their desire to participate in 
the celebrations (O’Reilly 2012, p. 325). 
This chapter performs a close analysis of the characters to reveal how their sense of 
belonging, dissatisfaction and nostalgia varies from character to character, thereby 
destabilising any homogenising that may occur at the concept city level. It takes the research 
in a new direction by suggesting that suburban spaces were equally disenchanting for the 
male characters as they were for some female characters, and it especially looks at how the 
older characters cope with this. There is initially greater emphasis on Rita and Vic than on the 
other characters, because Carroll sets their relationship up as the time before and the time 
after Vic moved away. When we learn of Mr Webster's inner life, it is posthumously and not 
from his wife but from Rita, who is curating a museum exhibition in his name. Even in death, 
Webster's life and how he felt about the suburb, marriage, his factory and daily routines, 
remains somewhat of a mystery. 
Furthermore, as O'Reilly also observed: ‘one of the major elements of the novels is Carroll's 
exploration of the “ordinary” world of suburbia and repeated revelation of suburbia's beauty 
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and complexity’ (O'Reilly 2012, p. 325). This chapter builds on this idea, analysing a number 
of ‘poetic’ moments that occur throughout the novel. These poetic moments are occurring in 
what might be considered mundane spaces such as in the car, in a bedroom, on the back steps 
or walking down a particular street. ‘Poetic’ in the de Certeauian sense, refers to the ‘uses 
rather than the users’ (Highmore 2002, p. 156). What they are remembering may be different 
from what they thought last time they walked that street. In this way, the use is never going to 
be the same twice. How the user chooses to use that act of walking or remembering is what 
provides new meaning and insight into how people live in their Melbourne suburb.   
In this way, Carroll invites the reader to think about how the concept city has historically 
been presented as masculine, linear, populated by buildings, machinery, shops and the future. 
However, Massey suggests: “With space on the other hand are aligned the other poles of 
these concepts: stasis, (‘simple’) reproduction, nostalgia, emotion, aesthetics, the body.” 
(Massey 1994, p. 257) This neat dichotomy is also problematic according to Massey, as it 
brings about: ‘the problem of mutual exclusivity and the consequent impoverishment of both 
of their terms’ (p. 257). Carroll manages to supersede this dichotomy in a number of ways; 
the most basic one is through the design of the title of his book. The Time We Have Taken 
alludes to both aspects of Massey’s theories and brings together several perspectives at once 
through its vignettes, their titles and the ways the characters think about time and their place 
in the world. In an interview, Carroll has discussed his personal approach to this aspect of 
time and space and how he constructs simultaneous spatial relations:  
It’s the way it happens in the book. It’s a very fluid notion of time. Time 
almost collapses and characters are almost simultaneously living the future 
and the past, and the author intervening connects them to the present 
because I think quite often the sadness of a lot of these characters is that 
they do miss the present, but quite often they’re either dwelling in the past 
or yearning towards the future and are conscious of both. (Carroll 2007, 
interview with Rhiannon Brown) 
Through a textual analysis of Carroll’s novel, the chapter draws on de Certeau’s references to 
the symbolic and spatial significance of everyday life and to the creative (poetic) ways 
individuals counter the restrictive patterns of social and historical obligation.  While de 
Certeau’s writings refer principally to the city environs, they can be adapted to any spatial 
site (such as a suburb) which is governed by systems of ‘totalisation’ (de Certeau in 
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Highmore, 2002. p. 151).  It is these ‘unofficial’ or hidden elements that are excluded or 
repressed by the ‘planned and readable city’ (p. 151) which de Certeau sees as ‘poetic’. 
Poetics, ‘articulates activities rather than expresses identities – a poetic of uses rather than 
users.’ (p. 156). It is the everyday ordinary suburban living under analysis through the 
characters which produces these users. However, even repeated daily, not one daily round of 
everyday uses is going to mirror the day before. De Certeau’s idea is that people have loaded 
identities whether they are compliant or resisting within a culture or group. If we are to learn 
something new beyond ‘identity categories’ then ‘the dropping of identity categories… might 
offer an initial tactical manoeuvre’ (De Certeau in Highmore, 2002, p. 157).  
In Carroll’s Glenroy novels, the same poeticising of ordinary and everyday places privileges 
the suburb as a site where history, social values and myth can be contested and/or made or 
remade. This surfaces as much in Rita’s dressmaking as it does in Mulligan’s contentious 
mural. The ‘poetics of everyday life’ finds expression at the level of character movements, 
wherein characters take on a dreamlike quality living within their suburban spaces at an 
unremarkable pace where time and accountability are subtly removed from their actions. 
Carroll’s style of writing, often wistful, elegiac and poetic, enhances this elevation and 
meaningfulness of the ordinary. Brigid Rooney sees Carroll’s writing as ‘not just writing 
about suburbia; he is rereading it, challenging the homogenising panorama from above by 
inhabiting views from below and from within the narrow suburban plot that his characters 
travers or to which they repeatedly return by bicycle, car or train, or in their minds.’ (2016: 
29) 
Brief literature review of TTWHT 
There has not been to date, a great deal of literary criticism on Stephen Carroll’s novel The 
Time We Have Taken, but there are a number of reviews and some selective articles that 
provide diverse perspectives. The critical works of Brigid Rooney and Xavier Pons will be 
examined at some length.  Rooney’s 2013 article, ‘Colonising time, recollecting place:  
Steven Carroll’s reinvention of suburbia’, (2013) discusses various critical representations of 
Australian suburbia from Andrew McCann (1997) and Fiona Allon (2008) to the more recent 
work of Nathanael O’Reilly (2012, p. 175).  It begins with the strong anti-suburban tradition 
which developed in 1990 following on from the work of Robyn Gerster4. Steven Carroll’s 
                                                             
4 Although, Robyn Boyd had clearly articulated such a movement three decades earlier with a specific nod to 
architecture in his 1960s critique titled: The Australian Ugliness (1960). Nathanael O’Reilly also mentions Louis 
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Glenroy series is the focus of the article, with particular attention directed towards  his novel, 
Spirit of Progress (2011). Rooney suggests that closer attention needs to be paid to what she 
calls pairings of the ‘real’ and the ‘imagined’ worlds to produce new understandings and: ‘a 
multidimensional dynamic between real and imagined, suburb and novel’ (p. 2).  I, too, draw 
on the real and imagined in suburban Melbourne fiction (Holliday e-journalist 2011) to 
examine literary suburbia among a group of texts, including the work of Steven Carroll, with 
a more specific reference to the work of Edward Soja’s Thirdspace theory.   
Thirdspace is described by Soja as a: ‘fully lived space, a simultaneously real-and-imagined, 
actual-and-virtual, locus of structured individual and collective experience and agency’ 
(2000, p. 11). This concept of Thirdspace is the overall driver of this thesis in that it 
examines, at a literary representational level, what the local writers who are part of ‘the 
ordinary practitioners of the city’ (de Certeau 2008, p. 150) are saying about suburban 
Melbourne. In adopting this view from below, the writers present a micro focus on their 
characters’ lives in situ and the relationships they have to their suburb, their family and social 
groups through their daily routines. Taking account of the topography of Glenroy, Rooney 
draws on Carroll’s use of place and cultural events to re-visit a ‘vanished place’ (2013 p. 10), 
to present new perspectives which might ‘in turn inform the critical re-reading of novels of 
the suburbs’. Rooney looks at both Sydney and Brisbane in the novels of Patrick White and 
David Malouf, while this chapter on TTWHT looks at Melbourne only. Her essay discusses 
the many themes Carroll’s novels feature: family, post-settler colonies, art in literature, post-
war suburban Melbourne, mapping topography through literature, autobiographical memory, 
the linking of the past, present and future and what this might reveal about the ‘lost suburban 
landscape’ and ‘Australian literary modernism’ (2013, p. 3). It also draws upon surviving 
architectural artefacts, oral history accounts and photographs to recreate a more rounded 
picture of historical Glenroy.  
More recently, Xavier Pons examined Carroll’s work in a series of three papers. In ‘The 
Horses of Time Are Bolting: Time and History in Steven Carroll’s Trilogy’ (2011a 
unpublished paper. Academia.com), Pons looks at the first three written texts of the Glenroy 
                                                                                                                                                                                              
Esson’s 1912 essay ‘Our Institutions’ and his play The Time is Not Yet Ripe (1912) as containing some of the 
earliest anti-suburban sentiment in creative and intellectual works. See O’Reilly’s introduction (2012: pp. xi-
xxxxix) in Exploring Suburbia: The Suburbs in the Contemporary Australian Novel. O’Reilly also discusses in 
detail the anti-suburban sentiment in the ensuing decades of the 1900s.   
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series: The Art of the Engine Driver, 2001; The Gift of Speed, 2004 and The Time We Have 
Taken, 2007. Pons directs his attention to how Carroll approaches time in these three novels 
and the effect this has on the development of the characters and the direction of their lives: 
Much of the pleasure afforded by Carroll’s trilogy has to do with his 
nuanced and sympathetic treatment of the way his characters evolve 
through time, of how time makes them truly human, if only by stripping 
them of their illusions. Carroll also strips away collective illusions of 
progress, recalling that Australia’s current prosperity is built on the 
dispossession of the Aborigines (Pons 2011a, p. 1). 
This essay on the passing of time in Carroll’s novels highlights the significant differences in 
how time is experienced, but as Pons suggests, this does not mean that some differences are 
more important than others: ‘People and things move at their own specific pace, but Carroll 
seems to suggest in the end, it makes no difference–they all fulfil their destiny, if not their 
dreams.’ (2011, p. 11). This chapter breaks this idea open even further and by applying 
Massey’s theories on space, provides an insight into the everyday lives of the characters from 
the ‘paradox of simultaneity’ (Massey  1994, p. 264).  So, as if viewing a slice of time and 
rather than time within a novel being viewed as static, Soja’s theories allow for multiple 
perspectives:  
From his kitchen, while Rita waits to set out for Mrs Webster’s estate and 
while Michael sits in his room contemplating that hour before meeting 
Madeleine for the last time, Vic has a clear view of the club and the lure of 
its lights (Carroll 2001, 335:46). 
In his article ‘On the Threshold of Change’: Liminality and Marginality in Steven Carroll’s 
Fiction’, (2014, pp. 11-23) Pons discusses Carroll’s use of realism in relation to the ideas of 
liminality and marginality. The liminal moments of all four of Carroll’s novels published at 
the time of this writing are discussed with a focus on the before and after moments or 
‘threshold events’ (p. 11) of his characters’ lives.  Pons’s definition of liminal, he explains, 
expands beyond its original meaning for a more rounded analysis. Like the suburb, the 
characters themselves are in transition. Pons suggests that ‘Through the prism of liminality 
and marginality’ (p. 22), Stephen Carroll’s work offers a study of the human condition. More 
specifically, this thesis suggests that Carroll’s suburb in TTWHT is an outer suburb and 
therefore is different again from what might be considered as a typical suburb in the inner 
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city or middle suburban space of Melbourne. There is a distinct way of living in this space, 
which is neither rural nor city. Like many semi-rural suburbs, the railway plays a key role in 
linking people to the city and is also a place of employment. This aspect of outer suburban 
life is absent in the suburb of Hartnett’s Butterfly, as are the fields, town hall and local 
government.    
Xavier Pons discusses narrative strategies in an article titled ‘“Need for Speed” narrative 
strategies in Steven Carroll’s Trilogy’ (2011b). It discusses TTWHT along with The Art of 
The Engine Driver (2001) and The Gift of Speed (2004), emphasising Carroll’s particular 
brand of realism and his mining of ‘non-fictional events, places and characters which give it a 
documentary sort of quality as if we were dealing with a particular story (several of them in 
fact)’ rather than with fiction (Pons 2011, p. 1). Other traits common throughout Carroll’s 
particular brand of realism include ‘the mix of historical and fictional’ (Pons 2011b,  p. 2), 
such as his reference to Tweed Heads (p. 2) where Vic lives in later life, to Whitlam and to 
Toorak Road (Pons p. 2). The chronological order is played with when Carroll has 
‘occasional departures from, and manipulations of, chronology for narrative gain’ (Pons 
2011, p. 3).  As Pons points out, there is no neat time sequence between the first novels, 
which were also written in different order: ‘there is a gap of two or three years between 
volumes one and two, and a longer gap of nine years between volumes two and three’ (Pons 
2011b,  p. 3). Pons suggests that this ‘narrative strategy is more complex than the novels’ 
realism might suggest’ (p. 3), as Carroll employs the use of ‘preterite’ (p. 4) ‘prolepses and 
analepses’ (p. 6). It is this meandering between the past and present which adds to the poetics 
of the suburban place by referring back to past events; some are as recent as yesterday, while 
others relate back to the suburb’s colonial past. This chapter builds on Pons’s theory of how 
the narrative:  
produces a sort of stereoscopic or 3-D effect by presenting, almost 
simultaneously, a variety of moments in time, and the play between those 
moments endows the events narrated in a density, a relief, which 
continually suggest the organic connection that exists between past, 
present and future (Pons 2011b, p. 6).   
However, Massey advocates moving away from the 3-D view of space, ‘indeed n-
dimensionality of things’ (Massey 1994, p. 264). Moreover, she suggests ‘seeing space as a 
moment in the intersection of configured social relations (rather than as an absolute 
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dimension) which means that it cannot be seen as static’ (Massey 1994, p. 264). Carter’s 
work is similar to Massey’s from the perspective that it takes a porous approach to viewing 
its subject matter, although his theory is framed around the Australian landscape: ‘The object 
of looking at the same matter from different points of view is to suspend a preoccupation with 
hurrying to the vanishing point of a single, unifying argument’ (Carter 2010, p. 4).   
The Centenary Suburb 
The narrative centres on the lives of the local community and its members, which include the 
family of Vic, Rita and their son Michael. The backdrop to their story is the forthcoming 
centenary of the suburb to be commemorated by the unveiling of a large public mural 
depicting a view of the suburb’s ‘Progress’ by the artist known simply as Mulligan. Against 
this auspicious occasion, we are privy to the inner thoughts of Carroll’s characters. These 
thoughts are contained in the chapters which could be described as a series of vignettes about 
suburban life. They have their own titles such as: ‘The Birth of an Idea’ (Carroll 2008, p. 5), 
‘An Ordinary Morning’ (Carroll 2008, p. 61), ‘Life Turns Another Page’ (Carroll 2008, p. 
75) and ‘Let It Be’ (Carroll 2008, p. 250). These vignettes, while part of a larger narrative, 
reveal the characters to be reflective and at times philosophical, as we learn about Vic’s 
solitary life in Tweed Heads, Michael’s university days, Peter van Rijn’s desire to celebrate 
the ‘History’ and the ‘Progress’ of this ‘Centenary Suburb’, and Rita and Mrs Webster’s 
changing perspectives on love, marriage and their shifting roles in outer suburban Melbourne.   
Carroll’s depiction of the outer suburb, which closely resembles Glenroy in its infancy, 
mirrors what cartographer Paul Carter (2010) would describe as a palimpsestic view of the 
suburb by ‘looking at the same matter from different points of view’ (p. 4). In this mapping 
of place, Carter advocates a pluralistic gathering of narratives and experiences of place–oral 
and written, contemporary and historical accounts of how the land has been travelled, worked 
and viewed by local inhabitants; Aboriginal myths, the individual stories of traditional 
custodians and the physical mapping of the land as cartographers see it. Likewise, Carroll’s 
suburb is viewed and experienced by the characters consciously and unconsciously as part of 
a larger whole; one which incorporates the farming landscape from which it has grown, the 
local infrastructure such as the streets, the railway, the night sky and the inhabitants both past 
and present; the traditional Aboriginal owners, the local councillors, businessmen, mothers 
and fathers. Carroll’s way of fictionally mapping his outer suburb accords with Massey’s 
theory of the complexity and fluidity of space when she writes: ‘we need to conceptualise 
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space as constructed out of interrelations, as the simultaneous co-existence of social 
interrelations and interactions at all spatial scales from the most local level to the most 
global’ (Massey 1994, p. 264). Furthermore, this view of space welcomes ‘order and chaos’ 
(p. 265). Space then has no one set hierarchy, as there is the constant changing of ‘a complex 
web of relations of domination and subordination, of solidarity and co-operation. … a power 
geometry’ (Massey 1994, p. 264). It is a more democratic way of viewing events within the 
suburb as they occur simultaneously, or are located in an earlier or later period of time. In the 
novel, for example, this spatial conceptualisation of power relations enables us to see both the 
councillors’ eradication of the significance of Aboriginal people’s stories of place, as well as 
Mulligan’s attempts through his mural to reinstate their value to place and (his)tory.  
The poetics of everyday life 
The characters in TTWHT appear, on the surface, to be living an ordinary suburban 
Melbourne existence. However, Carroll slows their daily lives down and focuses on those 
movements which, when viewed collectively, constitute the practice of ‘everyday life’. When 
viewed through the lens of de Certeau’s theory of ‘trajectories, tactics, and rhetorics’ (see de 
Certeau 1988, p. xviii), the characters’ lives in this novel are analysed in this chapter as:  
unrecognized producers, poets of their own acts, silent discoverers of their 
own paths in the jungle of functionalist rationality, consumers [who] 
produce through their signifying practices something that might be 
considered … ‘indirect’ or ‘errant’ trajectories obeying their own logic (de 
Certeau 1988, p. xviii).  
A study of the tactics employed by the characters in TTWHT reveals how many ‘everyday 
practices (talking, reading, moving about, shopping, cooking, etc.) are tactical in character’ 
(de Certeau 1988, p. xix). These slight alterations to the patterns of domestic routines signal a 
hidden level of meaning that is not always evident to the outside eye: “A tactic … takes 
advantage of ‘opportunities’ and depends on them, being without any base where it could 
stockpile its winnings” (de Certeau cited in Highmore 2002, p. 159).  
The novel opens in the present from the perspective of Peter van Rijn who, on beginning his 
working day, thinks of an idea to celebrate the suburb’s centenary. In this pared back opening 
scene Peter, the television salesman, is already celebrating his suburb’s centenary in his head 
as he simultaneously begins the rituals of his day. However, instead of driving straight to 
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work at his shop, he makes a tactical decision to use his time to head for the Mayor’s office to 
galvanise support.    
Peter van Rijn  
An introspective man, Peter van Rijn is someone who is very much aware of his natural 
environment and the past’s presence in his ‘every day’ life. At the concept city level–‘the 
planned and readable city’ (de Certeau 1988, p. 93) he is the typical shopkeeper, but through 
his tactics such as leaving the television on in the shop window for those arriving late home 
from work, he is revealed to be very much a man who cares deeply about his community. 
These small acts, hidden from view, suggest that there is more to Peter van Rijn than meets 
the eye. His character reveals a complexity of suburban living which de Certeau suggests has 
been excluded by ‘the urbanistic project’ (de Certeau 1988, p. 95). Through Peter’s actions 
we see something of the ‘real’ or ‘natural’ city (suburb) which takes on a life of its own, 
away from the all-seeing panoptical city. 
From the first page of the novel and first vignette, we are immersed into Peter’s world as the 
past, the present and future are intertwined. For Peter van Rijn, his suburb is not just another 
development on the outskirts of Melbourne or a place at the end of the railway line. His 
suburb represents the furthest margins of progress ‘on the frontier of the city and those low, 
flat paddocks of tall grass and thistle’ (p. 7). Peter van Rijn encapsulates Massey’s concept of 
space as neither flat nor linear nor ‘systems of simultaneous relations’ (Massey 1984, p. 264).  
Massey further suggests that space is ‘not static, nor time spaceless. Of course spatiality and 
temporality are different from each other but neither can be conceptualised as the absence of 
the other’ (p. 264). This is evident even in the most mundane of everyday actions such as 
driving a car: ‘He slowly backs onto the tarred road; although, now cool it will be soft and 
shimmering under a relentless sky by midday’ (Carroll 2008, p. 6). 
This vignette continues swaying back and forth into the past, pausing in the present before 
seamlessly dipping into the future. All the while through Peter van Rijn, the author is 
conveying to the reader his surrounds, his intentions; both past and present for his customers, 
his neighbours such as Mr and Mrs Webster and their wealth, health and status are all 
revealed in one sentence.  Peter shifts his focus again to the coming of February and how that 
will bring the school children: ‘but not quite yet. As Peter passes the St Mathews tennis 
courts, the caretaker slowly raking the russet surface, his mind dwelling silently on the tasks 
of the day’ (p. Carroll 2008, p. 6). 
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The opening page of the novel also situates Peter in Carter’s palimpsestic view of the world:  
As Peter van Rijn steps onto his driveway and opens the door of his old 
ford Anglia, he is conscious only of the enormous heat pouring down from 
the sky upon the houses, driveways and sprinkled lawns of the suburb. He 
doesn’t know he is about to give birth to an idea. The car is still cool as he 
eases himself onto the worn leather seat and closes the driver’s door. Ideas 
are far from his mind, sensations are all he registers (Carroll 2008, p. 5). 
There is an immediate connection to both the built and the natural environment through 
Peter’s senses, thoughts and physical sensations; ‘enormous heat’, ‘driveways and sprinkled 
lawns’, ‘cool…car’, ‘leather seat’ (p. 5). Dorothy McKellar’s poem Australia is evoked in 
this suburban environment on ‘one of those mid-January days that hit early and hit hard’ (p. 
5). In contrast, the car offers him a cool refuge ‘as he eases himself on to the worn leather 
seat and closes the driver’s door’ (p. 5). There is nothing ordinary about this morning in the 
way Peter is describing it. Here is a man who is in touch with his surroundings, albeit it may 
be mostly about a built environment, but there is also something Whitmanesque in how he 
draws upon all his senses to evoke an urban ‘Song of Myself’ (Walt Whitman 1892). 
Not only is there a connection to the sky and weather, but simultaneously his life is also 
linked to the past and present. Driving along Old Wheat Road, on his way to his ‘television-
and-wireless shop’ which has also anchored him to this suburb for 15 years, Peter is about to 
give ‘birth to an idea’ (p. 5). Steven Carroll believes that there is value in the ordinary, 
although many miss it until it is too late and this suggests that TTWHT is about: ‘taking that 
very ordinariness and attempting to transform it into something that actually transcends the 
way they see themselves. In lots of ways the characters miss those transcendent moments’ 
(Carroll 2008 p. 10). Perhaps this is because life in the outer suburbs of Melbourne has not 
acquired the same interest nor level of attention at the concept city level, as lives lived in 
Melbourne city. Peter van Rijn’s grand idea is to celebrate his home-suburb and the progress 
it has achieved in 100 years of settlement, the significance of which is not lost on him or the 
fact ‘it took a shopkeeper to see it’ (p. 8). He is a man who is not afraid of the future, having 
already introduced television in to his suburb for the 1956 Olympics. It was important to 
Peter Van Rijn that the suburb’s commuters ‘might pause, summer or winter, and be 
pleasantly distracted by his black and white television in the shop window’ (Carroll 2008, p. 
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7). He knows that ‘it was more than mere amusement that he offered shoppers and 
commuters back then’ (p. 7).   
Peter van Rijn lives in what Boyd has described as ‘the unexciting region that is neither 
lonely nor busy’ (Robyn Boyd 2010, p. 170) … ‘a crosshatched smudge on the map’ (p. 170). 
It does not fit that he belonged to those who had ‘little or no collective pride in the suburb, 
only a huge collection of individual prides’ (Boyd 2010, p. 171). Civic minded and shop 
proud, Peter van Rijn genuinely cares about his customers, making sure they feel welcome, 
warm in winters and cool in summer: ‘It is, he has always felt, a responsibility, and not just a 
civic one’ (Carroll 2008, p. 7). Marked by the seasons, his view of the world is 
straightforward: In the beginning there was nothing ‘when the suburb sat at the frontier of the 
city’ (p. 7). Peter van Rijn represents a world-view that progress begins with white 
settlement. “A shop, is in short, ‘the flag of settlement’” (p. 8); it marks ‘the arrival of 
Progress’ (p. 8).   
Peter van Rijn may not be the most imaginative or learned of men; a teetotaller of Dutch 
descent, his existence is marked by routine and order. Moving through the physical 
environment, thinking of an article he read the night before, the idea to celebrate ‘had sprung 
from him like water from a garden sprinkler’ (p. 9). There are moments in his life which have 
suggested that the past and present inform each other for Peter, for example when Rita and 
Vic’s son Michael visits the suburb one Saturday afternoon:  
Peter van Rijn is about to step into his car but pauses in mid-motion, 
waving to Michael with a look both happy and sad, for the boy is grown 
now and he is asking himself where all the years went. Then he is in his 
car driving to his television-and-radio-shop in the Old Wheat Road, and 
his question is answered (Carroll 2008, p. 137).   
In this opening vignette, there is a sense of whole body experience in everyday suburban life, 
of Peter van Rijn’s awareness of and engagement with space–his senses being alert to his 
customers, the weather, customs, the seasons, the days and months ahead. When he sees 
Michael back in his home suburb, Peter becomes nostalgic for the past, when Michael was a 
boy and then realises that time has moved on despite him driving the same route each day for 
fifteen years. It is this immersive engagement with suburban life which sees Peter van Rijn 
pulling into the Mayor’s carpark: 
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at this early hour–it is not yet eight–[it] is virtually empty.  But the 
mayor’s car is in its appointed place, and Peter van Rijn strides across the 
car park towards the glass front doors of the town hall like a man with 
vital news that must be heard without a second’s delay (Carroll, 2008, p. 
9).   
Mulligan’s Wall 
Peter van Rijn, Rita and Mrs Webster employ certain tactics within their daily routines in 
order to forge deeper connections to moments, rooms and memories in everyday life 
suburban Melbourne. This type of tactical creativity also extends to the artist Mulligan, 
commissioned to paint a commemorative wall and who, through his ‘clever utilization of 
time’ (de Certeau cited in Spiegal 2005, p. 224) delivers an alternative outcome to the one he 
was paid to produce. As a result, through Mulligan’s Wall, an even deeper, more complex 
understanding of the suburb is created by transforming the everyday history of Centenary 
Suburb into a permanent art installation. Peter van Rijn’s civic pride at the concept-city level 
(in this instance, the suburb maintained at a local government level) gives rise to the hidden 
histories of the suburb below the public stage. The wall itself is a mirror reflecting back at the 
suburb a truth it has not considered before at the concept city level. The fringe dwellers: 
Aborigines, women and everyday local people such as Webster, are depicted on the wall, 
along with the current and former Mayors. As the meaning of Mulligan’s name suggests5, the 
artist has provided the suburb with a second chance to re-write its history from a more 
inclusive perspective. The vignette titled ‘The Moving Hand’ (Carroll 2008, p. 318), reveals 
how Mulligan performs a sleight of hand by composing a more organic and natural version of 
history: ‘behind long drapes that fall from the top of the scaffolding to the floor’ (Carroll 
2008, 319). It is as though he has no control over this ‘jigsaw of faces and places on the wall 
all destined to come together in one whole picture, the nature of which only Mulligan knows’ 
(Carroll 2008, 319). This composition also suggests that this suburb has a more fluid identity 
not automatically aligned with the prescriptive linear history associated with progress at the 
concept city level:  
                                                             
5 The word ‘Mulligan’ is said to have its origins in golf, although the PGA of America suggests “You don’t have 
to be a golfer to enjoy the benefits of a Mulligan – the term is now widely used to describe any ‘do-over,’ or 
second chance after initial failure”. http://www.pga.com/news/golf-buzz/how-mulligan-got-its-name  
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There is a whole set of dualisms whose terms are commonly aligned with 
time and space.  With time are aligned History, Progress, Civilization, 
Science, Politics and Reason, portentous things with gravitas and capital 
letters (Massey 1994, p. 257).   
The arrival of September and ‘Spring’ (Carroll 2008, p. 287) marks the fourth section in the 
structure of Carroll’s novel and sees the completion of Mulligan’s Wall (p. 351) as ‘The 
moving hand has ceased to move’ (Carroll 2008, p. 351).  The vignette titled ‘The Unveiling 
of the Crowning Event’ (Carroll 2008, p. 351) simultaneously reveals the unveiling of 
Mulligan’s Wall as Rita and Vic’s son, Michael, is marching in the moratorium against the 
Vietnam War in the city ‘with all those university types he calls friends’ (Carroll 2008, p. 
353). This also highlights the ‘simultaneous co-existence of social relations at all spatial 
scales, from the most local level to the most global’ (Massey 1984, p. 264). As the foyer of 
the Town Hall begins to fill on the day of the unveiling, the aptly named Mayor, Harold Ford, 
and those men instrumental in the development and management of the public face of the 
suburb, take their seats. It is a very ‘Fordian’ concept of the world they are expecting on 
Mulligan’s wall, one which resembles the moving assembly line of progress beginning with, 
Peter van Rijn expects, a shop, following ‘a straight line from left to right, in much the same 
way as you would read a book’ (Carroll 2008, p. 356).  Massey argues that space is socially 
constructed and so ‘makes a difference to how society works and how it changes … far from 
being the realm of stasis, space and the spatial are also implicated … in the production of 
history’ (1994 p. 254). Mulligan’s Wall provides the artist with the opportunity to reveal and 
critique the many layers of history usually produced from a linear and masculine perspective 
and associated with specific concepts and language.   
And yet, all the rules of play have been changed as the Mayor, Peter van Rijn and others in 
the suburb ‘are divided’ (p. 360) when the wall is revealed to the suburb’s locals packed into 
the foyer. Mulligan’s Wall, with the unveiling of a more inclusive historical view of the 
suburb, reveals a hidden past that has not even been seen previously at the local level, let 
alone at the official level of the suburb with the Mayor and other ‘dignitaries’ in attendance. 
It is a mixed group which has come to unwittingly witness their personal ‘History’. Like the 
wall itself, the foyer is filled with people from all walks of life, whose common goal is to pay 
homage to this suburb they call home: 
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the sitting member; the entire council; Mrs Webster; religious leaders; 
shop owners–Peter van Rijn … bankers, sporting figures, those the 
community deems characters; and the everyday faces of the suburb itself 
have crammed the foyer for the unveiling of the wall (Carroll 2008, p. 
352). 
There are some ‘who nod in quiet amazement that a thing such as this has entered their world, 
and those who, from the first, had formed such a distaste for the thing they would happily see 
it erased’ (Carroll 2008, p. 360). The palimpsest created by Mulligan has incorporated a 
whole environment but ‘This is not History as most of those gathered in the foyer of the town 
hall understand it’ (Carroll 2008, p. 356). Nor is this mural a “‘slice through time’ which 
should be the dominant thought but the simultaneous coexistence of social relations that 
cannot be conceptualized as other than dynamic” (Massey 1994, p. 265). This dynamic 
historical aspect of the suburb is incorporated by the artist into a more traditional timeline, 
‘for there are, in fact, figures in this landscape that Mulligan has created’ (Carroll  2008, p. 
356). The figures represent the first people who lived there: ‘hunting, fishing, painting, or 
simply standing still and looking over the valley’ (Carroll 2008, p. 356). Through his art, 
Mulligan has brought in from the margins to centre stage those who are overlooked in 
traditional portraits of history–the ordinary, everyday ‘People.  Whole families, just living. 
Just doing the ordinary and extraordinary things that everybody does (Carroll 2008, p. 356). 
De Certeau writes of how the city, as it exists in public discourse, often imposes a panoptical 
all-seeing administrator who imposes a particular brand of urbanisation (in this case the city 
is Melbourne and its suburbs). Mulligan’s work performs a correction, recognising elements 
of outer suburban Melbourne’s history ‘that the urbanistic project excluded’ (de Certeau 
1988, p. 95). 
Underpinning the portraits of those men who have been instrumental in the history of this 
outer Melbourne suburb and those who are represented by Mulligan on this wall is a 
playfulness and sense of humour which gently poke fun at how silly this obsession with 
history, progress and time can be. Mulligan’s ‘frieze of figures’ (Carroll 2008, p. 358) of ‘and 
the conclusion is inescapable–yesterday’s men,’ (p. 359) is painted ‘facing the wrong 
direction’ (p. 359). Further adding to the carnivale atmosphere of this alternative version of 
history and looking upside down and back to front, the faces of these men ‘don’t look right’ 
(p. 359) as Mrs Webster slowly realises: ‘It’s not just the direction they are facing’ (p. 359) 
but they ‘have been made to look, and oh so subtly, just a little bit silly’ (p. 359). Both de 
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Certeau and Massey see a city–such as Melbourne–as a fluid and remarkable entity. It is a 
city which both facilitates and enables change: ‘That is the way the concept-city functions; a 
place of transformations and appropriations, the object of various kinds of interference but 
also a subject that is constantly enriched by new attributes’ (de Certeau 1988, p. 95).   
Mulligan’s correction elevates everyday life in outer suburban Melbourne to centre stage. On 
his wall are St Mathews’ tennis courts, a cricket field, shops, a train station, colourful houses 
and ‘the golf course’(Carroll 2008,p. 358). The suburb is alive and Paul Carter’s theory of a 
palimpsest view of place is echoed in an observation by the narrator: ‘And all the time, the 
living suburb is constantly evolving, through night and day, weekend and working week, 
sunshine and rain, forever forward, ever onward’ (Carroll 2008, p. 171). In contrast to the 
living suburb is the idea of progress as a static concept particularly seen in the vignette, ‘Mrs 
Webster at Work’ (Carroll 2008, p. 28). Webster’s factory, which was once the heart of the 
suburb and Progress, is now ‘a dying beast’. Mrs Webster realises how: ‘Nothing has 
changed, and this is the problem with the factory. … and the sounds she hears are the dying 
calls of a once energetic beast now well into the old age of industrial obsolescence’ (Carroll 
2008, p. 29). 
Likewise, Carroll affords the hulking image of the soon-to-be Prime Minister Gough 
Whitlam the same comedic treatment as Mulligan’s Wall of ‘yesterday’s men’ (p. 359). In the 
earlier vignette: ‘The Mountain Of Whitlam Comes to Centenary Suburb’ (p. 312) the 
‘mountain’ of Whitlam, is ‘shipped’ to Melbourne and driven to Centenary Suburb as some 
form of ‘monumental cargo’ (p. 312). Whitlam, with his roving eyes and over-familiar 
manner with Val (Mrs Webster) is couched in mechanical terms, suggesting he is going to be 
the next big thing to roll off the production line of history.    
Rita and Vic and Progress 
The family homes in Carroll’s imaginative suburb are designed around traditional families, as 
are the homes in Hartnett’s novel Butterfly where the Coyle family home has three children 
and two parents. The similarity between the families ends there. Both Rita and Mrs Webster 
in TTWHT live on their own in the family home because their husbands have left the 
marriage; Vic moved north and Mr Webster drove off into the night. Doreen Massey claims 
that suburbia was designed around male nostalgia. As a result, it was a fixed idea of place 
which did not account for the dynamic nature of human relations and the multiple social 
relations they engage in (Massey 1994, p. 7). The true nature of both Vic and Rita’s 
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relationship is only fully appreciated once Vic leaves the rigid spatial rules around home, 
marriage, suburbia and progress, behind.   
The idea of progress as a rolling time machine resplendent in its finery and embedded in the 
public arena for all to see is presented as something entirely different through the eyes of Vic 
and Rita.  When Peter van Rijn decides to celebrate his suburb’s centenary and the ‘Progress’ 
(Carroll 2008, p. 7) it has made, up north in Tweed Heads, Vic begins to reflect on his own 
life in relation to ‘Progress’ (Carroll 2008, p. 59) as he waits for ‘the thug of Death’ (Carroll 
2008, p. 236). Vic’s thoughts have a circular pattern as he meanders through his memories: a 
childhood with a single-mother; the early years with Rita and Michael; life as a train driver; 
and life in Tweed Heads. In Tweed Heads, Vic wakes from a sleep around the same time as 
Rita is waking from a dream in which she thinks she can hear Vic snoring, although she still 
lives in suburban Melbourne. Like the phantom pain from a limb that is no longer there, Vic’s 
imagined ‘presence’ causes her anguish:  
Oh. God He’s at it again. She’ll have to prod him. If it goes on much 
longer, she’ll just have to give him a good jab. But even that will only buy 
her a few minutes of silence. Five minutes at most. If only he could hear 
himself, snorting and spluttering like one of those old engines he once 
drove (Carroll 2008, p. 10).   
At the same time Vic is waking, ‘His nose is in the air, that great hooter that Rita always said 
you could hang your hat on’ (Carroll 2008, p. 19).  But Vic is not sure where he is when he 
first wakes: 
A bedroom, yes. But which of the bedrooms, of the houses of his life, has 
he woken to?  It is dark; everything is a mystery. And if this could be any 
of the bedrooms in any of the houses of his life, he could be any age. And 
he could be waking to any of his days, lived or unlived.  … Then he 
recognises the sparsely furnished, simple bedroom of his flat and he knows 
that he is alone (Carroll 2008, p. 22).   
This multi-levelled view of history and place evokes Massey’s theory of space (1984) and 
Carroll’s view (2008) that space and time are not mutually exclusive. The vignettes ‘Vic’s 
Day Begins: The Rabbit, the Field and the Observer’ (Carroll 2008, 3:19), ‘The Letter is 
Received’ (Carroll 2008, 17:126) and ‘Rita’s Day Begins’ (Carroll 2008, 2:10), contain two 
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different versions of the same moment in time for Vic and Rita. And even though they may 
be states apart, they simultaneously continue to co-exist in a symbiotic fashion, thinking of 
each other during their waking moments and in their dreams. The reminiscing of their time 
spent together in outer suburban Melbourne is poetic and contains some of the sadness that 
Carroll suggests many of his characters have (2008, p. 15). There is poignancy about their 
relationship, described from when they first fled the country drunks to move to the city, only 
to be fettered by the unwritten spatial boundaries of suburbia. The unwritten rules of suburbia 
then hampered and stifled their relationship. When Vic leaves what was once ‘the fringes of 
the city where a frontier community was hovering between town and suburb’ (Carroll 2008, 
p. 128), he leaves behind the ‘Old World’ (Carroll 2008, p. 127) and the invisible ‘rules’ 
surrounding gender. In Rita’s letters Vic and Rita have the space to just ‘be’ and a more 
organic equal friendship is allowed to flourish. What emerges are meditations on suburban 
life as Vic engages with Rita’s letters, acknowledging that the old life ‘was rotted’ (Carroll 
2008, 24) and ‘he and Rita are better off this way’ (Carroll 2008, 24). There is poetry to be 
found in this suburban space and Vic wonders:  
How is it we so easily forget that something momentous once happened to 
us?  Something so momentous we know intuitively that whatever we were 
up to until then was the ‘before’ of our lives, and whatever was about to 
follow, the ‘after’ (Carroll 2008, p. 130).   
Reading her latest letter in a public place, a memory Rita shares from their past, reduces Vic 
to tears as he contemplates just what it is that makes us ‘forget such things’ (Carroll 2008, 
129) 
How was it that he was able to forget the Vic that peddled her back from 
the late-night dances, all the way up that Tivoli Road hill (an eighteen-
year-old Rita balancing on the handle bars)? (Carroll 2008, p. 129). 
Peppered around his daily activities are Vic’s thoughts of Rita and Michael and lately in 
daydreams, his mother. In the vignette ‘An Unmarked Grave’ (Carroll 2008, 41:302), Vic’s 
eyes travel over the lights of the Twin Town Services Club to the Victorian cemetery where 
his mother is buried: ‘Memory, a memory never so keen as it has been lately, takes him there. 
Trust it says Vic, it will take you there’ (Carroll 2008, p. 305). The same time every day Vic 
allows his imagination to wander, dipping into his past ‘seated here in his kitchen’ (Carroll 
2008, p. 305). Perhaps one of the more moving passages in Carroll’s novel is when Vic’s 
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night-time meanderings into the ‘thistle country’ reveal the social stigma attached to a single 
mother and her boy, as well as the fight Vic’s mother had to keep him all those years ago: 
‘we took them on you and I, and came through and did what they all told us we couldn’t do; 
(Carroll 2008, p. 304).  The imagined conversations between the mother and boy are as real 
to Vic as if they were in the same room: ‘these bones of hers tell Vic that she can get by quite 
nicely without a gravestone’ (Carroll 2008, p. 304). There is a quiet dignity to Vic’s 
memories now, which is heartfelt and the language, simple yet moving:  
This is where they brought her, Mary Anne, to an unmarked grave in the 
thistle country at the edge of the suburb. Mary Anne, Ma, Mama, who kept 
her boy when everybody told her to farm him out, and whose voice now 
drifts on the wind towards him from the low, unmarked mound where her 
bones lie (Carroll 2008, p. 303). 
Immersing himself in the past in this way, at the same hour of the day ‘always seated here in 
the kitchen’ (Carroll 2008, p. 305) Vic moves back in time to the outer suburban spaces of 
Melbourne. In the vignette ‘The Art of the Engine Driver’ (Carroll 2008, 46:335), Vic 
realises the joy he found in his everyday routine, particularly driving trains which offered him 
‘moments that were so complete he felt no need of any others’ (Carroll 2008, p. 343). In 
them, he focuses on the finer details as he recalls the precise routine of shaving twice before 
each shift. Each evening Vic is riding a moment in time from the doorstep of his Tweed 
Heads digs:  
The breeze is upon him.  He turns his cheek to it and he is driving again. 
The glow of a long-ago furnace illuminates the cabin and Vic has his head 
out the window … open and alive to the constant rush of air as the engine 
speeds through the night (Carroll 2008, p. 342).   
This ability to go back and relive a moment in time with all senses fully engaged, supports 
Massey’s idea that seeing ‘space as a moment in the intersection of configured social 
relations (rather than as an absolute dimension) means that it cannot be seen as static’ 
(Massey 1984, p. 265). Each time Vic taps into these memories they create another series of 
sensations; the moment is dynamic and this in itself becomes part of the collective of 
coexisting social relations. In this late stage of life Vic consoles himself that for all ‘the 
bloody stupid drunken things he did when things would be looking good … he once had it’ 
(Carroll 2008, p. 343). All these years on and Vic’s old job as a train driver still makes him 
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feel as one with his environment: it was a ‘source of wonder’ (Carroll 2008, p. 343) and 
rather than feeling small, the ‘art of engine driving’ … ‘provided meaning’ and ‘enabled him 
to stand up and stare at the vast indifferent heavens (as he does tonight) and not feel small’. 
(Carroll 2008, p. 342) 
According to Massey, in Western culture, space is ‘coded female’ (1984, p. 258) and space is 
aligned with ‘stasis, (‘simple’), reproduction, nostalgia, emotion, aesthetics, the body’.  
(Massey 1984, p. 257). Vic’s nostalgic memories of the life he shared with his mother and 
then Rita, challenge these assumptions and also dismantle gender dualisms associated with 
time and space. The vignette titled ‘Rita’s day Begins’ (Carroll 2008, 2: 10) has Rita 
experiencing suburban life in the present, while Vic lives more in the past, reliving memories 
of his former married life. Massey suggests that in Western culture, space also tends to be 
aligned with the dichotomy of male/female and with other dualisms such as women being 
defined as the ‘lack’ or ‘not-A’ (1984, p. 257). Temporality, on the other hand, is aligned 
with history, progress, civilisation, science, politics and reason. In contrast with Vic, who 
reminisces after a few beers at the end of a balmy northern day, looking upward and outward, 
in Melbourne Rita begins her suburban day before dawn with a sense of excitement and 
wonder after the sound of a car revving to life reminds her that she is ‘a part of something’ 
(Carroll 2008, p. 12). This ironically connects her on an even deeper level to the suburb 
which Vic couldn’t wait to leave. For Rita is immersed within what Carter would term as a 
‘polyhedral’ (Carter 2010, p. 4) landscape of outer suburban Melbourne. Carter writes how 
polyhedral regions offer: ‘The object of looking at the same matter from different points of 
view [so as] to suspend a preoccupation with hurrying to the vanishing point of a single, 
unifying argument’ (Carter 2010, p. 4). While ‘Vic has gone north as he always said he 
would’ (Carroll 2008, p. 14), Rita made a life for herself and the house ‘that was theirs’ … 
became hers’ (Carroll 2008, p. 14).   
This is how Carroll presents his suburb and from the different points of view presented about 
Centenary Suburb, we learn that Vic is not enamoured of his suburban environment in the 
same way Peter van Rijn and Rita are. Vic’s senses are engaged with the natural environment 
in Centenary Suburb while driving trains, with his hair ‘blown back, his eyes aglitter. The 
beam of the headlight parts the night, the moon hovers over an open field’. He breathes ‘it all 
in, the cinders, the cool air and the warm scent of freshly brewed tea’ (Carroll 2008, p. 342). 
Rita’s early morning point of view of the outer suburban space is like Peter van Rijn’s early 
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morning perspective, a celebration of living in the built suburban space and all the sounds, 
smells and feelings and visual images thus created in this man-made palimpsest: 
kitchens blinking into light, kettles billowing steam, the babble of radios, 
the opening and closing of doors, and the first footsteps of the morning 
resounding out there on the porches and driveways of the suburb as a new 
day revs into action. (Carroll  2008, p. 12) 
Rita’s account of living in outer suburban Melbourne is no less poetic than that of Vic’s, 
except that she has found a sense of meaning and happiness in her ‘ordinary’ everyday life. 
Even the simplest act of waking early brings her joy: ‘She doesn’t know what, but suddenly 
she’s ridiculously happy’ (p. 13). From first light ‘something lifts in her, lifts her heart, her 
chest, her whole body’, causing a shiver to run ‘up and down her spine’ (p. 13); anticipating 
something as pedestrian as a cup of tea and crumpet can do this. Rita’s solitary existence may 
be viewed as ordinary by some, but in an interview about the novel Carroll suggested:  
See, nothing is ordinary really.  In some ways what is happening … is the 
exhilaration of actually taking very ordinary things like a suburb, like the 
people in the suburb, and the people who would regard their day-to-day 
lives as being humdrum stuff, something that actually transcends the way 
they see themselves. (Carroll 2011, 10)   
Rita ponders her wonder–where it comes from and where it goes and ‘why she doesn’t feel it 
every morning’ (Carroll 2008, p. 13). She also realises that life is made up of moments–and 
perhaps this is where she has an advantage over Vic, who expected more from his old life: 
‘You just can’t live with wonder in you all the time or you’d just burst’ (Carroll 2008, p. 13).  
Rita’s suburban life hasn’t always been this way and in the vignette ‘Rita’s Day Begins’ 
(Carroll 2008, p. 10) she has transported herself back to the past to a time when she was 
ready to fall in love, but unsure of what it would bring: ‘It’s unsettling, that’s what it is. 
Because she can’t decide if this love thing waiting around the corner is going to embrace her 
and caress her the way love should, or mug her’ (Carroll 2008, p. 74). From the time she met 
Vic he had disrupted all the rules of love, even when her mother and sisters warned her off 
marrying him. However, as she says, she was ‘mugged by love’ and ‘of course she marries 
him’ (Carroll 2008, p. 71). Then, coming back to the present, she ‘swings’ out of bed on this 
Wednesday, aware that ‘she hasn’t got a minute to lose’ (p. 13). Later that day she is thinking 
of Vic again, suggesting that she has never completely erased him from her life and he is still 
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very much a part of it. Even if spatially he is living in another state, he remains within her 
social ‘space’ (Massey 1994, p. 265). 
In the vignette ‘The Story of Old Dresses’ (Carroll 20085, 9: 69), Rita remembers how there 
was ‘both an element of order and an element of chaos’ in her early suburban life as Vic 
disrupted the ‘social systems’ (Massey 1994, p. 265) of their domestic space with his 
drinking. The order can be seen in the spatial arrangement of the home, the unseen rules 
governing the outer suburban space and the social engagements they attended. Preceding the 
era in which Butterfly is set by a decade or so, TTWHT is anchored to a very traditional way 
of living in the outer suburban space post World War Two. In 1945 The White Paper on Full 
Employment6 outlined a strategy for employing returned servicemen. Built on the assumption 
that men would seek work outside the home, women who had been drawn into the war effort 
were expected to tend home back in the suburbs once more.   
In TTWHT, Vic went out to work each day while Rita raised their son Michael and ran the 
home.  Life for Rita in those early days was peppered by new frocks, parties, ‘stepping into 
neighbours’ houses long gone, with plates and beers’ (Carroll 2008, p. 72). Rita’s dresses, 
‘those long-silent melodies’, house a ‘story, chapters leading into each other’ (p. 70), into the 
story of Rita’s outer suburban life in Melbourne. Her suburban story begins with ‘the yellow-
and-black summer affair, with the bright flowers and the one dark, bold strap that she wore 
for the first time a thousand years ago to an engagement party at Bedser’s at the bottom of the 
street’ (p. 70). These dresses encapsulate the premise that ‘the temporal movement is also 
spatial’ (Massey 1994, p. 264) and again according to Massey, ‘neither can be conceptualised 
as the absence of the other’ (1994, p. 264). Rita experiences something akin to a sensory 
overload by trying on an old dress:  
Over the faint whiff of moth balls and old times ... she raises the thing 
above her head and begins to lower it.  And her heart’s going like mad and 
she doesn’t know why because she’s just trying on an old dress, but it is 
anyway, because there seems to be something urgent in the act that she 
wasn’t aware of before she started (Carroll 2008, p. 72).   
                                                             
6 http://e1.newcastle.edu.au/coffee/conferences/2015/Hansard_1945.cfm 
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She can hear ‘one of those finger-clicking, jazzy numbers’ (Carroll 2008, p. 71), sense the 
annoyance of Vic at a love song, remember the anticipation of love ‘around the corner’ (p. 
71) and of course the hesitancy of her mother and sisters about Vic. The chaos came later, she 
remembers, ‘as the song plays, round and round in her head’ (p. 71), tempting her back into 
the past ‘when love was a bit rough with the broad, because love knew no other way’ (p. 71). 
Rita’s senses are on high alert as she knows that going back inside the ‘skin of the young 
wife’ (p. 72) there is something at stake.  Then the chaos begins and ‘she passes from happy 
to sad to just plain flat’ (p. 73) as she realises how the nights always ended: 
And the image that now prevails is that of a winter night, the table set, Rita 
and the boy that Michael was, waiting. And Vic not home. Not yet fallen 
in the back door in that way of his that always sounded like the briquettes 
had just been delivered (Carroll 2008, p. 73).  
Shedding this dress/skin, Rita decides to discard all of the dresses of her former life and 
carefully placing them into a suitcase she resolves to drop them off at the local opportunity 
shop in Old Wheat Road the next day. Arriving back in the present ‘she closes the door of the 
wardrobe’ (p. 74), thereby erasing the chaos of her suburban past. Order is once again 
restored to her suburban idyll; and children play in the street while the ‘afternoon is slowly 
quietly slipping towards twilight’ (p. 74).  
By her own admission, when Vic and Michael left, Rita bestowed all her love on the house, 
‘this inanimate object, and turned it into a living thing’ (Carroll 2008, p. 15). It became ‘her 
creation’ and part of her overall reason for living, after Vic didn’t want ‘the things’ she had to 
give and then Michael left and she couldn’t give ‘the things’ to him either as he had outgrown 
her. So the house–for it couldn’t be called a home–received all the love and care a mother and 
wife could give, ‘she could safely give all such things to the house because the house wasn’t 
going anywhere’ (Carroll 2008, p. 15). Like her letters to Vic, Rita has removed the 
messiness of everyday life involving intimate interactions, by lavishing her care on ‘“this 
inanimate object” her house’  (Carroll 2008, p. 15) and it becomes a monument to the family 
life and relationship with Vic that she never had. There is also something pathetic about the 
ritual of posting a letter to Vic and how it represents the closest thing to genuine intimacy 
Rita may have ever experienced:  
There is that faint sense of hands touching whenever she drops a letter in 
the post because she knows he will pick the letter up and his fingers will 
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be pressed to the envelope where hers once rested. She calls that touch. 
And why not? In many ways she’s never felt so intimate with him (Carroll 
2008, p. 18). 
Mrs Webster 
Mrs Webster also experiences a high degree of order in her marriage to Webster, the man 
who later became ‘Webster the factory’ (Carroll 2008, p. 247). But the order came at the 
expense of intimacy within her marriage. In the vignette ‘Speed and After’ (Carroll 2008, 34: 
238), she describes the man she first saw playing tennis ‘not far from the suburb when she 
was a young woman’ (Carroll 2008, p. 246). He was someone, she later realises, who 
embodied a particular time and represented the ‘Spirit of The Age’ (p. 246).  The man she 
married was, she decides, an ‘agglomeration of attributes’ until he ‘fell apart’ (Carroll 2008, 
p. 247) and became ‘a man without attributes’ (p. 247).  In a similar vein to Rita, Mrs 
Webster only really begins to understand her husband and what he thought of her, after he 
has gone: 
Is it just possible that Webster had never informed her of all that had 
quietly astonished him because he had also made that deeply disturbing 
discovery that she too was another of his attributes? (Carroll 2008, p. 248) 
Mrs Webster also decides that after her husband’s departure 10 years ago she is still asking: 
‘who was this man’ (p. 31), he who drank imported teas, sat high above his staff on the 
factory floor, travelled the same route to work every single day, meticulously documented his 
business meetings and collected books. After taking charge of his factory, driving his car and 
discovering the thrill of speeding with Rita in his old Bentley, ‘she is glad to be done with the 
whole place. Glad to be putting the ancient beast of Webster’s Engineering down’. (p. 361) 
There is no danger of her being tied to this outer suburban place by outdated social 
conventions. And in a swipe at the concept city ideals about progress, history and Mulligan’s 
Wall depicting yesterday’s men, she is also ‘glad to be looking forward and not back.’ (p. 
361) 
Massey’s work on space and time reveals the ways that space has been ‘coded female’ and 
has the potential to create disorder (1994, p. 258), particularly within city culture while ‘time 
is Order’ and ‘rationality and control’ (Elizabeth Wilson cited in Massey 1994, p. 258). But it 
is the men who threaten the stability of this outer suburban space by abandoning what the 
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concept city sees as their suburban domain. Beneath their calm exteriors, they reveal a poetic 
side and whole engagement with life that is not necessarily visible to those closest to them. 
This hidden side also reveals a deep dissatisfaction with the invisible spatial rules around 
gender expectations in suburban Melbourne. For example, Vic becomes knowable to the 
reader through his letters to Rita from Tweed Heads and from his memories of life before 
marriage with Jessie in a country paddock, living as a casual farm hand and later living in the 
suburbs and driving his beloved trains:  
Tonight he is content with the memories, for they bring with them the 
reminder that he once had it. Something equal to the vast rolling eternity 
of this sub-tropical night, which the night itself acknowledges, and in 
recognition of which it now tips its hat (Carroll 2008, p. 343).  
Webster’s Museum 
In the vignette ‘Rita Begins Webster’s Museum’ (Carroll 2008, 26: 182), Webster is revealed 
through the snippets of poetry Rita finds amongst the pages of his notebooks. From one 
notebook dated 1959, the year leading up to his death, the scribbling prompts a suspicion in 
Rita that: ‘these just might be the entries of a man who simply doesn’t care anymore’ (Carroll 
2008, p. 188). Crammed amongst Webster’s daily loggings of meetings are lines from 
Yeats’s poem, ‘An Irish Airman Foresees His Death’ (W.B. Yeats 1919). Perplexed, Rita 
thinks it the ‘oddest thing’ that ‘someone who, after a lifetime of strict order and routine, had 
discovered, caved in to, the delights of gibberish and gobblededgook’ (p. 188). The words, 
although jumbled together, held meaning for Webster, and looking closer, she realises how he 
believed death would offer something more ‘real’ than anything he had ever experienced in 
outer suburban Melbourne:  
I balanced all, brought all to mind the years to come seemed a waste of 
breath, a waste of breath the years behind, in balance with this life, this 
death. (Yeats in Carroll 2008, p. 189) 
Despite their social differences, Rita recognises something familiar about Mrs Webster in her 
life and their husbands’ lives and the two forge an unusual friendship around a car, 
recognising the need to push beyond the boundaries of their safe, suburban environment. 
There is an element of danger and the hint of an illicit affair as these two middle-aged women 
speed off into the darkness at night. They break all the invisible spatial rules of their outer 
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suburban environment in a manner that is liberating and suggests a change is coming. This 
liberation for both women does not, however, automatically transfer over into other 
Melbourne suburbs or even the next decade as we see in Butterfly.    
Conclusion  
The Time We Have Taken is a story about everyday life in outer suburban Melbourne in the 
year 1970. It is also a collection of many vignettes which create a colourful palimpsest of the 
people who live there and those who have moved on. Situated on a wedge of land between 
Progress and History, Centenary Suburb is Mulligan’s wall, Peter van Rijn’s shop, Rita’s 
house with its bespoke French windows, Webster’s factory and museum, the mayor’s office 
and the main thoroughfare of Old Wheat Road. Connell’s characters that inhabit these places 
have all in some way experienced the poetics of everyday life by altering the way they 
approach what others consider to be mundane actions. Through tactical ‘uses’ by the ‘users’, 
the middle-aged female characters manage to circumvent many of the gendered and social 
expectations of their outer suburban Melbourne suburb. (de Certeau, 2011, p. 37) This is 
despite the suburbs being designed at the concept level as a masculine concept with specific 
ideas around women living in the family home. For Peter Van Rijn, the suburb meets his 
expectations so much that he feels the need to celebrate its one hundred years of existence.  
Others, such as Vic and Rita and Mr and Mrs Webster, realise at some stage that they all have 
a finite amount of living to do and Centenary Suburb no longer offers a meaningful life. This 
narrative suggests that the Melbourne suburban experience is multifarious for both men and 
women and there is no one ‘rule’ to adhere to.  This novel occupies a space in time (and the 
middle suburbs of Melbourne) just before the women’s movement began to have a greater 
impact upon the roles of women within the domestic space and in some suburbs, to a lesser 
extent, also the roles of men.  We see the dissatisfaction of suburban life experienced in 
different ways for Rita and Mrs Webster and their respective spouses; Vic and Mr Webster. 
This dissatisfaction increases within the next decade for another family in the Melbourne 
suburbs as depicted by Sonya Hartnett in Butterfly.  
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Chapter 5 Butterfly  
The previous chapter established how the fictional outer suburban space of 1970’s Glenroy 
housed numerous types of families on the periphery of (what was then) outer suburban 
Melbourne. While families are associated with suburban spaces, TTWHT represented an array 
of family types; single-parent families, a widow living in the large house which is now a 
monument to her dead husband, a university share-house family and a bachelor living on his 
own. People in this suburb know each other, having seen their children grow up and there is 
still a sense of community more akin to village life than suburban living. This is facilitated by 
a local shopkeeper and the fact that Glenroy has its own local council. Alternatively, Sonya 
Hartnett’s novel Butterfly (2009) is a narrative account of the suburban life of the Coyle 
family living in 1980s middle suburban Melbourne from the perspective of teenager Plum 
Coyle. Their suburb of Box Hill is very different from the suburban space of TTWHT, as it is 
devoid of a busy shopping precinct or a community-minded person such as Stephen Carroll's 
Peter van Rijn, to foster a strong sense of belonging. While both suburbs house brick and tile 
abodes and two-parent families, the inhabitants of Butterfly tend to keep to themselves and 
know very little about their neighbours, let alone their neighbourhood. The Coyles and 
Wilkes are, like Carroll's characters, of Anglo-Australian heritage, which is evident in 
Hartnett's descriptions of food, décor, television shows, cricket and cars. The major point of 
difference between the two Melbourne settings is how the characters deal with their 
dissatisfaction of suburban life. The characters in Carroll's novel manage to find a sense of 
meaning in their everyday life, which is revealed through the novel's structure of short 
vignettes. In Butterfly, however, the characters tend to be more introspective and harbour 
secret desires and hidden lives. Whereas the characters in TTWHT are not afraid to leave their 
oppressive suburban environment, Sonya Hartnett's characters bury their disappointments 
with suburban living at huge cost to not only themselves, but to significant others in their 
lives as well.                        
The ‘Dark Fluidity’ of Butterfly 
This chapter argues that through the actions and perspectives of the characters, the middle 
1980s Melbourne suburb in Butterfly is defined as a space of ‘dark fluidity’ for both the male 
and female characters. In particular, their relationship to spaces and material objects within 
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those spaces and what this reveals about individuals is the overall focus. In particular, the 
chapter analyses the ways in which consumerism is on the rise and how it affects the 
characters’ lives. The narrative reveals a tension between ‘the constraining order of the place’ 
(de Certeau 1988, p. 30) (here the suburban environment) and the desires of characters which 
unsettle it.   
The overarching theoretical framework of de Certeau's ‘practices of everyday life’ and his 
ideas of the concept-city (de Certeau 1988, p. 95) are applied to a reading of Butterfly. The 
work of María Jesús López Sanchez-Viscaíno and the concept of psychological fluidity in 
literature (2007) also provides a more focused tool for studying the psychological impact of 
the disturbed mind in this outer suburban Melbourne environment. This chapter begins with a 
literature review on what critical resources already exist on the novel. It is not meant to be an 
exhaustive list, but will show how in the field of literary and cultural studies, Butterfly has not 
been studied as a site of ‘dark fluidity’ before. Butterfly has been discussed in association 
with ‘adolescent occultism’ (Finegan 2015), adolescent brain development (Kelly 2010) a 
dystopian and banal reading by Lara Cain-Gray (2009) and Craig Sherbourne’s ‘seething 
banality’ (2009) in his book review published in The Monthly.   
Hartnett’s narrative probes beneath a portrait of suburban stability to reveal that it is neither 
stable, uni-dimensional nor entirely ‘safe’, rather it is a space of ‘dark fluidity’ for its 
inhabitants. In doing this, the narrative engages at one level with the anti-suburban tradition 
in Australian writing in which women in particular were depicted as ‘trapped’ within the 
home and the suburb. Belinda Burns has discussed the troubling picture of fictional suburban 
women “as occupying at best, the suburban female is a figure of mild satire; at worst, a 
menacing threat to masculine values” (Burns 2011, p. 1). Within the constraints imposed by 
cultural ideals and their material forms, there also exists an enabling fluidity. Butterfly 
demonstrates that a domestic suburban space can have many and varied uses which emerge in 
terms of the relationship between the individual and others in the spatial context and that this 
undermines the idea that space is static. Plum has a relationship with her mother at home that 
is fraught with tension; her relationship with Maureen Wilkes next door, however, is more 
like a sisterly one. Playing with her older brother Jason, Plum behaves as a young girl. Her 
persona with her friends in this space is harmful after her disastrous birthday party.  
Feminist analysis has also identified a lack of fluidity in terms of imagining the suburbs: 
‘individual suburbs may change remarkably over time and range widely in their specifics’ 
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(Strong-Boag, Dyck, England and Johnson 1999, p. 185). The suburb is not one monolithic or 
static space. Hartnett reveals the complexity of the term, just as she reveals the complexity of 
the lives that are lived there. In his focus on the psycho-spatial nature of everyday life, de 
Certeau refers to the ‘hidden city’ which is where the strangeness of everyday life occurs; it is 
a ‘migrational, or metaphorical, city [that] slips into the clear text of the planned and readable 
city’ (de Certeau 2008, p. 151). In Butterfly, the hidden city is the outer Melbourne suburb 
where Plum Coyle and her family live and in which the complexity and strangeness of 
everyday life occurs. Moreover, the ‘hidden city’/hidden suburb of Hartnett’s text is one 
which is often dark and disturbing and much of this is driven by Plum’s restless desires, her 
discontent with the suburban ‘dream’.  Plum attempts to find meaning in her life, which, 
beyond her family and school, involves binge-eating and day dreaming. Unfortunately for 
Plum, the other characters, such as her family and friends, do not offer any worthy role 
models or relief from the angst and worry of being thirteen years old. As a result, Plum, like 
the other characters, takes advantage of the situation by finding new ways of ‘operating’ and 
‘making do’ (de Certeau 1988, p. 30) through various strategies and tactics.   
In her article ‘The Waters of the Mind: Rhetorical Patterns of Fluidity in Woolf’ (in James, 
Bergson and Freu 2007), María Jesús López Sánchez-Vizcaíno examines the way Virginia 
Woolf explored the concept of psychological fluidity in literature by drawing on ‘dark places 
of psychology’: 
As Woolf herself explains in one of her essays, this new vision implied a 
conception of the mind as a three-dimensional space divided into two 
basic levels, ‘the upper’ and ‘the under’ (Woolf, cited in Sánchez-Vizcaíno 
2007), the surface on top and the room behind it. Internal and 
psychological processes, as described by Woolf throughout her fiction, are 
usually built upon the notion of the mind as a container, and of thoughts, 
ideas, sensations or dreams as the elements contained in it (Sánchez-
Vizcaíno 2007). 
Hartnett’s major fictional tactic in Butterfly is to expose Woolf’s ‘under’, and it is most often 
the characters’ interactions with the various spaces of the domestic environment that facilitate 
this process. Moreover ‘the under’ (hidden dreams, desires, discontents) for many of the 
characters in the text are revealed as having a darker aspect, in that when they emerge and are 
acted upon, it is rarely without some cost to the character or those in close proximity to the 
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character. Characters display signs of depression, narcissism and melancholy which are 
subsequently ‘managed’ by the use of alcohol, drugs, illicit affairs (Maureen and Justin), 
materialism and detached parenting skills (Mums and Fa). The dark fluidity around Plum as 
principal character is picked up in her restlessness with life in the old family home, her 
fascination and irritation with neighbour Maureen’s glossy surfaces, her admiration for and 
betrayal of her ‘friends’ and the underlying dissatisfactions with her parents, Mums and Fa, 
and their uncertainties about moving into the modern age. In naming ‘the under’ as a ‘dark 
fluidity’, the chapter acknowledges that Hartnett’s portrayal of suburbia is a complex one that 
recognises the significance of lived spatiality: that is, it recognises the idea that spaces act 
upon individuals as much as individuals act upon spaces. In probing this relationship, 
Hartnett reveals that the consequences of individuals negotiating a freer and more ‘creative’ 
space within the ‘constraining order of place’ are not always without an exacting, even tragic, 
price.  
As a result, the suburbs have become sites of instability and change. So the novel raises, 
rather than answers questions about them. What is their purpose in the modern age? How do 
people negotiate suburban life? How do they affect women as opposed to men? Do older 
gendered patterns of behaviour in suburbia still make their mark? What of the dreams and 
desires, yearnings of individuals (this latter area is where Hartnett goes and it is often a dark, 
disappointing and unfulfilling place).   
A brief literature review of Butterfly 
Butterfly is often discussed as a young adult fiction novel. Samuel Finegan (2015) discussed 
Butterfly with two other texts which feature teen protagonists: Shirley Jackson’s We Have 
Always Lived in the Castle (1962) and Iain Bank’s 1984 novel, The Wasp Factory, in a paper 
titled:  ‘Adolescent Occultism and the Philosophy of Things in Three Novels’ (2015). 
Finegan’s discussion looks at ‘the close parallels between these novels’ fictional accounts of 
adolescent occultism and the materialist philosophies of Walter Benjamin and Martin 
Heidegger’ (Finegan 2015, p. 1). Plum is the only character discussed from Hartnett’s text. 
Plum’s fascination with and collection of objects taken from her friends (stolen), the personal 
histories of the objects and how Plum invests them with ‘supernatural’ worth is the focus of 
Finegan’s discussion. Peter Kelly (2010) discusses the teenage brain and how ideas from 
neuroscience and ‘evolutionary and developmental psychology’ (Kelly 2010, p. 1) are taken 
as evidence in different areas relating to risky teen behaviour. The fictional character of Plum 
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Coyle is used by Kelly in his paper titled: ‘The Brain in the Jar: Troubling the Truths of 
Discourses of Adolescent Brain Development’ (2010) as an example of the behaviour of the 
developing teenage brain. Kelly sees Hartnett’s treatment of Plum as an example of 
‘exploring the embodied experiences of young people and the worlds that they inhabit’ (Kelly 
2010, p. 1) rather than just reducing them to ‘a brain in a jar’ (p. 1). Kelly argues that despite 
all the available technologies to measure and test brain activity in teenagers, there is: 
a whole range of phenomena/variables that might muddy the image of 
brain activity, or confound the technology, or be beyond the imagination 
of the scientists.  Not everything in the vast array of possibilities of human 
consciousness, emotions, behaviours can be tested for in these settings” 
(2010, p. 8).   
While this paper is not directly relevant to this argument on Plum and the other female 
characters, it does support the overarching methodology and premise that there is much to be 
gleaned from fiction, especially fiction which provides a snapshot of everyday life. Hartnett’s 
outer suburban space housing a teenager provides an individual account of adolescent 
behaviour that cannot be measured, nor given context by medical imaging. Lara Cain-Gray’s 
paper ‘Longing For A Life Less Ordinary: Reading The Banal As Dystopian In Sonya 
Hartnett’s Butterfly’, discusses Butterfly in relation to dystopian fiction, Young Adult Fiction, 
crossover fiction, social realism and futuristic texts. Cain-Gray suggests that one reason 
Butterfly can be read as having dystopian elements is because the characters are headed for 
‘an essentially disappointing future’ (2009 Cain-Gray). The one person who provides Plum 
with a ‘doorway into the exotic’ (Cain-Gray: 2009), Maureen Wilkes, turns out to be the most 
dysfunctional character in the novel. It is the dysfunctional lives of the female characters and 
the darkness that is hidden beneath that this chapter argues is driving much of the narrative.   
The 1980s suburb in Butterfly 
Melbourne during the 1970s and 1980s was a city of change and development with the arrival 
of Vietnamese and Cyprian refugees, thus adding to the cultural diversity of an already multi-
cultural city. According to Chris Maher, the impact of post-war prosperity reverberated well 
into the 1980s, by which time Melbourne had become ‘a sprawling, diverse and complex city 
undergoing substantial changes’ (1988, p. 173). Against the dynamic changes of the city 
space, Plum’s story of life in her 1980s suburb appears at first glance to uphold a particular 
construction of suburbia as a ‘safe’ and comforting space for family life. The Coyle family 
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appear to be living a textbook example of the suburban lifestyle developed from the 19th 
century and sustained well into the 20th century, in which housing design and gender roles 
were clearly defined and ‘connected with a normative heterosexuality’ (Johnson 2000, p. 94). 
In the opening pages, we learn that Plum’s mother (Mums) oversees the running of the house, 
Fa (Dad) travels into the city for work each day, while Plum’s two older brothers, Justin, a 
bottle shop employee and Cyder, a university student, still live at home.   
Hartnett’s depiction of a modern suburban streetscape, detached house, bedrooms, kitchen 
and living room down to the backyard with bungalow, suggests a close association and 
familiarity with middle suburban Melbourne, brick veneer housing and a ‘traditional’ family 
unit:  
She [Plum] yanks the lid off the biscuit tin, sensing already the black fury 
that will rampage if all the biscuits have been eaten–fortunately there are 
four Iced Vovos at the rear of the tatty pack. She balances three in a tower 
on her hand, shoves the fourth into her mouth.  
‘Mums!’ she yells, slumping after her voice through the house. ‘Where are 
you’? 
Her mother is in the laundry, picking through a pile of clothes still stiff 
from the line…. Plum halts in the doorway: ‘Is Justin home?  Is Cyder?’ 
Mums holds up a sock to the light, ‘Justin’s at work.  Cyder’s at 
university.  They said they’d be home before dinner. Is this sock black? 
(Hartnett 2009, p. 47) 
The narrative strongly evokes a time in suburban Melbourne before mobile phones, the 
Internet and other new media. While the suburb in Butterfly is never named, Hartnett has said 
in an interview that her childhood suburb of Box Hill strongly influenced the writing of place 
(Hartnett 2010).7 It is set during a period which we can identify as being the 1980s because 
                                                             
7 In 2011, Sonya Hartnett spoke of how the lived places of her childhood resurfaced in her novels: “The hilly 
streets between Box Hill and Balwyn were for riding my red bike. My grandmother's house in Stephens Street 
Balwyn, with its slippery floorboards and pile of National Geographics, was the place in the world where I was 
happiest, distanced from but still close to home, in a big house in a motionless junction of roads where you 
could easily believe yourself the last person alive. Those streets in various guises appear over and over in my 
work – it is Adrian's neighbourhood, Plum's, Kitten Latch's and Maddy's.” (Hartnett 2011). 
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the narrative is imbued with social customs and references to the popular culture of that 
era. This is signified early in the text via ephemeral social ‘markers’. During a family 
conversation between Plum and her brothers ‘whose duty it is to tease her’ (p. 3), we learn 
that sports stars Imran Khan and Allan Border are still playing cricket and how the 
Wednesday night television movie and Sunday night screening of cult series Planet of the 
Apes form weekly routines in a pre-internet age. The world of fourteen-year-olds seems 
overly simplistic in Butterfly as Plum munches on ‘Pop rocks’ and worships Swedish pop 
band Abba. It is also a world where, for many teens, a Friday night out involves the local 
youth group. The particular type of Australian family and family life portrayed in Butterfly 
was, in the 1980s, presented publicly in the media, advertising and government policy as the 
typical family suburban unit.   
The 1980s was also a time of increased flux due to economic uncertainty as Melbourne’s 
changing workforce and tensions surrounding gender roles within the home and suburban 
space or the ‘domestic economy’ were changing (Johnson 2012, p. 220). Also influencing the 
1980s suburban environment was the relationship between femininity and 
consumption. Initially Plum’s life appears unremarkable and fits with Louise Johnson’s 
contention that despite the changing times, ‘Women, families and suburbia: for more than 
100 years the three have been intertwined’ (Johnson 1999, p. 185). While the suburbs 
invariably will have changed ‘their quintessential representation’ (p. 185), feminist 
geographers identify them “as low-density, family-centred residential spaces, sometimes 
revealingly characterised as ‘bedroom’ or ‘dormitory’ communities” (Johnson et al 
1999:185). Sophie Cunningham suggests that the suburb still retained its ‘iconic’ power as 
late as 2009 (Cunningham 2009, p. 8).   
The spaces of the suburban interior are where most of the novel is set and where the Coyle 
family engages with each other on a daily basis. In her text Being Australian: Narratives of 
National Identity (2009, p. 298), Catriona Elder suggests: ‘suburban life described not just a 
particular type and organisation of housing, but also implied a particular type of Australian 
family and family life’. Louise Johnson also sees the Melbourne suburb as being designed 
around family rather than community (2012). On the surface, Plum’s family and home life 
align with Johnson and Elder’s description of a close knit family living an ordered existence 
which is focused on and around their family unit. Dinner time is a noisy affair as everyone 
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arrives in the dining room: Fa from the den, Justin from tinkering with his car in the 
driveway, Plum from her upstairs bedroom, and Cyder, who joins them last, from his 
bungalow in the backyard. They all slide along the pews to sit around the big table as Justin 
pinches Plum’s arm and she pinches him back, ‘her heart fattening with love’ (Hartnett 2007, 
p. 4).  Continuing on with the big brother act, he “waves beneath Plum’s nose a knuckle he 
has skinned with a spanner. ‘Get away!’ she squeals, swatting with her knife. ‘That’s 
revolting! Mums, Justin is being revolting! You’re revolting, Justin!’(p. 6). Cyder teases her 
gently about her crushes on cricket stars Imran Khan and Len Pascoe, while Plum tries to 
coerce Justin into watching Planet of the Apes with her (p. 4). Talk of cricket scores, 
contemporary culture and hobbies suggest that the Coyle family are a close-knit suburban 
family living the ‘ideal’ suburban existence.  
Yet soon after Hartnett introduces the Coyles at dinner, the characters begin to behave in 
ways which refute rigid and homogenous descriptions of suburban living. Rather than 
acquiesce to a particular type of behaviour, or leave their environment altogether, Hartnett’s 
characters antagonise the ‘ideals’ of this space in ways which also suggest that there is often a 
cost for inhabiting it: Plum practises a crude form of ‘voodoo’ and steals favoured objects 
from her friends; Justin conducts an affair with his married neighbour; and Maureen is 
unfaithful to her husband. To a lesser extent, Mums and Fa contest the rules of the place by 
appearing to unwillingly perform traditional gender roles. The impact of this space varies 
from person to person and ranges from depression to infidelity, to the potential for 
infanticide. The characters’ antagonistic relationships to the domestic environment are mostly 
hidden from public view in the city (suburb) that de Certeau describes. Plum’s position 
within the heart of the home enables her to provide an ‘insider’s’ account of outer suburban 
life in Melbourne during the 1980s.   
When the focus of the narrative shifts from casual family conversations to the material 
aspects of this environment, a different portrait begins to emerge. Louise Johnson suggests in 
her article ‘Text-ured Brick: Speculations on the Cultural Production of Domestic Space’ that 
the ‘suburban house … can be viewed as a cultural artefact; with the building itself and its 
various representations registering a variety of social relations and contested meanings’ 
(Johnson 1993), De Certeau takes this cultural analysis deeper by honing in on the domestic 
artefacts located within to uncover the sort of lives that are being lived: ‘A home that has 
been inhabited by the same person draws a portrait that resembles this person based on 
objects (present or absent) and the habits that they imply’ (de Certeau et al. 2010, p. 
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145). Plum performs a ‘reading’ of her home by casting her critical teenage eye over the 
family’s artefacts with the heightened sense of awareness that puberty brings. Her 
observations reveal a dark undertone about this 1980s suburban space and the various ways it 
impacts upon and influences the behaviour of its inhabitants. Plum’s home, which until now 
has served her well in her childhood is, like her teenage body, beginning to feel alienating 
and foreign as she reappraises its composition. If, as de Certeau suggests, a house and its 
objects reflect the habit and personalities of the people who live within, then the Coyle family 
home is desultory and inconsistent.   
Women in Butterfly 
Underpinning the development of the 1880s Melbourne suburb were some very clear 
planning ideals and goals established by the founding fathers in the late 1800s around the 
lives of women. In particular, the suburb was constructed as a ‘place of escape or refuge’ 
(Davison 1999, p. 26). In Melbourne, a detached home, a garden and privacy represented this 
idyll where women raised children and men retreated to at the end of the work day. In 
Butterfly, this is the pattern of home life, as Mums and Maureen perform domestic work at 
home, while their husbands Bernie (Mr Wilks) and Fa work away from the family home. This 
‘order’ also provided a social script for men where a white man’s status was determined by 
his financial success, occupation and material wealth (Hartnett 2009, p. 101). According to 
Protestant Evangelicals, for women, the ideal suburban retreat resembled 'a kind of temple in 
which the wife ruled as the ‘Angel of the Home’” (Graeme Davison 2011, p. 27). While some 
women may have been happy to embrace the role of the ‘Angel’ in a suburban retreat, by the 
1980s in outer suburban Melbourne the role of ‘Angel’ had diversified to incorporate smaller 
families, the car had brought greater freedom, and the rise of mass consumerism caused the 
amount of time spent on domestic chores such as cooking and cleaning to decrease. The sense 
of isolation in the outer suburbs where the Coyle family in Butterfly resided would have been 
especially difficult for many women, particularly if they had moved away from their 
extended family, were at home with small children and only had one car. Although the advent 
of modernity brought domestic appliances and the car to the suburban space, it also created a 
new set of problems for women in suburban Melbourne to contend with. 
In her 2004 book, The Parlour and the Suburb:  Domestic Identities, Class, Femininity and 
Modernity, Judy Giles advocates considering the part played by femininity and consumption 
in ‘the cultural transitions of the twentieth century’ (p. 138). Giles’s book also provides for a 
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closer reading of the female characters in Sonya Hartnett’s Butterfly. Giles suggests that 
‘changes in retailing and an expanding market for domestic commodities positioned women 
as the main consumers of such products’ ( p. 138). During the twentieth century, Giles 
suggests that the shift in advertising towards women as primary consumers became focused 
on ‘their [perceived] needs and aspirations. Shopping for the home became one of the key 
tasks of the twentieth-century housewife’ (p. 138). This development had major implications 
for how women saw themselves in the home and also for their social status because there 
were more ‘employment opportunities for working-class (and lower-middle-class-women)’ 
(p. 138). In terms of the concept city, women were now viewed as important consumers 
making their own decisions within the economy.     
Giles cites three major influences on the development of the link between women and 
consumerism: firstly, social status was linked to “the purchase of domestic commodities and 
it was the job of middle-class women to create the ‘ideal’ homes that created this cultural 
capital” (Giles 2004, p. 138). Secondly, the growing importance of women’s magazines 
financed by advertisers provided a ‘wider range of femininities from which to fashion 
identities’ (Giles 2004, p. 138), and thirdly ‘the increased focus of the home’ was crucial to 
the survival of the nation that found its apotheosis in Second World War propaganda’ (p. 
138). Giles argues that this was the main idea behind creating ‘citizen housewife’, a mix of 
the ‘domestic role’ and ‘feminine values’. Once again the concept city placed expectations 
upon women within the home without really acknowledging differences between women and 
between their experiences of suburban living. However, through their daily conversations, 
relationships and the way they engage with their domestic spaces, the characters of Maureen, 
Mums and Plum in Butterfly reveal how:  
Domestic modernity was, however, experienced differently by women of 
different classes and its effects varied considerably. In some ways 
domestic modernity could offer new opportunities for understanding and 
experiencing their worlds that bestowed self-esteem and dignity. In other 
ways there were profound losses. (Giles 2004, p. 138).  
Some of those losses were felt by the female characters in Butterfly more deply than 
others. Plums, Mums and Maureen apply various tactics and strategies to bypass rigid social 
and cultural conventions. The spaces of their suburban homes are manipulated through 
furnishings and their individual relationships to modern consumerism. The representation of 
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this ‘good woman’ or ‘Angel of the home’ (Davison 1999, p. 27) could on first appearances 
be attributed to Mums, while Maureen, the Coyle’s next door neighbour, could be perceived 
as the ‘bad’ woman/mother. However, this dichotomy is quickly destabilised as neither of 
these two female characters strictly adheres to the neatness of expected gender 
stereotyping. Nathanael O’Reilly (2012) has written about the ongoing anti-suburban 
tradition and the various ways writers have mocked, derided and criticised the suburbs for 
being among other things, boring and mind numbing, particularly for women8. The characters 
of Mums and Maureen bring into sharp relief two very different ways of being female within 
a ‘traditional’ domestic environment. However, both women reveal ambiguities towards their 
roles by manipulating the expected practices and ‘ways of operating’ (de Certeau 2003, p. 
108) in their everyday suburban routines. What this suggests about suburban spaces is that 
there is a degree of fluidity in both how the adult women choose to live there and how their 
capability for creativity while in the suburban space is played out through various tactics and 
strategies. Their point of difference is picked up on early by teenage Plum, who sees progress 
and especially material objects, as the way out of her miserable suburban life.  
By engaging in opportunistic short term tactics such as Mums enjoying a moment alone to 
play Elvis records on rainy days, or long-term strategies like Maureen inserting her lover into 
the family home and planning to escape her marriage, Hartnett’s characters reveal that the 
suburban space is unstable and its inhabitants subject to changing cultural patterns. Some of 
the changes produce interactions with the material and physical space which do not reflect or 
enact the patriarchal ideal of the ‘Angel in the home’. They also reveal a hidden yearning or 
darker side which often sets in motion a series of tragic consequences. For example, when 
Plum goes to Maureen and tells her she knows about the affair with Justin, she is unaware 
that it will be David who will suffer the dark consequences of her anger.   
Plum: the complex Angel 
As the novel progresses, Plum’s description of life in a 1980s outer suburb of Melbourne 
suggests that this physical space is slowly becoming out of step with larger social and cultural 
changes occurring in Australian society. Women are beginning to have more choices over 
their lives after marriage. They are moving into the workforce again after having children. 
The ideal of women staying at home to rear children is being challenged, as more women are 
                                                             
8 See, for example, his description on p. 47 of two working class female representations in Patrick White’s 
novel The Solid Mandala (1966).  
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going to university and some delay having children. This is evident in the quiet streets of 
Plum’s suburb in comparison to the streets of Carroll’s suburb in his Glenroy novels. Plum 
picks up on this shift, and despite her youth, we learn early on that Plum’s vision of her 
future, whether she is conscious of this yet or not, isn’t tied to suburban images of family, but 
looks beyond that:  
Warm air wraps her as she forces the window higher; and bird-song, and 
the smell of mown grass, and the rusty calls of cicadas. Plum notices none 
of these. …Spread out before her are rooftops in their scaly thousands; and 
church steeples, telephone poles, shopping centre, parkland. Beyond these, 
distance blurs suburbia into a fawn-and-green smudge; behind the smudge 
rises the purple backbone of a modest mountain range. (Hartnett 2009, p. 
14) 
While Plum’s attention may be focused on what lies beyond her suburb, Hartnett depicts 
Plum’s transition from young child to young woman through a series of milestones marking 
her rite of passage within the suburban environment: her ears are brutally pierced by her 
‘friends’; she is rejected by her peer group; she learns about her brother’s affair; and she 
gradually becomes more aware of where she sits in terms of family dynamics, her suburb and 
her place in the world. Plum Coyle also provides a female perspective of how larger cultural 
changes occurring at the strategic city level were being felt in the outer suburb or hidden level 
of the concept city (de Certeau 2011, p. 27). For example, Plum has embraced modernity and 
developed a fascination with consumer society. At nearly 14 years of age, Plum Coyle is 
already a complex character despite being an adolescent. A tomboy who is keen on science-
fiction, Plum is challenging one-hundred-year-old patriarchal planning around the ‘ideal’ 
female in an outer Melbourne suburban space. She is self-harming by over-eating, has a 
difficult relationship with her peers, an inappropriate friendship with her older next-door 
neighbour, and she develops an aversion to outdoor spaces. She has already rejected her 
mother’s form of femininity by eschewing Mums’ religion, dress and domestic 
furnishings. As a result, Plum develops a series of tactics to improve what she perceives to be 
an unfair life in outer suburban Melbourne. 
Plum’s complexity hints at a larger source of cultural values informing her 
personality. Through her teenage perspective, Plum reveals what many feminist geographers 
suggest is a lack of fluidity in terms of imagining the suburbs as ‘socio-spatial spaces’ which 
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are experienced differently by both the men and women who live there (Strong-Boag, Dyck, 
England and Johnson in Harris, 1999, p. 185). This teen is not, as Maureen suggests, a 
modern ‘Rapunzel’ waiting for a prince to rescue her–remembering that ‘Rapunzel is her 
most-scorned distressed damsel’ (Hartnett 2009, p. 16); nor is she content with imagining a 
life in the domestic space like her ‘dowdy’ mother. While the physical space of the home and 
surrounding environment may be causing Plum pain, even a neurosis of sorts, it is obvious 
that Plum Coyle is uncomfortable with ‘traditional’ expectations surrounding women in the 
home in outer suburban Melbourne. When her girlfriends are discussing boys Plum listens 
uncomfortably while thinking about: ‘How to get from meeting a boy to … that’ (Hartnett 
2009, p. 73). Nevertheless, Plum is not totally immune to outdated ideals around women in 
the domestic space, as Maureen advises Plum to discard her lunch at school in order to lose 
weight. This reveals a more complex femininity within the suburban space. Plum, who is 
pained by all that her mother represents domestically, is then reduced to tears by a simple 
Strasbourg sandwich that her mother made. The homesick ache which threatens to engulf 
Plum suggests that the domestic space is still important in terms of belonging and family, 
despite her being a moody teenager at home: 
If she breathed the sandwich deeply she might smell the kitchen at home, 
the blade of the knife, the scarred chopping board. She might smell Fa 
eating breakfast. Cyder smoothing the headlines, Justin asleep 
upstairs. More than anything she might find her mother’s hand laying out 
the Strasbourg so it doesn’t overlap the crust, tamping the bread lightly, 
cleaving the sandwich in two. Binding the meal in rainbow wrapper, 
pressing out the air so the bread will be soft when Plum eats it, with no 
gritty scalp of staleness (Hartnett 2009, p.72).   
Plum is highly critical of her pre-pubescent body in a way which suggests an ongoing 
preoccupation with the female form to fit a particular ‘type’ in this suburban space. Visually 
dissecting each of her physical features in front of the bedroom mirror, Plum decides that her 
body has ‘been waylaid monstrously on the path to being grown’ (Hartnett 2009, p. 2) with 
its: ‘thick black hair’, ‘greasy cheeks’, ‘scarlet lumps’, ‘hotly sunburned skin’, and ‘specks of 
blackness’ (Hartnett 2009, p. 1).  ‘[N]obody could love you’ (p. 2) she taunts the body with 
its spreading acne that she feeds with the hidden Mars Bars from under her bed. The mirror 
image reflected back at Plum through ‘eyes the tarred tips of poison darts’ (p. 2) which 
suggests that the ideal of the ‘Angel’, while outdated, has taken on a new form through 
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consumerism. Even more disconcerting is how Plum begins to process the idea of femininity 
as being associated with sleek modern environments. For Plum, this disjunction begins to 
play out in the privacy of her bedroom, her thoughts and daydreams:  
Of late she’s been attracted to all things ruthless and peculiar. She 
sometimes feels edgy and dangerous, like an animal with unblinking 
eyes. She’s starting to think there might be something supernatural about 
her (p. 2).  
And. 
 She can guess what people are about to say, and when the telephone will 
ring; once, she heard her name spoken loudly behind her, though nobody 
was standing there. And yet, despite her superiority, Plum can never quite 
make herself immune to human needs (Hartnett 2009, p. 2).   
This goal of hers to become ‘immune’ to the needs of others, eschews the idea of the 
domestic space as a ‘healing’, nurturing ‘retreat’ (Davison 1999, p. 27), and yet Plum seems 
to relish her ability to strike at the very core of this ideal from within the home. For example, 
in her interactions with her mother and her peers, Plum often appears impervious to other 
people’s feelings, especially her mother’s feelings, as some of her responses to Mums are 
harsh, even cruel: 
‘Anyway’, Plum adds, ‘you can go to church without me. You don’t need 
me there.  You’ll probably like it more. You can drive as slowly as you 
like. You can listen to your boring radio on the way. You can sing the 
hymns at the top of your voice. And after mass you can yack for as long as 
you like.You only go to church to see your friends, anyway. You don’t go 
to pray. I don’t even reckon you believe in God.’ 
Mums replies, ‘I’m disappointed, Plummy.’ (Hartnett 2009, p. 35) 
Her irritation with the ‘Dowdy’ (p. 34) environment of her parents’ home is heightened when 
Plum is planning her fourteenth birthday celebrations. Intent on having a modern party, she 
wants ‘everything bought from the supermarket–nothing home-made’ (p. 11).  Plum’s hopes 
of a happy and a perfect life hinge around her ‘wildest dream’ (p. 4) which is to have a 
bedroom, ‘carpeted in white shag’, not only on the floor but also on the ‘walls, ceiling, door, 
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floor, all pristine white and furry’ (p. 4). Plum is increasingly affected in a negative way by 
the interior of the house: ‘now she stays at home on weekends, curled on the couch watching 
science-fiction movies, and wishes she lived somewhere less mortifying’ (p. 3). As a result of 
this spatial depression, Plumb devises a series of tactics to negate the cloying impact of her 
suburban lifestyle. Plum enters into strategic relationships with other females, cultivating 
favour with the much older Maureen, wanting ‘the angel to look at her with pride’ (p. 
73).  For Plum, Maureen offers the promise, if only by osmosis, of beauty, a modern lifestyle 
and an escape from the life she painfully endures: 
‘But I’m ugly’, Plum sulks. ‘You’re not ugly.’ 
‘Ugly!’ Mrs Wilks claps her hands.‘Who told you that? Only yourself, I 
bet. You’re not ugly Plum.You have nice olive skin.You’re already tall.’ 
(Hartnett 2009, p. 24) 
On a darker level, Plum has developed a secret collection of ‘artefacts’ or objects stolen from 
her friends that are hidden under her bed in an old leather briefcase that once belonged to her 
grandfather. Ironically Plum also collects pre-used goods, just like her mother does. Yet Plum 
has not acquired her ‘treasures’ honestly and attaches her own value system to the objects, 
perhaps in an attempt to gain some control over her environment and her destiny. Within the 
order of the established system: friendship, honesty, materialism, home environment, Plum 
establishes a new way of doing things (de Certeau 1988, p. 130) by practising a crude type of 
‘voodoo’ as she ritually takes the case out from under her bed with the gravitas one might 
afford rare or holy objects: 
She gazes upon the case’s contents with an archaeologist’s eye:  here lies 
her treasure, her most sacred things.  She has lined the briefcase with 
lavender satin and provided several bags’ worth of cottonball cushioning 
so that each token sits within its own bulky cloud, untroubled by her 
manhandling of the case.  (Hartnett 2009, p. 13) 
In this space, Plum’s obsession with modern interiors and what they represent in terms of 
beauty and order is magnified in part due to the oppressive interior of her home. There is an 
invisible, but no less insidious weight felt by all of the Coyle children in this domestic space:  
Justin draws breath to reply, but doesn’t; his chest falls, his fingers close 
around the crackly bag of dope. Cyder waits, spinning the bowl. Beneath 
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them the house sighs, shifting wooden bones on its stumps. They feel the 
weight of the dust that coats the roof joists and sloughs from the plaster 
and lies between the floors; they feel the presence of their mother and 
father in the den downstairs, their sister moving in her bedroom down the 
hall. (Hartnett  2009, p. 69) 
While the boys might be driven physically from the house to avoid the ‘weight’ surrounding 
the family, Justin into Maureen’s arms and Cyder into the backyard bungalow, Plum is driven 
into an imaginary world where consumerism is equated with peer popularity and at fourteen, 
coveting what she can’t have, is excruciating:   
The possession she craves more than anything is a miniature television–
not one cased in wood, like the one in the den, but set inside a sphere of 
chrome, with three stumpy legs and a rapier-like aerial. She has seen one 
such thing in a shop, and it made her feel strangely like weeping. (p. 4)   
For Plum, this item represents the key to solving all her problems and in her bedroom she 
play-acts watching this imaginary television: ‘she has constructed a new and entirely perfect 
life around something that is, in reality, as unattainable as Everest’s peak.’ (p. 12). This 
imaginary world is a dark place where all the usual rules governing friendship, such as 
loyalty and honesty, are suspended. For now, Plum must be content as the curator of her own 
haphazard collection of second-hand objects, such as Sophie’s treasured bracelet, only unlike 
Ma’s bits and pieces, her goods are stolen and repurposed from her friends:   
Plum brushes the items with her palm, incanting as she does so a string of 
whispery words. The glass lamb. I belong. The Fanta yoyo. Admire 
me. The jade pendant. Beauty fades. The Abba badge. You don’t touch 
me. The brown coin. I fear nothing. The dainty wristwatch. I am more than 
you see. Each object is as important as every other, but this last is the most 
daring (Hartnett 2009, pp. 14-15). 
The discovery of her secret at the birthday party is catastrophic in terms of her peer group 
friendships, her sense of self and any hope that she just might escape or influence the 
predetermined script(s) of her suburban space. Plum’s tactic to take material belongings from 
her friends implodes when her cache is discovered under the bed by Caroline. The other girls 
swoop like hawks, eager to attack Plum: 
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‘You stole a bit of each of us’. Sophie frowns down at the lamb’. (149) … 
Rachel announces the only fact that is brutally obvious: ‘You’re a thief, 
Aria.  You’re a thieving bitch.’ (Hartnett 2009, p. 149). 
Even worse, Plum had comforted Sophie on the loss of her bracelet; Sophie is now 
disgusted: ‘You’re a mean person Plum.  I thought you weren’t, but you are’ (p. 163). As a 
result, the consequences of her dark obsession with material objects are catastrophic in terms 
of her peer group friendships. Feeling ashamed and vulnerable, Plum has changed that 
‘afternoon something [into] other than what she’s been’ (p. 169). Moreover, she concedes 
that there is ‘some objectionable streak to her nature which means she’ll never be popular, 
things will go askew, she’ll frequently be misinterpreted …’ (p. 164). Defeated, Plum retreats 
and doesn’t even try to be part of the group anymore: 
And a peculiar thing is: Plum is relieved. Deciding to feel nothing means 
that she can stop trying to be something. It’s a relief to turn off the force-
field, which has been draining her strength. Nothing doesn’t need 
protection, because it cannot be harmed (Hartnett 2009, p. 164).   
Plum turns inwards towards the suburban space and her family and perhaps for the first time 
she experiences a true sense of belonging and love for all of them, as she is overwhelmed and 
becomes teary ‘at the thought of their affection’ (p. 164). Plum’s long term strategy to find 
happiness by ‘consuming’ the objects of others through her own ‘types of operation’ (de 
Certeau 1988 p. 30) reveals an immature attempt to override the ‘constraining order’ (de 
Certeau 2003, p. 108) of her outer suburban environment. Perhaps more tragically for Plum, 
it also says something about the limitations of family in moving beyond the patriarchal spatial 
dynamics of the planned concept city/suburb:  
They can’t save her, these parents and brothers who have never been able 
to save themselves. Any of them would gladly return happiness to her, if 
happiness was something lightweight and easy to retrieve, but it’s a long 
time since anything beyond the rudimentary was within their reach 
(Hartnett 2009, p. 156). 
Adopting various tactics such as discarding her lunch, stealing objects from her friends, 
withdrawing from her family and experimenting via Maureen’s new ‘ways of operating’ (de 
Certeau 1988, p. 30) challenges Plum’s perceptions of home, family and being female. As a 
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result, the physical suburban environment is less important to Plum now as she reflects on her 
relationships and family life. The end of her friendship with Maureen brings clarity and a new 
found maturity: ‘there’s something wrong with a grown-up who could be so nasty to a young 
girl’ (Hartnett 2009, p. 206). She embraces her changing body, forgives herself and in a 
growing confidence acknowledges that looking out through her window provides her with a 
‘portal to a world that was more potent than she imagined’ (p. 207). Plum turns back towards 
the family space and ‘all the practices of everyday life’ that she had previously eschewed: 
‘Later at the dinner table, she’d been more talkative than she had been for days. Mums and Fa 
had beamed like sunflowers’ (p. 207). 
The focus of her thoughts and conversation have shifted away from consumerism, her 
mother’s ‘dowdiness’, bland food and eclectic, antique furnishings, as Plum eats ‘her dinner 
with gusto’ (p. 207). The end of Plum’s short tumultuous summer journey brings a new self-
awareness and sensitivity, lacking before. Plum’s transformation suggests that her suburban 
space is a far more messy and complex environment than the planners of the nineteenth 
century concept city/suburb had envisaged. The growing influence of consumerism in the 
suburban landscape in the 1980s and Plum’s inability to connect with this because of her 
parents’ lack of interest or desire to move into the modern era, impact Plum in adverse 
ways. While women now have more agency in how they conduct their lives, revealing the 
fluidity of the environment, this does not mean that Plum behaves in a positive 
manner. Instead, her actions reveal a fluidity which at times exposes a darkness hidden 
beneath Hartnett’s outer suburb. She herself acknowledges this: ‘She’s been in black water, 
she’s almost been drowned; but she’s climbed back up the bank, stunned and gasping, and 
she’s safe now. Alive, and, though in pieces, still in one piece’. (p. 208) Plum’s thoughts turn 
to movies, the rain and how Fa will be catching drips with buckets. Whereas this once would 
have caused distress, it now fills her with a lovely feeling ‘making the world private’ (p. 
208). She begins to fashion her own path in this suburban landscape, discarding Maureen’s 
dress but sensibly keeping the diamond earrings; embracing her parents’ lack of modernity 
and accepting Cyder’s gift; sparing a thought for David, and accepting that it might be time to 
buy a bra. By the end of the novel she decides ‘while the outside world will be alien and 
perilous, but her home will be sanctuary’ (p. 173). However, Hartnett does not suggest that 
this will be a fixed or finished state: ‘When she next sheds her covering, Plum will be 
something different’ (Hartnett 2009, p. 205). In an ironic way the process of Plum’s journey 
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is a kind of move back to the future. Her story could be seen as a comment on the 
inescapability of the suburbs.   
Maureen 
Louise Johnson suggests that the type of modern suburban lifestyle coveted by Plum is often 
viewed by Marxist and feminist critics of suburbia as ‘expressing or enhancing middle class 
affluence, generating wasteful consumption or constraining in the aspirations of women’ 
(1993, p. 202). This certainly is the case for Maureen Wilks, who has embraced modernity 
and domestic consumerism and is keen on replicating the lifestyles that she sees in her home-
styling magazines. Maureen also equates modern consumerism with the promise of a better 
life–and in this case with her much younger neighbour, Justin Coyle. Indeed, her obsession 
with modernity has parallels with his growing dislike of her:  
‘I should have chosen the square face instead of the oval.’ She’s referring 
to the clock, which is still trilling prettily, liking the sound of its own 
voice. Justin doesn’t reply. If he’s shanghaied into one more conversation 
about the price, prospects and quandaries posed by yet another piece of tat 
he will, without question, be sick. (Hartnett 2009, p. 62)   
A bright woman, Maureen feels unfulfilled staying at home minding her four-year-old son 
David on a full time basis and is a woman out of step with her domestic environment. Her 
brick veneer home with its neat garden is derived from a design which catered for a colonial 
family’s needs during the early development of suburban Melbourne. To cope with the 
outdated patriarchal ‘rules’ of the planned suburb, Maureen adopts a strategy of hyper-
consumerism. By filling her home with modern furnishings, Maureen reflects the life that she 
aspires to live with Justin in the contemporary city of Berlin: it is a life without children, 
defined gender roles or suburban routines. It is a life taken straight from the pages of her 
lifestyle magazines: 
Everything in the (lounge) room matches–the smoked glass, the beige 
paintwork, the pain of Matisse framed in chrome–and accords with the 
currently vogue of middling classy (Hartnett 2009, p. 60).   
Maureen has embraced consumerism and through her glossy home-styling magazines she 
attempts to buy the lifestyle that she covets.  Yet it is a life devoid of the unruly banter and 
teasing enjoyed by the Coyle family. In this house, the lounge room is protected from the 
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outside world by a ‘gauzy curtain’ (p. 60). It is, Justin notes, ‘a flawless but not a restful 
room’ (p. 60), and he could just as easily be describing Maureen’s personality. Plum suggests 
that the older an object is, then the more Mums desires it, while Justin’s observations reveal 
how Maureen sits at the other end of the consumer spectrum: ‘in her relentless reaching for 
what’s fresh and new, she’s almost more youthful than he is’ (p. 61). Subsequently, this 
suburban space is not so neatly divided across the driveway sitting between the two families’ 
homes, and suggests a hidden messiness and restlessness beneath Maureen’s ordered 
exterior.  
What Maureen fails to see is that her obsession with all things modern is another form of 
suburban constraint and that she is no freer than her next door neighbour ‘Mums’, who is 
slave to her own form of consumerism, seeking out trash and treasures. To compensate, 
Maureen manages to insert into the staid environment various strategies and ‘transverse 
tactics’… ’which do not [always] obey the laws of the place’ (de Certeau 1988, p. 
108). Within the conventions of a traditional marriage, Maureen manages to perform 
numerous roles: wife to Bernie Wilks; the older sister Plum never had; the lover of Justin and 
the perfect mother to David. Maureen’s personality is as complex as her suburban space is 
bland; there is the homely Maureen making party food for David’s birthday, the secret 
smoker, the beautiful siren, attentive wife, lover, disengaged wife, disengaged mother, good 
neighbour and friend to Plum. Maureen manages to take control of most social situations, 
while still maintaining a distance (de Certeau 1988, p. xix). This is evident in her relationship 
with Plum. Plum, who is looking for a map, a way out of the confusion and drabness or 
‘constraining aspirations’ (de Certeau 1998, p. xvii) of her teenage life, meets Maureen who 
is also trying to find a way out of their suburb. Struggling with adolescence, fair-weather 
school friends and an older mother with whom she can’t connect, Plum is entranced by the 
glamorous and understanding woman who lives next door: 
Mrs Wilks is quite a beautiful woman, in an Ali McGraw, midday-movie 
kind of way. She is, perhaps, the same age as some of Plum’s teachers, 
which is oldish but not old. Her face has no creases, her skin is 
smooth. Her hair is long, lustrously dark and fashionably flicked. Her 
eyes, also dark, are also quite long, and heavy with green shadow. She 
wears a turquoise, ruffle-sleeved dress which has geometrical shapes 
printed across it. The material clings to her flat stomach and lean 
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thighs. For some reason Plum thinks of a word she’s only heard used 
about the weather:  sultry. (Hartnett 2009, p. 23) 
This is in stark contrast to Plum’s mother’s space, reticent personality and ‘dowdy’ 
appearance, suggesting a greater degree of fluidity operating around the ‘invisible’ rules 
governing the suburban space. But Maureen appears to be struggling with the role of ‘Angel 
in the home’. Plum can’t fathom the ‘thread of dissatisfaction that pulls through perfect 
worlds.  “You’re married,” she points out.  ‘”ou’re pretty’”. (p. 27) To which Maureen 
replies: ‘Things like that don’t make the difference, Plum. You’ll find out.’ (p. 27) 
Maureen is not, as Plum soon realises, the self-sacrificing mother Mums is. Maureen wears 
motherhood like one of her beautiful outfits, stepping in and out of the role depending on her 
audience. Like a caged animal, late at night she stalks the perimeters of her home, in her 
elegant pantsuit or fashionable maxi; she is pushing at the boundaries of her oppressive space 
and the restrictive ‘Angel’ role the public patriarchal order has imposed for so long. When 
Maureen squashes a gnat on her throat, ‘[her] searching fingers have crushed the midge into a 
paste, and the sight of the mess on the graceful throat is disturbing and somehow 
disappointing,’ for Plum, (Hartnett 2009, p. 86) though she is not quite sure why. This act is 
also at odds with Maureen’s carefully crafted image of a modern woman who is in charge of 
her destiny and image. In contrast to Plum’s traditional ‘Mums’, Maureen projects a perfect 
image, no matter the time of day or situation. And yet she is a contradiction in so many ways; 
while having an affair with Justin she appears to still enjoy her husband’s company: ‘The two 
of them sit on the lawn with glasses and red wine, and Maureen laughs loudly, warning Plum 
she’s not alone’ (p. 82). While encouraging Plum to engage in silly acts such as discarding 
her lunch, she also offers her pearls of wisdom: ‘Human beings change, who you are now, is 
not the person you’ll be in a few years’ (Hartnett 2009, p. 86).   
Plum’s superficial adoration of Maureen sees Maureen objectified like one of the precious 
objects in Plum’s hidden suitcase as both women enter into a strategic partnership as ‘sisters’ 
(p. 27). This sisterhood goes against all the traditional rules such a bond might bring, as 
Maureen and Plum form an alliance that will unwittingly bring out the worst in them, a 
hidden darkness not traditionally associated with women in the suburban environment. From 
the beginning, Maureen attempts to influence the socially awkward Plum and impose her 
dissatisfaction with suburban life on the girl by likening her, to the teen’s initial disgust, to 
Rapunzel. While Maureen spends her days strategically waiting for Justin to rescue her out of 
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her suburban prison, Plum dreams of taking herself out of the suburb. Therein lies the 
difference between these two: ‘If people aren’t happy with what they have’, she tries, ‘they 
should just change things, until they have what they want’ (p. 27) Plum advises the older 
woman.  ‘I just wish it were that simple, Plum-maybe it is, and I just haven’t realised’ replies 
Maureen. Gillian Rose (1993) has suggested ‘Space almost becomes like an enemy itself’ (p. 
143), particularly in relation to the domestic space. Maureen’s enemy is her domestic space, 
where she experiences a strong sense of confinement at both a physical level, performing and 
dressing for the male gaze (Rose 1993, p. 145), and at the psychological level. Maureen’s 
inability to remove herself from what she perceives to be an oppressive space is eventually 
resolved through her own operational schema involving tactics to subordinate Justin: ‘The 
best way is to be forthright from the start – to craft him into who she wants him to be while 
he is still blind, as men always go blind’ (Hartnett 2009, p. 167).  
Historically, there has been a sense of ‘method and order’ (Ashton 2008, p. 42) associated 
with the suburban domestic life along with a neatness of mind and spirit, all of which 
Hartnett challenges through the psychological thoughts, musings and actions of her 
characters. De Certeau argues that a tactic is the action of an individual who makes use of 
their time infiltrating strategies of the ‘proper’. Maureen Wilks’ cool exterior and ordered 
existence belies a state of mind which is beginning to slowly unravel as she realises that 
Justin, on whom she has pinned all her hopes of escape from the suburb, is beginning to 
retreat from her. Coolly she observes him as if he is her prey, as all her senses warn her of his 
changing heart; she freezes “‘alert to the slightest change in pressure’. Is something 
wrong?’”(p. 96): 
Maureen steps back, raising stringent eyebrows-she knows the effect is 
like brandishing knives.  If she had a knife she would aim him at him, not 
threateningly but enough to illustrate how close he’s come to hurting her 
feelings (Hartnett 2009, p. 96).  
Feminist geographers such as Gillian Rose (1993), Doreen Massey (1990) and Linda 
McDowell (1999) have written much about male perpetrators of domestic violence in the 
suburban home. In the Australian context, Louise Johnson has also shown how the suburban 
domestic space is a site of harm for many women and children. The actions of Plum and 
Maureen depict a lesser talked about form of violence and psychological abuse committed by 
females in the suburban home. Plum feels that she has been betrayed by Maureen’s having an 
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affair with Justin and rather than choose to remain ignorant, as another fourteen-year-old 
might, Plum is ‘hit with waves of shock that’ (p. 186) knock her down ‘tumbling her over, 
making it difficult to think’. She collects herself, planning her revenge against Maureen as 
her rage: ‘surges’ like a great wave ‘which will arrive in wrath and thunder’ (pp. 185-
6). Plum’s calculated strike at Maureen is delivered with a vindictiveness that astonishes the 
older woman:  
Justin said you’re a housewife with a husband and a baby, and what would 
he want with that?  I think he’d prefer someone newer, you 
know?  Somebody more like him. You’d be kind of second hand. Oh and 
that’s another thing: he said you’re too old. You’re not really old, but 
you’re too old for someone like him. I mean, you’re much older than him, 
aren’t you? So it would be stupid. You wouldn’t understand each 
other. You’d have nothing to talk about. Because Justin doesn’t care about 
the kinds of things you do… (Hartnett 2009, p. 202).   
Yet Maureen collects herself to deliver the final blow: 
The girl and woman face each other, Plum on the concrete porch and 
Maureen on the hardwearing mat, and their history of mutual loneliness 
skips through the moment and might once more have linked them, but 
Maureen says clearly, ‘Maybe your friends are right to hate you’ (Hartnett 
2009, p. 204). 
When her relationships with Justin and Plum are severed, Maureen behaves in a way which 
suggests that the fluidity of her space or ‘way of using the constraining order of the place’ (de 
Certeau 2003, p. 108) has impacted her with ‘dark consequences’ (de Certeau 2013, p. 108), 
not unusually associated with women in this outer suburban space. Gendered patterns of 
behaviour over territory, love and saving face are played out in this text by the female 
characters who display a range of emotions often associated with men. Instead of punishing 
Plum and Justin, Maureen takes out her grievances on David. Like the vengeful Medea in 
Euripedes’ Greek tragedy who is spurned by Jason, Maureen commits the most heinous of 
crimes by putting herself above her child. Whether she actually murders the young boy or not 
is left open-ended for the reader. The ensuing monologue suggests that something has broken 
in Maureen in much the same way that Cyder notices that something is amiss about his 
family:  
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Routes close, options shrivel, and it all happens without fanfare, simply 
day following–until, suddenly, life is no longer pliable, and becomes like a 
frieze on a nursery wall, the same thing over and over. Maureen had not 
realised, and now she’s paying for her ignorance. Her fault is that she’d 
thought life was fairer, more generous, less rigid, that’s all: ‘Where’s 
Daddy?’ Asks the boy; ‘Shush,’ says Maureen. She’s made of glass 
tonight–a very thin glass forced to contain a substance as repugnant as 
tar (Hartnett 2009, p. 212). 
Mums 
Hartnett is more restrained in depicting Mums as the modern housewife caught up in 
modernity and consumerism as depicted by Judy Giles (2004). While there is no doubt that 
she is a keen collector of goods for her home, most are purchased on her terms, which means 
that she strategically bypasses the relationship between the female consumer and 
advertisers. This involves trawling the second hand shop with Fa, finding objects based upon 
their quirkiness or usefulness. Mums does not appear concerned by the concept that she is 
expected to create an ‘ideal’ home. By eschewing the desire for social status based upon 
material objects and modern domesticity, Mums shows that some women ‘cannot be bought 
with money and commodities’ (Giles 2004, p. 126). Mums may appear to lack a sense of self-
awareness in her domestic space, but Soja reminds us that space is never ‘an empty void’ 
(Soja 2010, p. 19), and he further points out that ‘attempts to make changes in our existing 
spatial configurations … do not express innocent or universally held objectives’ (Soja 2010, 
p. 19). Instead, Mums has created a domestic environment which challenges traditionally-
held assumptions around gender roles within the home. This environment provides a stable, 
nurturing environment for her children and her husband and suggests a traditional idea of 
family embedded within a modern suburban environment. The furniture and bric-a-brac hark 
back to an earlier period of Australian home-life and her rural heritage.   
The Coyle home might be situated in a suburb of brick and tile but the house itself belongs to 
another era. For example, the Coyle’s dinner table is ‘a lengthy slab of wood over which 
drunken friars might have drooled inside murky taverns’ (p. 3), and it does not really conjure 
a specifically feminine, traditional or modern space in outer suburban Melbourne. Mums has 
colonised the house so that it resembles an old person’s place without any obvious rules 
governing the inside furnishings. The house is populated by objects found at flea markets and 
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gathered with no particular thought to colour, function or style. Mums and Fa’s fascination 
with old objects only increases Plum’s fascination with modern and new interiors:  
Nothing in the house is new:  indeed, the more elderly an object, the more 
Mums and Fa must possess it. On weekends they trawl antique shops, 
returning with chairs and statues and complicated wooden boxes (Hartnett 
2009, p. 3). 
Even Mums’s taste in music harks back to another era. But what is more revealing is how 
Mums chooses to keep to herself her pleasure of listening to records and for reasons not 
revealed to Plum and the family: ‘Plum will never ask her mother what she thinks about when 
she’s alone in the house and it’s raining, those cold afternoons when Plum arrives home to 
find Elvis gazing up from record sleeves shuffled over the floor’ (p. 8). By keeping some 
things to herself, perhaps Mums manages to offset the dark fluidity experienced by Plum and 
Maureen. Because she manages to avoid the trap of modern consumerism and arbitrarily 
performing the role of the ‘Angel in the home’ does not mean that Mums is happy and living 
without a sense of the underlying darkness experienced by Maureen and Plum. Hers is a more 
controlled and practical approach to living in her outer suburban environment in Melbourne; 
but there is, as Cyder discovers, a sense of wanting more:  
He’s always thought that Mums could have lived happily without her 
offspring-there are many things she’s interested in besides them.  She is 
what Cyder is, a distant heart, and her children and husband are things she 
chooses to tolerate, like rare parrots nesting in the chimney.  When the boy 
looks at Mums, however, Cyder feels something strike in her-something 
too hot and too tender, a thing that makes his mother look away.  Wishing, 
Cyder sees.  And in his tightly stoned state he has a profound realisation: 
Everyone in his family is sad.  Mums and Fa, living lives that never 
managed to rise above the ordinary. (Hartnett  2009, p. 98) 
As children born at the end of the Great Depression, Plum’s parents would have been 
strongly influenced by the desire to recycle and re-use. Populated with second-hand bits and 
pieces, the Coyle home reflects Plum’s parent’s eclectic interest in objects chosen for their 
relationship to the past and functionality over newness or style, thus demonstrating their 
reluctance to enter the modern age: ‘the staircase down which Plum runs is gloomy with 
pastoral paintings, hazardous with piled books’ (p. 3). Two ‘ungiving pews salvaged from a 
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church’ (p. 3) sit either side of the dining table. Plum’s disgust at her imperfect teenage body 
extends to the interior of her home so that she is too embarrassed to invite friends around for 
visits: ‘they won’t have their own separate chair, [it is] rude to expect anyone to use ivory-
handled cutlery to eat from crazed china plates at a table that should have been torched’ (p. 
4).   
The Coyles’ reticence to embrace the interior of the suburban house as an artefact of modern 
consumerism suggests that they attribute greater value to interpersonal relationships. This is 
evident through the family’s dynamics, which are in stark contrast to those of their next door 
neighbour, Maureen Wilks, who has a home in which: 
everything matches–the smoked glass, the beige paintwork, the pair of 
Matisses framed in chrome–and accords with the current vogue of the 
middling classy. The lounge suite is upholstered in white leather, and 
reminds Justin of ice-cream. The carpet is equally colourless, the enemy of 
shoes (Hartnett 2009, p. 60).   
Mums engages with her suburban environment in a practical manner and at times appears to 
perform her duties devoid of emotion or sentiment. Hartnett does not provide any insight into 
Mums’ inner thoughts or musings, as she did for the other characters. 
Whereas Plum and Maureen react with emotional intensity necessary to their circumstances, 
Mums is practical and stoic. We learn about her through her children’s observations and how 
they respond to others. For example, in Hartnett’s outer 1980s Melbourne, the concept that 
neighbours may become a substitute for extended family or provide a tightly knit community 
replicating a village environment seems absurd, especially since the only neighbourly 
engagement between the Wilks and Coyle families is undermined by lies and deceit. This is 
evident in several conversations between the Coyle children about the Wilks family and how 
they, having lived next door to the Coyles for ‘only a few years’ (p. 16), remain strangers.  
Yet this lack of connectedness is, in, many ways at the heart of the Coyle family because 
Mums has not fully managed to develop close maternal ties with her children. After the 
birthday disaster, Cyder watches his mother swing into action:  
She’d stood on the lawn up-ending bags and boxes, shaking their contents 
to the ground. Frozen pies and sausage rolls had bounced away. His 
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mother had crushed the empty boxes with her feet, and stood for a time 
staring at nothing (Hartnett 2009, p. 154). 
Noticing Cyder watching, “She had waved a hand at the strewn bounty, looked helplessly 
across at him. ‘What else could I do?’ … Cyder had answered. We are incapable of doing 
anything more than this’” (Hartnett 2009, p. 154). Cyder ruminates over what has happened 
to Plum, deciding that his family and perhaps Mums most of all, is to blame: ‘We, who 
cannot help her, as if she’s made of stone, like us.  Something other than just a child’.  
(Hartnett 2009, p. 157) But Mums seems incapable of doing more. It is as though the suburb 
has a hold over its inhabitants and that there are invisible rules around gender that are 
inevitably inescapable. Mums, who may have harboured the same dreams as Plum once did 
to travel, move away and have a life of her own, is well aware of the disappointment that 
reality brings to the dreams of a teenage girl. 
The male characters in Sonya Hartnett’s Butterfly 
The male characters in Butterfly engage with their suburban spaces and the material objects 
within those spaces in quite different ways from the female characters. However, there is still 
an underlying yearning for something other than the suburban lifestyle lived by Fa Coyle and 
his sons. Each in his own way deviates from the notion of the “‘ideal’ man as an efficient 
wage-working husband providing for a nuclear family’ (Evans and Saunders 1992, p. 
100). Although traditionally considered to be adult men and old enough to have their own 
families, Cyder is a student still living at home and Justin works part time in a bottle-
shop. Fa, who is the head of the house, has probably the least to say at meal times and on the 
running of the family. Superficially each of the men appears to derive a certain amount of 
satisfaction from their suburban existence; they all appear to enjoy good relationships 
between themselves and the other family members. Each of the male characters places 
importance on a physical space to which he retreats, more so than on finding solace or 
comfort in material objects and consumerism. For example, Fa has his den, Cyder his 
bungalow and Justin has the driveway where he tinkers with his car. That does not mean that 
they are happier or more content than the women are in outer suburban Melbourne. They still 
have their own disappointments but their responses to these tend to be more hidden and not 
vocalised between each other. For example, Plum and Maureen discuss their dissatisfactions 
with life in depth, while Mums, who is at times quite blunt, reveals her disappointment by 
dismissing Plum with a ‘poo’ or through a disapproving facial expression. But the men are 
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not fighting boredom or loneliness within the home in the same way that the female 
characters are. They tend to sit on the periphery of the very vocal and visible relationships 
that the women have with their domestic spaces.   
Between the three men there is an undercurrent of love and respect and unlike the male 
characters in The Slap, at times there is a noticeable lack of competiveness between 
them. This does not suggest the men escape the social and economic changes which are 
impacting the suburbs. Instead, each male in the Coyle household has managed to insert his 
own ‘strategy’ or ‘tactic’ (de Certeau 1988, p. xix) into the ‘everyday practices’ (de Certeau 
1988, p. xix) of his suburban environment: Cyder watches over his family and in particular, 
Plum, from the distance of his (dark cave) bungalow; Justin has inserted another more 
satisfying domestic routine into the superficial one he plays as a son and brother.  This is 
done through tactics which see him cuckolding his neighbour, Bernie Wilks; and Fa’s 
strategy has been to retreat into a type of fog or melancholic state from which he sporadically 
responds to his family. As a result, the sense of a dark fluidity which extends to the male 
members of the Coyle household is more subdued and nuanced through opportunistic tactics 
and long term strategies than the more extreme and overt actions expressed by the female 
characters in the novel.  
The eldest son, Cyder Coyle, is a ‘typical’ university student; he smokes a bit of weed, is a 
moody loner and someone who does not suffer fools easily. He is detached physically and 
emotionally from his suburban surrounds, occupying a space away from the family in a 
bungalow at the bottom of the backyard between the planned house of his parents and the 
overgrown backyard of ‘tangled briar and thoughtlessly planted trees’ (p. 56). This non-
suburban habitat where he can shake off normality with his organically grown drugs moving 
‘oilishly through his system’ (p. 56), suits him. His space is neither masculine nor feminine; 
nor is it suburban:  
From floor to ceiling, one wall of the bungalow is glass. The glass is 
divided into the rectangles of fish tanks that stand on a grid of steel 
shelves. The tanks are lit by white fluorescence that gleams off the gravel 
and emanates a foggy glow. The sea-sound comes from the relentless 
filtering of water through canisters packed with wool and charcoal; 
thrumming pumps force a trillion bubbles through the water, so the 
aquariums are as vibrant as bloodstreams (Hartnett 2009, p. 115). 
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Cyder’s space appears to be more suited to wildlife and nature than humans and he himself is 
described as ‘a hawk whistled down from the sky’ and his friends ‘as languid as the fish’ (p. 
5) in his aquarium. Cyder does not engage with the suburban routine of his father yet; he ‘like 
Mums, is a collector.’ (p. 115). However, he does not have the same relationship to material 
objects that his parents or Plum does. His bungalow of fish ‘is one of Plum’s favourite 
places’ (p. 115) and yet ‘she wonders what these animals mean to Cyder’ (p. 116). There is a 
‘neon goby’, and Plum’s favourite; the ‘night-blue jewelfish’, ‘which is a fighter not a lover’ 
(p. 117); but his favourite is the ‘shovel-nosed catfish’ (p. 117) because he tells Plum: ‘Well, 
think. It’s timeless’ (p. 117). Despite its organic smell and ‘lulling sound’ (p. 116), there is 
something mysterious and unknowable to Plum about the aquarium where the fish tend to 
ceaselessly patrol: ‘occasionally there’s action, a fish jolted by hair-trigger energy; then a 
chase might erupt … before harmony returns just as suddenly, bestowing immediate calm’ (p. 
116). There is something protean and womb-like about Cyder’s space, which draws Plum in 
and makes her want to talk to Cyder more freely than to any other member of her family.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
What his fish mean to Cyder is nothing compared to the love he feels for Plum. Cyder knows 
the value of his love, present since the day she was born. Cyder is the watcher of the fish, his 
family and their secret lives: ‘But what he has also learned after years of living amid such 
glory is something that seems ugly–that it’s easier not to get involved’ (p. 120). He also 
knows that his family is flawed, Justin is not in love (p. 62), and his sister will never be 
anything beyond ‘usual’ (p. 57). Perhaps the worst revelation is that ‘Everyone in his family 
is sad’ (p. 98). So when Cyder decides to sell his fish and buy Plum the coveted television, 
and Justin asks: “‘Won’t you miss them?’ he replies without looking up: ‘Nothing’s 
irreplaceable’” (p. 187). People, not a house, material objects or the everyday routine of his 
father matter to Cyder, who is an enigma to his family. Into this suburban space of his family 
he has managed to insert his own version of reality. There is something otherworldly about 
Cyder, this ‘pale wraith’ (p. 115) and his fish that fascinates Plum: ‘she can’t understand 
what he thinks’. … ‘It occurs to her that she lives in a house with people she knows only 
from the outside. That everything she thinks she knows about them has been a guess.’ (p. 
117).   
The bungalow is Cyder’s dark place where he is at ease within this ‘electronically-powered 
womb’ (p. 116); the rules which apply to his father’s house are suspended here. Plum sees it 
as a ‘complicated, intriguing room’ (p. 115); it is not filled with Mums’ treasures, Plum’s 
unhappiness, Justin’s indifference or his Father’s melancholy. Cyder’s space is far removed 
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from the concept city, feminine consumerism and domestic modernity, for it represents a life 
as real and messy as that of his family, but rather than try to tame it, he accepts it for what it 
is.   
Justin 
Alternatively, in his tinkering on the car and working in the bottle shop, Justin’s relationship 
to his suburban environment is closely aligned to traditional domestic patterns of behaviour 
such as that of his father. Unlike Cyder, Justin has ‘bumped through life like a brightly 
colored ball–laughing, disorganised, free-wheeling, easily pleased.  Sweet natured, he almost 
always meets sweetness in return’ (p. 64). Justin is adored by Plum, who thinks that he ought 
to be a rock star: 
Rangy as a tall ship, handsome as a prince’s portrait, a power of aliveness 
radiates from Justin the way light beams away from the stars. To Plum he 
is without flaw, a kind of sun-king (Hartnett 2012, p. 4). 
Through his personality, he exudes a take-it or leave-it approach to life. Lying on his bed 
with the blinds down, wearing his father’s old trousers, this casualness is evident in 
conversation with Cyder:  
He doesn’t come often into Justin’s room, this attic-space of maleness and 
dog-eared car manuals, its walls hung with glum oil paintings that Justin 
didn’t choose; but when he does, Cyder makes a beeline for the single 
curiosity. On the chest of drawers is a shallow bowl that has a rotating 
base. The interior of the bowl is divided into six compartments, each with 
its own flip-top lid. … Justin says ‘Just have it. Take it.’ 
‘I don’t want to.’ 
‘Well I don’t need it. I don’t even know how it got here.’  
Yet Cyder, who has more insight into his family members than they themselves do, warns 
Justin: ‘If I take it, you’ll have nothing. Nothing except that cat outside the wall’ (Hartnett, 
2009, p. 69). 
Justin Coyle’s masculinity is the masculinity that is most closely aligned with traditional 
suburban ideals of white middle class males in outer Melbourne during the 1980s. But Justin 
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has created a secret make-believe life with Maureen Wilkes, ‘the cat’ referred to by Cyder 
and accessing this artificial domestic arrangement is as easy as walking next door. But lately, 
there is a darkness ‘that’s never shaded his existence before’ (p. 64). The ‘brightly coloured 
ball’ (p. 64) has bumped up against real life as Justin perverts the rules of his domestic 
environment through this affair with Maureen. In doing so, Justin strategically inserts another 
suburban lifestyle into the routine of his first: ‘dressing for work he’s not rostered to do, 
inventing the details of afternoons spent playing pool, learning another man’s routine, 
memorising the sound of a particular car’ (p. 63). While he carves out a creative approach to 
suburban living, it is a darkly subversive and distorted vision of domesticity, for it is only 
accomplished through ‘subterfuge’ (p. 63). The losers in this alternative arrangement are 
Maureen and David, who have no escape from their suburban existence without Justin. But 
he is able to shrug off playing this traditional ‘role’ by walking next door and back into his 
official life. Justin, we learn, ‘is not like Cyder, brilliant and tightly-wound’ (p. 64). In 
contrast to Cyder’s respect for timelessness, Justin’s relationship with Maureen carries an air 
of impermanence. More disturbing than that, he treats Maureen as if she is the latest 
commodity in this growing obsession with a 1980s consumer society. Justin is happy to cast 
her aside when the risk of her ‘darkness’ … ‘in his life’ threatens to spread through his 
connection to her (p. 64). While he was in love with her, he now finds himself thinking of her 
as one might remember a used favourite toy; her dreams of a life with him are ‘only words, 
nothing will happen, he is quite safe’ (p. 102). He might be safe within this make-believe 
world, but Justin’s transgressions against the laws of the suburb are beyond his control and 
imagination. He may think that he has missed the dark consequences of leading this double 
life, but that does not mean that there aren’t any.   
Fa 
Unlike his younger son, Fa Coyle is living the suburban life as a reliable breadwinner, 
faithful husband and patient father adhering to the suburban script around which his house 
was designed. He is a man who appears to enjoy genuine affection with his children, which is 
evident during the Coyle evening meal. We see this when Justin turns to him ‘gladly’ (p. 4) 
as he enters the room, and begins to converse with his father about the cricket scores. Much 
like his secretive son Cyder, Fa is a quiet, self-composed man who, we learn, travels by tram 
to work each day (p. 7). However, Fa’s self-composure belies a dark fluidity of emotions 
simmering below the surface. Fa’s strategy (de Certeau) in this suburban environment is to be 
the nurturing parent and maintain equilibrium within the family space. 
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Discussing the cricket with Justin, Fa ‘reflects dreamily’ on the dismissal of Imran Khan by 
Chappell (p. 6) before coming ‘alive’ (p. 6) to ask, ‘How’s the car?’ (p. 6). Justin responds 
with an innocuous comment: ‘The starter motor is soon to kaput’ (p. 6). Fa’s response, 
although non-verbal, suggests he is detached somewhat from his environment as he ‘frowns 
with sympathy or possibly confusion’ (p. 6).  Later, it becomes obvious that Plum has also 
picked up on this ‘obscuring fog of softness’ around her father (p. 7). It is one that she is 
‘wary of disturbing with truths that aren’t good’ (p. 7).  Fa is, on appearance, living an 
ordered existence in the suburbs in keeping with the early nineteenth century ideal. He owns 
his own house where he lives with his wife and three children:   
he works with numbers, prefers his eggs cooked through, has a plate in his 
ankle from a boyhood broken bone [and] he catches a tram at ten past 
eight each weekday morning, taking a seat where he can see the tram’s 
wide door slipped open and closed by the grade of the road (Hartnett 2009, 
p. 7). 
When Plum asks why he watches the tram door, she expects an equally suburban answer 
about ‘mathematics or time’ (p. 7). Fa unexpectedly terrifies his daughter as hints of his inner 
turmoil slip through with his response: ‘It rests me’ (p. 7). Yet Fa Coyle appears to be 
maintaining a façade of contentment at the cost of individual happiness, as, for example, he is 
willing to accompany Mums to Church and seems confused when Plum states that she will 
not be attending anymore:  
‘What’s made you stop believing in God, Plummo?’ Plum’s head 
pivots.  There is no overhead lamp and the table is lit only by what light 
vaults the kitchen counter, so Fa sits in the shadows.  ‘I never did’. 
(Hartnett 2009, p. 10) 
Hovering around the outskirts of family conversation, Fa’s identity is enmeshed with the 
daily life of the Coyle family and his interests are merely an ad hoc extension of those of his 
family. Without an avocation of his own, weekends are spent at church or ‘trawling antique 
shops’ (p. 3) with Mums, as the other Coyle family members enjoy individual hobbies 
constructed around a ‘private’ life within the home: Justin tinkers with his car, Cyder has his 
aquarium, while Plum’s teen interests are displayed on her bedroom walls and a case of 
hidden treasures rests under her bed. Mums has colonised the house with her collection of 
‘chairs and statues and complicated wooden boxes’ (p. 3) although Fa, it emerges during the 
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evening meal, is lacking when it comes to handy skills for jobs around the home and suffers 
under Mums’ mirth when he offers to build ‘shelves in the kitchen to accommodate [her] 
collection of jelly moulds’ … “‘Trouble is, [she says] ‘you’re not a builder. Everything you 
build falls down.’” (p. 9)   
Fa’s den from which he emerges ‘half asleep’ in the opening pages of the novel, appears to be 
an extension of his mind and the ‘fog’ of his existence. Interestingly, it is Fa who emerges 
from the shadows to provide comfort, conversation or smooth the waters between the other 
family members. His ‘fog’ raises a question around his style of parenting and how much of it 
is a natural ability and how much could be attributed to Fa trying to live up to outdated 
expectations of men. Fa is unlike Vic in TTWHT, who withdraws emotionally from parenting 
and eventually the family home to move interstate, Harry in The Slap who taints the family 
space with domestic violence and an extra-marital affair, and Bernie Wilkes who lives next 
door to the Coyles and leaves most of the parenting to Maureen. Fa breaks from ‘traditional’ 
fathering styles by being present and nurturing towards Plum whom he calls affectionately 
‘Plummy’ (p. 5) or ‘Plummo’ (p. 9). Some of the more tender moments between any of the 
Coyle family members are those which occur between father and daughter. It is Fa who 
brings her breakfast in bed on Saturday mornings:  
When Fa brings her sweet tea, unstrained, so she can drink the leaves, 
thick toast, unsliced and heavily buttered, all tumors excised from the 
strawberry jam – she says, ‘Thanks very much Fa,’ with such feeling that 
he is stopped in his tracks. ‘That’s all right Plummy, he says’. (Hartnett 
2009, p. 31) 
The actions of Plum’s brothers also suggest a disquiet which is played out through reckless 
behaviour normally considered out of place in this environment. In this dark fluid space, 
Hartnett’s characters distort society’s expectations of what would be considered as ‘normal’ 
suburban behaviour through a series of tactics and strategies.   
Conclusion 
In his essay, ‘Walking In The City’, de Certeau reminds us how ‘the everyday has a 
strangeness that does not surface, or whose surface is only its upper limit, outlining itself 
against the visible’ (2008, p. 151). In the middle Melbourne suburb of Butterfly, life is 
presented as already scripted for its inhabitants, even before they are born. This does not 
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mean that they don’t find a way to protest against their circumstances. In Butterfly the 
characters employ tactics and strategies to rewrite the script from within.  In the inner suburbs 
of The Slap and the outer suburbs of TTWHT and BPFABWC, the characters have more 
freedom to move or leave the space where they live. In Butterfly, this does not seem a 
possibility and so the characters devise their ways of disrupting the ‘script’. When there is a 
clash of ideals, then conflict within the family home arises. For some, this means behaving in 
a way that suggests there is a dark fluidity lurking beneath the surface. Each of the characters 
has been analysed individually, because through their actions we see what this middle 
suburban space reveals. Louise Johnson writes that suburban space, while it is an artificial 
space, is also a space ‘which allows the subversion of dominant social relations’ (Johnson 
1993, p. 208). Unfortunately for David, his mother’s subversive attitude towards the role of 
the Angel in the house and her long term strategy to escape it, tap into the darkest aspect of 
motherhood–infanticide. While it is not overtly stated as such, there is an implied finality in 
the closing moments of the novel. It is the most deceitful tactic of all, so hidden that we are 
left questioning how and why it was done: 
If she had the means to make things different for him, for herself, for her 
husband, for Justin, and even for that girl, then nothing would remain as it 
is. It strikes Maureen as a noble thing to wish for, the power to make 
everything endurable (Haartnett 2009, p. 214). 
and 
Her hand is weighing like a white-sea creature across the boy’s face.  
‘Shh,’ she says, needing to quiet him because in this moment she craves 
silence: a light which is almost celestial has begun to burn in her mind. … 
Deafened by light, she hardly notices that her son is still; in this cold room 
(Hartnett 2009, p. 215) 
In this final scene there is nothing maternal about Maureen; home is not her place in the 
suburbs and nor does the suburb represent a safe and nurturing space for David. It is David 
Wilks, not Plum Coyle, who in the end joins the mythical long line of lost children in 
Australian history. This time the loss occurs within the most sacred space of the concept city, 
the home. The increase in private space and increased industrialisation of the production of 
domestic space within the Melbourne home has parallels to a growing sense of isolation for 
both men and women in the outer suburbs and children like David. Maureen Wilks is faced 
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with a decreasing sense of mobility within the suburban space as practices of everyday life 
have become segmented into the daily routines of the inhabitants. Household tasks are 
associated not only with specific genders but also with particular days–taking out the garbage 
on Sunday, or watching a specific TV show on Wednesday. This regimented 
compartmentalising of the suburban environment spills over to the outside space as 
well. Once considered to be fluid, boundaries such as the driveway have become important 
markers in the control and management of neighbourly relations and in Plum’s mind it is only 
death which occasionally disrupts the monotony of the suburb: ‘Once in a bluish moon, an 
ambulance pulls up outside one of the houses; generally however, the neighbourhood is a 
place of non-event’ (p. 50). It is also a suburb where the inhabitants such as Bernie Wilks, 
Maureen’s husban, are suited to a carefully planned existence. He is, notes Plum: “The kind 
of man who says:  ‘Another week gone’ when you meet him putting out the rubbish bins” (p. 
49). While the boundaries within the concept suburb have become more restrictive, there is 
also the potential for a dark fluidity to emerge.  From the next decade, the 1990s and 
onwards, fictional representations of Melbourne’s suburbs begin to reveal a shift around the 
roles of men and women within the suburban environment. The inner suburbs in particular 
reveal a more fluid environment for working women, non-heterosexual couples and non-
Anglo-Australian families. The next chapter, The Slap, will discuss the changing roles of men 
and women and the concept of “super diversity” in terms of the inner suburbs and migrant 
families.  
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Chapter 6 The Slap  
Introduction 
In the previous two chapters, the fictional representations of Melbourne suburbia have 
primarily focused on narratives which feature Anglo-Australian families. Both novels re-visit 
historical periods of suburban life from the 1970s and the 1980s. TTWHT and Butterfly 
feature a time when the suburban home was organised around the external labour of men and 
the domestic labour of women. The home reflects the women’s decorating styles in both 
these novels. But even more, this was their workplace. Rita’s home was a monument to her 
idea of good taste and modernity while Plum’s mother favoured recycled furniture and 
treasure shop finds. Despite their different tastes in styling, both women were restricted to the 
home and were expected to perform unpaid labour as a result of historical gender 
stereotyping. Both novels close on a note of uncertainty, suggesting change for both male and 
female roles. In contrast, by the early 2000’s Tsiolkas’ novel features a completely different 
portrait of suburban life. Christos Tsiolkas’s novel The Slap (2008) is about a family 
barbeque that goes horribly wrong when a child is slapped by another parent who is unrelated 
to him. The fortieth birthday barbeque for Hector takes place in the inner suburb of Northcote 
and is attended by an intergenerational and ethnically super diverse mix of family and 
friends. After the fallout at the barbeque, Tsiolkas details the characters’ attempts to continue 
with life as it was before the slap occurred, although it becomes evident during the novel that 
relationships and friendships have been irreversibly fractured in some way. There are many 
contemporary issues raised in The Slap as the narrative rewrites a diverse range of suburban 
roles for men and women, different ways of parenting, intercultural conflict, rising class 
divisions in Australian society and the impact of increased economic prosperity on families 
and individuals within the social space. Moreover, in this portrayal there is a critical 
engagement with the Anglo-Australian identity and a displacement of it from its centrality 
within Australian culture.   
This chapter will argue that Melbourne at the beginning of the 21st century is revealed as a 
complicated and disruptive site of ‘super diversity’ (Vertovec 2007).). This is evident through 
the socio-cultural patterns of life depicted in the narrative spaces of the novel. A reading of 
The Slap through the lens of super diversity originates from the work of multilingualism 
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scholars Farzad Sharifian and Simon Musgrave, who argue that modern Melbourne (2013, p. 
364) lends itself to the concept of ‘super diversity’. Super diversity is originally drawn from 
the work of British transnational anthropologist Steven Vertovec (2007) who suggests that: 
‘such a condition is distinguished  by a dynamic interplay of variables among an increased 
number of new, small and scattered, multiple-origin, transnationally connected, socio-
economically differentiated and legally stratified immigrants’ (1024).   This chapter begins 
with a literature review of critical works written on The Slap. Principally, the works of 
Mandy Treagus on ‘queering the mainstream’ (2012), Neena Sachdev and ‘the Figure of the 
Boy’ (2005), Glyn Davis and the success of multiculturalism (2012), Peter Mathews through 
a framework of Foucault (2012), and Lucy Hopkin on the ethics of parenting (2012) are 
discussed.   
 
Critical approaches to The Slap 
The title, The Slap, becomes an analogy for an event that occurs in each of the characters’ 
lives. The term ‘slap’ means different things in different contexts. It may mean a rude 
awakening, which is a metaphorical slap; a wakeup call in the shape of a warning; a 
congratulatory slap; a light tap, which is a reprimanding slap; or it can be done physically 
with an open flat or cupped hand; a slap can be verbal … its meanings are diverse (The Free 
Dictionary.com). The complexity captured in these diverse meanings of the word has been 
discussed by a number of critics (including Tsiolkas himself). Modern day families in their 
many guises also provide a rich source of analysis for critical scrutiny and gathering 
information from which to challenge assumptions about the ‘traditional’ nuclear Australian 
family (Davis, 2012; Tsiolkas cited in Moneypenny and Case, 2008). Some critics focus on 
the parenting issues that clearly emerge as significant in the narrative. Lucy Hopkin engages 
with the politics of parenting and the ethics of parental borders in protecting children from 
the adult world through a focus on the contentious relationship between Rosie and her son 
Hugo (2012). Radical ethics and particularly ethics around the abject in relation to ‘the Figure 
of the Boy’ are examined in Neena Sachdev’s article on both The Slap and an earlier Tsiolkas 
novel, Dead Europe (2005). Sachdev writes of the importance of the radical artist in exposing 
the often hidden abject or ‘unspeakable elements in individual and social life’ (2010) such as 
sexuality and the young male. Peter Mathews also discusses sexuality and discipline in The 
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Slap through a framework of Foucault (2012), focusing on the body and how discipline is 
applied ‘especially through his motif of sexuality’ (Mathews 2012, p. 211).   
Expanding on the theme of sexuality, Mandy Treagus (2012) sees the novel as queering the 
space of mainstream Anglo Australia; although queer in this context means to broaden, 
among other things, perceptions of nationhood and culture: 
In line with Tsiolkas’s queer politics of rejecting binaries and essentialist 
positions, The Slap tracks individuals’ ethnicities and the material effects 
that flow from them, but resists locking identity into racial or ethnic 
origins (2012, p. 3).   
Furthermore, Treagus acknowledges how ‘identities shift and align in unsuspecting ways 
while still reflecting these wider factors and currents such as class and migration patterns’ (p. 
3). They do this, she argues, by challenging a number of ‘vectors’ such as class, ethnicity and 
race (2012, p. 1), and how they are depicted in contemporary inner suburban life. 
Commenting on Tsiolkas’s ongoing theme of mapping Melbourne, she also sees his work as 
a form of ‘mapbreaking’ of fixed identities. His first novel, Loaded (1995), was primarily 
preoccupied with sexuality and ethnicity in its mapping of Melbourne. The Slap also maps 
class, ethnicity and social positions through the inner suburbs of Melbourne towards the end 
of the Howard era, but with greater emphasis now on the ‘super diversity’ (Vertovec, 2007 
cited in Sharifian and Musgrave 2013, p. 364). Mandy Treagus sees much of the conflict in 
The Slap as arising from ‘the real difficulties experienced in being in a society mixed by a 
multiplicity of identifications’ (2012, p. 3). Heterosexual love and coupledom in its ‘most 
recognisable institutional form, marriage’ is discussed by Anna Poletti and Ali Alizadeh in 
terms of the aspirational multi-cultural middle class in The Slap. Their article ‘The Dream of 
Love in Tsiolkas’s The Slap’ (2014) focuses on the marriage of Hector and Aisha from two 
theoretical perspectives. For Australian literary critic and writer, Andrew McCann, Tsiolkas’ 
novel The Slap is a social novel which ‘develops a cultural politics much more ambivalent 
and complex than the [progressive] discourse around it suggest’ (McCann quoted  in 
Alizadeh 2015:3) Alizadeh’s premise is that ‘Australian writers like me-those who identify 
themselves as politically engaged, and who are identified as originating from a marginal or 
non-mainstream political, social or other position – [are] as greatly affected by what I’d refer 
to as the Tsiolkas Position. …’ (2015, p.1). The Tsiolkas Position is a paradox with Tsiolkas’ 
early works that were known for their “excessive transgressions, shocking brutality and overt 
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offensiveness” (Alizadeh, p. 2) and his last two novels as ‘agreeable and reader-friendly 
morality tales’ (p. 6). The work of Tsiolkas is discussed by both academics in terms of 
theoretical positions which take precedence above place and the suburban setting of 
Melbourne. Therefore this project’s reading of The Slap through the lens of super diversity is 
a timely update to Melbourne’s well-known multicultural suburban landscape. Rather than 
being seen as adjunct to a dominant Anglo-Australian population, Tsiolkas’s super diverse 
suburbs and the people who inhabit them are depicted as ‘mainstream’ Melbourne. 
In this text, Christos Tsiolkas reveals the competing layers of complexity around multi-
sociological patterns of class, ethnicity, sexuality and family life within the unique ‘local 
energies’ (inner and outer city suburbs) of the ‘hidden city’ (de Certeau) of Melbourne. Each 
of the suburbs can be identified as having its own unique culture or cultures. For example, 
some, such as Fitzroy, the first established suburb of Melbourne, has layers of history relating 
back to pre-settlement and the Aboriginal people of the Wurundjeri tribe (The Aboriginal 
History of Yarra). In The Slap, part of the focus is on Anglo-Australian Fitzroy residents 
Rosie and Gary and their son Hugo, whose story is central to the narrative.   
Challenging the monolingual and multicultural mindset 
The narrative focusses in on the ‘practices of everyday life’ (de Certeau) in the suburbs 
occurring between the characters whose ‘multiple identifications’ (Treagus 2012, p. 3) 
challenge, in their own way, the overarching rubric of the concept city (de Certeau) of 
Melbourne. What the novel reveals is a complexity of space which has been realised through 
a shift from a perception of Melbourne as a monolingual and monocultural environment or 
‘monolingual mindset’ (Sharifian and Musgrave 2013, p. 365). Within these local energies 
there is also a dismantling of the concept city ideals such as the traditional family unit, 
parenting and gender roles that we see as foundational (if fragmenting) concepts in the novels 
discussed earlier, The Time We Have Taken and Butterfly. Through the perspectives of non-
Anglo characters and a new generation of Anglo-Australians, Australian suburban life as it is 
promoted at the concept city level is also critiqued from the perspective of those who inhabit 
the hidden city and its suburbs. Mandy Treagus observes that The Slap opens with the 
barbeque: ‘But it is no longer an Anglo-Celtic preserve; in fact the Anglo-Celts are a minority 
in this version of the Australian dream’ (p. 4). The village has taken over the backyard, but 
now it is populated with competing local energies from across Melbourne’s suburbs and is a 
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complex space of super diversity. The Anglo-Australians are in the minority and the concept 
city has been dismantled.   
Super diversity 
Melbourne researchers Sharifian and Musgrave suggest that while Melbourne has a long 
history of being ‘richly multilingual’ (2013, p. 361), ‘migrant communities in super diverse 
situations also exhibit high levels of diversity within themselves’ (2013, p. 364). For 
example, migrants from Sudan living in Melbourne may speak one of 40 identified Sudanese 
languages (Sharifian and Musgrave 2013, p. 364). In The Slap this multilingualism is evident 
not only within the suburbs, but also in homes of characters that have parents of mixed 
heritage; such as Jordan Athanasious’ parents from Sulawesi and Georgia. The interior of 
their home reflects how connected they are to multiple ethnic identities, with photos of 
Russian troops leaving Georgia adorning the walls along with photographs of their travels to 
Uzbekistan: ‘Last holidays his parents had taken him to Uzbekistan, then to Trebizon in 
Turkey and ended the holidays at his grandparents’ house in the Aegan’ (Tsiolkas 2008, p. 
193).  Jenna informed Connie that “Mr and Mrs Anathasasious had met and fallen in love in 
Paris (p. 193). 
This framework has not been extended to a reading of Melbourne literature before and 
evolves from the idea of the text as a micro-Thirdspace. Writing about the characters and the 
incidents within the Melbourne setting, Tsiolkas maps the imaginings of the characters as 
they negotiate variables across a ‘real’ physical space that exists on maps, in historical 
documents, planning proposals and cultural networks, as Melbourne. Soja’s work 
complements a super diverse reading because he believes: 
Making theoretical and practical sense of lived spaces requires a 
multiplicity of approaches to knowledge formations, a kind of nomadic 
practice that builds few permanent structures or inviolable ‘schools’ of 
knowing (Soja 2009, p. 74). 
Super diversity breaks this down even further to address those variables which pertain to the 
local energies and is:  
distinguished by a dynamic interplay of variables among an increased 
number of new, small and scattered, multiple-origin, transnationally 
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connected, socio-economically differentiated and legally stratified 
immigrants (Vertovec cited in Sharifian and Musgrave 2013, p. 64). 
When applied to a textual reading of The Slap (2008), the concept of super diversity allows 
the complexities and variables of everyday life within the suburbs to emerge. Such an 
interdisciplinary framework takes into account de Certeau’s unofficial city, Soja’s spatial 
justice theory, feminist geography and my own textual analysis. Literature and more 
specifically, The Slap, fleshes out the tensions bubbling beneath the surface of a super diverse 
city such as Melbourne.  
Storyline structure 
The Slap is comprised of eight chapters which represent the points of view of the main 
protagonists: Aisha, Anouk, Rosie, Connie, Hector, Harry, Manolis and Richie. Collectively, 
their demographic consists of varying ages, religious and sexual orientations, while their 
ethnic backgrounds are a mix of Greek, Persian, Croatian, Indian, English and Anglo-
Australian cultures. The characters inhabit contemporary spaces which have blurred the 
suburban boundaries of old and which were once drawn along lines of class, religion and, 
very pertinent to Melbourne, football teams. However, as Tsiolkas reminds us these old 
‘boundaries’ have not disappeared, but have been absorbed into ‘multiple identifications’ 
(Treagus 2012, p. 3).  Australian poet and rapper, Omar Musa, who is of Australian-
Malaysian heritage, claims that the appeal of the novel for him is that it deals with the 
complexity of ethnicity within Australia and the tensions surrounding it: ‘it captures the 
Australia I live in and grew up in and dissects it with slow burning anger. It gets to the dark 
heart of this nation–our prejudices, the things we don’t say’ (2012). 
Multiple Melbournes–ethnicity and the multilingual spaces of Melbourne’s suburbs 
This chapter draws on the work of literary academic Mandy Treagus (2012) and Melbourne 
sociologists Sharifian and Musgrave (2013) to perform a contemporary critical spatial justice 
analysis of the inner suburban Melbourne demographic. Sharifian and Musgrave argue that 
Melbourne has been a destination for immigrants for more than one hundred and fifty years.’ 
(Sharifian and Musgrave 2013, p. 361). From then on, waves of immigrants from all corners 
of the globe have populated Melbourne. Initially, it is the first and second generation 
Australian Greeks who appear to dominate Tsiolkas’s narrative, which is not so unusual in a 
Melbourne setting, given that the great influx of immigrants arriving during the early post-
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war years were mostly from Greece and Italy9. Harry, the man who slaps the child, is of 
Greek heritage, as is Hector, the host of the barbeque. Harry’s wife Sandi is from a Serbian 
background, while his mistress is Arab and his employees are Greek and Indian. Hector’s 
wife Aisha is English-born Indian. The inner suburb of Northcote encapsulates this diversity 
and is where all of the characters engage with each other, live, work or socialise at some 
point. It is here that Hector, his wife and two children live and where the infamous barbeque 
takes place. Hector attends the gym with his young family friend, Richie, who works in a 
casual job in Northcote Plaza. Rosie attends a playgroup in a park with her Muslim friend 
Sharmira. The first chapter of the book is from Hector’s point of view and focuses on the lead 
up to his 40th birthday party in Northcote, where the ‘slapping’ incident and its immediate 
aftermath occur. The guests assembled in the backyard of the barbeque create a micro-
Thirdspace of Melbourne. Through their presence and interactions, Hector’s family and 
friends show what Michelle Lobo suggests is the importance of how ‘everyday encounters in 
the local neighbourhood provide the potential to blur fixed ethnic boundaries and contribute 
to interethnic understanding and a sense of belonging’ (Lobo 2010, 86). But in this backyard 
of ‘cultural diversity and social inclusion’ it is where the slap to the child occurs which 
triggers the beginning of the conflict. This conflict drives the narrative and from an urban 
spatial justice perspective, it is this conflict which provides the opportunity to ‘provoke very 
interesting new interpretations, serendipitous discoveries, and fortuitous insights that would 
otherwise not be seen’ (Soja 2001, p. 145).    
To all appearances, this gathering is just an ‘everyday encounter’ (Michelle Lobo 2010, p. 
86). The guests include immediate family, kids, extended family, friends and work 
acquaintances. This event, the location and the characters involved, provide an opportunity to 
view the celebration at the suburban home, in this instance where a form of critical spatial 
justice (Soja 2010) is being performed in terms of concepts of ethnicity and both the 
dismantling and reinforcing of stereotypes. Before the actual slap takes place and the party 
breaks up with guests splintering off into differing camps, Tsiolkas reveals each of the 
                                                             
9 Between the years of 1945-1966 Italians comprised 39% of non-British arrivals and Greeks 20% (Greek 
Journeys), while the ‘2006 Census records 109,980 Greece-born migrants, and 365,145 people of Greek 
ancestry living in Australia’ (2012: http:www.dfat.gov.au/geo/Greece/Greece_country_brief.html/).  The Greek 
community is thought to be as large as 600,000 with 41% of the population living in Melbourne (2012: 
www.dfat.gov.au). 
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characters to us and the everyday concerns and values informing their lives through their 
dialogue and interactions. There is talk of private versus public schooling and an underlying 
resentment from Gary, the working class Anglo-Australian, emerges over the new middle 
class, many of whose parents were immigrant factory workers. Hector's backyard is hosting a 
more affluent generation than that of his immigrant parents;  Hector and his friends enjoy 
recreational drugs, professional employment and a certain amount of cultural capital.  
Through their conversations this group also reveals that they have greater freedom than 
previous generations over whether or not to have children, get married, reveal their sexual 
preferences and greater choice over where they choose to live.   
While the barbeque may be in a Northcote backyard of suburban middle class Melbourne, 
due to the super diversity of Melbourne’s population, it reveals itself to be a much different 
place socially and ethnically to that of the backyards within Butterfly and TTWHT. In the 
decades since 1970 Glenroy or 1980s Box Hill, the physical layout of the backyard of earlier 
novels in the concept city of Melbourne remain relatively unchanged in many ways. In The 
Slap, Hector’s backyard is a flat piece of land which has a large barbeque borrowed for the 
occasion, a vegetable garden overflowing with ripe eggplants or melentzanes and a marked 
grave for Hector’s Red Setter, Molly. The variety of produce growing in Hector’s vegetable 
patch has diversified greatly and the demographic of the party guests is equally diverse. The 
menu for the barbeque is as exotic as the backgrounds of Hector’s guests, who represent 
numerous layers and periods of Australian suburban history: there is squid, eggplants, 
‘European not Asian’ (p. 11) along with ‘party pies and sausage rolls’ (p. 17). Hector’s 
‘mother had brought pasticcio, Aisha had made a lamb in a thick cardamom-infused curry’ 
(p. 36). Along with ‘tzatziki and onion chutney; there was pink, fragrant taramousalata and a 
platter of grilled red capsicum’ (p. 36). There is wine, soft drink and Hector even manages to 
snort half a cap of speed laid out on the top of ‘the toilet lid’ (p. 27). As everyone arrives, it is 
through Hector that we learn where that particular person or group fits into the overall urban 
imaginary that is his life. The first people to arrive are his parents with armloads of food, and 
their opinion of Anglo-Australians is made clear from the start: 
It’s alright, Ecctora’, his mother answered in Greek, kissing him on both 
cheeks, two large bowls of salad in her hands. ‘We’re not barbarians or 
English to bring nothing to a barbeque. What we don’t eat today, you and 
the children can have tomorrow (Tsiolkas 2008, p. 16). 
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Michelle Lobo quotes A. Wise who says that “surprisingly little is known of ‘how diversity is 
lived on the ground’ in multicultural suburbia” (Wise cited in Lobo 2009, p. 87) but Hector 
and his parents’ observations reveal some of this diversity from a Greek-Australian 
perspective. There is even a degree of stereotyping by Tsiolkas around the Greek-Australian 
characters, particularly with Manolis; he assumes the identity of an ageing, submissive Greek 
husband who does as he is told. Koula bumps up against her equally strong daughter-in-law 
Aisha, of English-Indian descent, about food, parenting and shared holidays. Koula’s 
domineering Greek style of matriarchy is evident in the way she arranges for both families to 
holiday in Greece (without consultation) and constantly defers to Hector on family matters: 
His mother ignored Aisha and instead turned to Hector, speaking in Greek. 
‘They’re always in front of that damn television’. 
‘So were we, Mum.’ 
‘That’s just not true.’ And with that, his mother brushed him aside and 
went into the kitchen.  She took the knife from Aisha’s hands. ‘I’ll do that, 
love.’ 
He noticed that his wife’s back had stiffened (Tsiolkas 2008, p. 17). 
Koula has an opinion on everyone, from Gary and his habit of binge drinking: ‘Australezi, 
what do you expect? It’s in their blood!’ (p. 21) to her daughter-in-law’s English/Indian skin 
colour being darker than her brother Ravi’s:  
Hector knew that at some point during the evening his mother would sit 
down next to him and whisper in Greek, That brother-in-law of yours is so 
handsome. And his skin is so light, not dark at all. She wouldn’t elaborate, 
but her meaning would be clear. Not like your wife. (Tsiolkas 2008, p. 29) 
Racism assumes many forms in this novel and one of the recurrent themes is how deeply 
entrenched prejudices within society are carried over and re-formed with each new 
generation. Hector’s childhood friend, Bilal, has recently converted to Islam, changed his 
name from Terry, and no longer drinks alcohol. Bilal has a family, a job and is buying a 
house in a bayside suburb on the cusp of gentrification. However, negative attitudes towards 
Indigenous Australians and their ongoing social problems are deeply ingrained, even if 
referred to in jest:  
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You must be the only Aboriginal in Australia who do not want drink. [said 
Manolis] 
‘No, I’m not.  I hear there’s also this other guy in Townsville.’ (Tsiolkas 
2008, p. 18).  
Hector apologises for his father’s insensitivity, but as Bilal reminds him, Hector, he was a big 
drinker in his youth. In fact, both Bilal and Hector were always getting into drunken scraps. 
His mother had not, he remembers, been free of prejudice against Bilal, (blaming him for her 
son’s troubles): “‘That Terry is an animal’, she screamed at him.  ‘Why are you friends with 
that mavraki, that blackie, all he knows to do is drink’ (p. 18). Hector, it seems, has been 
allowed to move on and mature while Bilal will always be judged by Manolis and Koula for 
his alcoholic past and through their limited cultural frameworks.   
Next to arrive at the barbeque are Hector’s co-workers–Leanna, (‘eyes, with the delicate hint 
of her Burmese ancestry’ (p. 38)) and Didj (from the Balkans).  With them is their friend 
another Greek, Ari.  At forty, Hector has finally rid himself of the delusion of becoming a 
rock star and he realises almost begrudgingly that by working at the State Trustee’s Office, he 
has found job security and a certain level of responsibility.  Most importantly for him are his 
lifelong friends, Didj and Leanna. Upon arrival, Didj greets Hector’s father, Greek Manolis, 
‘hugging him and kissing him on the cheeks three times in the Balkan way’ (p. 19). He and 
Leanna bring beer and wine and a different attitude towards their host compared to the 
Anglo-Australian character Gary, who arrives next with Rosie and their son Hugo. Gary’s 
greeting to Hector is: ‘So what’s to drink? Gary was rubbing his hands and looking 
expectantly at Hector’. (p. 21)   
Local cultures in the suburbs 
Perception of place differs across generations and ethnicities and Fitzroy is another inner 
suburb which represents different values and periods of Melbourne’s history, particularly for 
Harry, Rosie, Anouk and Connie. When driving with Hector to Fitzroy, Harry notices how it 
is a suburb in transition, no longer the migrant suburb of his childhood, but one peopled with 
many ‘yuppies’:   
The houses had not seemed so pretty back then, they had seemed small, 
ugly and squat. Now that the wogs had moved out and the yuppies had 
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moved in, the houses had been renovated, beautified, the streets stank of 
money (Tsiolkas 2008, p. 127).   
Gentrification also brings with it a kind of suburban homogeneity or an expectation that 
everyone aspires to the same style of home. Harry laments the passing of his father’s friends 
living in these tiny Fitzroy houses and streets and the camaraderie they enjoyed: 
He remembered that heaps of wogs had been sitting outside on the porches 
of their houses, drinking coffee, smoking, yelling across to the neighbours.  
Evening was falling now but the houses they passed were all silent. 
(Tsiolkas 2008, p. 127) 
It was okay for the ‘wogs’ to live in the ‘tiny shit boxes’ back then, but in a reversal of 
fortunes Harry is quite disparaging toward Rosie and Gary, but particularly for renting, not 
owning, an unkempt house: 
Of course. Perfect. They were the types that would be renting all their 
lives. Still, it was their home for the moment; were they so degenerate that 
they did not care at all for having a beautiful place to come to? (p. 127)   
Interestingly, teenage Connie’s warm fuzzy experience of Fitzroy is cocooned within Rosie 
and Gary’s overgrown back yard with a goldfish pond, Hugo and Richie playing soccer and 
she lying in the sun: ‘This was like they were married she thought, like Hugo was their child, 
this backyard was theirs and they were a family’ (p. 176). This suggests the next generation 
has shifting priorities from those of their parent’s generation. Family, in all its variant forms, 
is a recurrent theme in Richie and Connie’s stories. The size, demographic and wealth 
preoccupying the Gen Xers in this narrative, pale in comparison to Connie’s longing for 
security and a sense of belonging. Imagining happy families in this traditional space is ironic 
when her best mate is gay, she is in love with an older married man, both her parents are 
dead, and she resides with her aunt. But she feels that ‘they were safe in the garden’: (p. 176) 
and yearns for an historical vision of Melbourne life put forward by the concept city.   
Rosie and Gary are also living this ‘dream’ with Rosie apparently content to be a full time 
mother while Gary works away from home. The Fitzroy house and backyard stand as a 
reminder of the overarching rubric of the concept city in this, the first suburb of Melbourne. 
In reality, because they don’t live the same life, Rosie’s and Gary’s lives make a mockery of 
the concept city ideals as they don’t own the house, Gary has a mistrust of the middle-class 
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he finds so ‘dull’, and he needs alcohol to cope with life after work. Family consists of the 
friends who have stood by Rosie. Gary has no inclination to garden and is more likely to pass 
out in his backyard after a session at the pub; more disturbingly, the garden is where he 
flaunts his Playboy collection to Richie and Hugo. Rosie and Gary are indicative of those 
who are having difficulty with the disruptiveness that a super diverse landscape imposes; they 
are struggling financially; Gary is in a dead end job and finds contentment at the pub, while 
Rosie clings to outdated ideals of mothering with a zealousness that even her friends find 
suffocating. Anouk confesses to Aisha: ‘You know I think Hugo deserved all he got’ (p. 416). 
Rosie despairs at the thought of ever owning her own home: ‘Fuck, Rosie thought to herself 
… I wish we had more money’. (p. 227) 
Rosie’s Fitzroy is a world away from that of the post-war Greeks, the Kulin nation of the first 
inhabitants, the factory workers and inhabitants of Atherton Estate Gardens Housing 
Commission flats. And despite the fact that Rosie lives out her daily life across different 
Melbourne suburbs–house-hunting with her Islamic friends in Thomastown, socialising in St. 
Kilda, celebrating Hector’s birthday in Northcote–it is Fitzroy where she feels most at home. 
It also offers a completely different culture or ‘local energy’ from other suburbs of 
Melbourne such as St. Kilda. Having grown up in Western Australia on the Indian Ocean, she 
doesn’t understand the love affair her Melbourne friends have with St. Kilda and the bay. 
When Anouk is disparaging towards Fitzroy, comparing it to St. Kilda and suggesting to 
Rosie: ‘It’s beautiful isn’t it? Beats the concrete and clay on our end of town’ (p. 264), Rosie 
thinks of its ‘grey-green water’ (p. 264) as dirty and would never swim in it: ‘the bay could 
not compare to the ocean of her youth’ (p. 264). The super diverse landscape of Fitzroy is 
now home: 
This was where she wanted to be, this had been her world for years, where 
she dreamed of buying a house.  The inner north. The cafes. Her favourite 
shops. The pool. The tram rides into Smith Street and Brunswick street. 
The luxury of the Yarra River and the Merri Creek for long walks. (p.250)  
She is unimpressed with Melbourne’s beaches and bored by St Kilda and the social divides 
embedded within the city:  
Though she had now lived long enough in this city to understand its 
divisions and mythologies, she remained uninterested in their pettiness. … 
(p. 264) 
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Rosie also finds the outer suburbs of Melbourne stifling with their:  
Unrelenting flat suburban grid of the northern suburbs … The lawn and 
nature strips they passed were yellowing, grim, parched. The natural world 
seemed leached of colour. She thought it was because this world was so 
far from the breath of the ocean, that it was starved for air. (p. 246-247) 
The ideals Rosie craves such as family, community and diversity are also very real in the 
outer suburb of Thomastown where she trails along behind Bilal and Shamira as they house 
hunt. One suburban house for sale has a sign out the front: ‘Family Convenience’ (p. 247). 
Rosie thinks to herself that it screams: ‘Family values. Working families. Family First’. It 
does represent those recycled mantras and values from another era. Looking ‘drab’ and 
‘devoid of personality or charm’ (p. 248), the house has a porch, two small bedrooms, one 
bathroom, overgrown garden beds and a shed on a ‘large block’ (p. 248). But what Rosie fails 
to see is that in this cul de sac the people who are ‘hanging over their own fences’ include ‘an 
old Greek-looking man, and further up the street a group of kids were playing soccer, 
chaperoned by an African woman, her head scarfed’ (p. 250). It is in this outer suburb that 
Shamira sees a sense of community living nearer to her family; ‘close to shops, school train’ 
(Tsiolkas 2008, p. 249.), but it is the inner city where Rosie feels a sense of belonging:  
Spring Street turned into St Georges Road the skyline of Melbourne suddenly came 
into view.  This was where she wanted to be, this had been her world for years, 
where she dreamed of buying a house. (Tsiolkas 2008: 250) 
Alternatively, the house of Ali’s Arab-Australian parents in the outer suburb of Coburg offers 
a far more contemporary suburban space. Tsiolkas performs a literary critical spatial justice, 
in writing about Hector’s, Rosie’s and the Faisals’ backyards and in doing so expands our 
geographical imagination (Soja 2010, p. 631). The Faisals’ backyard not only depicts a super 
diverse aspect of the hidden lives of those in the outer suburban spaces, but it also blurs the 
‘fixed ethnic boundaries’ Lobo writes of (Michelle Lobo 2010, p. 86). Ali lives in a self-
contained bungalow in the backyard of his parents’ house, which also has a vegetable patch 
with tomatoes and zucchini flowers. Mrs Faisal creates a nurturing environment for all of her 
guests, no matter their sexuality, age or ethnicity and is particularly hospitable after their 
night out:  
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Mrs Faisal was up, waiting for them. She had prepared them a meal of 
roasted vegetables, a whole chicken floating in a rich almond sauce, a 
spicy potato salad. (Tsiolkas 2008, p. 480) 
In this Coburg backyard there is an acceptance of Richie and Lenin’s homosexuality, Ali’s 
Arab background and his relationship with Connie as well as Jenna, who is dressed in a 
‘baby-doll dress and Goth makeup’ (p. 478). There is also an acceptance of how this group 
socialises, with Mrs Faisal asking only that they be aware of their noise levels. There is no 
judgment of the group for the way they choose to ‘hang out’, their drugs of choice, or for 
staying up all night to watch the sun rise. Mrs Faisal later cooks the group breakfast before 
her husband drives them home.   
Dismantling of Australian values 
One of the central arguments running through this thesis is that family formations and 
traditional gender roles associated with heterosexual Anglo-Australian ideals no longer 
constitute the dominant paradigm for suburban Melbourne living. In this novel there is a 
dismantling of the concept city ideals represented in TTWHT and Butterfly as the families 
grapple with changing social, economic and cultural structures in society. In this novel, 
Anglo-Australian ‘values’ are dismantled through the drinking habits of Gary, living in inner 
suburban Fitzroy and of Craig Hillis, Richie’s father. Craig lives deep in Melbourne’s 
suburban heartland somewhere along the Maroondah Highway. His anonymous suburb is so 
far removed from Richie’s inner-suburban life, both physically and culturally, that he likens it 
to being on the set of Night of The Living Dead and as a coping mechanism he continually 
texts Connie during dinner with: ‘the Zmbies R Coming, the Zmbies R Coming’ (Tsiokas 
2008, p. 432). Like the suburb of Hartnett’s Butterfly, there is nothing remarkable culturally 
or physically to mark its presence. Yet it is this blandness which is alienating to Richie’s 
homosexual identity, his sense of aesthetics and how family ought to relate to each other.   
Richie rejects Craig’s older version of Australian masculinity and subsequently older 
Australian suburban values. His truck driver father is sexist, racist and homophobic. He 
couldn’t possibly fathom how his son could be ‘just friends’ with a girl and associate with an 
Arab boy. A diehard Collingwood supporter, at thirty-seven still he wears his jeans two sizes 
too small. He lives in a ‘small red-brick shitbox flat on the first floor’ (p. 434). The flat, the 
suburb, the décor and Craig’s clothes appear to be from the 1980s, a period of time which 
reflects an aspect of an Australian working class way of life; one dominated by AFL, 
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pornographic magazines, bongs, pubs and pokies. Craig’s character is also reminiscent of the 
drinking, absent father Vic (in TTWHT), who abandons his only son, Michael and prefers to 
live alone in a flat with only his memories for company in. Craig’s attitude towards Richie is 
modelled on an earlier era of homophobic Australian values and his attempts to draw Richie 
on his sexuality cause the fourteen-year-old to finally snap: 
‘You don’t like Arabs or Asians or black people or fags or anyone except 
boring white people out here in zombie suburbia’. Richie rocked back and 
forth in his chair. ‘I bet you voted for John Howard’ (Tsiolkas 2008, p. 
432) 
Richie finally feels safe the following day, but only when he runs up the platform of 
Ringwood station to go home. While Craig’s everyday life is contained within a specific style 
of Australian suburb, Richie’s adolescence is played out across the super diverse landscape of 
Melbourne’s inner and outer suburbs. On any day Richie might be at Westgarth cinemas in 
Northcote watching an art-house movie, smoking a joint with his school friend Nick at 
Melbourne cemetery in the city, working at the Northcote Mall, socialising in an inner-city 
Irish pub, babysitting Hugo in Fitzroy or at The Big Day Out at Flemington Racecourse with 
Connie, Lenin, Ali and Jenna.   
Early in the novel, through the perspective of Hector’s parents and later of their nephew 
Harry, Tsiolkas sets up Anglo-Australians as the ‘other’ in this social circle. Their Anglo-
Australian ideals around family and parenting which informed the design of early suburbs are 
critiqued though the conversations and actions of the non-Anglo characters. If Bilal is the 
‘good’ Australian, the reformed alcoholic, then Anglo-Australian ginger-haired Gary, the 
belligerent alcoholic, represents the worst aspects of Australian culture. The narrative also 
highlights the fundamental shift in class structure which was occurring while Tsiolkas was 
writing his novel. In a 2008 interview the author cited a keenness to reveal the changing 
demographic of the working-class, “both the so-called ‘battlers’ and the ‘wogs’” 
(Moneypenny 2008). According to Tsiolkas, this is a time when ‘the patrician class’ got 
wealthier, the middle-class shrank and the under-class, which had been ‘falling through the 
cracks over the past 25 years’, grew (Tsiolkas interview with Moneypenny and Case, 2008).  
Gary is a markedly different type of masculine character to that of Plumb’s father in Butterfly 
and Vic in The Time We Have Taken. From the moment Gary arrives at Hector’s barbeque, 
he is portrayed as an outsider for a number of reasons: he is sexist, a chronic underachiever 
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and a boorish binge-drinker. He is depicted as a rude, underachieving ‘wannabe’ artist who 
challenges everyone and everything–from Harry’s desire to send his children to a private 
school, to Anouk’s work writing for a popular Australian soapie. 
Reflecting on Gary’s behaviour, Hector can see why he avoided him: ‘Gary’s world was not 
their universe’ and because of this, Gary seeks conflict with anyone who disagrees with him, 
acting like ‘a dog with a bone–he would not let the argument go’ (p. 32). Gary is like a 
wounded animal, ready to take offence at any threat perceived or otherwise. This is another 
of the reasons as to why Hector ‘preferred detachment in his interactions with him’ (p. 32). 
With Gary there is no small talk; he ‘didn’t trust their world, that was very clear’ (p. 32). 
There is also a whining attitude underlining Gary’s masculinity about the success of what he 
perceives to be the boring middle class. Given the opportunity, he attacks anyone he 
perceives to be ‘bourgeois’ (p. 259). Gary’s insecurities about his place in the hierarchy of 
successful masculinities are not totally unfounded:   
By the 1990s, the Australian-born children of immigrants had reached 
their twenties and thirties. … in 2002, … the children of non-English 
speaking immigrants were better qualified and had better jobs than all the 
others in their peer group. They exceeded the locals, the Australian-born 
of the Australian-born, as well as the Australian-born of English-speaking 
immigrants (Megalogenis 2012, p. 40).   
So insecure was Gary in the early days of their courtship, he had readily made up his mind 
about Rosie’s friends. He would yell at her about how fake and stuck-up they were. What 
really still rankled him most was that they were successful. His bitterness towards those more 
affluent fuels his defensive position: ‘They are so fucking middle-class, so dull,’ Gary would 
holler when they returned home to her flat, ‘How the fuck can you stand them?’(p. 260). 
The irony is that Gary is not so different from Harry, who also at times feels a certain 
detachment from his family life. Harry’s son embarrasses him because he is more reliant 
upon his mother and video games than Harry would like. Gary’s son is also attached to his 
mother and breastfeeding, more than Gary deems appropriate. Harry’s house is also run along 
similar lines to Gary's: one child, a wife who mainly stays at home and a man whose anger 
underpins his personality. They both grew up with violent or alcoholic parents and both act 
out their masculinity through addictions–Gary to alcohol, and Harry to sex.  
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In this novel, the ‘Australians’, such as the Anglo-Australians, are referred to in several 
instances with contempt, such as ‘Aussie yobbo shit’ (p. 107). It is as if being a white Anglo-
Australian is a curse and Gary is performing to a particular type of Australian masculinity; 
one that had been a curse for Gary’s father and also Rosie’s. At fifty, Gary’s father was 
nearly dead from a lifetime of drinking and smoking: his liver was ‘fucked’ (p. 256).  Gary 
too, had been seeking solace in alcohol and other substances well before he and Rosie first 
met. His was a life of reinventing himself from school dropout, to unqualified carpenter, rent 
boy, pimp, and heroin addict until he finally left Sydney ‘owing thousands’ (p. 258). Gary 
rejects what he perceives to be the middle-class values of false mateship, arrogance and 
aloofness, traits of the men in Rosie’s social group (p. 260). Yet, he himself has profited from 
living from the misery of others, criticising artists instead of practising himself and parading 
as an intellectual. While ‘Honesty was his God’ (p. 259), Gary could not see the sham his life 
really was.   
But Gary knows men like him are dying out, being outsmarted and usurped by better 
educated, wealthier and better connected ‘new Australians’. Adding to this pain is the way his 
son is pandered to by Rosie, shutting him out and causing him to question his own role as a 
father. It is evident that he feels disconnected from his son. This is especially so in a poignant 
comment he makes to Anouk after she questions his involvement as a parent following a fight 
between the children:  
Let Rosie deal with it. She’s the one who spoils him, so let her fucking 
deal with it.’ His voice softened; the sadness was unmistakable. ‘You were 
right, ‘Nouks, I shouldn’t have had a child.  I’m no good as a father’ 
(Tsiolkas 2008, p. 35).  
Gary’s vulnerability is quite raw in this scene and there are hints of unresolved tensions 
coming through from his own childhood. This renders him ineffective as a parent of equal 
status to Rosie and he also feels as though his masculinity is being undermined by Rosie's 
dominant parenting. Aspiring to be an artist without encouragement or training, Gary has all 
but given up on his dream and Hector notices in a moment of pity how exhausted he is 
‘working in a shit job, not his own boss, raising a family’ (p. 35).  It becomes obvious that 
Hector’s cousin Harry’s wealth is an affront to Gary, his manhood and status as an 
Australian, particularly when Harry flaunts some of the various options relating to his 
children’s education, which his wealth affords him. Like many of his generation, Gary is 
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beginning to feel like an outsider in his own country, an ‘us and them’ attitude has settled into 
his thinking, causing some of his circle such as Harry and Hector to perceive this as a victim 
mentality.   
But perhaps the most alarming trait associated with traditional hegemonic masculinities 
(Connell 2005) is an underlying bitterness towards women, demonstrated in Gary's ferocious 
attack on both Rosie and Margaret, Rosie’s lawyer from legal aid: 
Margaret was slowly walking up to them. ‘I’m so sorry.’  
Gary gave a harsh laugh.  ‘You’re a cunt.’ 
Margaret looked as though she had been slapped-by the word, by his 
hatred. 
‘You know why you’re a cunt? Gary continued. ‘It’s not because of what 
happened in there’.  ... You’re a cunt because you didn’t stop her, you’re a 
cunt because you let her go ahead with it.’ And for the first time in what 
felt like hours Gary looked directly at Rosie. A look of spite, of contempt, 
of utter derision. (Tsiolkas 2008, p. 280) 
Gender and the concept city 
This undermining of the lynchpins of Gary’s sense of his masculine self brings sharply into 
focus another major aspect of the changing and complex diversities around identity and the 
city that the narrative deals with–gender. Historically, both men's and women’s positions 
within suburban Melbourne were dictated by the larger strategies of post-war expansion, 
home ownership, consumerism and the feminisation of the suburbs. As a result, both men and 
women’s relationships with and in suburbia are (somewhat) complex and problematic. 
Considering that men often leave the suburb to work in the urban space, there is also the 
question of how they negotiate their ‘masculinity’ in this process. Women, whose traditional 
role was to remain in the suburb, also now leave to work in the urban space and have to 
negotiate entrenched beliefs of ‘femininity’ within the concept city.   
Masculinities renegotiating the scripts of the city 
The men in this narrative appear to be unsure of their place in suburban Melbourne. The 
super diverse landscape is dismantling their world in numerous ways. While they now enjoy 
greater financial success, the Greek Australians in particular appear to be struggling with 
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changes to traditional suburban ideas around women, child rearing and work. Some 
characters in the novel manage to embrace the super diversity of the city successfully, while 
others find the growing complexity of everyday life in the changing suburban milieu 
overwhelming and either cling to old concepts and cultures feverishly or reject them 
altogether. Manolis, Harry, Hector, Garry and Dimitri have all negotiated the super diversity, 
rising class divisions, increased economic prosperity within the suburbs with varying degrees 
of success.   
Manolis's character raises questions about the role of an older ageing immigrant male in 
contemporary suburban Melbourne. Reflecting on his long life, Manolis questions whether 
the choice to leave their inner Melbourne community and suburb of Richmond and live a 
more ‘traditional’ Australian lifestyle in an outer suburb was the right choice. His daughter’s 
marriage has ended; his wife Koula never seems to stop complaining, and his son Hector is, 
in his eyes, emasculated after marrying an English/Indian girl who does not seem to 
understand family loyalty in the same way as the Greeks. He laments a lack of respect from 
his daughter-in-law after she sides with the Australiezi’s Rosie and Gary: ‘He meant nothing 
to her because like all of them she was truly selfish.  She had no idea of the world and so 
believed her drama to be significant’ (p. 340).   
The super diverse Melbourne landscape of old age is also problematic–not only for Anglo-
Australians, but, it seems, for many of the older immigrants who arrived in the 1950s and 
1960s. After attending the funeral of an old Greek family friend and visiting one who is dying 
of cancer and who has lost his son to drugs, Manolis becomes despondent. Manolis is a man 
who has lived his life for his family, adhering to strong values; he has been faithful to Koula, 
provided for his children, is helping to raise his grandchildren–and yet it is as if these values 
and principles have deserted him in old age; he is no longer treated with the respect he would 
have had in a traditional Greek household. Koula has become hard and prejudiced in her old 
age; she refers to Hector’s wife as ‘that Indian’. She is bitter about her daughter's divorce and 
Manolis has to contend with his wife’s carping every day. Simple pleasures such as tending 
his vegetable garden no longer sustain him the way they did in the past. Manolis wants peace 
and quiet; however, with the constant noise of Koula and the silent wedge the slap has driven 
between him, his daughter in-law and his nephew Harry, Manolis begins to exhibit signs of 
depression. Manolis wanders the places of his youth, remembering aspects of his early life in 
particular suburbs of Melbourne. His journey begins after the funeral of another Greek 
immigrant, Thimio Karamntzis a day earlier and the reminiscing at the wake afterwards. It is 
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a journey into the past, when he and his friends were recent immigrants socialising, drinking 
and dancing. We learn how he met Koula and of the personalities of his friends, the ones who 
are left, like the womaniser who has not changed and still flirts with Koula. A brawl breaks 
out between Hector and Harry and later Manolis falls. It is as if his life and all that he built in 
the new country has unravelled within a few days, triggered in part by a misbehaving child 
who deserved to be slapped. Manolis's journey into the past continues on into the street where 
he imagines himself as a young man again and dances past young Australians who delight in 
this crazy old Greek’s antics. He moves on into Richmond where the Greeks had fish and 
chip shops and now there are Vietnamese bakeries, girls wearing hijabs and girls with 
multiple piercings. Manolis is a man caught between times, generations and cultures. The 
inner city suburbs have become places of super diversity and in this space the Greek-
Australians are now the minority:  
There was the factory he once worked in, now an apartment block.  There 
was the house in which Ecttora and Elisavet attended Greek school as 
children. It now had a Vote Green sticker plastered on its front door. He 
turned into Kent Street. He stopped in front of Dimitri’s house.  (Tsiolkas 
2008, p. 343) 
Manolis is surprised by both Richmond’s culture of super diversity and the fact that Dimitri’s 
house has managed to remain intact. In a suburb of constant change, the house sits as a 
reminder of the everyday practices of Greek village life, with the vegetable garden located in 
the front yard: ‘crowded with the tender stalks of young broad beans, the first thick leaves of 
spinach and silverbeet’ (p. 343). To Manolis, it smells of spring: ‘two torn plastic bags were 
tied around a thin stick to scare away the birds. A fig tree towered as high as the house’ (p. 
343). But this link to the past and immigrant values could not save Dimitri’s son, who in his 
words: 
was a fool. He wanted the big house, the villa, the swimming pool, the 
new Mercedes Benz … he wanted his kids in private schools, he wanted 
his wife in jewels, he wanted it all. He got it all and it killed him (p. 347). 
The 1990s property boom also heralded the rise of the ‘metrosexual’, with Prime Minister 
Paul Keating and his love of art, music and high culture. This period also launched the 
MacMansion, a style of house which appeared to develop as a direct consequence of many 
new affluent and aspirational suburbanites in Melbourne. During this period there was a shift 
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in Australia’s predominantly white Anglo-Australian middle class; many slipped into a lower 
socio-demographic than the one their parents had enjoyed, while a new aspirational class 
emerged from the immigrants of a previous generation (Megalogenis 2006). Through the 
depiction of the characters’ ambitions in The Slap, Tsiolkas shows how for some migrants the 
accumulation of wealth and the traditional ideals around the suburban space represent a form 
of ‘success’ in the new country. It has also enabled men like Harry to operate at two different 
levels. They appear to be successfully engaged at de Certeau’s concept city level (de Certeau 
1988, p. 95) enjoying a certain marker of financial success and prestige, while at the hidden 
level of everyday life, they have inserted an alternative and questionable lifestyle without 
giving up this ‘respectable’ appearance. This is certainly true of Harry, who is seen to have 
‘arrived’ within his circle, with the big house in Brighton overlooking the beach, a successful 
business, luxury cars and a mistress. His hidden life in suburban Brighton is one ruled with an 
underlying level of violence, intimidation and hyper-masculine values. 
In her book Melbourne (2010) Sophie Cunningham observes that Harry takes us on a journey 
through Melbourne’s diverse social divide, both physically and socially across the Yarra 
River (Cunningham 2010, p. 244): 
The Yarra has always been a social divide in Melbourne. At first this was 
because the rich lived south of the river and the poor lived north of it. 
These days the divide is more a cultural one, albeit imagined. (p. 244)   
The social split is very real for Harry as his life is mapped out across the inner and outer 
suburbs of Melbourne, revealing a spatial super diversity of ethnicity, class and family 
values. Harry’s life and numerous identities are lived across a number of Melbourne spaces–
from his family home in bayside Brighton to his businesses in Altona, Moorabbin and 
Hawthorn, to a flat on the Geelong Road housing his mistress Kelly. Harry’s homes are at 
first glance housing quite ‘traditional’ monogamous domestic arrangements. In the wealthy 
suburb of Brighton, Harry lives with his son Rocco and wife Sandi, a tall fair woman of 
Serbian descent. To all outward appearances, Harry and Sandi are devoted to each other and 
to their son Rocco. But on the outskirts of industrial Melbourne lives Harry’s mistress Kelly, 
who in contrast to his wife’s golden physique is a short, dark, plump woman of Lebanese 
heritage. She, too, has a child, a daughter named Angela, who refers to Harry as ‘Uncle 
Harry’. Harry supports both women financially and in return he expects unconditional 
loyalty, respect and sex on demand. Into both of these domestic arrangements Harry has 
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introduced amongst the rhythms of everyday life–and it appears with minimal disruption–a 
new way of being an ethnically aspirational male. Leaving his business in Altona, Harry 
detours for a ten-minute drive to Kelly’s flat. In this space Harry has created a second 
domestic environment, while operating within the daily routine of the first. It is also one that 
is set up purely for his sexual gratification and one that is miles away, in many forms, from 
the gentrified suburb of Brighton. In this outer suburban kitchen there are no terms of 
endearment such as ‘your majesty’ which Harry calls Sandi. And although Kelly, just like 
Sandi, spends most of her time at home, her relationship with Harry is purely a business 
arrangement for both parties:  
He had given Kelly the mobile that she was to use when calling him and 
he only paid for that. Kelly was a good woman. She only ever used that 
phone, never exposed him to danger with his wife. He watched her as she 
walked around the flat. She was tiny, with a cushiony, fleshy arse and 
large, low-hanging breasts. She was also dark and plump, a real contrast to 
Sandi’s tallness and Serbian fairness (p. 97).  
And yet unlike with his wife Sandi, ‘he didn’t owe her commitment’ (p. 99).  
Harry’s life represents the ugly side of the super diversity of the suburbs as he engages with 
numerous local energies. There is the Altona garage set in ‘the middle of ugly bogan 
suburbia’ which smells of ‘the stink of salt and sewage’ (p. 100). Altona, a semi-industrial 
suburb on Port Phillip Bay in the western suburbs and 13 kilometres from the city, is a world 
away in terms of the wealth and status attached to Brighton. Harry also owns a garage in the 
eastern suburb of Hawthorn, six kilometres from the city ‘where the air smelt clean’ (p. 100). 
The place that he loved most was Brighton, with its ‘bracing, fresh air on his balcony at 
home’ (p. 100) which was so much healthier than the dry carbon-monoxide fog of 
Moorabbin’ (p. 100). 
Harry's life is compartmentalised into different suburbs across Melbourne, although he is 
having difficulty coming to terms with the values, ideals and culture of each locale. This is 
especially evident in his derogatory attitude towards the diverse array of women he 
encounters as he moves across Melbourne. Harry’s contempt for the way women have gained 
more rights than the women of his mother’s generation seeps out in sporadic rages through 
verbal tirades and even the physical abuse of his wife Sandi. Whether they are family, 
working, young or old, the females that he encounters are spoken of with contempt: Hector’s 
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wife Aisha in Northcote is ‘that Indian bitch’ (p. 114), and he refers to Kelly as a ‘whore’ (p. 
114). He leers over young women on Brighton beach (p. 83), and when he physically assaults 
his wife ‘he is reminded of a faithful dumb animal’ (p. 126). Harry’s sexist vitriol is directed 
at ‘black girls [who act] like sluts’ (p. 115), ‘witless Aussies’ (p. 114) and ‘old fat malaka(s)’ 
(p. 99). In Brighton, however, Harry is still made to feel out of place even though he is a 
second generation Greek-Australian. He complains to his lawyer in Richmond that after the 
police visit, no-one (neighbours) acknowledges his existence, to which Andrew replies:  
I’m sure your neighbours weren’t shocked. I’m sure that’s what they 
expected to happen as soon as wogs moved into the neighbourhood (p. 
107).   
Masculinities, the suburbs and placemaking 
Hector’s musings at his fortieth birthday are intimately revealing about suburban life for 
those men who are trying to uphold traditional suburban ideals around gender, marriage and 
parenting. Like the male characters of Butterfly and TTWHT, Hector finds modern suburban 
life to be more complex than for previous generations. Hector’s life is a world away from that 
of his parents’ generation who arrived from Greece to their temporary homes in migrant 
camps such as Bonegilla. Work opportunities back then were limited to often extremely 
labour intensive employment in the Queensland cane fields, or on the Snowy River Mountain 
Scheme. So, to their generation, Hector has ‘arrived’, a point not lost on fellow Greek, Ari: 
‘You’re a public servant too?’  Ari was gesturing towards Dedj who was 
still chatting with Harry. … 
Ari’s demeanour changed. ‘You’re lucky,’ he said, and then grinned 
wickedly.  ‘Good job,’ he added, giving the phrase a deliberately 
exaggerated wog accent.  
Hector had to laugh. ‘Good job,’ he echoed in accent–it was exactly what 
his parents said about him. Which he did. Fuck being embarrassed. 
(Tsiolkas 2008, p. 25)   
While Hector’s casual attitude towards his ‘success’ suggests a lack of appreciation for his 
parents’ work ethic, it is a reflection of the country’s economic prosperity during the eighties 
and nineties which has underpinned his working life. While Hector may think he has left his 
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‘teenage dreams’ (p. 25) behind, it could be argued that his youthful vanity has worked itself 
into an obsessiveness about his physical appearance, which resembles that of those enmeshed 
in the buffed boy scene10. Whereas the bodies of his father’s generation were tanned and 
hardened through long hours of labouring, often in the sun, the likes of Hector and Ari have 
made their physical appearance a hobby, a leisure pursuit.    
Unlike his father who had sacrificed friends over the years by putting family first, Hector is 
determined to strike a balance between those friends who are like family and his own familial 
tribe. Hector demonstrates throughout the course of the Saturday barbeque that he is heavily 
involved with the parenting of his children, shopping and cooking and yet unlike Manolis and 
many of his generation before him, he manages to maintain a degree of independence and 
autonomy within his marriage.  This autonomy and the luxury of financial contentment, along 
with Hector’s vanity, bring about his dissatisfaction with suburban life. Hector is not unlike 
other men before him, such as Webster and Vic in TTWHT and Fa in Butterfly. But it is 
Maureen in Butterfly whose life has the closest resemblance to Hector’s dissatisfaction with 
suburban ideals. Both have hard-working spouses; both have enjoyed good looks and work 
hard at maintaining a youthful appearance; both are having an affair with a much younger 
lover in secret; and both are looking for something more.   
Hector is performing a critical re-spatialising of contemporary Melbourne from his suburban 
backyard among the multicultural and multigenerational mix of his friends and family. This 
Thirdspace within a Thirdspace–that is, Hector’s thoughts within his backyard within the 
suburban space within the nest of his tribe–can be likened to the act of unlayering the hidden 
levels of a matryoshka doll. Each layer reveals another set of values or perspectives which 
then feed into the next level or generation and so create another new level of meaning while 
never quite leaving the old behind, absorbing its essence into the newest perspective. In this 
cycle the stand-alone definitive portrayal of place, such as suburban Melbourne, becomes 
redundant almost as soon as it is identified.   
                                                             
10 Males immersed in the body building culture that are obsessive about exercise, their looks and the 
responses of those around them. They will quite often use steroids to achieve their goals. For an overview of 
the buff culture see: http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/backgroundbriefing/boys-and-the-buff-
culture/3582746 
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Changing work practices and women  
The novel also questions original ideals of the concept city still embedded within a workforce 
that was founded on patriarchal ideals and perpetuated within the media. The 1990s was a 
period of great change for both men and women for a number of reasons: many women had 
delayed having children in favour of a career and Gough Whitlam had removed university 
fees in the 1970s. This gave greater access to education for the children of post-war 
immigrants and women, contributing significantly towards restoring an historical imbalance 
of ‘hegemonic social historicism’ (Soja 2010, p. 629). The impact of these social advances in 
Australian society began with a cascading effect of complex changes in the social fabric of 
Australian life, which then impacted the mobility of those previously not thought of as 
‘significant’ nor as privileged within the suburban landscape. What these changes did, was to 
destabilise rigid thinking around predetermined roles assigned to men and women and 
immigrants:  
New Australia defied categorisation because its attitudes and makeup were 
more complex than the boomers had been in their day.  It was more 
feminine and cosmopolitan, because the shape of the workforce was being 
altered by the daughters of old Australia and the Australian-born sons and 
daughters of non-English-speaking immigrants. Women and wogs have 
the shared experience of leap-frogging their parents’ generation 
(Megalogenis 2012, p. 41). 
The fictional lives of Aisha, Anouk, Sandi and Connie contribute towards restoring the 
historical imbalance of looking at spaces through the lens of ‘environmental causality’ (Soja 
cited in Blake,2001 p. 144) rather than ‘urban causality’. That is, their everyday actions, 
conversations and relationships reveal much about the complexity of those living in suburban 
spaces and simultaneously perform an ‘ontological restructuring’ of the ‘urban imaginary’ 
(Soja 2010).   
As she lives out her daily life, Anouk’s travels throughout the city and suburban spaces reveal 
how Melbourne consists of multiple nodal regions which consist of an increasing number of 
spaces based upon various multiple ‘social axes’ (Rose, 1993, p. 133).  Anouk’s life 
demonstrates why feminist geographer Gillian Rose believes that diversity among women has 
become important. Rose suggests that this diversity transcends traditional ‘hegemonic 
geographical discourse’ and therefore leaves a space of ‘radical heterogeneity’ (p. 136), one 
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which equals ‘struggle and resistance’. In particular, Aisha and Anouk represent women who 
engage in a continual journey of struggle and resistance around many roles traditionally 
assigned to women within the suburban milieu. Many of these roles were assigned to women 
well before the advent of the Pill, free education and second wave feminism. Issues these 
women face on a daily basis include ageing, motherhood, family obligations, friendship and 
loyalty, patriarchal social systems and misogyny in the workplace. Anouk, who has eschewed 
motherhood somewhat reluctantly for a career in television as a scriptwriter, appears to have 
it all: beauty, independence, an interesting well-paid career and a younger lover. Her income 
affords her expensive sandals from Milan, work stints to exotic locations such as Zagreb, an 
apartment with a view across Melbourne’s skyline and the bay. And while Anouk admits that 
she ‘loved the money’ (p. 55) she hates her job, hates how her writing skills produce a 
version of everyday life for Australian television based on an idealised version of suburbia 
filled with ‘wholesome, buxom blondes and that made Anouk feel decadent and amoral, 
made her want to fuck them up’ (p. 54). On rewriting one particular script to reflect a more 
adequate portrait of suburban life, Anouk portrays the female protagonist as ‘a victim, a liar, 
[and] exposed her as a sadistic vixen’ (p. 53). Anouk writes a scene where life is imitating 
art–in this case Hector and Connie’s flirting–and the 15-year-old protagonist attempts to 
seduce her teacher. She had wanted ‘to make the plot more interesting’ (p. 54). In doing so, 
Anouk invokes the wrath of her producer: ‘you’re not getting one cent for that rubbish, you 
useless bitch’ (p. 54). The advertisers needed to be appeased, as did the viewers who were 
being sold the old ideals of the concept city. While the men in the suburbs, such as Hector 
and Manolis are aligned with a more moderate masculinity, the men who inhabit the inner-
city workspace appear slower to respond, as Anouk herself recognised: ‘Working in 
Australian television stank of the locker rooms’ (p. 54).   
In many respects Anouk is the feminist ideal, although the battles fought by previous 
generations have been replaced with issues relevant to contemporary Melbourne life. When 
Anouk becomes pregnant, she pauses for a moment to consider whether she ought to pursue 
her career or have the baby: 
She wanted to write a book that would shake or move or be known 
throughout the world.  She wanted the grand success.  Or the grand failure. 
It did not matter.  ... 
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It was possible a child could change all this, but a child would not make 
her a success (p. 65).   
Even though women have far more choices in this new era, they are also faced with more 
complexities than before. While Maureen felt trapped in Butterfly because of her child, lack 
of financial independence and opportunities for women, Anouk is faced with more choices: 
when to stop work, when and if to have a child and pursue an ethical career. 
Sandi and Connie straddle the divide of super diversity more than their other female 
counterparts as they are half-Australian, half-European: Connie with her English childhood, 
and Sandi with her Serbian background. While Sandi enjoys Melbourne’s super diversity, her 
home life in the inner suburb is a preserve of earlier Anglo-Australian values which grew out 
of the concept city. Sandi is Harry’s princess and enjoys all the spoils of his success: ‘the 
pool, the new kitchen, the double garage, the sound system, the plasma television’ (p. 135). 
To all appearances, beautiful Sandi has material wealth, a devoted husband, a child and she 
lives in one of Melbourne’s exclusive bayside suburbs. But Sandi is objectified by Harry and 
valued like the other trophies of his economic prosperity: ‘his wife seemed to him to be as 
exquisite as the elegant European models on the covers of the magazines she read’ (p. 84). 
When Sandi dares to speak to Hector about Harry behind his back, the negative aspects of 
Melbourne’s super diversity emerge. Harry’s rage erupts when older Anglo-Australian 
masculine ideals and traditional Greek cultural values collide. Sandi is assaulted by her 
husband:  
You stupid bitch, you don’t talk to anyone about our business. Not to 
Hector, not to your mother, not to your sisters, not to your girlfriend. … 
He could see the terror in her eyes. She was petrified, shivering like a 
desperate animal, and he realised, looking into her eyes that he had failed 
her. She would never be able to forget his violence, never forget the slap.  
(p. 125). 
Connie’s life is embedded in a multilingual suburban landscape of super diversity on many 
fronts: her father and mother both died of AIDS after living in London; she lives with her 
aunt in a single-parent household; her boyfriend is of Arab descent; her best friend is gay; she 
socialises at music festivals and takes chemical drugs and alcohol. Above all, Connie refuses 
to pretend that she is part of any culture other than her modern ‘family’, made up of friends 
with multiple identities who are engaging with the ever-changing local energies of 
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Melbourne’s suburbs. She does not feel the pressure to conform to any pre-existing ideals of 
the concept city, is not bothered with the ‘othering’ of new immigrants and she does not feel 
the pressure to aspire to a particular affluent way of life in a specific suburb. She can 
comfortably say no to her Arab boyfriend without fear of violence or rejection.   
Richie and Connie are the beneficiaries of this dismantling process with their ethnically 
diverse friendships, alternative family structures, sexual freedoms, forgiving relationships and 
family acceptance. Coming home after the Big Day Out and watching the ‘dawn spread 
slowly over Coburg’ with his friends at the Faisals’ house, Richie finds ‘that his mother had 
left him a note. It was simple, two lines:  I hope you had a great night.  I love you’. (p. 483). 
Amidst all the super diversity in Richie’s life in Melbourne’s suburbs, and following the 
recent events with Hugo, Rosie, Gary, Hector, Aisha and Connie, Richie decides that there 
are only two things in life that mattered: ‘That his mother was the best mum in the world, and 
that he and Connie would be friends forever’ (p. 483). Despite their best efforts, the planners 
of the concept city had not managed to engineer the perfect family or family life in 
Melbourne’s suburbs. It took one of Tsiolkas’s few Anglo-Australian characters, Richie, a 
young homosexual teenager from a single-parent family in the super diverse ‘bogan’ space of 
Preston in modern Melbourne to confirm that. 
Conclusion 
The Slap (2008) offers a momentary glimpse of the super diversity of suburban Melbourne in 
the 1990s, at a time when the city was undergoing change on a number of sociocultural, 
political and cultural fronts. When examined through the framework of de Certeau’s concept 
city focusing on the ‘everyday practices’ (de Certeau 1988, 96), Tsiolkas reveals inner and 
some of middle-suburban Melbourne to be an intricately complex site (Sharifian and 
Musgrave 2013, p. 365). Sharifian and Musgrave argue that Melbourne was previously seen 
as a ‘monolingual’ or ‘monocultural’ space (2013, p. 365) and Tsiolkas’s narrative challenges 
these assumptions through his character portrayals which move beyond the Anglo-Australian, 
Greek-Australian or Sudanese Australian type. The barbeque which opens the novel launches 
the reader into this complex, ‘hidden’, other Melbourne where old European rivalries echo in 
friendly conversations, Greek-Indian prejudices are casually slipped in for the well-placed 
listener and a hierarchy of success places the Anglo-Australian well down the list.   
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The Sulawesian/Georgian family of Jordan and the Arab-Australian house of Ali, reveal 
alternative models of suburban living in Melbourne. In these spaces, the younger characters 
of Connie and Richie socialise in homes where two-parent families have created their own 
family model without any historical scripts from the past. The backyard stalwart of 
Melbourne life is reimagined in Coburg to reflect the multi-diverse outlook of the Faisal 
family. Here, they have managed to escape the ‘fixed ethnic boundaries’ (Michelle Lobo, p. 
86) that some of the older and earlier migrant families such as Harry, Hector and even 
Manolis attempt to live up to. The Coburg backyard has a vegie patch and bungalow, which 
are traditional markers of suburban Melbourne. The fluid boundaries between ethnicities, 
sexualities and generations are in stark comparison to Rosie and Gary’s inner suburban 
Fitzroy patch, where the overgrown grass smothers any hope of alternative ideas towards 
‘others’, parenting and traditional (Anglo-Australian) family life. The next chapter, 
BPFABWC, will analyse the suburban founding ideals again, this time in relation to the outer 
suburban complex of ur.  
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Chapter 7 Blueprints for a Barbed Wire Canoe 
Across the previous three chapters, representations of Melbourne’s suburbs within fiction 
have been discussed in conjunction with the frameworks of Thirdspace and the practices of 
everyday life. TTWHT is set in 1970, in what was then the outer suburb of Glenroy and 
depicts a time when gender roles were clearly defined within the suburb and home. Butterfly, 
revisits the 1980s of middle suburbia and broadens the cracks which were already appearing 
around the suburban idyll in TTWHT.  The Slap’s story mostly occupies a place within the 
inner suburbs during the 1990s.  In this space, the characters include first and second 
generation Australians, who are living a more fluid and relaxed approach to suburban life 
relating to domestic gender roles, heterosexuality, socialising and monogamy. This analysis 
now turns to Wayne Macauley’s novel.    
Blueprints For A Barbed-Wire Canoe (BPFABWC) by Wayne Macaulay was first published 
in 2004, and is the fictional story of ur.11 Ur is an outer Melbourne satellite development 
which was advertised as a new Outer Suburban Village Development Complex 50 kilometres 
north of Melbourne. Situated alongside a creek and farming land, ur’s characters still believe 
they are living in one of the city’s outer suburban villages. Like the inhabitants of The Slap 
(2008), these characters come from diverse (although mostly Anglo-Australian) backgrounds 
and still seek the same kind of connectedness to community as their fellow (inner) suburban 
Melbournians. The inhabitants of ur are generally from lower socio-economic backgrounds 
than Tsiolkas’s characters and see ur as a way of achieving home ownership and the great 
Australian dream. Although these characters are often estranged from their original family 
members, Ur creates a de facto family unit, albeit a large one, with each character taking on a 
specific role in this ‘modern’ family formation.   
This chapter will argue that despite their adversity and distance from the city centre of 
Melbourne, the residents of ur create an alternative society with each member playing a part 
in the survival of their ‘tribe’ and suburban village. The people of ur believe they are going to 
                                                             
11 Ur was discussed by Wayne Macauley with Ramona Koval in a Radio National Books and Writing interview 
in 2005. Macauley explains how the subtext to his novel is the ancient city of ur which existed in the valley of 
‘Mesopotamia–around 2000 BC’ and developed the beginnings of urbanisation. Abraham led the people away 
from idol-worship and paganism in ur and to a new way of living and a new form of utopianism in the 
‘promised’ land of Canaan (Macauley 2005). 
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establish a new way of suburban living. This ultimately sees a form of ‘synekism’ unique to 
the outer Melbourne suburb of ur evolve. According to Soja, synekism is about the ‘whole’ 
of urban life and not just about its inception and is relatable to a study of fiction about 
Melbourne’s suburbs. This chapter also argues that Macauley’s novel reveals what happens 
when Melbourne’s planners at the ‘concept-city’ (de Certeau 1974, p. 152) level fail to 
appreciate the ‘practices of everyday life’ (de Certeau 1974, p. 2) which constitute the 
synekism specific to an outer suburb on the outskirts of Melbourne. The chapter also suggests 
that there has been a shift in male and female suburban expectations as the male characters in 
this imaginary landscape are more determined than their female counterparts to live outdated 
suburban ideals around mothering and the role of women in the suburban home. Doreen 
Massey’s spatial theories (1994) around gender will be used in this aspect of the analysis.   
The chapter begins with a literature review of critical writing on Macaulay’s text.  Some 
critics have suggested it is an ‘urban utopia’ (Woodhead 2004), ‘eccentric parable’ (Gillen 
2006) or a ‘dense and implausible suburban fable’ (Tredinnick, 2004). This chapter will show 
what happens when real life meets concept city and the type of messy space (and unique 
suburban space) which emerges as a result. The suburb begins with the notional idea of what 
it is people still find attractive about suburban living and reveals an original comment about 
the unscrupulous development of outer Melbourne based on the Australian dream.    
Literature review 
There has not been a great deal of literary criticism written about Blueprints for A Barbed-
Wire Canoe. There are some author interviews, blogs and numerous book reviews which 
collectively provide an overview of the plot, themes and characters.  Each gives its own 
interpretation.  Writing in Overland (2006), Paul Gillen sees the novel as an ‘eccentric 
parable’ and discusses the biblical associations of ur. At the novel’s launch Guy Rundle made 
reference to the subtext of the ancient Sumerian city (Rundle 2004). Lisa Hill commented on 
this ‘absurdist’ novella in a blog as a ‘satire, which attacks the sacrosanct Great Australian 
Home Ownership Dream’ (Hill 2013). Bronwyn Rivers, writing in the Sydney Morning 
Herald, suggests that the novel has ‘isolated characters, gothic elements and a sense of 
degenerating humanity’ (2004). Writing in The Bulletin, Mark Trendennick describes 
Macauley’s fiction as ‘a dense and implausible suburban fable’ (2004).   
In The Age Education (2007), Bob Hillman alludes to the impact of advertising and the 
promises made at that level [the public level] and suggests that the ‘problem lies in that 
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Melbourne’s suburbs were once in sight of the city’s heart’ (Hillman 2007) whereas today 
they, the suburbs, are moving further and further out. Furthermore, Hillman suggests: ‘The 
residents in the novel become victims to a careless and negligent bureaucracy’ (Hillman 
2007). Perhaps Hillman is alluding to the fact that the further out the suburbs spread, the less 
connected they become to the heart of Melbourne. The connection is weakened because the 
administrators and residents are not in close proximity to each other. Therefore, the distinct 
Melbourne-centric suburbs which are simultaneously individual ‘villages’ and part of the 
larger city have this connection due to proximity. Those further out tend to be ‘out of sight 
out of mind’, as in the case of ur.   
Macauley has also provided insight into the world within his novel in an interview with 
Ramona Koval. He cautioned about selling the idea of an urban utopia: ‘You’re buying a 
home not a house, you’re buying a life … It’s more the advertising that annoys me about the 
idea of utopia’ (Interview 2005). Cameron Woodhead suggests that the story ‘is a satire of 
exquisite poise and confidence and a timely corrective to the noxious utopianism of, say, 
Caroline Springs advertisements’ (2004). Macaulay satirises this type of development, taking 
ur one step further beyond the real outer Melbourne suburb of Caroline Springs ‘out the back 
of Melton, the Western Highway past Caroline Springs’ (Macauley 2005, VATE  
Conference) while Brigid Delaney writes in the Insight Text Guide (2005):  
Wayne Macauley’s novel contributes to suburban life in the Australian 
literary tradition, and in Australian society at large. It may be read as a 
metaphor for white settlement in Australia and the efforts of Europeans to 
impose their culture on a wild unhospitable land (p. 2).   
Emmett Stinson, writing in Wet Ink, (Autumn 2, 2006) describes ur as an ‘informal 
commune’ and one of ‘absurdist reality’ (2006). Stinson also suggests that the ‘characters 
remain flat and unbelievable’ (2006), and to a certain extent they are, in comparison to the 
environment. The language describing place, the built environment and the desire for a 
‘home’ is far more emotive in the novel than that used in relation to the characters. When 
discussing his ideal suburban dream, Bram, the unofficial journalist of ur, becomes very 
emotional: 
But we all need our little dreams now, don’t we? … .  for a moment a most 
magical image passed across my mind. Tony would build a house for 
Jodie and me, a beautiful house, brick by brick, somewhere out there on 
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the paddocks where the estate used to be and we would live happily ever 
after in it with our brood of children who would procreate down through 
the generations and build other houses …. (p. 158). 
This may be suggestive of how the synekism of a place has been overlooked at the concept 
city level, ignored in favour of expansion and planning ideals formulated around the nuclear 
family. The people of ur develop a strong sense of community, despite not having essential 
services such as power, sewerage, a central governing body, nor having direct political 
support within their suburb. This suggests that BPFABWC is a story of unique synekism 
specific to a particular outer suburb of Melbourne. What is not so unique, is a strong desire 
for connection, some sort of belonging and family. Much of that evolves through ur’s united 
front against the developers and politicians and the elements: floods, mud, heat and numerous 
predators such as wild dogs, bulldozers, vandals, hoons and then treachery and even falling 
food parcels from well-meaning local farmers. Once sold, it is very hard for the inhabitants to 
give up on the dream.  
I believe this may be Macauley’s point, evoking ‘types’ rather than rounded ‘characters’ 
(2006). The suburbs were founded on an ideal family, for example the two-parent 
heterosexual family with two or three children. Perhaps these flat characters are lifted from 
the billboard advertisements indicative of housing estate promotions; for example, Nanna, the 
flower seller’s character, is a one dimensional cardboard cut-out:  
Nanna (we only ever knew her as Nanna), who had originally come to the 
estate to set up a flower shop on the square and keep herself busy in her 
retirement but who had never had more than a handful of customers 
darken her doorstep, now walked down the access road to the highway 
every weekend with a bucket of flowers and a foldaway chair and came 
back every evening with a jam jar full of coins. (p. 27) 
Even as she dies, Nanna is dressed in a blue nightie holding a ‘small posy of flowers’ (p. 
127). Defying the bulldozers, Nanna is steadfast in her refusal to give up her right to live in 
the community she has become embedded in. However, her death is almost comical, as the 
reader has little emotion vested in this one dimensional character: 
Suddenly the bulldozer coughed into life and above the sound of its engine 
the police megaphone could be heard: We will now pull back and I would 
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ask you to do the same. … I have no doubt they were sincere, that the 
driver of the bulldozer had meant to put it in reverse, but alas for poor 
Nanna the best intentions mattered little. The bulldozer lurched forward … 
within a second Nanna had been crushed (p. 127). 
When the characters step out of ‘type’, away from the opening ceremony of ur, when they are 
not part of an ideal family or pretending to be a member of a ‘traditional’ family like that in 
Butterfly or TTWHT, then the unique synekism of this outer Melbourne suburb emerges.  
Synekism in the suburb 
This real and imagined space within the novel allows for a new synekism taking shape in ur, 
despite a lack of traditional nuclear families, local shops, children at schools, men going to 
work in the city and women staying home and raising children. The tenacity of the local 
inhabitants also offers an insight into Soja’s belief that there are now ‘expanding 
constellations of local synekisms’ [existing with the Melbourne suburbs] (Soja 2003, p. 279). 
The synekism of a place is subject to change as in ur, when support at the concept city level 
is withdrawn, suggesting a symbiotic relationship between the suburb of the imagination and 
the suburb at the concept level. This relationship is also crucial to the development and 
ongoing healthy synekism of the suburb. The suburb of ur and its particular synekism is 
defined before a detailed character driven analysis reveals the peculiarities of ur, while 
maintaining its (erstwhile) connection to the city and its status as a Melbourne suburb:    
I define synekism as the stimulus of urban agglomeration and connect it 
directly to what can be described as the spatial specificity of urbanism-the 
real and imagined, material and symbolic, geographies or spatialities of 
urban life. 
Synekism is no longer confined to the moment of city formation but is 
seen as a continuous and highly politicized process of urban growth and 
development, a dynamic process that provides a constantly evolving 
source of stimulating social synergy and is part of the very essence of 
urban life (Soja 2003, p. 274). 
De Certeau’s theory of the concept city and the hidden city (1974) is the overarching frame of 
the Melbourne model (see appendix 3), which is bringing the public and hidden aspects of 
Melbourne’s suburban spaces together in one case study. The Melbourne Model (Appendix 
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3) demonstrates the symbiotic relationship operating between the various elements of the 
literary city and allows for a more fluid relationship between the concept city and the 
imagined city found within the novel. In this model I also employ Doreen Massey’s spatial 
concepts (Massey 1994), which assist me to examine the gendered spaces. Soja’s theory of 
‘The Great Ontological Distortion’ (Soja 2010, p. 376) is also useful for relating how social 
historicism has privileged ‘time over space and interpretively privileged the historical and 
sociological imagination over geographical or spatial perspectives’ (Soja 2010, p. 376). 
Rather than having a top-down approach, the analytical focus is on all the players/characters 
within the fictional spaces of the novel and how they interact with the physical and social 
spaces and simultaneously the concept city ideals. Each character, from the government 
officials to the flower seller, has a role to play within the myriad social relations of the suburb 
of ur in creating its unique suburban synekism. 
The Melbourne suburb of ur no longer adheres to the concept city’s ideals of an earlier time 
but is following a developing trend of new ‘urban spatial movements’ (Soja 2003, p. 279) 
seeking ‘greater spatial justice and regional democracy in the face of rising inequalities’ (p. 
280). Compared to the other novels in this study of Melbourne suburbs, the physical or built 
environment of ur is the least attractive, least functional and least serviced suburb of 
Melbourne. It is also the suburb which is located furthest away from the city. Despite these 
supposed shortcomings, there is (for a few years) at the everyday lived, hidden city level, a 
successful form of synekism. Edward Soja’s definition of synekism is useful in analysing the 
alternative structure which developed amongst ur’s inhabitants. Rather than seeing the 
everyday practices of ur as lacking in relation to the more traditional modes of suburban 
Melbourne living, synekism allows for a more organic analysis of the way the residents live. 
Soja sees the collective practices within a community as constituting a modern form of 
synekism which is based on a concept of city living by Aristotle (Soja 2003, p. 273). 
According to Soja, ‘synoikismos’ or synekism, ‘thus becomes definable as the conditions that 
derive from dwelling together in a particular home, place or space’ (Soja 2003, p. 273). But 
as this imaginary outer Melbourne suburb of ur reveals, there is still an important role for the 
concept city to play in the functioning of everyday life. Macauley’s characters reveal a 
determination to preserve their village tribe, which consists of seven people from a variety of 
backgrounds, ages and different stages of life. Even after ur has been abandoned by the 
developers and administrators and the infrastructure is dismantled, the locals are reluctant to 
leave. Ur reveals, by happenstance rather than by design, a more global outlook, a more 
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sustainable approach to living, a stronger sense of community than was originally envisioned, 
a more modern concept of family–one that is not necessarily dependent on blood ties. 
Situating the novel 
This novel is a tale of two suburbs–the one which exists in the imagination of those who 
invested time, money and dreams into its development, only to later abandon it; and the other, 
the suburb where the everyday lived experiences of the characters are played out. There are 
parallels to Paul Carter’s theory of ‘ground truthing’ (2010) and his study of the Victorian 
Mallee country. Carter’s ideas around regions and his ambition to know the Mallee beyond 
the explanations of government planners and scientists resemble an author’s ability to 
assemble and reassemble a suburb through fiction: 
Beneath the rational surface of roads, nodal towns – and their corollary, 
statistical information about the climate, the annual yields, the cyclical 
fluctuations in the narrative of regional development-is an underlay of 
unedited anecdote, a fine capillary system of interconnected words, places, 
memories and sensations. These are a portal to the underworld of the 
Mallee, to its dark writing where the region’s creative powers can be 
plotted. (Carter 2010, 3)   
BPFABWC also affords the opportunity to compare the imagined space of ur with the other 
imagined spaces of the novels in this study. The initial development of ur fits with the 
planned ideals of the concept city of Melbourne. However, the type of family formation has 
changed somewhat. As a ‘modern’ Melbourne suburb of the 1990s, the demographic of the 
local inhabitants has also diversified in terms of age, income and ethnicity. The suburb of ur 
resembles what we would come to expect of an inner suburb such as those suburbs depicted 
in the Tsiolkas’s novel, The Slap. Macauley chooses to compare his imaginary outer 
Melbourne suburb with the failed civilisation of ur and as the novel progresses, we see the 
similarities develop. What the novels have in common with each other and also with the other 
novels in this thesis is a desire for a Melbourne suburban home. This desire for home 
ownership has its origins in the post gold rush days of late 1800s Melbourne (Davison 2005) 
when a small block with a detached house and garden was preferable to the inner city slums 
that were more often than not without proper sewerage or privacy. The novel also 
fictionalises the lengths that people will go to in order to fulfil their quest for a stake in the 
suburban dream.   
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Ur was built on the far flung outer reaches of suburbia, a satellite estate, it was established 
past a ‘never-changing expanse of paddocks, dead trees, broken barbed-wire fences, bored 
cows, hang-gutted horses and here and there the rusted shell of an abandoned car’ (Macauley 
2012, p. 10). The novel’s landscape has been described as dystopian, (Magner 2005); an 
‘informal commune’ (Emmett 2006); a ‘fable’ or ‘allegory’ (Koval 2005); ‘near-baroque’ 
(Twyford-Moore 2012); ‘absurdist’ (Hill 2013); an ‘eccentric parable’ (Gillen 2006), with 
‘isolated characters, gothic elements and sense of degenerating humanity’ (Rivers 2004). In a 
public address in 2005, the author introduced BPFABWC as ‘a work of irony’ set on the 
outskirts of Craigieburn, Melbourne, but beneath it, as subtext, it is also ‘set in ancient 
Sumeria, in the fertile delta between the Tigris and The Euphrates’ (Macauley 2005). All of 
these descriptions show us that ur is a messy place and defies the neat, organised 
suburbanscape of Butterfly, TTWHT or even the old inner city streetscapes of The Slap.   
The planners’ actions contribute towards what Soja describes as the ‘great ontological 
distortion’ (Soja 2010, p. 376). Heralded as ‘a model of new planning ideas’ (pp. 7-9), the 
estate of ‘ur was ‘built in record time’ (p. 10) and promoted ‘as the model of things to come’ 
(p. 10). When the settlement is officially abandoned only to become a ‘dead and forgotten 
place’ (p. 20), the remaining residents’ attachment to ur and the suburban dream appears 
stronger than the ‘private property developers’ (p. 18) and the Premier could have imagined. 
Formulating their unique synekism, each night the locals gathered in the square to:  
drink and talk (it was summer when the last rat jumped ship and left us 
seven to sink or swim) and at that hour, as the heat of the day began to 
subside–and the heat out there in the height of summer was almost 
unbearable–the estate did for a time began to resemble as closely as it ever 
might the village the original planners had in mind (p. 20). 
Although ur is promoted as a modern Australian setting, the suburb is out of step with the 
developers ‘planned’ demographic from the start: 
They were an odd assortment of people: young married couples, new 
immigrant families, older folk who had come to escape the city and slowly 
count out the days to their retirement, and, as to be expected, a small 
number of more established families from the towns further north (farmers 
mostly) who, with an eye to the discount petrol, had in addition made no 
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small profit on the sale of their own houses against the much cheaper 
purchase of an estate one (p. 14). 
The suburb and synekism 
The ongoing infatuation with the Australian dream of a home of one’s own in the suburbs is 
greatly catered to by the state and developers in their development of ur. But as Macauley’s 
novel reveals there is more to a place than buildings. Bram account of ur, mirrors the stories 
of the Mallee region and highlights the disjuncture between the historical ideals of the 
administrators planning the concept city and those of the people who actually attempt to live 
there. Carter’s view of the name ‘Mallee’ mirrors the attitude of the developers towards ur: 
‘“Mallee”’, [like ur] the word, appears to express the collision of irreconcilable cultures. It 
originates in a profound reciprocity failure. … it refers to a lost opportunity to understand the 
creative principles of a region’. (33). Such ways of mapping and attempting to impose 
boundaries whether physically or symbolically upon a region or suburb are intrinsically 
patriarchal.  
Soja sees this as ‘The Great Ontological Distortion’ (Soja 2010, p. 376) whereby the 
developers are building to a map or plan without any thought as to how the individuals of a 
contemporary place might engage–hence the individual synekism. The synekism specific to 
ur resembles–in its early years–a historical town or village when the inhabitants were 
connected in a self-sufficient and sustainable community; this is how this suburb of outer 
Melbourne was established. Inspired by Vito, ‘a wiry old Italian with a moustachioed smile 
whose leftish ideas had apparently got him into trouble during the war’ (p. 25), it wasn’t long 
before an ‘economy had been born’ (p. 28). This economy brought together all of the 
inhabitants of ur:  
come summer and the harvest it was the centre of our lives. Every morning 
Vito roused us from our beds with a blast on the horn, every evening the 
old station wagon came back from town with its sackful of cash and 
bootful of supplies, all washed down with bottle after bottle of Dave’s new 
batch of beer (p. 29). 
Soja’s theory of synekism also allows for the involvement of the concept city such as 
Melbourne’s council, state government and developers in this process of ‘urban growth’, for 
when this level of support is withdrawn, ur begins to flounder. This reveals the symbiotic 
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relationship between the concept city and the hidden city and also links to the suburb of ur, 
showing the happenstance, disorder and cooperation of an organic community stretching 
beyond ur and Melbourne:  
Craig the squatter locked himself in the phone box and, using his half-
remembered schoolboy French, dialled a random number in Paris, France, 
and asked the voice at the other end for directions to the Louvre.  All was 
drunkenness, foolishness, frivolity: clinking bottles, breaking glasses, 
laughing, shouting; a cacophony of noise under a still, solid sky. (p. 32) 
Complementing Edward Soja’s theory of synekism, Massey’s view of space welcomes ‘order 
and chaos’ as part of everyday life (p. 265). Spaces in ur have no one set hierarchy, as there is 
the constant changing of ‘a complex web of relations of domination and subordination, of 
solidarity and co-operation. … a ‘power geometry’ (p. 264). This is a more democratic way 
of viewing events within the suburb as they occur simultaneously, or are located in an earlier 
or later period of time. Ur is a suburb built on order, but it quickly dissolves into chaos, until 
the residents are able to reorganise themselves into their own sense of ordered existence. 
Soja’s synekism and Massey’s spatial theories are useful for reading the suburban space of ur 
because they allow room for both the concept city of Melbourne and the suburb of ur to exist 
within one imaginary space.   
The Melbourne suburb and ur as concept city 
While Melbourne has enjoyed a long relationship with suburban living, there has been a 
tendency to deride this lifestyle. Often this is related to the outdated ideals of Melbourne’s 
forefathers in the design and planning of the suburb and how the concept city functions in its 
constant shifting and reassessing of ‘socio-economic and political strategies’ (de Certeau 
1974, p. 152). In ur the houses are built to accommodate families such as Hartnett’s Coyles 
and Carroll’s family of Rita and Vic. Each home in ur has a private front and backyard and 
forms part of a larger, organised model housing estate. This ideal was incorporated into the 
planning of The Outer Suburban Development Complex with a housing design based around 
‘four and a half persons per household’ (p. 12). The uniqueness of ur and the synekism 
specific to this outer suburb of Melbourne are markedly different from the ideals of the 
concept city, particularly around the work/home life of its inhabitants. This suggests a 
disparity between who the residents are and what was planned for them. Ur was designed 
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around a traditional type of family but the roles for men and women are no longer defined by 
children and child rearing–for there are no children in ur.   
The official suburb, The Outer Suburban Village Development, is the most hidden outer 
suburb of Melbourne–so much so, that the narrator, Bram, laments how ‘the cartographers 
had barely begun to sketch us in before they were forced to erase us again’ (Macauley 2012, 
p. 34). Therefore, the unofficial or hidden suburb emerges as ur was built with the promise of 
cheap housing, subsidised petrol, and most importantly a freeway leading back to the city. 
That freeway is never realised and ur devolves into an isolated suburban outpost after being 
abandoned by the administrators of the ‘concept city’ of Melbourne (de Certeau 2008, p. 
152). This lays the foundations for an uneasy relationship between the remaining residents 
and the administrators back in Melbourne city. Soja states: ‘First of all, no cities are ever 
autonomous, from nature, from state power when it exists, or from networks of trust’ (2010, 
p. 368). The uneasy relationship is apparent in the novel even after eleven years of waiting 
for the freeway connecting ur to Melbourne to be built. However, this is a relationship built 
on mistrust, developed out of repetitive failures and broken promises:  
Loch had come to offer his apologies, we had been inexcusably forgotten, 
various shake-ups in the department for which he now worked had meant 
that attention had sadly been diverted to other projects and if various and 
apparently unrelated things had not brought our case to his attention we 
may well have been forgotten altogether and forever (p. 99).   
On the surface, the estate was carefully planned and was ‘a model of new planning ideas at 
the time’ (p. 11). There are four streets and seven courts ‘lined with houses–two hundred and 
twenty in all and all identical in design: three-bedroom solid brick with front yard, backyard, 
driveway and garage’ (p. 12). This could be the imaginary landscape of Hartnett’s Butterfly 
or Carroll’s The Time We Have Taken. The residents were also promised ‘an enormous six-
lane freeway from the city fringe to just over the fifty kilometre mark’ (p. 13), subsidised 
petrol, subsidised housing costs and ‘residency cards’ (p. 13) which proved that they lived 
there.   
Continuing a longstanding tradition of branding the city of Melbourne at the concept city 
level, the developers and administrators who created ur made a fundamental mistake when 
they overlooked the strong attachment Melbournians have to the suburb, or rather what the 
suburb has come to represent–the synekism of daily life. They completely ignored what Soja 
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argues has been the underlying factor of urban development: ‘Permanent urban settlement, 
however, is better understood not as environmentally induced but as a rational and 
specifically spatial choice’ (Soja 2010, p. 365). According to Bram, ur was the creation of 
greedy developers and ‘upstart town planners’ (Macauley 2012, p.28) ‘the ink hardly dry on 
their diplomas, [they managed] to convince the civic authorities that a new approach to urban 
planning was needed’ (Macauley 2012, p. 28). This new approach delivers an ‘absolutely 
unique’ (p. 11) estate ‘over 50 kilometres to the north of the city’ (2012:9): 
The whole thing resembled, if seen from the air and with a touch of 
imagination, the great wheel of an old sailing ship bound for exotic new 
lands.  The four streets and seven courts were named according to their 
corresponding positions on the compass; North Street, East Street, North 
Court, North-East Court, etc.  (p. 12). 
The family of ur 
The remaining seven residents who make up this motley suburban family ultimately have to 
leave, or as in the cases of Nanna and Dave, they die in ur. Before they do, an unlikely 
synekism develops among the inhabitants. On the surface, ur has morphed into a weird gated 
community, attempting to keep the world, particularly the concept city, at bay. But the 
residents develop a deep attachment to each other which only appears to grow stronger as 
their suburb slowly crumbles around them. Gentle Nanna with her flower shop is crushed, 
along with her dreams of a quiet retirement; Alex, her son, who is living on the fringe of this 
Melbourne suburb manning the rubbish tip builds a moat in solidarity with the residents of 
ur; Dave, divorced and looking for a ‘home’ is killed by a falling food parcel; and Slug, who 
runs the bar with Dave, is like a brother to him until Slug absconds in the middle of the night 
back to Melbourne, leaving a Dear John letter in his wake; Vito, the Italian market gardener 
who supplies the residents of ur with fresh produce, departs by climbing over the wall 
surrounding ur one night; and Craig, the squatter who leaves dramatically by horseback after 
attempting to protect ur from the rolling machines, rides ‘like a madman across the paddocks 
towards town’ (Macauley 2012, p. 152). Tapping into the idea of a super diverse suburb as in 
Christos Tsiolkas’s novel The Slap, Marie-Claire, Craig’s girlfriend, is an exotic aspect of 
global living and just likes the fashion magazine of the same name. Marie-Claire reminds us 
of the Australian infatuation with all things French, European or afar–just like Rita in 
TTWHT (2008). Craig and Marie-Claire’s relationship also reflects Doreen Massey’s spatial 
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theory which sees space “as the simultaneous coexistence of social relations that cannot be 
conceptualized as other than dynamic” (Massey 1994, p. 264). These “interrelations” also 
exist “from the most local level to the most global” (1994 p. 264).  
Ur is a suburb where most of the inhabitants are male and are involved heavily in the 
practices of everyday life (de Certeau 1988). For example, Vito the Italian immigrant is the 
supplier of fresh produce for the suburb and Dave and Slug are instrumental in creating a 
central meeting place. No-one can claim to be lonely in ur, for there is a community pulse, 
and unlike the empty and silent playground in Butterfly, the locals actively seek each other 
out for company, particularly in the evenings. Theirs is not the fancy inner city bars of 
Melbourne where the women of The Slap gather on Friday nights (Tsiolkas 2008, p. 63). This 
suburban synekism is all-inclusive, celebrating the everyday life of ur’s residents. When the 
community manages to harvest and produce its own resources, they celebrate under the stars, 
with a ‘motley collection of ill-matched tables and chairs’ under the ‘awning on the corner of 
North Street and the square’ (p. 31): 
If I can trace back through the labyrinthine history of the estate to a place 
and time of happy memories it would be a summer evening.  With the 
harvest in and the cash box full … Slug and Nanna prepared a feast, laid 
out on a trestle table under the stars, while Dave, in ill-fitting dinner jacket 
and bow-tie, moved among us with a tray and bottle balanced precariously 
on the fingers of one hand (p. 32). 
This quirky band of inhabitants seeks to preserve their suburban dream at all costs, 
suggesting that there is a long standing positive relationship with Melbourne suburbia that 
people are still seeking in ‘everyday life’. This particular form of synekism does not 
necessarily fit with the advertising for outer estates; nor does it represent the ordered 
streetscape of Plum Coyle and her family.  
The suburban dream and synekism created by the residents of ur is significantly impaired by 
the administrators of the concept city when they decide to abandon administrative and 
physical support for the inhabitants of ur and build the freeway to the east. Bram, the editor 
and publisher of the Village Voice says: 
We by contrast lived like dry stones scattered under an unforgiving sky; 
we had no mighty river of a freeway to irrigate us, to give us cars and life. 
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We had to make the best of what we had, hunker down, and find some 
way of sustaining this precarious, perhaps ridiculous, existence (Macaulay 
2012, p. 25). 
The inhabitants of ur also reveal a group who have formed a strong attachment to place, 
especially through their spatial relationship which develops in the square when the ‘family’ 
come together each night. Mad Michael’s daughter, Jodie, is like many pioneering Australian 
women who have gone before her. Rather than give up on ur, or her father, or run from the 
developers, she carries on the family tradition of building a barbed-wire canoe and attempts 
to sail it in the flooded creek. Pregnant with Bram’s child, she drowns. Jodie’s father Michael 
also crosses the line from caring parent to outlaw, chasing the suburban dream at an 
ultimately enormous cost to his family. The ideal suburban ‘family’ of the concept city, and 
the type of synekism it generates or lacks, is challenged in ur as most of the characters are 
single, have never been married or are divorced. Some, like Vito, remain a mystery:  
We were an odd group, those seven residents who had each for their own 
reasons decided to stay, and I sometimes wonder how we all got on as well 
as we did for so long.  Loners basically, of one sort or another, who had 
each wanted only to be an anonymous one among a population of a 
thousand but who were now the only residents left and the estate’s entire 
reason for being.  (Macauley 2012, p. 24) 
There is not one single family unit in this novel such as Plum Coyle’s family in Butterfly 
(2009), Rita and Vic’s family in TTWHT (2008) or the family compositions in The Slap 
(2008). Even the poorest of families from Melbourne won’t consider moving to ur–no matter 
how attractive they hold the suburban dream to be:  
Occasionally, on a weekend stroll, one of us might see a car pull up out on 
the access road and a poorly dressed family stand gazing for a while at the 
strange collection of houses in front of them. But if they had come to 
consider the idea of moving into the estate then the idea quickly deserted 
them (pp. 34-35). 
It is interesting how many of the men of ur yearn for a traditional family in some form, which 
suggests that this is not the exclusive domain of women in the suburbs. Just as there was a 
yearning for something more by Michael and Vic in TTWHT, Bram, Craig, Slug, Dave and 
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Michael have either been married, or are seeking love in the suburban space. Craig finds love 
on the telephone, through ‘phone calls to Paris’ (p. 43) in an uncanny, early version of 
searching for love on the internet. What originally starts out as a drunken prank turns into a 
long-distance love affair: 
One night his random dialling had put him through to a girl–Marie-Claire, 
he said, and with such lovelorn sincerity… he had fallen in love with her 
(p. 43). 
When the phone is broken by vandals in the eighth year of the estate, the little group of ur 
bands together so that Craig can call and propose to Marie-Claire. The supporting synekism 
of this ‘family’ and engagement in Craig’s life is in stark contrast to a more traditional family 
group’s offerings, such as those of Rosie and Gary in The Slap:  
He’d been ringing her every night; she was smitten too; they wanted to get 
married. … I left Craig alone, drew the crowd aside and explained the 
situation.  They all nodded their heads gravely: no question, let him ring 
from the phone box in town; if he needs to talk to her he can. I went back 
to tell Craig that the matter was settled and a great weight lifted from him. 
He drove into town that night with a pocket full of coins and a farewell 
party wishing him good luck from the gate. (p. 44)   
This modern or more contemporary family concept is not enough for Bram, the Village Voice 
of ur. When Michael’s daughter Jodie arrives after many years of estrangement, Bram 
acknowledges his longing for a ‘real’ (traditional or historical) family, even after three days 
of hearing Bram and Jodie’s ‘relentless shouting’ (p. 46) and arguments which ‘echoed 
through the deserted streets and sent the dogs into paroxysms of barking’ (p. 46). Michael 
and Jodie manage to iron out their differences and sit down together every evening over ‘a 
rabbit stew’ (p. 47). Bram yearns for the suburban family of the developer’s billboards and 
still seems to believe that the concept of ‘family’ means next of kin, no matter how 
dysfunctional relations might have been: 
It [Jodie and Michael’s relationship] was enough to restore even the most 
confirmed cynic’s faith in the strange and sometimes troubled world of 
familial relations–what any of us would have given for a moment of that: 
with a daughter, son, mother, father, husband or wife. We’d left them all 
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behind: uncles, aunts, cousins too; we had each other, and it was a family 
of sorts, but the sight of Michael and Jodie often cruelly reminded us that 
any family, no matter how bonded, interdependent and happy, is an ersatz 
family compared to the one linked by blood (p. 47).  
ur fails as a concept city 
Writing on the Mallee, Carter’s observations are evocative of the way authors, are able to 
assemble a place through the untold stories invisible to topographical mappings and 
documentation: ‘Places are made after their stories; and stories have authors (even when the 
authors did not intend it). Place names are an instance of this’. (3). Emulating its namesake as 
a failed development, ur becomes a living museum of a society told about through Bram’s 
words. It is a suburb which was built on a model of suburban living developed during 
industrialisation and adopted in Melbourne during the late 19th century. Whereas TTWHT 
had the benefit of the Railway Octopus Act (1884) and the development of the railway line as 
part of its infrastructure, ur was dependent on the car, and a promised freeway which never 
eventuates. The estate is flawed from the beginning: ‘with the benefit of hindsight, they made 
two fundamental mistakes. First, in their great enthusiasm, they looked too far out, and 
second, they looked too far out in the wrong direction’ (Macauley 2012, p. 9). From this 
point onwards, ur does not meet the expectations of those who move there. There is no 
adequate sewerage system, power or transport. The men outnumber the women, the place 
stinks, there is no functioning petrol station and no sign of the freeway and ‘Finally, as if to 
rub salt into our wounds, we soon found that not a single telephone on the estate worked; 
every phone was dead’ (p. 16). ur becomes the antithesis of the suburban estates advertised 
on billboards and finishes as a failed social experiment.  
In his work on the early development of urbanisation and cities, Soja emphasises the 
important relationship between the state and urban areas since ‘the rise of agrarian societies 
and the formation of the centralised state’ (Soja 2010, p. 367). Moreover, Soja stresses how: 
‘urbanization and state formation grew together symbiotically, very much like the mutually 
stimulating development of cities and agriculture …’ (p. 365). The Outer Suburban Village 
Development Complex was doomed from the start, for without a railway and the promised 
freeway, transport to and from employment in Melbourne was non-existent. This deprived the 
residents of an income and an essential for suburban life for according to Soja: ‘Trade was an 
urbanizing force, especially in the Neolithic or New Stone Age, when the main commodity 
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was workable stones such as flint and obsidian’. (Soja 2010, p. 365) Furthermore, the 
successful synekism of place is dependent upon ‘a continuous and highly politicised process 
of urban growth and development’ (Soja 2003, p. 274). The whole process is not fixed but a 
dynamic energy, inclusive of government, the ‘real and imagined, material and symbolic, 
geographies or spatialities of urban life’ (Soja 2003, p. 274). Without the tools to earn an 
income and maintain their suburban outpost, the residents effectively become prisoners in 
their own suburb. However, this is what contributes towards an alternative form of synekism 
and sense of community. But without community services, proper transport, roads and the 
means to build and develop these essential aspects of suburban life, ur begins to stagnate and 
its newfound synekism is unsustainable.  
The relationship between the state and ur breaks down and ur is constantly beleaguered by 
poor services, vandals, a lack of postal services, and in the end becomes its own prison, 
surrounded by a great brick wall topped with ‘a tangle of barbed wire and broken beer 
bottles’ (p. 68). The government thwarts, successfully, any attempt to build on this new 
synekism. ur has its subsidies cut, receives sporadic visits from suited government officials 
(pp. 78-79) offering alternative lifestyle packages until: ‘like all the lights flickering in all the 
houses of a vast suburb before the power fails, there followed a series of otherwise unrelated 
events that could only be read as premonitory signs of the great upheaval to come’. (p. 69).  
The suburb of ur reaches a tipping point and Bram, the resident proselytiser of suburban 
living, is forced to acknowledge (although he always holds fast to an historical and ideal 
suburban existence) that ur has become a ‘grotesquerie’ (p. 62), ‘a blot on the landscape’ (p. 
62) and nothing like the suburban dream he had held on to. The suburb which was built 
around the idea of women and children inhabiting the outside areas is more like the childless 
streets of Butterfly. Instead of being stung by a bee as Plum is, it is the dogs who pose the 
biggest problem for residents: 
Look at it: a barren, childless place…. We’ve got no school, no 
playground, no park; ride your bike in the street and you’d be eaten by 
dogs. There can never be children here, and without children, a new 
generation in which to pour out all our hopes and dreams. …  We’ve 
become grotesque (63). 
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The male characters and the concept city 
The central characters in BPFABWC represent different attitudes towards Melbourne’s 
suburban lifestyle; some support the concept city of Melbourne’s ideals while others seek out 
an original form of synekism in everyday life. In ur, it is the male characters who still 
strongly believe in and strive to uphold the ideals of the concept city, especially those built 
upon traditional gender roles. Ultimately, despite the best intentions of government officials, 
the synekism of ur unravels as the male characters seem to have trouble dealing with the 
failure of suburban ur. In Bram’s case, this adulation of the suburban dream comes at the 
expense of the life of his partner and unborn child. Bram, the ‘village voice,’ is the acolyte 
for a traditional way of suburban living and for a Melbourne patriarchal system sustaining 
what Soja calls ‘the great ontological distortion’ and the concept city’s tradition of 
‘privileging time over space’ (Soja 2010). The Outer Suburban Village Development 
Complex brings together all that is perceived to be needed for a successful modern outer 
suburb of Melbourne. Bob Hillman (2007) points to how the novel’s depiction of 
‘Australians’ natural suspicion of, and aversion to, government is reinforced throughout the 
story’ (2007). Michael, ur’s vigilante, is a hyped-up version of this ‘aversion’ and mistrust. 
Equally exaggerated are the characters and government figures of Leyland and Loch, who are 
expendable pawns sent in by the same government that Michael is fighting against.   
In Butterfly it could be argued that some of the male characters experience a form of malaise 
and they seem incapable of changing their circumstances. However, in BPFABWC it is the 
unshakeable and ultimately for some, disillusioned belief in the Melbourne suburban dream 
that is keeping those such as Craig, Bram and Michael in ur: 
As the greater part of the estate began to fall apart around us, the 
remaining population … were drawn together all the more tightly. We 
believed, despite the unfinished works and unfulfilled promises, that the 
freeway would come (p. 17). 
For the inhabitants of ur this is their only chance to afford the suburban dream. According to 
Macauley, the suburbs: ‘represent the true essence of this country’s white settler culture … a 
culture built on our absolute, even irrational, belief in freedom, opportunity and prosperity. It 
is the landscape of possibility’ (Macaulay 2005). Bram is the romantic hero or failed hero of 
this novel, in love with Jodie. His is an unrequited love, in an idealised Australian suburban 
dream. There are parallels in Bram’s story with Peter van Rijn’s life in TTWHT. Both 
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characters take a strong interest in their community and both have an unshakeable belief in a 
particular Melbourne suburban way of life. Peter van Rijn’s outer suburban development has 
the full support of the government at state level with the visit of Gough Whitlam, and at the 
community level with the development of the Centenary Suburb Committee led by the 
mayor. This leads to a specific synekism and harmonious relationship between the two levels 
of the concept city. On the other hand, ur is abandoned by the state government and local 
authorities except for two official visits by government representatives, Loch and Leyland, 
who announce the government’s intentions to abandon ur in favour of a northern settlement. 
Although these outer Melbourne suburbs are vastly different in terms of synekism, both were 
designed and constructed physically around ‘historical interpretations of social relations, 
social will and societal development’ (Soja 2010, p. 362). This is evident in Bram and 
Michael’s attitudes towards women and in their roles in outer suburban Melbourne. 
Bram begins as a voice of reason and as someone who is keeping an eye on everyone within 
his community. But by the end of the saga, he appears bewitched in his thinking about the 
ideal outer Melbourne suburban existence. Bram still believes in the suburban dream and 
despite having lived through the demise of ur, he is determined to keep chasing an idealised 
version of this outer suburban living. However, the novel clearly reveals that it is not possible 
to replicate the perfect dream portrayed on the developer’s billboards. For as all characters 
reveal, their experiences of suburban Melbourne are different and this is so for various 
reasons: life experiences shape people, places shape people and relationships shape people. 
As Macauley’s novel shows, the concept city of Melbourne also shapes people’s experiences 
of suburban living.  Initially Bram cannot fathom his reasons for staying on in the failed 
development of ur: 
For reasons I am still hard-pressed to explain, I had remained in my house 
on the edge of North Court and continued to live there, despite the stink, 
the sinking foundations and the cracks in the wall, through almost all the 
years of the estate’s existence (Macauley 2004, p. 35).   
Macauley describes how the subtext of the novel is about Abraham and ‘the promised land’ 
and ancient Mesopotamia (Macauley 2005). There are parallels between the life of Bram and 
Abraham in the biblical sense. Abraham worshipped false gods until he moved on to Haran. 
After Jodie’s death and his elegy to ur, Bram, too, moves to a Haran–Haranhope, the newest 
estate being built: ‘my days here are done, tomorrow I leave for Haranhope where a barrow 
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of bricks lies waiting. This time I’ll start from the bottom up and see what comes of it’ (p. 
197). Bram’s false god is the ‘ideal’ suburban dream over the ‘synekism’ of everyday 
suburban life in his particular Melbourne suburb. 
This longing for a better life is what underpins the beginning of the suburbanisation of 
Melbourne in the late 1800s. The longing has continued throughout the expansion of the 
Melbourne suburban landscape and into the imagination of Melbourne’s writers and is 
especially strong in the male characters of ur. Macauley sees this longing as embedded in our 
DNA:  
The idea of a utopia runs deep through the Australian psyche–the early 
explorer’s belief in the existence of an Inland Sea, the events of Eureka 
and its secessionist subtext, wacky young Ned Kelly’s Country Republic. 
And what has undoubtedly fed into all these utopian dreams is the idea of 
Australia–Terra Australis, Terra Nullius. (Macauley 2005)  
Nowhere is this more evident than in the way Bram views not only ur, but Jodie, and how he 
views her role in the abandoned suburb. His judgement becomes clouded by historical 
expectations based upon the ideals of an earlier generation, particularly of women. Even as ur 
is in the final stages of its existence he is looking forward to an impossible future based on an 
idealised past where women are ‘housewives’ who perform tasks such as the cooking, 
cleaning and child rearing:  
I wanted to turn the clock back and start the story all over again: this is my 
wife and this is the meal she has cooked; soon her eccentric father will 
drop around and I will tolerate him, as I should, and ask him to come with 
us to the park on Sunday … with our two children hand in hand. (p. 130)   
The suburban ideals of women, the home and family that Bram longs for have been rejected 
in various ways by many of the other characters in recent suburban Melbourne literature. In 
The Slap (Tsiolkas 2008), Anouk eschews married life for a younger lover, a career and 
independent living in an inner Melbourne suburban apartment. Rosie, her married friend, 
slavishly attempts to uphold ideals of owning a home of one’s own, children and a devoted 
husband while trying to live on an impoverished income. Rosie’s suburban idyll is in reality a 
far cry from Bram’s suburban dream as she lives life with one child, Hugo and an alcoholic 
and sometimes verbally abusive husband, Gary, while residing in an inner city suburban 
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overgrown rental. Likewise, in TTWHT (Carroll 2008), both Rita and Mrs Webster begin 
suburban life with the same ideals as Bram in their outer suburban estate. However, they 
realise after their husbands leave, along with Rita’s only child, that they both exist in outer 
suburban museums surrounded by artefacts from another era. Jodie is similar to her female 
contemporaries in that she does not understand this longing for a suburban house above all 
else and is quick to question Bram about his motivations for staying in ur:   
What’s that smell?  she said? …  
It’s the creek, I said, we’ve had sewage problems. Jodie continued to stare 
out the kitchen window into the dark.  What are you all doing here? She 
said after a pause: you could have all left years ago, I don’t understand… 
(p. 51)   
To which Bram’s response confirms his dogged belief in the concept city and the suburban 
dream: ‘who’s to say that things won’t change, that the new beginning isn’t around the 
corner? … I have no real reason to doubt that the park will come one day and I don’t see why 
I shouldn’t be here to enjoy it’. (p. 52) 
After the spectacular fall of ur in a Eureka Stockade-style stand-off (p. 151) in which Nanna 
and then Dave are killed, Bram eventually moves back to ur and with the help of friends 
rebuilds his suburban house:  
a rough brick shack between the mountain of rubble and the quiet, slow-
moving creek.  A little fence surrounded my vegetable patch, to keep the 
rabbits out, and a chair stood by the back door from which I watched the 
sunsets fade. (p. 180)     
But ur has been reduced to an archaeological site of everyday paraphernalia, which is 
rediscovered by Bram: ‘I stacked the artefacts up in the house and in the garden all around it: 
objects as signposts to memories that I struggled through the nights to record’ (p. 184). In 
TTWHT Rita also recounts various events and celebrations through her catalogue of dresses, 
but realises they represent a time past. Bram, however, is a man who walks amongst ghosts 
and it is here that he builds his new house and waits for Jodie’s return: ‘This was my life 
now, living among the ruins’ (p. 184). It is a solitary existence for a man who is hanging onto 
a dream at the expense of joining a new form of suburban synekism elsewhere with Jodie: 
’I’d given up on Jodie, the happy home, the flower-filled days of spring…. ‘(p. 187).    
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Michael, the father of Jodie, represents a dangerous aspect of this settler culture as the desire 
for a place of his own develops into an obsession, and eventually becomes a personal war 
between himself and the Melbourne authorities. This effectively stops the ongoing 
development of the synekism once enjoyed by the last seven residents. Described as a Ned 
Kelly figure (Macauley 2005), Michael’s singlemindedness about staying in ur is also a 
rather extreme example of Massey’s idea that places are full of conflict and power struggles. 
Michael is determined to build the suburban dream in ur even at the expense of lives, dignity 
and ultimately his own sanity. Denying Jodie a voice, he, too, projects his dreams and 
lifestyle onto her and Bram:  
imagine if instead they found this: two neat suburban houses with a 
common back fence, clipped lawns and newly planted shrubs and flowers, 
a husband in each front yard with a hose in his hand and in each backyard, 
chatting over the common fence, two wives with newborn babes in arms. I 
beg you, to do what you can to turn it into a reality (pp. 138-39). 
Jodie’s father becomes known as ‘Mad Michael’ (p. 185) in his single-minded pursuit of the 
desire for a suburban home of his own. His actions reveal how the ideal of outer suburban life 
at the concept city level has not adapted over time to accommodate alternative synekisms. 
Nowhere is this more evident than through Michael’s violent actions towards innocent people 
living their own suburban dream. Ironically, he is more like those attempting to dismantle ur 
than he realises. While the developers were still rolling out the inner-city suburb cookie-
cutter model to outer suburban Melbourne, Michael ‘began attacking other people’s houses, 
the new brick veneers’ (p. 162), wreaking havoc ‘in every country town within a fifty-
kilometre radius of ur’ (p. 160). The ideals of what a Melbourne suburb originally stood for 
were lost as his fixation was on place rather than the synekism of place:  
He believed he was making a point, but amid the chaos, the panic and the 
fear, the point was completely lost…. no-one in their wildest imagination 
could trace the violence back to some vague notion of a house, a family 
and a happy life in the former housing estate north of Melbourne (p. 161) 
Central to the novel’s title is Michael’s family tradition of handing down the blueprints for 
building a barbed wire canoe and using it as a way out of impossible situations: ‘Be sure 
you’re sick of life; say to yourself: I’ve had enough. Take a roll of rusted barbed wire and 
some pieces of nail infested wood’ (p. 140). This model is also suggestive of Soja’s point that 
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social historicism has favoured time over space (Soja 2010, p. 376).  It is an unyielding and 
narrow view of suburbia, the synekism of places and ultimately the organic and ever-
changing suburban environment. While the synekism of outer suburban Melbourne is not 
recognised as dynamic, it mirrors the roles of women, who are often viewed through static 
historical lenses.   
The women of ur 
In the everyday life of the female characters of ur, there are strong parallels to less favourable 
episodes involving women and children in Australian history. The planners of Melbourne’s 
early suburbs imagined green gardens, a safe haven for women and children and a place 
where men could retreat to on weekends. Moreover BPFABWC and the other imaginary 
suburban spaces discussed in this thesis reveal how synekism within the outer suburbs is 
often developed and maintained at the expense of the agency of women. In ur, both Jodie and 
Nanna die accidental yet violent deaths. Nanna is crushed by a bulldozer, while Jodie and her 
unborn child drown when the soon-to-be mother attempts to row a barbed wire canoe in the 
creek of ur. Both Nanna and Jodie are staging their own personal protests while the men are 
asleep. Both women find independence and take action alone, in the night–a time 
traditionally not associated with women’s suburban spaces. Jodie waits until the cover of 
darkness to begin her journey: ‘It had rained for three days solid, in some places the creek 
had already burst its banks; she’d waited for nightfall, a night with no moon’ (Macauley 
2012, p. 1). It could be argued that Jodie, Nanna and Marie-Claire are the only realists in this 
novel. For Jodie in particular, this romantic notion of suburban living doesn’t hold anything 
for the future. Her death is violent and swift and pointless, just like the guerrilla style warfare 
engaged in by her father. Marie-Claire’s actions towards Leyland are also violent–cutting off 
the diseased part of his leg is a practical action, just like the move with Craig back to her 
home town of ur in France. It may also be read as a symbolic act of cutting the passive 
connection of women to ur.  
Like Jodie, her baby and Marie-Claire, Nanna does not have a voice in ur. Her death is 
comical, like a skit from an episode of the television series Kath and Kim and it happens so 
quickly that it is hard to be moved by her death. Unlike for Koula, the Greek grandmother in 
The Slap, we never really hear Nanna’s views on suburban living, relationships, children or 
ageing. However, Nanna’s presence does contribute towards the synekism of ur and her death 
is felt keenly by the other residents and of course her son, Alex:  
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But the real shock was Nanna.  She sat with her back to us, her face to 
them, in front of the enormous bulldozer at the head of the bulldozer at the 
head of the column. (p. 126) 
The deaths of Jodie and Nanna say something important about this fictional outer Melbourne 
suburban space. The women appear to have less control over the direction of their everyday 
lives the further they are away from Melbourne’s inner city suburbs. Alternatively, the female 
characters in the fictional spaces of inner city Melbourne appear to have more control and 
confidence over the direction of their lives: Michael’s girlfriend, Madeleine in TTWHT, 
whose locale is the inner city suburb of Carlton, knows she will never live in outer suburban 
Melbourne; and Anouk and Aisha in The Slap are women who work and socialise in the inner 
city spaces from Federation Square to Northcote and St Kilda, maintaining a degree of 
control over their reproductive rights, working spaces and sex lives. The further out suburban 
settlement is, as in the case of Plum and Maureen, the less access appears to be available to 
alternative spaces, synekisms of other suburbs and people. This is even more so with the 
females who reside in ‘traditional’ suburbs, for they are expected to live a suburban life 
within their suburb, while the men are able to access the inner city synekisms of Melbourne’s 
suburbs if they travel in to work each day. Although Plum and Maureen take (even if 
unhinged) control of the situations surrounding them in the outer 1980s Melbourne suburban 
space of Butterfly, Helen Garner’s inner city female protagonist Nora, in the Melbourne-
centred novel Monkey Grip (1977), had more control over her young life as a single mother 
living in Melbourne’s inner suburbs of Fitzroy and Carlton in the 1970s.   
In many ways Macauley’s novel recreates the hardships of loneliness, child deaths and early 
mortality that the first settlers of Australia would have experienced; none more heartbreaking 
than the one created by Barbra Baynton’s The Chosen Vessel (Barbra Baynton 1896). 
Echoing such monumental sadness are the drowning deaths of Jodie and her miscarried baby 
in the flooded creek of ur. Her death12 opens this tale as told by her lover, Bram. Jodie dies 
during a great flood or unnatural weather conditions after ‘it had rained for three days solid’ 
(p. 1). The death of the unborn child also supports Peter Pierce’s thesis about the ongoing 
trope of the lost child in the Australian landscape. He sees this as suggestive of cultural 
displacement, and the modern social consequences of urban and suburban living on children 
                                                             
12 I read this death as a suicide as Ramona Koval said that she also did when she interviewed Wayne Macauley 
in 2005. (November 27, 2005). Macauley, however, did not see it as suicide.   
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and childhood. The domestic and suburban spaces were heavily promoted in Melbourne 
suburban development as the home of children, mothers and women as well as the fathers 
who travelled to work in the city each day. This dream is denied when the freeway is not 
built. The dream is again taken away by the deaths of Jodie and her unborn child. There is no 
future in ur; therefore, the child and mother are sacrificed as Jodie brings to a close Michael’s 
family madness. It could also be argued that Jodie’s death is a symbolic act which brings into 
focus some of the more disturbing elements of suburban living for women and children: 
loneliness, isolation, mental illness, and the harsh elements of Australia’s climate. There is 
also something unholy about the image of the farmer finding a dead baby with ‘lowing’ (p. 
193) cattle surrounding its tiny body:  
their heads hung low, still and silent. He called them up; one by one they 
peeled away from the circle, revealing in its centre a tiny blue-grey bundle 
of flesh lying on the ground, stark and unmistakable against the 
background of sodden grass (192).  
Disturbingly, in the same paragraph, Bram has quickly moved on from this detail to a 
conversation about a job and ‘and papers stacked up in the corner’ (p. 192). Jodie and her 
child, it seems, are collateral as a result of Bram and Michael’s dreams to pursue their ideal 
suburban existence at all cost; staying on at ur when they could have left long ago and buying 
a home elsewhere before settlement became a territorial warzone.  This scene reveals a great 
disparity between the ideals of the women of ur and those of the men. The women are 
associated with death, dying, rain, flowers, consistency (Nanna), loyalty (Jodie and Michael) 
blood, surgery (Marie-Claire and Lleyland’s leg), birth (the baby) and earth. The men are 
associated with method, planning, artefacts, objects, machinery, madness, government and 
the self above others. This gulf shows the relationship of the male characters towards the 
concept city, Melbourne’s historical suburban ideals and Soja’s ontological distortion. While 
silent for much of the novel, the female characters reveal through their actions that not all 
Melbourne suburbs are safe, nurturing spaces for women.   
Conclusion 
Ur begins with great ceremony and pomp and ends with an elegy by Bram to Jodie. However, 
the elegy can also be read in relation to the great Australian dream and ‘The Great 
Ontological Distortion’ (Soja 2010). Such a dream is continually perpetuated by developers 
and governments and then sold to consumers such as Bram and Michael who believe in and 
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want a part of that dream. I would suggest that it is an elegy to a traditional way of suburban 
life, one which exists in the minds of those who still believe in the outdated 1890s ideals 
underpinning suburban development in Australia. As Macauley’s novel demonstrates, some 
people don’t know what to do with that dream once they get there. They don’t realise that 
every suburban situation is different and every suburb creates its own synekism. There is no 
one right way of suburban living and the suburban dream is flawed. It is a dream based upon 
a settler culture which existed generations ago. The characters of Bram and Michael, in 
particular, represent this outdated dream. In this dream the women are silent and they don’t 
really have a voice, but their actions clearly show that they don’t agree with how the concept 
city and its ideals have situated women in this suburb on the outer edges of suburban 
Melbourne.   
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Conclusion 
In December of 2016, a nondescript Melbourne house at 3 Dagonet Street, Strathmore, was 
under threat from a demolition order. The house was described by the Moonee Valley Mayor 
Andrea Surace as: ‘just a very sweet, simple weatherboard home. It’s something that has a bit 
of an emotional significance’. (A) Culturally, the house was of greater significance within the 
wider Australian community because it was the suburban house owned by Dale Kerrigan in 
the 1997 popular movie The Castle. In the film, Dale and his family fight to save their house 
from compulsory acquisition by the developers who want to expand Essendon Airport.  In 
real life, news of this proposed demolition order spread like wildfire across traditional and 
social media. The Castle may have been poking fun at a particular suburban way of life, but it 
gave people an ‘acceptable’ or ‘cool’ excuse to celebrate the place where a third of us live 
(Harper and Wright, 2015). The Castle was lame at times, but we also found it endearingly 
funny and probably saw something of ourselves and our families in its daggy dialogue and 
celebration of ordinary suburban life. On a more realistic level, The Castle did not shy away 
from including a wayward Kerrigan son who was serving time in prison for armed robbery. 
Lines from the film such as ‘Tell ‘em they’re dreamin’ and ‘This is going straight to the pool 
room.’ entered the national lexicon. To date, fictional representations of the Melbourne 
suburb within novels have not managed to produce quite the level of affection for a suburban 
story.  
The reason for this lack of recognition according to Nathanael O’Reilly (2012) is a deeply 
entrenched ‘anti-suburban’ tradition which has seen Australian suburbs disparaged, especially 
in criticism about earlier works like George Johnston’s famous novel My Brother Jack. Many 
writers of fiction did not even see the suburban landscape as worthy of attention:  
While historians, sociologists, comedians, screenwriters, poets and writers 
of short fiction have devoted significant attention to Australian suburban 
life, the nation’s novelists and literary critics have given suburbia scant 
serious attention, largely due to the dominance of the anti-suburban 
tradition amongst Australian novelists and critics. For most of Australian 
history, novelists and literary critics have deemed suburban life an 
unworthy subject.’ (2012, xii) 
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O’Reilly’s work which revisited suburban fiction from an alternative framework, has 
demonstrated that suburban fiction was often read via a biased perspective. The content and 
increasing number of publications since O’Reilly’s research was published in 2012, suggests 
that writers of Melbourne suburban fiction are turning more and more to what they know and 
deem worthy of their focus. 
This thesis has examined four novels which reassembles suburban areas of Melbourne and 
are portrayed in a realistic manner. By reading them within a Thirdspace framework with a 
focus on the practices of everyday life, the aim was to let the essence of the novel emerge 
without such a preconceived bias. The research puts forward the contention that Melbourne 
as a city of suburbs is a paradigm worthy of writerly and critical attention. The novels I chose 
to focus on: The Time We Have Taken (2007) by Stephen Carroll, Butterfly (2009) by Sonya 
Hartnett, The Slap (2008) by Christos Tsiolkas and Blueprints for a Barbed-Wire Canoe 
(2004) by Wayne Macauley, represent a small sample of the city’s suburban diaspora. Each 
novel was examined as an individual case study (although by no means conclusive) of a 
different period in Melbourne suburban life. A rough timeline was followed by each novel, 
although this was not to show how the suburb has developed over the decades but rather, to 
highlight the similarities and differences across Melbourne’s suburbs within fiction. Reading 
the novels alongside cultural, historical and political history showed how outside influences 
naturally were impacting upon suburban life. What the fiction revealed is that despite family 
configurations changing over the years, the desire for community, a purpose in life and a 
sense of belonging to some form of family has not changed.  
These texts were not meant to represent a conclusive analysis of Melbourne suburban life, 
nor were they chosen upon literary merit, the author’s popularity, gender or ethnic 
background–one author is female and the other three are male; one is of Greek heritage and 
none identify as Indigenous Australians.   
For this project, the fictional representations of the people within the suburbs were just as 
important as the depiction of the suburban places they inhabited. This is because their 
everyday lives provided multiple perspectives and examples of the daily practices within 
suburban Melbourne. The numerous characters revealed that within their suburban plot there 
is a plethora of cultural beliefs, ideals, emotions, sexual orientations, family compositions, 
racial backgrounds, education and life experiences to be analysed. Each chapter looked at a 
text through a different theoretical (although connected) lens: Chapter 4 discussed the poetics 
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of suburbia; Chapter 5 discussed the dark fluidity of suburban spaces; Chapter 6 discussed the 
super diversity of the concept city; and Chapter 7 discussed a particular form of synekism. 
These different theories were applied to each novel to reveal a particular piece of the mosaic 
that contributes towards the overall whole of Melbourne. Each theory was chosen to bring out 
a particular aspect of the concept city of Melbourne. In this way it could be suggested that 
Melbourne resembles a very large family, and each suburb is like an offspring–connected to 
the overarching group, but at the same time having its own quirks, personality traits, and 
often, dark side.  
The first chapter examined Stephen Carroll’s novel The Time We Have Taken and argued that 
the characters found meaning in their outer suburban lives through de Certeau’s ‘poetics’ of 
everyday life (de Certeau cited in Highmore 2002, p. 156). Poetics applied to the ‘tactical’ 
ways that the characters challenged suburban expectations around gender, mothering and 
marriage. This was evident through the actions of the male and female characters. The two 
main male protagonists, Vic and Mr Webster, eschewed suburban life and broke with 
tradition by abandoning their families and their suburban existence–one by driving off into 
the night and the other by retiring ‘up north’. Vic and Mr Webster’s characters are revealed in 
Centenary Suburb through their letter writing, diaries, and in the memories of their wives. 
This is interesting because the women, who are also dissatisfied with living in this outer 
suburban environment, remove themselves more slowly and purposefully from their lives. 
This suggests the male and female ways of ‘leaving’ are significantly different. As the 
women shift and sort through their possessions, they simultaneously process their lives 
through a series of vignettes. These vignettes challenged a more conventional (and 
masculine) linear style of narrative as the storyline jumps back and forth between the past and 
present and at times, the future. Vic also engages in a process of remembering through his 
own series of vignettes across the NSW border in Tweed Heads as he waits for death. From 
this distance he ruminates about the conventional suburban life that he, through his drinking, 
had railed against. There is a softer, more ‘feminine’ aspect to Vic’s musings now that was 
not present in Rita’s memories of him in the past. It is as if the suburban space he and Rita 
resided in, with its gender expectations designed around rigid binaries and roles, broke their 
marriage. Reviewing outer 1970s suburban Melbourne from the present puts into a fresh 
perspective for the reader a period of Australian history which is often mocked and parodied. 
This was in relation to the role of the stay-at-home mother who was often lonely and 
restricted in numerous ways. The novel also depicts how men in the suburbs did not always 
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enjoy, nor have access to, a jocular style of camaraderie that is often put forward in films, 
novels, advertising and other forms of popular culture depicting 1970s outer suburban 
Melbourne. For the male characters, Mr Webster, Vic and later son Michael, this suburban 
space robbed them, in many aspects, of living a full life.  
The second chapter was an analysis of Butterfly which was written by Sonya Hartnett, with 
the storyline set in a 1980s period of Australian suburban history. The central argument was 
that an increase in private spaces and boundaries around the roles of men and women in 
suburban Melbourne created severe psychological distress in several of the characters. This 
was called the ‘dark fluidity of suburbia’ and drew on de Certeau’s idea of the “The ordinary 
practitioners of the city [who] live ‘down below’, below the thresholds at which visibility 
begins" (2008, p. 151) where the strangeness of everyday life occurs. This hidden city 
concept revealed another side to the idea of a suburban idyll, a side which was concealed by 
everyday conventions. This idea also mirrored Virginia Woolf’s concept of ‘dark 
psychology’ (Woolf Essays cited in María Jesús López Sánchez-Vizcaíno et al. 2007) and the 
fluidity and distress which occurs when the characters attempted to live a ‘freer’ existence 
around the hidden social constraints of this suburban space.  This form of psychological 
distress was especially evident in two female characters: thirteen-year-old Plum Coyle and 
her older next door neighbour, Maureen Wilks. The analysis of Butterfly revealed that while 
domestic acts performed in everyday life as part of a suburban routine can seem innocuous 
and dull, their function may also be masking a dark fluidity, a deep psychological anomaly 
beneath a person’s exterior. This chapter portrayed a suburb in Melbourne during the time of 
growing modernity, a rise in mass consumerism and a diminishing circle of family support as 
people moved away from close ties. These changes influenced how men and women viewed 
traditional roles within the suburb: women as nurturers (Plum’s mother and Mrs Webster), 
and men as the patriarchal heads of the family (Mr Webster, Fa and his two sons).   
Christos Tsiolkas’s novel, The Slap, was analysed through a framework of de Certeau’s 
concept city and argued that Tsiolkas’s suburban Melbourne revealed sites of super diversity 
(Vertovec and Serle cited in Sharifian and Musgrave 2013). Beginning with Hector’s 
immediate family and friends, the analysis drew on where they lived, what type of suburban 
spaces they socialised and worked in, and where their homes were. This information was 
compared against the foundation ideals Melbourne suburbs were designed around. Set during 
the latter part of the 20th century, Tsiolkas’s male and female characters showed how they 
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were living lives far more complex in terms of sexuality, marriage patterns and family 
makeup than the female and male characters in TTWHT and Butterfly.   
In Tsiolkas’s novel, the characters are not confined to one suburb where they live and another 
for where they work. Each of the suburbs can be identified as having its own unique culture. 
St Kilda is for socialising, eating and drinking. Northcote, once considered a low socio-
economic suburb, houses dual income middle-class families such as that of Hector and Aisha. 
Brighton is where Harry lives. Once the domain of wealthy Anglo-Australian families, Harry 
finds that this upmarket suburb is quietly traditional in terms of ethnicity, unlike the other 
inner city suburbs where Hector and Hector’s friends live. Tsiolkas reveals the characters 
criss-cross the city daily, engaging with the different energies of each suburb. For example, 
when Richie visits the outer suburb where his father lives, he cannot help but be impacted by 
the spaces where his father practices everyday life: the pub, the pokies and the small 
functional brick flat where he lives. Craig’s father is not unlike the men inhabiting Carroll or 
Hartnett’s novels. His suburb, along with Brighton, suggests that the old binaries of 
Melbourne’s earlier suburban history have not entirely disappeared; binaries around gender, 
gender roles, ethnicity and a fear of the ‘other’. 
Blueprints for a Barbed Wire Canoe, by Wayne Macauley, was analysed through the lens of 
Edward Soja’s theory of synekism (Soja 2003, p. 274). The chapter looked at how a modern 
day suburban development from which all government and official levels of support were 
withdrawn, functioned nevertheless. What evolved in ur was a unique suburban Melbourne 
outpost that perhaps was the closest suburb to resemble the foundational ideals of the concept 
city; it had wide open spaces, privacy, a market garden, and a populated town square. Out of 
all the suburbs examined in this thesis, the suburb of ur was also the most dysfunctional in 
terms of family structure, local government and essential services.  It was a dark parody of 
the dream that the people who bought into this outer suburb were sold. Stripped of any 
earning capacity because the promised highway is never built, the inhabitants of ur produced 
a new form of synekism that arose when those who stayed behind formed a tight community.   
In many ways ur resembled a commune, as the small band of characters grew to depend on 
each other for survival and companionship. Apart from Tsiolkas’s super diverse characters 
inhabiting the inner city, those in ur also reveal a suburban space not wholly populated by 
white Anglo-Australian two-parent families. The suburb’s inhabitants include a former 
squatter, an Italian market gardener, an elderly female flower seller, a French immigrant, a 
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lovelorn writer and a modern day Ned Kelly-type. Despite the government’s attempts to close 
down ur, the sanctions and deliberate sabotage of amenities, and the murder of Nanna the 
flower seller, a unique form of synekism persisted. In a standoff reminiscent of the Eureka 
stockade, the inhabitants defiantly hold onto the historical suburban dream of home 
ownership they were sold by the developers. This meant that despite everything experienced 
by those in ur, death, floods, vandalism, a tip next door, hoons and shady government tactics, 
the dream of owning one’s own home in the suburbs remained. The dream of a place of one’s 
own is not the sole domain of young, Anglo-Australian families.  Ur revealed how the dream 
was still being sought by people in retirement who had never owned their own suburban 
home before. Ur also showed that suburbia represented family, belonging and a sense of 
purpose in everyday life.    
Taken as a whole, this research has been important on a number of levels for it shows that 
there is important knowledge in the suburbs which is found in contemporary literature. 
Giving a voice to traditionally marginalised characters living in suburbs such as the outer 
housing estate of Altona, or first generation Iranian immigrants living in Coburg, details the 
intricate social webs which make up everyday life in suburban Melbourne. The suburbs are 
also continually shifting, as we see reflected in these novels, but in a way that isn’t depicted 
at the ‘concept city’ level, which tends to homogenise Melbourne suburbia. Fiction situated 
in suburban Melbourne also normalises what is often seen as exotic or alternative to what is 
portrayed as the status quo in advertising, media and numerous forms of popular culture. Just 
as the Australian film industry went through a period of evolving from ‘period’ pieces set in 
either, the city or the bush, this group of texts shows that fiction set in Melbourne’s suburbs 
has evolved. The ‘super diversity’ of Melbourne’s immigrant communities and Anglo-
Australian communities is opened out in The Slap to reveal the practices of everyday life in 
their most pared back state: divorce, infidelity, racism, domestic violence, alcoholism, family 
loyalties and fluid sexualities are also underpinned by a joie de vivre for the most part. The 
token ‘new Australian’ is the ‘norm’ in this novel.  The ‘skip’ or ‘Australezi’ (21) who 
resides within the inner, middle and outer suburbs in Tsiolkas’ book is critiqued from a fresh 
angle.   
This project has taken a new approach to reading Melbourne fiction. The critical spatial 
justice framework allows for a snapshot of what is happening in the suburb at a particular 
point in time. Tying each chapter to a specific theory allowed for a closer reading of how the 
characters engaged with their suburban environment. In particular, it revealed how the 
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original ideals of the city’s founders impacted on both male and female characters across a 
range of suburbs and specific periods of time in Melbourne’s suburban history.  For example, 
in Butterfly we learn of the negative impact suburban living can have on the mental wellbeing 
of both male and female characters of various ages.  
While the landmarks remain the same, the demographics of the suburbs are constantly 
changing as this group of books shows. Novelists have the ability to remap the suburbs in this 
way, moving beyond the surface into the minutiae of everyday life. The inner Melbourne 
suburbs such as Fitzroy North and Carlton, where Helen Garner first mapped suburban life 
from a fictional perspective, were depicted by her as places for cheap share-housing, new 
immigrants, drug addicts and single-mothers. In more contemporary works such as The Slap, 
inner suburbs are also housing the aspirational middle class, dual income families, and single 
professionals, meaning that Melbourne's suburbs never remain static. Each generation writes 
its own experience of everyday life in Melbourne's inner and outer suburbs and it would be 
misleading to represent them as anything other than dynamic. This study has found that the 
Melbourne suburb is one of never-ending movement. Due to the arrival of refugees and 
immigrants, political decisions, changing family values, cultural influences, people's ages, 
property values and numerous other factors, the suburbs cannot be defined as one 
homogenous place. The hidden city beneath, as shown in this group of novels, reveals them 
to be messy spaces and any attempts to tag them are tenuous.   There are ‘multiple 
Melbourne’s revealed by these post-2004 novels. The suburban spaces are dynamic, 
dysfunctional, surprising and still boring at times. Melbourne's ideals and dreams about the 
suburbs (which are different from planned cities such as Canberra) have come to represent 
community and belonging. This may tie back to the early development of the suburbs from 
villages in the late 1800s and also to their association with football clubs, which fostered a 
sense of tribalism.   
My research drew on the past works of critical literary writers such as Nathanael O’Reilly, 
Andrew McCann, Ken Gelder, Brigid Rooney, Catriona Elder, Xavier Pons and Belinda 
Burns. The individual novels in this study have previously been analysed in a variety of 
ways, but they have not been grouped together for a study in this way before. The literature 
review has revealed that there is still room for further study of the city and suburbs of 
Melbourne. The short story collections of A. S. Patric, Tony Birch, Pierz Newton-John, Cate 
Kennedy, Alice Pung and Wayne Macauley, for example, house brief snapshots into 
suburban lives from Keilor Downs to St Albans. They feature suburbs which rarely, if at all, 
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feature at the concept city level in the advertising that depicts everyday life, or in tourism 
brochures.  
Bringing all these points together reveals that suburban Melbourne is not one homogenous 
place. By applying different theories drawn from a range of disciplines: sociology, cultural 
and feminist geography, psychology, literary theory and urban spatial theory, this research 
project fits into cultural geography, history, literary studies, geographical and gender studies, 
to name but a few disciplines. Data drawn from fiction can assist in broadening perspectives 
while simultaneously entertaining people. The novels in this study show, that fiction has the 
ability to also make ‘real’ and valid everyday life experiences for readers, across multiple 
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Appendix 1:  Map A. Hoddle’s Grid. Close up of the layout of the grid for the central 
business district of Melbourne. The State Library of Melbourne has the original chain used by 
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Appendix 3: The Melbourne Model 
 
 
 
 
 
